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2. SUMMARY 

The Fishery Management Plan for the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish Fisheries (FMP) modified by 
this Amendment was implemented on 1 April 1983 for a period ending 31 March 1986. This Amendment 
would extend the FMP for an indefinite period of time, or until amended. 

The management unit is all Atlantic mackerel, Loligo pealei, 11/ex illecebrosus, and butterfish under US juris
diction, excluding the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. 

The objectives of the FMP are: 

1. Enhance the probability of successful (i.e., the historical average) recruitment to the fisheries. 

2. Promote the growth of the US commercial fishery, including the fishery for export. 

3. Provide the greatest degree of freedom and flexibility to all harvesters of these resources consistent 
with the attainment of the other objectives of this FMP. 

4. Provide marine recreational fishing opportunities, recognizing the contribution of recreational fishing 
to the national economy. 

5. Increase understanding of the conditions of the stocks and fisheries. 

6. Minimize harvesting conflicts among US commercial, US recre,ltional, and foreign fishermen. 

Fishing Year 

The fishing year for Atlantic mackerel, //lex, Loligo, and butterfish is the twelve {12) month period beginning 
1 January. 

Squid Bycatch TALFFs 

The FMP provides minimum bycatch Total Allowable Level of Foreign Fishing (TALFF) allowances. The by
catch TALFFs are changed by the Amendment. The Loligo bycatch TALFF is changed to 1.0% of the allocated 
portion of the 11/ex, 0.04% of the alto :a ted portion of the mackerel (if a directed fishery is allowed), and 0.5% 
of the allocated portions of the silve1 ,.ind red hake TALFFs. The 11/ex bycatch TALFF is changed to 10.0% of 
the allocated portion of the Loligo TALFF and 0.2% of the allocated portions of the silver and red hake 
TALFFs. 

Atlantic Mackerel 

The Regional Director (RD), in consultation with the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (Council), de
termines annual specifications relating to Initial Optimum Yield (lOY), Domestic Annual Harvest (DAH), Do
mestic Annual Processing (DAP), Joint Venture Processing (JVP), and TALFF. The Council and RD review yearly 
the best available biological data pertaining to the stock. Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) in US waters for 
the upcoming fishing year is that quantity of mackerel that could be caught in US and Canadian waters (T) mi
nus the estimated catch in Canadian waters (C) and still maintain a spawning stock size (S) in the year follow
ing the year for which catch estimates and quotas are being prepared equal to or greater than 600,000 mt. 

From the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the Council, determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re
presents a modification of ABC, based on biological and economic factors. It is intended to provide the great
est overall benefit to the nation by incorporating all relevant factors. Ordinarily, lOY will be specified so that 
the fishing mortality rate associated with T is less than or equal to F0.1. However if developme:·,� of the US 
fishery requires a fishing mortality rate greater than Fo 1, but still less than or eqt.; to ABC, lOY '·'I be set at 
the higher level. This modification will be for the fishing year only, and will r,: "�:rt to Fo.1 unless modified 
again in subsequent years. Such development requirements are intended to be limited to catch by US fisher
men for US processing and to such over the side joint ventures and directed foreign fishing as has a clear and 
significant (not token) benefit to the US fishery in terms of increases in the amount of US harvested and pro
cessed mackerel. This deviation from F0.1 is intended to allow the US fishing industry the opportunity to mar
ket additional mackerel into the world market during high demand periods such as may occur if a stock prob
lem with the northeastern European Atlantic mackerel stocks developed. Determining these allocations in
volves estimating both the US and foreign harvesting potential. 

The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial TALFF. The RD projects the DAH by reviewing data concern
ing past domestic landings, projected amounts of mackerel necessary for domestic pro<.es�ing and for joint 
ventures during the fishing year, and other data pertinent for such a projection. The recreational fishery 
component of DAH is determined by the equation Y = (0.01 )(X)� (166) where Y is the predicted recreational 
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catch and X is the mackerel spawning stock size in the upcoming fishing year, in metric tons (Section 7.2). The 
JVP component of DAH is the portion of DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not use. In as� 
sessing the level of lOY, the RD must provide for a TALFF of at least a minimum bycatch of mackerel that 
would be harvested incidentally in other directed fisheries. This bycatch level is 0.4% of the allocated portion 
of the silver and red hake, 1.0% of the allocated portion of the Loligo, and 0.1% of the allocated portion of 
the /1/exTALFFs (Section 7.3}. In addition, this specification of lOY is based on such criteria as contained in the 
Magnuson Act, specifically section 201 (e), and the application of the following factors: 

1. total world export potential by mackerel producing countries; 

2. total world import demand by mackerel consuming countries; 

3. US export potential based on expected US harvests, expected US consumption, relative prices, ex-
change rates, and foreign trade barriers; 

4. increased/decreased revenues to the US from foreign fees; 

5. increased/decreased revenues to US harvesters (with/without joint ventures); 

6. increased/decreased revenues to US processors and exporters; 

7. increases/decreases in US harvesting productivity due to decreases/increases in foreign harvest; 

8. increases/decreases in US processing productivity; and 

9. potential impact of increased/decreased TALFF on foreign purchases of US products and services and 
US caught fish, changes in trade barriers, technology transfer, and other considerations. 

Proposed annual specifications of the ABC and lOY and its component amounts are published in the Federal 
Register and provide for a public comment period. At the dose of the public comment period, a notice of fi
nal annual specifications with the reasons therefore are published in the Federal Register. 

The lOY may be adjusted by the RD, in consultation with the Council, upward to the ABC at any time during 
the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to lOY to accommodate DAH needs, including when the appli
cation of the above factors warrants an adjustment in TALFF. However, TALFF may not be adjusted to a quan
tity less than that already allocated to and accepted by foreign nations or less than that needed for bycatch. 
Any adjustments to the lOY are published in the Federal Register and may provide for a public comment peri
od. 

Butterfish 

Butterfish maximum OY is 16,000 mt. The RD in consultation with the Council, determines annual specifica
tions relating to lOY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF. The RD reviews yearly the most recent biological data, in
cluding data on discards, pertaining to the stock. If the RD determines that the stock cannot support a level 
of harvest equal to the maximum OY, he establishes a lower ABC for the fishing year. This level represents es
sentially the modification of the MSY to reflect changed biological circumstances. If the stock is able to sup
port a harvest level equivalent to the maximum OY, the ABC is set at that level. 

From the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the Councit determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re
presents a modification of ABC. The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial TALFF. The RD projects the 
DAH by reviewing the data concerning past domestic landings, projected amounts of butterfish necessary for 
domestic processing and for joint ventures during the fishing year, and other data pertinent for such a projec� 
tion. The JVP component of DAH is the portion of DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not 
use. In assessing the level of lOY, the RD provides for a bycatch TALFF equal to 3.0% of the allocated portion 
of the Loligo TALFF and 0.5% of the allocated portion of the //lex, 0.08% of the allocated portion of the At· 
!antic mackerel, and 0.1% of the allocated portion of the silver and red hake TALFFs (Section 7.3). Note that 
the nine factors considered in establishing lOY for the squids and mackerel do not apply for butterfish be
cause the butterfish TALFF is established for bycatch only in accordance with the preceding percentages. 

Proposed annual specifications of the ABC and lOY and its component amounts are published in the Federal 
Register and provide for a public comment period. At the close of the public comment period, a notice of fi
nal annual specifications with the reasons therefore are published in the Federal Register. 

The lOY may be adjusted by the RD, in consultation with the Council, upward to the ABC at any time during 
the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to lOY to accommodate DAH needs. However, TALFF may not 
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be adjusted to a quantity less than that needed for bycatch. Any adjustments to the lOY are published in the 
Federal Register and may provide for a public comment period. 

US Fishing Vessel Permits 

The requirement that US vessels have permits for the mackerel, squid, and butterfish fisheries is continued, 
but permits expire on 31 December of each year. The permits of vessel participating in the fishing vessel 
record program will be renewed automatically. Permits may be revoked for violations of this FMP. 

Foreign Fishing Areas and Seasons 

Foreign nations fishing for Atlantic mackerel, squid or butterfish shall be subject to the time and area restric
tions in 50 CFR 611.50 and the fixed gear avoidance regulations in 50 CFR 611.50(e). 

Alternatives to the adopted FMP are discussed in Appendix 1 of the Amendment. 
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4. INTRODUCTION 

4.1. HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE FMP 

In March, 1977, the Council initiated development of the Mackerel and Squid FMPs. The Council adopted the 
Mackerel FMP for hearings in September 1977 and the Squid FMP for hearings in October 1977. Hearings on 
Mackerel and Squid FMPs were held in December, 1977. The Mackerel and Squid FMPs were adopted by the 
Council in March 1978. The Mackerel FMP was submitted for NMFS approval in May 1978. The Squid FMP was 
submitted for NMFS approval in June 1978. However, based on NMFS comments, the Council requested that 
the Mackerel and Squid FMPs be returned. 

The FMPs were revised, the revisions being identified as Mackerel FMP Supplement# 1 and Squid FMP Supple
ment #1. These two Supplements, along with the original Butterfish FMP, were adopted for public hearings 
by the Council in July of 1978. Hearings on all three documents were held during September and October 
1978 and all three FMPs were adopted in final form by the Council in November 1978. The Butterfish FMP 
was submitted for NMFS approval in December 1978. Mackerel FMP Supplement #1 and Squid FMP Supple
ment #1 were submitted for NMFS approval in January 1979. NMFS approved Squid FMP Supplement #1 in 
June 1979 and Mackerel FMP Supplement #1 in July 1979. Both FMPs were for fishing year (1 April- 31 
March) 1979-80. 

The Butterfish FMP was disapproved by NMFS in April 1979 because of a need for additional justification of 
the reasons for reducing OY below MSY. The Butterfish FMP was revised, adopted by the Council, and resub
mitted for NMFS approval in June 1979. It was approved by NMFS in November 1979 for fishing year 1979-80. 

The Council adopted Amendments #1 to both the Mackerel and Squid FMPs for hearings in August 1979. 
Hearings were held during October 1979. The Amendments were adopted by the Council and submitted for 
NMFS approval in November 1979. Both Amendments were approved by NMFS in March 1980. This extended 
the Squid FMP for an indefinite time beyond the end of fishing year 1979-80 and extended the Mackerel FMP 
through fishing year 1980-81. Butterfish FMP Amendment #1, extending the FMP through fishing year 1980-
81, was adopted by the Council for hearings in December 1979 with hearings held during January 1980. Dur
ing January 1980 the Amendment was adopted in final form by the Council and submitted for NMFS approv
al. It was approved in March 1980. 

The Council began work on an amendment to merge the Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMPs in March 1980 
the document being identified as Amendment #2 to the Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP. The Amend
ment was adopted by the Council for public hearings in August 1980. However, NMFS commented that there 
were significant problems with the Amendment that could not be resolved prior to the end of the fishing 
year (31 March 1981}. The Council then prepared separate Amendments #2 to both the Mackerel and Butter� 
fish FMPs to extend those FMPs through fishing year 1981-82. Since Amendment #1 to the Squid FMP ex
tended that FMP indefinitely, there was no need to take this action for the Squid FMP. Those drafts were 
adopted for public hearing by the Council in October 1980 with hearings held in November. The Amend
ments were adopted in final form by the Council and submitted for NMFS approval in November 1980. 
Amendment #2 to the Mackerel FMP was approved by NMFS in January 1981 and Amendment #2 to the But
terfish FMP was approved by NMFS in February 1981. 

In October 1980 the merger amendment, previously designated as Amendment #2, was redesignated 
Amendment #3. The Council adopted draft Amendment #3 to the Squid, Mackerel, and Butterfish FMP in 
July 1981 and hearings were held during September. The Council adopted Amendment #3 in October 1981 
and submitted it for NMFS approval. NMFS review identified the need for additional explanation of certain 
provisions of the Amendment. The revisions were made and the revised Amendment #3 was submitted for 
NMFS approval in February 1982. 

The Amendment was approved by NMFS in October 1982. However, problems developed with the implemen
tation regulations, particularly with the Office of Management and Budget through that agency's review un
der Executive Order 12291. In an effort to have the FMP in place by the beginning of the fishing year (1 April 
1983) the FMP, without the squid OY adjustment mechanism, or a revised Atlantic mackerel mortality rate, 
and redesignated as the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP, was implemented by emergency inter
im regulations on 1 April 1983. By agreement of the Secretary of Commerce and the Council, the effective 
date of those emergency regulations was extended through 27 September 1983. 

The differences between the FMP and the implementing regulations resulted in a hearing before the House 
Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and the Envtronment on 10 May 1983. 
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Amendment #1 to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP was prepared to implement the squid OY 
adjustment mechanism and the revised mackerel mortality rate. That Amendment was adopted by the Coun� 
cil on 15 September 1983, approved by NMFS on 19 December 1983 , and implemented by regulations pub
lished in the Federal Register on 1 April1984. 

4.2. PROBLEMS FOR RESOLUTION 

4.2.1. Introduction 

Federal management of the mackerel,squid, and butterfish fisheries took a new direction with the merger of 
the FMPs for management of the three fisheries in 1982, and with adoption of Amendment #1 to the FMP for 
Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish in 1983. From 1978 to that time, the three fisheries were managed 
under separate FMPs which set DAH and other plan terms in a manner which was not conducive to growth 
and development of the US fisheries. The Atlantic Mackerel FMP (established a severe quota for) the US and 
established a bycatch TALFF for the foreign fishery to allow the depleted stock to rebuild. The squid fishery 
was managed through fixed annual quotas with set TALFFs and Reserves. The Butterfish FMP had a set US al
location and a set TALFF. 

Through a series of amendments, including the merger of the three FMPs into one, management has contin
ued to work toward the objectives of sound management of the resource and development of the US fishery. 
The extent to which those objectives are being achieved can be indicated by a review of sections 5 through 8. 
The current Amendment is designed not only to extend the FMP beyond its current sunset of 31 March 1986, 
but to attempt resolution of certain problems identified since implementation of Amendment# 1. As noted 
below, the solution of certain problems was postponed for the next Amendment pending additional study 
which was not possible given the deadline on expiration of the current FMP. 

After merging the management of the three fisheries and the adoption of terms that allowed more flexibility 
in setting of annual specifications in Amendment #1, the Council was able to undertake more controlled 
management of the three fisheries to maximize the opportunities for US growth and development in these 
fisheries. Over the past three years, domestic landings for the squids and butterfish have been higher than in 
the past (Tables 1 and 7). Substantial investments have been made in US vessels for operation in these fisher
ies (Section 8.1.1) and in some shoreside facilities. The FMP continues to provide for allocations to TALFF, but 
Council recommendations for TALFF are tailored to actual need in terms of bycatch amounts and to consisten
cy with FMP goals where directed fisheries are involved. Proposals by foreign partners for joint ventures or 
other joint enterprises have increased and become more competitive in the past three years, and have been 
subject to close scrutiny by the Council (Section 9.1.2.3.2) and debated at length by industry members and the 
public at Council and committee meetings. 

A number of the terms below are made to continue the approach adopted in Amendment #1, to revise terms 
not yet changed to reflect the current management strategy and to improve the operation of existing terms 
to achieve the FMP's objectives. Among the proposed terms falling in this category are revisions to the annu
al specification of terms in the mackerel and butterfish fisheries, revision of bycatch TALFF percentages, per
mit and data collection requirements to improve the data base on which the FMP operates, and terms direct
ed toward making partners in US/foreign joint ventures or joint enterprises more accountable with regard to 
promises made to gain favorable recommendations for their permit applications. The change in the fishing 
year from the period 1 April to 31 March to a calendar year is intended to ease administration burdens of 
making and reviewing such applications. Other proposals revise terms in light of recently acquired scientific 
information. Changes in the mackerel regime to revise the spawning stock guideline from 400,000 mt to 
600,000 mt per year and modification of the recreational catch formula fall into this group. The adoption of 
a butterfish minimum count term was adopted based on recent scientific and statistical information which 
projects a potential resource problem with continued harvests of large amounts of small butterfish. A more 
detailed discussion of the problems addressed follows. The terms are specified in Section 9.1 and evaluated in 
Section 9.2. 

4.2.2. Mackerel Regine 

The Council considered a number of issues related to the Atlantic mackerel regime in order to improve the 
management of that fishery and to update the derivation of specifications based on more recent scientific in
formation and analysis. As described in Section XII. E. of Amendment #1 to the FMP, the specifications for OY, 
TALFF, and DAH were based on a complicated two case procedure depending on whether the resulting stock 
size would be over or under the spawning stock size reference of 400,000 mt. The recreational catch forecast
ing formula was expressed as Y =.;;; (0.01)(X) + 180 based on analysis of information available at that time. 
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The essential provisions of Amendment #1 are presented as Alternative 2 (Appendix 1) of this Amendment 
#2. Changes have been made to many of these components as described in the following sections. 

4.2.2.1. Development of the US Mackerel Fishery 

The mackerel regime is currently not designed to enhance the development of the US fishery as is the squid 
regime. Briefly, the mackerel regime includes a Reserve to allow for adjustments to DAH during the year, 
with the unused portion of the Reserve allocated to TALFF toward the end of the year. The effect of the cur
rent mackerel regime is that foreign nations can essentially control the magnitude of the DAH and conse
quently TALFF and Reserve .. Since OY is set based on biological data and DAH is made up of the projected re
creational catch, the US catch for domestic markets and export, and US joint venture catch, by minimizing 
joint ventures and export purchases, foreign nations can effectively reduce DAH, thus increasing the differ
ence between OY and DAH, and thereby leading to a larger initial TALFF and a larger transfer from Reserve 
to TALFF during the year. While this problem has not yet become discernable since demand for US Atlantic 
mackerel has been relatively small in the recent past (Table 4), there is a possibility that declines in European 
mackerel stocks (Section 9.2.2.5) may increase this demand. 

This problem relates directly to the attainment of Objective 2. In the original Butterfish FMP, the Council and, 
by approval of the FMP, the Commerce Department, established the principle of using the specification of OY 

as a tool to help in the development of the US commercial fishery. The principle was based on the concept 
that foreign nations will not purchase fish from US harvesters or processors if they are allowed to harvest 
them directly. It has always been recognized that lower TALFFs will not automatically develop export mar
kets for US caught fish, however, the higher TALFFs were felt to minimize opportunities for the US industry to 
develop export markets. This concept was introduced into the squid regime with the current FMP, which al
lows for in season adjustments to OY, DAH, DAP, and TALFF in response to events that aid development of 
the US fishery. 

In the past Reserves were used in the squid regime, but were replaced with a procedure that allows for adjust
ments to DAH and TALFF during the year based on developments in the fishery and evaluation of specific cri
teria designed to determine whether TALFF adjustments are in the best interest of the US fishery. If the 
mackerel fishery is to develop, it is necessary that the policy upon which the squid regime is based be applied 
to the mackerel fishery. 

The problem is that the automatic division of the difference into TALFF and Reserve and the time related re
view of US fishery performance can create problems because of its inflexibility. With the current FMP, the 
squid OY and estimates of DAH are set annually and may be increased during the year, so those values are 
flexible in that they may be adjusted during the year to reflect the dynamic character of the fishery. The 
TALFF and Reserve provisions do not have this flexibility and thus, present an impediment to the efficient op4 
eration of development efforts. The purpose of the Magnuson Act (Section 2b(3) and (6)) and this FMP is to 
develop the US fishery while recognizing that a significant part of such development, particularly in the short 
run, involves arrangements with foreign nations to purchase US harvested and processed fish, with incentives 
to the foreign nations provided by preferential allocations from TALFF. To do this effectively requires the 
ability to adjust OY and DAH during a year in response to changing economic conditions. 

It is recognized that reducing availability of mackerel to foreign nations will not automatically lead to devel
opment of the US fishery. However, if there are no incentives for the foreign nations to help develop the US 
fishery, the chances of development {at least of export markets) are negligible. This was recognized in the re
cent amendments to the Magnuson Act, which made the efforts of foreign nations to help the US industry a 

consideration when making TALFF allocations. 

The revised mackerel regime is presented in Section 9.1.1.4 and evaluated in Sections 9.2.2.4 and 9.2.2.5. 

4.2.2.2. Mackerel Recreational Catch Forecasting Equation 

For purposes of determining the recreational fishery component of the annual DAH, the FMP relies on an 
equation that projects recreational catch based on spawning stock size. A number of recreational fishery sur
veys have been conducted since the equation was developed. Therefore, it was necessary to review the equa
tion in light of the recent survey findings to determine whether the equation is adequate or needs to be re
specified. The revision is discussed in Section 7.2 with the revised management term specified in Section 
9.1.1.4. 
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4.2.2.3. Revision of Mackerel Minimum Spawning Stock Size 

The FMP with Amendment #1 provides for a mackerel minimum spawning stock size of 400,000 mt below 
which allowable catch levels are significantly reduced. Anderson (1985) examined the stock recruitment rela
tionship for mackerel and found the relationship between year class size at age 1 and spawning stock biomass 
that produced that year class (Figure 6) indicates a high probability of low spawning stock levels producing 
poor year classes and that there seemed to be a stock recruitment relationship sufficient to be of guidance for 
management purposes. This issue is discussed in Section 5.4.3. The revised management term is specified in 
9.1.1.4 and evaluated in 9.2.2.5. 

4.2.3. River Herring Bycatch in the Directed Foreign Mackerel Fishery 

The foreign river herring fishery is managed through the Trawl Fisheries of the Northwest Atlantic PMP. The 
TALFF is 100 mt and is allocated for bycatch in other fisheries, primarily the mackerel fishery. The river her
ring TALFF is low because of the condition of the resource. 

The Council has the preparation of a River Herring FMP on its long range schedule. The Atlantic States Marine 
Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) is preparing a river herring management plan which may serve as the basis of 
the Council's FMP. 

The most significant (in terms of size of catch) mackerel fishery in the recent past has been the Polish fishery 
carried out primarily for research purposes. The average river herring bycatch in that fishery for the last three 
years has been 3% of the mackerel catch (Section 7.3.2). There is some indication that the river herring by� 
catch increases as the fishery moves closer to shore, although a complete analysis of this is currently under 
way. 

The river herring fishery was an inshore US fishery until the late 1960s when foreign fleets entered the fish
ery. The US catch averaged 24,800 mt between 1963 and 1969. A downward trend began in 1969, with the 
1983 catch 4,100 mt. Data from the NEFC spring and autumn bottom trawl surveys from the Gulf of Maine to 
northern New Jersey indicate that stock levels have been relatively stable since 1968. Data from the spring 
bottom trawl surveys between northern New Jersey and Cape Hatteras indicate an increase in river herring 
biomass since 1975 (USDC, 1984a). 

While the intent is not to regulate river herring as part of this FMP, the river herring situation poses a signifi
cant problem, particularly with regard to the development of the mackerel fishery. If the mackerel fishery 
develops only with US vessels, the river herring catch will likely increase but it will have no regulatory signifi
cance since the PMP does not manage the US fishery. However, the most likely case is that the fishery will de
velop initially through joint ventures, probably with related directed foreign fisheries. If the latter situation 
prevails, if the river herring TALFF remains 100 mt, and if the 3% bycatch relationship continues, there is 
clearly a problem relative to foreign catches in the development of the US fishery. If the only river herring 
catch by foreign vessels is bycatch in the mackerel fishery, if the foreign catch amounts to 3 mt of river herring 
for every 100 mt of mackerel, and if the river herring TALFF is 100 mt, then the total allowed foreign mackerel 
catch cannot exceed 3,333 mt. While this might represent a worst case situation and additional analyses are 
needed, there is a problem that, if it cannot be solved, at least must be recognized in the development of the 
mackerel fishery. 

The Council has determined to not resolve this problem as part of Amendment #2 because of the relationship 
of such solution to river herring management and the progress of the ASMFC Shad and River Herring Plan. 
The Council will continue to study this issue and will incorporate appropriate changes in the next Amend· 
ment. 

4.2.4. Joint Venture Policy 

The FMP currently provides for joint ventures but does not contain a policy framework concerning, for exam· 
pie, review procedures and priority criteria. The Council adopted a policy concerning the review of joint ven
ture proposals after the FMP was implemented. The New England Council adopted a joint venture policy vir
tually identical to that of the Mid-Atlantic Council. In order to eliminate possible confusion between the pro
visions of the FMP and the joint venture policy, consideration should be given to including some or all of the 
Council's joint venture policy in the FMP (Sections 9.1.2.3.2 and 9.1.2.5). The schedule for setting annual ABC, 
OY, DAH, etc. and the review of joint venture proposals are another part of this problem. 
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4.2.5. Biological Sensitivity of Butterfish Regime 

The FMP currently allows an annual butterfish catch (US and foreign combined) of up to 16,000 mt. There is 
no provision to reduce that maximum for biological reasons. The only way to reduce the maximum allowable 
catch for biological reasons is by amending the FMP, which, because of the time needed to prepare and se
cure approval of an amendment, is not an acceptable way of dealing with stock problems. The NEFC butter
fish stock assessment methodology has been improved so that data are now available to make year to year 
adjustments in the allowable catch to reflect changing stock conditions. The mackerel and squid regimes are 
both biologically sensitive in that the maximum allowed catch in any year is set based on the latest available 
stock assessment information. A similar system should be established for butterfish to allow for adjustments 
to the allowable catch to reduce the chances of overfishing on an annual basis (Sections 9.1.1.5, 9.1.2.5, 

9.2.2.6, and 9.2.2.7). Fortunately, the butterfish stock has been robust so the need to reduce allowable catch 
levels has not developed to date. However, should a problem develop, it seems more appropriate to have a 
measure in place to deal with it rather than being faced with an amendment to the FMP, be it emergency or 
otherwise (i.e., an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure). 

This problem increases in importance as the fishery develops. In 1984 the adjusted nominal catch was 15,977 

mt (Table 7), essentially equal to MSY. Given that the fishery has developed to a level equal to MSY, it is even 
more important to be able to reduce the allowable catch to account for stock problems. 

Note that these revisions to the system do not relate to the allocation of the catch following development of 
the biologically acceptable maximum for the year. For example, for the squids, the Allowable Biological 
Catch (ABC) is set based on stock assessment information. However, the OY for the year is set equal to or less 
than that quantity based on policy considerations relative to the development of the US fishery. For butter
fish, a system to set the allowable biological catch for any year would not change the policy that the TALFF is 
set at the bycatch level or that the catch by US fishermen is limited only by the allowable catch level minus the 
bycatch TALFF. 

4.2.6. large Catch of Small Butterfish 

Another consideration for butterfish management is the length frequency of fish in the catch. During 1983 

and 1984 there was a significant catch of small butterfish resulting from a very strong 1983 year class. The 
NEFC estimates that the 1983 year class was the strongest year class (Table 8) since 1968 when calculations of 
indices of butterfish relative abundance were initiated. However, the combination of large landings in the 
latter half of 1983 and 1984 (Table 7) and the high discard (30-80% of the catch on a per vessel basis; Ander
son, pers. comm.) of these small fish has generated great concern over the future health of this year class. 
Whether this problem will be repeated in the future depends on future year class strengths and fishing pat
terns, but the full potential of the butterfish stock can be realized by US fishermen only if a harvesting strate
gy is followed which will permit fish to grow to an optimal size before being caught (Sections 5.3.4, 5.4.4, 

9.1. 1.5, 9.1.2.5, and 9.2.2. 7). Information is not yet available to assess the impact of these discards on the 
health of the 1983 year class or on future year classes. 

4.2.7. Fishing Year 

The FMP currently operates on an 1 April- 31 March fishing year. It has been suggested that the fishing year 
should be revised to be the same as the calendar year (Sections 9.1.1.1 and 9.2.2.3). 

The fishing year was originally set primarily to reflect the historical foreign fishing season, which generally ex
tended from October through March. It must be remembered that policy at that time led to OY and DAH es
timates set in the FMP, with allocations to TALFF of any part of the OY not harvested by US fishermen, either 
by transfers from DAH to TALFF or through the Reserve systems. Hence, it was necessary to have a schedule 
that allowed US fishermen to have a chance to catch the fish prior to any allocation to TALFF. That problem 
has been eliminated in the squid and butterfish regimes and will be addressed in this Amendment for mack
erel (Section 4.2.2) . Therefore, the reason for the fishing year specification probably no longer exists. 

One of the perceived problems with the fishing year relates to the directed foreign Loligo fishery. Foreign 
fishing is allowed from October through March. There is reason to believe that the Loligo begin their inshore 
migration so that the end of the foreign fishery is directed on the incoming schools even though the fishery is 
technically on the end of the fishing year's allocation. Fishermen report that these squid are easier to catch 
because of the schools and are larger. A significant foreign fishery on the Lo/igo making their inshore migra
tion is believed to decrease availability of the squid to US fishermen who fish primarily inshore in the spring. 
However, the solution to this problem may involve changing the allowed foreign fishing season in addition 
to changing the fishing year in the FMP. That is, no matter when the fishing year begins and ends, if a direct-
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ed foreign fishery is allowed during the spring inshore migration, the potential availability problem exists. 
The Council will change only the fishing year at this time. If this action does not solve the problem, the sea
sons may be changed in the next amendment. 

Changing the fishing year to match the calendar year would resolve administrative problems. The foreign 
trawl fishery in the northwest Atlantic involves Atlantic mackerel, squid, and butterfish (managed by this 
FMP), silver and red hake (currently managed by a PMP), and other finfish (managed by the Trawl Fisheries of 
the N orthwest Atlantic PMP). The hakes and other finfish are managed on a calendar year basis. The system 
for permitting foreign fishing vessels also operates on a calendar year basis. In some cases this has resulted in 
joint ventures applying for two permits for the same project, effectively doubling the work of the applicants, 
State and Commerce Departments and Councils in review and related work. 

Given current US fishing patterns, changing the fishing year to the calendar year would not impact the 11/ex, 
Loligo, or mackerel fisheries (Tables 13 and 17). However, the butterfish fishery is changing to move closer to 
the historical foreign season, i.e., the end of one calendar year and the beginning of the next (Table 21). If 
the US fisheries for the squids and mackerel are to expand to take a greater proportion of the allowed catch, 
it is logical that they will need to fish offshore in the winter, approximating the historical foreign season. 
However, given the current systems for setting OY, DAH, and TALFF, changing the fishing year to the calen
dar year should not affect this. 

Based on its problem analysis, the Council concluded that the primary reason for adherence to the 1 April 
through 31 March fishing year no longer exists, that the administrative advantages of putting the fishing year 
on the same cycle with other associated procedures are substantial, and that the impacts would be minimal of 
moving the potential time for closures from the period January through March to the period October 
through December are minimal. In light of their conclusions the Council proposed a change in the fishing 
year to a calendar year, 1 January through 31 December (Section 9.1.1.1). The details of the administrative 
cost savings and the impacts on existing fishing patterns are discussed in Section 9.2.2.3. 

4.2.8. Foreign Bycatch Percentages 

The FMP sets minimum bycatch TALFF allocations based on historical performance of the directed foreign 
fishery. It is necessary to review recent data to determine whether the percentages are appropriate at this 
time. Such an examination is necessary to assure that the FMP is based on the best available data and to as
sure that bycatch TALFFs are not excessive based on current performance in the fishery. Bycatch performance 
is discussed in Section 7 .3.2, the changes to the bycatch TALFFs are presented in Sections 9.1.1.2, 9.1.1.3, 

9.1.1.4, and 9.1.1.5, and the changes are evaluated in 9.2.2.4. 

4.2.9. Permit Requirement and Data Collection 

The FMP contains a requirement that US fishermen obtain a permit from NMFS to fish for mackerel, squid, or 
butterfish. The permit requirement has been included in the FMP since its inception and was originally coup
led with a logbook requirement. The intent was that the permit data would provide information on the char· 
acteristics of the vessels in the fishery and constitute the universe of vessels that would supply logbook data. 
Not all permitted vessels would fish, but those that did would submit logbooks and the logbook data could 
be analyzed in conjunction with the permit data to develop information on the US fishery. 

However, the logbook requirement was never implemented by NMFS and was removed from the FMP when 
it was believed that the NEFC Three Tier System would meet the data needs of management. Since permits 
are free and there are no eligibility requirements (except for the Mid-Atlantic surf clam fishery), most fisher
men apparently apply for permits in all fisheries, with the result that the permit file supplies no useful data on 
the mackerel, squid, or butterfish fisheries. In addition, permits are issued on a permanent basis, so there is 
no way to know if a vessel operator that at one time may have had an interest in one of the fisheries still has 
that interest. It is likely that the only productive use of the permit file at this time is that it provides NMFS 
with a partial mailing list of potentially interested fishermen. 

The Council's Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC) analyzed the data needs for effective fishery manage
ment in a report submitted to the Council in December 1983. The following quotations are from this Council 
endorsed report: 

"Squid: Capacity data was rated highest under the economic heading because of the recent focus on de
veloping a US export market. Quantitiative data on US harvesting and processing capacities, and domes
tic and foreign demand analyses will have the greatest impact on managing the future of this fishery. 
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"Catch and fishery-independent survey categories were ranked highest for squid. Catch data (domestic 
and foreign) are necessary to monitor stock removals. F/NEC trawl survey represents the only means of 
monitoring abundance. Length samples from commercial catches are necessary for estimating cohort 
mortality rates. 

"Mackerel: Management of the mackerel fishery involves domestic and foreign commercial harvests and 
markets, as well as a large recreational harvesting component. Given the number of allocation decisions 
which must be made, all economic data categories are close in importance. However, cost data and re
creational value data would permit a preliminary analysis of the economic impacts of alternative alloca
tion decisions. 

··current management of mackerel is based on catch quotas. All four biological categories were given 
the highest ranking. Absence of any of these elements seriously impedes the ability to adequately assess 
the status of mackerel. This would prevent NMFS from providing reliable projections of catch and stock 
size necessary for determining optimum yield . 

.. Butterfish: Capacity and cost data head the list of economic data because of the developing export mar
ket. Analyses using these data are useful in measuring trade- offs between foreign fishing/joint ventures 
and domestic production. 

"Current butterfish management is based on an optimum yield for each fishing year. All biological cate
gories were equally important for reasons similar to those stated for mackerel. .. 

The SSC's detailed analysis of data needs, including uses, user groups, data sources, and comments on quality 
and availability are presented in Table 34. These recommendations are similar to those presented in "Eco
nomic and Biological Data Needs for Fisheries Management with Particular Reference to the New England 
and Mid-Atlantic Areas" (Table 35, USDC, 1980). Reference also should be made to 303(a)(S) of the MFCMA 
which specifies "the data which shall be submitted to the Secretary with respect to the fishery including, but 
not limited to, information regarding the type and quantity of fishing gear used, catch by species in numbers 
of fish and weight thereof, areas in which fishing was engaged in, time of fishing, number of hauls, and the 
estimated processing capacity of, and the actual processing capacity utilized by Unitedc States fish proces
sors". 

While the existing systems may collect some (if not all) of the data, there are significant problems with regard 
to retrieval. One problem relates to the fact that vessel identification information is currently removed from 
the records and replaced with random numbers that are generated anew each month. Hence, it is impossible 
to determine how many vessels are in the fishery as required by 303(a)(20 of the MFCMA, the extent to which 
the vessels are dependent on the fishery, any seasonality of participation, other species that are important to 
vessels participating in the fishery, and other issues that are critical to evaluating the impacts of proposed 
management measures or of monitoring the effects of implemented measures. Another retrieval problem 
relates to data access. The existing logbook system permits real time access whereas Council requests from 
the Three Tier System can take months to fill. While real time access is not always necessary, the delays exper
ienced with the Three Tier System are unacceptable. 

The revised terms are specified in Sections 9.1.2.1 and 9.1.3 and evaluated in Sections 9.2.2. 1 aand 9.2.2.2. 

4.2.10. Foreign Fishing Regulations 

Foreign fishing under this FMP is regulated by the NMFS foreign fishing regulations for the trawl fishery of 
the northwest Atlantic (as opposed to the regulations that govern the foreign long line fishery). Those regu
lations include a reporting system, gear requirements, and fishing seasons and areas. The regulations were 
implemented with the implementation of the Magnuson Act in 1977 and have had minor revisions. 

While the foreign fishing regulations have not changed materially, exceptions to the regulations (particularly 
the area restrictions) are not uncommon as part of joint venture arrangements (Section 9.1.2.2). For example, 
mackerel joint ventures may include a provision for a directed foreign fishery in conjunction with foreign pur
chases from US vessels at sea or from US processors, with the directed foreign fishery allowed outside the for
eign fishing areas but no closer to shore than some specified distance. 

However, the foreign fishery has changed dramatically as a result of reduced TALFFs which has resulted in sig
nificantly fewer foreign ve.:;sels fishing in the northwest Atlantic FQ. Additionally, US observers must now be 
embarked on all foreign v�:�ssels when they are fishing in the FCZ. The Council has adopted a policy that the 
foreign fishing areas could be eliminated when full observer coverage was implemented. 
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The Council has two positions at this time as to revisions to the time and area restrictions: (1) they are con
tinuing to work on a long term policy, but need more refinement, particularly in the area of mackerel joint 
ventures and the river herring issue; and (2) they support exemptions on a case by case basis as done in the re
cent past on an ad hoc basis and have included a measure {Section 9.1.2.2) to clarify the procedures. 

4.2.11. Silver and Red Hake 

Silver and red hake are currently managed together in a separate PMP. Historically the foreign trawl fishery 
involved the hakes along with mackerel, squid, and butterfish. In the recent past there has been no signifi· 
cant directed foreign fishery for the hakes. The foreign hake fishery is accounted for in this FMP through the 
bycatch percentages. 

For 1983 the total allowable catch of silver hake from Georges Bank was 25,000 mt and the actual catch was 
1,200 mt, 1,100 mt by US fishermen. The allowable catch from the southern New England/Mid-Atlantic area 
in 1983 was 30,000 mt, with an actual catch of 14,400 mt, 10,900 by US commercial fishermen and 3,000 by US 
recreational fishermen (USDC, 1984a). The long term potential catch is estimated at 80,000 mt from Georges 
Bank and 47,600 mt from southern New England/Mid-Atlantic {USDC, 1984a). 

The Gulf of Maine silver hake fishery is not regulated by the PMP and it has an estimated catch in 1983 of 
4,800 mt, all by US commercial fishermen. The estimated long term potential yield from the Gulf of Maine sil
ver hake resource is 26,300 mt. 

For red hake in 1983, the Georges Bank allowed catch was 6,000 mt and the actual catch was 100 mt, while 
the southern New England/Mid-Atlantic allowed catch was 16,000 mt and the actual catch was 1,800 mt 
{1,300 mt by US commercial fishermen and 500 mt by US recreational fishermen). The long term potential 
catch is estimated at 15,500 mt from Georges Bank and 26,000 mt from southern New England/Mid-Atlantic 
(USDC, 1984a). 

The US hake fishery has a development potential similar to mackerel, squid, and butterfish. There is a poten
tial for joint ventures (even with the current PMP). However, under PMP management joint ventures that in
volve the hakes and, perhaps, mackerel or squid, may be complicated because the Councils do not have a di
rect role in fisheries covered by PMPs. Given the historical relationship of the foreign fishery between the 
hakes and the species included in this FMP and the underdeveloped nature of the US hake fishery, it may be 
appropriate to include silver and red hake in the management unit of this FMP. 

The Council has determined to not resolve this problem as part of Amendment #2 because of the need for ex· 
tended review of the advantages and disadvantages of managing the hakes as part of this FMP or through a 
separate FMP. The Council will continue to study this issue and will incorporate appropriate changes in the 
next Amendment. 

4.3. MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the FMP are: 

1. Enhance the probability of successful (i.e., the historical average) recruitment to the fisheries. 

2. Promote the growth of the US commercial fishery, including the fishery for export. 

3. Provide the greatest degree of freedom and flexibility to all harvesters of these resources consistent 
with the attainment of the other objectives of this FMP. 

4. Provide marine recreational fishing opportunities, recognizing the contribution of recreational fishing 
to the national economy. 

5. Increase understanding of the conditions of the stocks and fisheries. 

6. Minimize harvesting conflicts among US commercial, US recreational, and foreign fishermen. 

4.4. MANAGEMENT UNIT 

The management unit is all Atlantic mackerel, Loligo pealei, 11/ex il/ecebrosus, and butterfish under US juris
diction, excluding the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. 
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5. DESCRIPTION OF STOCKS 

5.1. SPECIES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION 

5.1.1. Loligo 

Known by the common names of long-finned squid, winter squid, common squid, and bone squid, Loligo 
pealei is one of five Atlantic species of the genus Loligo of the squid family Loliginidae. Loligo pealei ranges 
over the continental shelf from as far north as New Brunswick (Summers, 1969) to the Gulf of Mexico. How� 
ever, primary concentrations (Figure 1) occur from Georges Bank to Cape Hatteras (Serchuk and Rathjen, 
1974). L. pealei probably forms one stock which migrates on and offshore as much as 200 km seasonally, gen
erally remaining in waters where the temperature is greater than about 46 F {Lange and Sissenwine, 1980). 

Seasonal differences in geographic and bathymetric distribution of Loligo are evident and appear to be relat
ed to bottom water temperatures. During winter, when water is coldest inshore, the bulk of the population 
concentrate along the outer edge of the continental shelf in 46-54 F waters (Summers, 1967; Vovk, 1969). 
From late spring to early autumn the species disperses from the shelf edge into shallow coastal waters with 
heaviest concentrations usually occurring in the Cape Hatteras, New York Bight, and Nantucket Shoals areas. 
During summer, however, concentrations of Loligo may occur anywhere on the continental shelf. This disper
sion is part of a spring inshore spawning migration which begins in the southern areas and as water tempera· 
tures rise, proceeds northward along the coast. By April or May, mature squid arrive in Massachusetts waters 
with smaller immature individuals arriving in May and June. During late spring and summer, Loligo may be 
found in harbors and estuaries, particularly in southern New England. In the fall, concentrations appear in 
the southern New England and Hudson Canyon area (ICNAF SZw and 6A; Figure 2) in water less than 360' 
deep (Rathjen, 1973; Serchuk and Rathjen, 1974; Tibbetts, 1975). Vovk {1969) also found large fall concentra
tions of long-finned squid in the area between Block Island and southern Georges Bank. In late autumn they 
move offshore to overwinter along the edge of the continental shelf. 

Loliginid squid show a diurnal cycle of vertical migration moving up in the water column at night. Catches of 
L. pealel (Summers, 1969; Serchuk and Rathien, 1974; and Lux eta/., 1974) taken by bottom trawl show a de� 
cline at night. It is thought that the vertica( nigration of L. pealei may be associated with the pursuit of food 
organisms such as euphausids (Serchuk and Rathjen, 1974). 

L. pea/ei usually spawn in shallow waters between Chesapeake Bay and southern Cape Cod. A six-month 
(May-October) spawning season (Lange, 1984a) which extends through the warmer half of the year is indicat� 
ed by the annual cycle of sexual maturation of Loligo, with peaks in May and to a lesser extent in October, re
sulting in two distinct cohorts in most years (Lange, 1984a). Mesnil (1976) proposed a concept of two crossed 
life cycles for Loligo pea/ei based on various size groups found during research surveys and inferences to simi
lar life cycles for Lo/igo vulgaris and the cuttlefish Sepia officina/is in the northeast Atlantic (Section 5.3.1). 

5.1.2. 11/ex 

The summer or short-finned squid (//lex il/ecebrosus) is one of three species of !/lex found in the northwest At
lantic. It is also found in the eastern Atlantic where it ranges from Scandinavia southward to the Bristol Chan
nel (southwest England) and westward to the Faroe Islands and Iceland. In the western Atlantic, north of 
Cape Canaveral it is possible that/. il/ecebrosus is the only 11/ex species taken in significant numbers (Voss and 
Brakoniechi, 1984). It is primarily distributed between Newfoundland and Cape Hatteras (Lange, 1984b). 
However, it is most abundant in summer in the Gulf of Maine and in the Newfoundland region (Mercer, 
1965). 

I. illecebrosus undergoes seasonal migrations. During the spring and summer, they migrate into coastal wa
ters about 30-50' deep off Newfoundland and Nova Scotia and onto the continental shelf in the New England 
and Mid-Atlantic areas and may form large surface schools. This inshore movement may be in response to 
temperature and salinity preferences, and off Canada may be due to their pursuit of capelin (Mallotus villa
sus) which also move inshore at this time. In late fall (October-December) short-finned squid move offshore 
to the edge of and beyond the continental shelf where they spawn (Figure 3). Spawning occurs in the deep 
waters of the continental slope during the winter and to some extent into spring. Spawning takes place be
tween the Flor ida Peninsula and central New Jersey (Froerman, 1 984), which is substantiated by the larvae 
d istri butio n. 

Unlike Loligo, 11/ex is not r:>stricted to water above 46 F (Mercer, 1973). The optimum temperature range of//
lex is about 45-59 F, althou�,�h they were taken by Canadian research surveys on the Grand Banks at depths of 
180-1,200' with bottom water temperatures of 33-46 F (Squires, 1957). However, large concentrations of 
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short- finned squid are usually found along the edge of the continental shelf where temperatures are greater 
than 41 F (Tibbetts, 1975). Since lllex are often seen at the surface at night, their vertical movements must fre
quently be several hundred meters (Arnold, 1979). 

Stock structure has not been fully determined (Lange, 1984b), although there is strong evidence that/. il/ece
brosus located off the US and Canadian coasts of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland may represent two compo
nents of a single stock (Hatanaka et al., 1984). 

5.1.3. Atlantic Mackerel 

Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus) is a fast swimming, pelagic, schooling species distributed between Lab
rador (Parsons, 1970) and North Carolina (Anderson, 1976a). The existence of separate northern and southern 
spawning contingents was first proposed by Sette (1950). The southern group spawns primarily in the Mid
Atlantic Bight during April-May while the northern group spawns in the Gulf of St. Lawrence in June-July. 
Both groups overwinter between Sable Island (off Nova Scotia; Figure 4) and Cape Hatteras in water general
ly warmer than 45 F (USDC, 1984a). 

Both groups make extensive northerly (spring) and southerly (autumn) migrations to and from spawning and 
summer feeding grounds (Figure 4). The southern contingent begins its spring migration from waters off 
North Carolina and Virginia in March-April, and moves steadily northward, reaching New Jersey and Long Is
land usually by April-May, where spawning occurs. These fish may spend the summer as far north as the 
Maine coast. In autumn this contingent moves southward and returns to deep offshore water near Block Is
land after October (Hoy and Clark, 1967). 

The northern contingent arrives off southern New England in late May, and moves north to Nova Scotia and 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence where spawning occurs usually by July {Hoy and Clark, 1967; Bigelow and Schroeder, 
1953). This contingent begins its southerly autumn migration in November and December and disappears 
into deep water off Cape Cod. 

Even though there are two spawning groups of mackerel in the Northwest Atlantic, biochemical (Mackay, 
1967) and meristic (Mackay and Garside, 1969) studies have not established that genetic differences exist be
tween them. These two contingents intermingle off southern New England in spring and autumn (Sette, 
1950). Tagging studies reported by Beckett eta/. (1974), Parsons and Moores {1974) and Moores eta/. {1975) 
indicate that some mackerel that summer at the northern extremity of the range overwinter south of Long Is
land. Precise estimates of the relative contributions of the two contingents cannot be made (ICNAF, 1975). 
Both contingents have been fished by the foreign winter fishery and no attempt was made to separate these 
populations for assessment purposes by the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 
(ICNAF), although separate Total Allowable Catches (TAC) were in effect for Subareas 5 and 6 and for areas to 
the north from 1973-1977. Since 1975 all mackerel in the northwest Atlantic have been assessed as a unit 
stock (Anderson, 1982). Thus, Atlantic mackerel are considered one stock for fishery management purposes. 

5.1.4. Butterfish 

Butterfish (Peprilus triacanthus) occur along the east coast of North America from Newfoundland to Florida 
(Hildebrand and Schroeder, 1928) and are commercially important between Cape Hatteras and southern New 
England (Waring and Anderson, 1983). This species has also been observed in deeper offshore waters off 
Cape Hatteras and Florida, and infrequently as far north as Prince Edward Island (Nichols and Breder, 1927; 
Murawski eta/., 1978). 

Butterfish north of Cape Hatteras display definite migratory patterns in response to water temperature 
{Murawski et al., 1978). The seasonal migration of butterfish is similar to that of scup (Stenotomus chrysops), 
Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus), weakfish (Cynoscion regalis), and long-finned squid (Lolig o pealet). 
Horn (1970), Waring (1975), and Fritz (1965) concluded that summer movements of butterfish are both in
shore and northward. Butterfish south of Cape Hatteras evidence no strong inshore-offshore migrations 
(Murawski eta/., 1978) 

Butterfish travel in small schools, usually near the surface when inshore during the warm months. Bigelow 
and Schroeder (1953) state that butterfish "seldom descend deeper than 15 to 30 fathoms during the sum
mer," and the northern component of this stock spends winter and early spring offshore and near the bot
tom. \Nater temperature is probably the most significant factor affecting butterfish distribution. In winter 
and early spring (Figure 5) in the Mid-Atlantic area, butterfish appear in water 600- 675' deep, at the edge of 
the continental shelf (Horn, 1970; Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953). South of New York Bight, from New Jersey 
to the Chesapeake Bay, butterfish overwinter along the 600' contour (Heald, 1968). In the spring butterfish 
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begin moving inshore until by summer they are distributed throughout the entire Mid-Atlantic and New Eng
land areas. Butterfish appear off Rhode Island by the end of April, at Cape Cod by May, and arrive in the Gulf 
of Maine usually by June. 

5.2. ABUNDANCE AND PRESENT CONDITION 

5.2.1. Loligo pealei 

The provisional international catch of Loligo in US waters in 1984 was 21,594 mt (Table 1). The provisional in
ternational catch in 1983 was 27,663 mt, a 30% increase from 1982 and 29% above the 1968-1982 mean 
(Lange, 1984a). 

The provisional US Loligo catch in 1984 was 10,565 mt {Table 1). The 1983 catch, taken primarily between 
May and September, totalled 15,943 mt, which represented a 192% increase from 1982 and almost an eight
fold increased from the 1968-1982 average. The 1983 catch included about 2,300 mt taken in joint ventures 
with foreign nations. The 1984 US catch was about 25% less than 1983 and included only about 760 mt from 
joint ventures. Catches by Japan, Italy, and Spain {Table 1) totalled 11,720 mt in 1983, a 26% decrease from 
1982 and a 40% decrease from the 1968-1982 mean. Foreign catch in 1984 was 11,029 mt. 

The 1983 autumn survey estimates (62,363 mt and 4.5 billion individuals) were 135% and 94% above the 1982 
estimates and 86% and 32% above the 1967-1983 means (Table 2). The 1983 biomass estimate (derived by 
areal expansion; Lange, 1984a) was the highest of the time series, while the abundance was the fourth high
est, indicating that a lower proportion of small individuals was taken in the 1983 survey. In fact, the propor
tion of the abundance index {number per tow) comprised of pre-recruits {less than or equal to 8 em) de
creased from 83% in 1982 to 67% in 1983, compared to the mean during 1967- 1983 of 85% (Table 2). The 
1983 pre-recruit index (251.1 individuals per tow) was still 7% above both the 1967-1983 mean and median. 

Preliminary estimates of minimum biomass and abundance from the 1984 autumn NEFC survey (36,927 mt 
and 2.5 billion individuals) were 41% and 43% below the 1983 levels but 10% above and 25% below the 
1967-1983 means. The 1984 pre-recruit abundance index was 42% below the 1967-1983 mean and 46% be
low the 1983level (Table 2). Prerecruits in 1984 represented about 76% of the total abundance index. Based 
on comparisons between length frequency distributions from daytime and nighttime tows, individuals of all 
sizes are near the bottom during daytime, but at night there is a differential migration by size off bottom, 
with small individuals much less susceptible to the trawl than are large individuals (Lange, 1 984a). To esti
mate total recruitment from the 1984 year class, therefore, the overall ratio of pre-recruits to recruits was ap· 
plied to a minimum biomass estimate based only on daylight tows. The resulting minimum estimate of 1.0 
billion individuals was 68% below the 1983 value and 49% below the 1968·1981 mean. 

Overall, 1.0 billion pre-recruits were estimated from the 1984 autumn survey. During 1968-1981, about 55% 
of the pre-recruits in the autumn survey were from the spring cohort. Assuming the same proportion in 1984 
and assuming 45% catchability in the autumn survey trawl (Lange, 1984a), 1.2 billion pre-recruits (1.0 X 
(.55/.45)) would be from the spring 1984 cohort and would enter the fishery during the late autumn or winter 
of 1984-1985. Recruitment of the autumn cohort during the 1968-1981 spring surveys was about 18% of that 
seen from the spring cohorts during the autumn surveys. Assuming the same proportion (0.18) in spring 1985, 
an additional 0.2 billion individuals should be recruited to the late winter or spring 1985 fishery. Total re4 
cruitment from the 1984 year class should, therefore, be about 1.4 billion individuals (Lange, 1 984a}. 

5.2.2. 11/ex illecebrosus 

The provisional international catch of //lex in US waters in 1984 was 11,048 mt (Table 1}. The 1984 catch was 
the lowest since 1971 and is attributable to the reduction to only 638 mt in the foreign catch. 

The provisional US //lex catch in 1984 was an all time high 10,410 mt (Table 1). The US //lex fishery occurs pri
marily during the summer while they are inshore feeding and, until recently, had been taken as a bycatch in 
other fisheries. Since about 1982 there has been a significant directed fishery, including landings for US pro
cessors and joint ventures with foreign nations in the Mid-Atlantic during the summer. 

The 1983 minimum biomass and abundance estimates (1,237 mt and 10 million individuals) were 63% and 
52% below the 1982 levels and were the lowest since 1969 and 1973, respectively (Table 3). Substantial de
creases in both survey and commercial abundance indices were also observed in Canadian waters in 1981 
through 1983 (Lange, 1984b). 

The 1983 overall abundance index (stratified mean number per tow, Table 3) was the lowest since 1973, and 
the pre-recruit index (catch per tow of individuals less than or equal to 10 em, or about 9 months old) was the 
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lowest of the entire time series (since 1968). Pre-recruits represented only about 7% of the total abundance, 
compared with the 1968�1982 mean of 23%. 

Preliminary minimum biomass and abundance estimates for 1984 were about three times higher than in 1983 
(3,787 mt and 32 million individuals); 75% and 46% below the 1968- 1983 means. The 1984 pre-recruit abun
dance index was double the 1983 value but 76% below the 1968-1983 mean, with only about 4% of the 1984 
abundance index attributed to individuals less than or equal to 10 em (Table 3). Minimum estimated total 
abundance of pre-recruits (total minimum abundance times the ratio of pre-recruit to total catch-per-tow, 
Table 3), was estimated to be 1.4 million individuals in 1984. This is the third lowest level on record, and re
presents the portion of the stock which will provide the bulk of the catch in 1985 (Lange, 1984b). 

5.2.3. Atlantic Mackerel 

The US commercial catch of Atlantic mackerel has been steadily increasing since 1977 {Table 4). US commer
cial landings in 1984 (4,098 mt) were the highest since 1969 and second highest in the past 25 years. However, 
total landings were less than a tenth of what they were during the early 1970s. 

Catch per tow from NEFC bottom trawl surveys (spring and autumn) and catch per day from the US commer
cial fishery continue to reflect an increasing trend in mackerel stock biomass (Anderson, 1985). Spring catch 
per tow rose sharply from 0.13 kg in 1983 to 0.83 kg in 1984, the highest index since 1971 (Table 5). Although 
the spring index has fluctuated markedly since 1980, it has exhibited a pronounced upward trend (Anderson, 
1985). Autumn catch per tow increased from 1983 (0.03 kg) to 1984 (0.08 kg). This index has also fluctuated 
considerably in recent years, but has also displayed an increasing trend, although to a lesser extent than the 
spring index. Both indices exhibit year-to-year changes which reflect both the variability of the timing of the 
seasonal migrations relative to the timing of the survey and the inherent variability of mackerel catches in the 
NEFC bottom trawl survey. The increasing trend in both of these indices in recent years, however, is a reflec
tion of increasing stock biomass. 

The standardized US commercial catch-per-day index (Anderson, 1976a), derived by standardizing effort from 
various gear�tonnage categories to that of floating traps tended by 0-50 GRT vessels, increased from 0.86 mt 
in 1982 to 1.08 mt in 1983 (Table 5). Although CPUE rose sharply in 1980 and fell almost as abruptly in 1981 
and 1982, the indices in 1980-1983 were all higher than any since 1971 and are reflective of an increase in 
stock biomass in recent years. 

The 1981 year class at age 2 comprised 26% of the international catch in numbers, followed by the 1974 year 
class (age 9) with 19%, the 1978 year class (age 5) with 13%, and the 1980 (age 3), 1975 (age 8), and 1973 (age 
1 0) year classes with 10%, 9%, and 8%, respectively {Table 6). The Canadian catch in SA 3 and 4 had the 
greatest contribution in numbers from age 9 fish (24%), followed by age 5 (15%), age 3 (13%), age 8 (12%), 
age 10 (10%), and age 2 (9%). Both the US and non-US commercial catches in SA 5 and 6 were dominated by 
the 1981 year class (age 3). 

The fluctuations in mackerel year�classes are generally believed to be due to variations in larval survival (Set
te, 1943; Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953; Hoy and Clark, 1967). Factors influencing mortality of larvae may in
clude water temperature, zooplankton abundance, wind driven surface currents, epizotics, and the abun
dance of mackerel larvae relative to their prey (Sette, 1943; Taylor eta/., 1957; Sindermann, 1958; MacKay, 
1967; Lett eta/., 1975; Winters, 1976; Anderson and McBride, 1976). Average recruitment levels may be re
duced when the spawning stock drops below some critical level. There was concern that the heavy fishing 
coupled with poor recruitment in the 1970s would drive the spawning stock down below such a level, and 
catch restrictions have been imposed since 1976 to promote rebuilding of the stock (Anderson and Pacior
kowski, 1980). 

The sizes of the 1961-1979 year classes at age 1 ranged from 43 million (1977 year class) to 5,081 million fish 
(1967 year class), with a mean size of 1,093 million and a median size of 740 million (Anderson, 1985). The es
timates for the strongest and weakest year classes differed by a factor of 117. The 1975-1979 year classes 
were all below the mean and median levels (range= 43-317 million, average= 166 million). 

The 1980 (720 million), 1981 (590 million), 1982 (1,780 million), and 1984 (1,810 million) year classes at age 1 
were all estimated to be much stronger than the 1975- 1979 year classes (Anderson, 1985). The 1980 and 1981 
year classes, although stronger than the 1975-1979 year classes, were still less than the mean and median lev
els of 1961-1979. However, the 1982 and 1984 year classes appear to be the strongest since the 1969 year 
class. The 1983 year class was estimated to be only 40 million fish at age 1, which would make it the poorest 
since 1961 and comparable in size to the 1977, 1976, and 1979 year classes. The strong 1984 year class esti
mate was based on only the 1984 autumn age 0 catch per tow and will be subject to change when the 1985 
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spring age 1 catch per tow becomes available. However, the 1984 year class is insignificant in the catch and 
spawning stock biomass projections for 1985. 

5.2.4. Butterfish 

The nominal catch of butterfish in 1984 was the highest during the past 10 years (Table 7). The high 1984 

catch is attributable to US landings of butterfish since foreign landings were the lowest during the past twen
ty years. Strong seasonal differences have existed between the US and foreign butterfish fisheries. Foreign 
catches occur mostly during January-March while US landings have beer1 predominantly during September
December. 

Waring and Anderson {1983), estimated (based on interviews with several Pt. Judith, Rl fishermen and deal
ers) that discards of small butterfish by US fishermen prior to 1983 were approximately 10% of the annual 
mobile gear landings. In late summer 1983, however, components of the Pt. Judith fishery began reporting 
substantial quantities of discarded fish. Based on statistics collected by NMFS port agents, discards after mid
August 1983 averaged 50% by weight of the landed catch in the trawl fishery. 

Based on the above information, discards during 1 January 1976- 15 August 1983 from the US trawl fishery 
for butterfish were assumed to be 10% by weight of the landed catch (Waring and Anderson, 1983). Discards 
during 16 August- 31 December 1983 were considered to be 50% by weight of the trawl landings of butter
fish at Pt. Judith (Table 7) and were used to derive the adjusted nominal catch. Estimated discards during 
1976-1982 ranged between 107 mt (1977) and 784 mt (1982), and in 1983 increased to 1,150 mt (Waring and 
Anderson, 1983). 

The 1984 relative abundance for all age groups decreased slightly from the 1983 all time peak but was still the 
second highest index in the 1968-1984 time series (Table 8). The 1984 indices for both young of the year and 
age 1 and older were both the second highest in the time series with the young of the year index being high
er only in 1983 and the age 1 and older index slightly higher only in 1980. The index for weight in 1984 (11.6 
kg/tow) also was high and exceeded 13 of the previous 16 years' estimates. Autumn bottom trawl surveys in
dicate that very good year classes have occurred in five of the past six years with 1982 being the only excep
tion. 

5.3. ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS AND STOCK CHARACTERISTICS 

5.3.1. Loligo 

Present data indicate that Loligo live for 12-24 months and grow to 7-11'' dorsal mantle length, although 
some males survive about 36 months and reach more than 16". Individuals grow an average of 0.4-0.6" per 
month. 

Mesnil {1976) suggested a complicated crossover life cycle for this species, related to its extended spawning 
season (April-September). This proposed cycle suggests that there are two overlapping reproduction cycles 
for Loligo, with maturation occurring over the winter and spawning taking place in April-May or August
September. Those squid spawned in spring would hatch in June and mature during their first winter. Most 
will spawn during late summer of the following year (at about 14 months, 7-9") and it is assumed that they 
suffer high mortality after spawning; observations on squid mating in tanks indicate significant damage to 
females. A few may survive to the following spring and it is presumed that these did not spawn yet. The 
squid spawned in late summer hatch in September and are too young to mature over their first winter and 
therefore spend the next spring and summer feeding and growing. Maturation for this group occurs during 
their second winter and they spawn early in the spring at about 20 months old or about 8" (Grosslein and 
Azarovitz, 1982). 

Eggs are collected in gelatinous capsules as they pass through the female's oviduct during mating. Each cap
sule is about 3 .. long and 0.4" in diameter. Mating activity among captive Loligo was initiated when clusters 
of newly spawned egg capsules were placed in the tank. During spawning the male cements bundles of sper
matophores into the mantle cavity of the female, and as the capsule of eggs passes out through the oviduct 
its jelly is penetrated by the sperm. The female then removes the egg capsule and attaches it to a preexisting 
cluster of newly spawned eggs. The female lays between 20 and 30 of these capsules, each containing 150 to 
200 large (about 0.05"), oval eggs, for a total of 3,000 to 6,000 eggs. These clusters of demersal eggs, with as 
many as 175 capsules per cluster, are found in shallow waters (10-100') and may often be found washed 
ashore on beaches (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Loligo eggs in captivity develop in 11 to 27 days at temperatures ranging from 73 to 54 F; in nature, they may 
develop over a 40 F span of seawater temperature, beginning at 46 F. L1ttle is known about the larval stages 
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of Loligo; larvae are about 0.1 .. at hatching. They are not often found in the spawning areas and are as
sumed to be washed away by currents. A few 0.8" and many 1 to 2" juveniles appear in autumn research ves
sel catches in shallow waters. Significant numbers of these juveniles have also been found around Hudson 
Shelf Valley in late winter when adults are mostly found offshore. These are presumably October spawned 
individuals just beginning to move offshore (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Lange and Sissenwine (1980) estimated the length/weight (In) equation for both sexes combined (n = 1,709) 

as: 

W::: 0.25662 L2.15182 

Loligo are known to feed on small fish, such as silver hake, butterfish, mackerel, herring, and menhaden, and 
also on squid and crustaceans. However it is difficult to identify the species of fish eaten or to quantify the 
diet because squid do not swallow their prey whole (Langton and Bowman, 1977). 

Bluefish, sea ravens, spiny dogfish, and the Atlantic angel shark are known to be major Loligo predators. The 
fourspot flounder, witch flounder, roughtail stingray, and white hake are also known to prey on Loligo. In 
many cases, squid remains in the stomach of fish are only identified as "squid" with no reference to the spe
cies. It is likely that some of these are Loligo and there are at least 42 other species of "squid"-eating fish in 
addition to those identified above (Langton and Bowman, 1977). 

5.3.2. 11/ex 

Little has been known about Jllex reproduction (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). However, Froerman {1984) re
cently proposed a life cycle involving five ecologically isolated stages. /Jiex spawning occurs throughout the 
year, with a peak in a fall- winter-spring period. Primarily the spawning takes place on the continental slope 
pelagial between the Florida Peninsula and 40o N, which is substantiated by the larvae distribution pattern 
(Froerman, 1984). A her spawning, the remaining four stages of the life cycle are: 

1. Planktonic development stage (embryogenesis, larva, juvenile, to 1"). This phase passes in the pelagial 
of the continental slope waters or in the northern Gulf Stream edge. The duration of the planktonic 
stage is 20-30 days. The distribution of egg masses, larvae, and juveniles during this period depends on 
the peculiarities of the water mass dynamics in the biotope. 

2. Nektonic pelagic development stage outside the shelf. The duration is 2.5-3.5 months. During this pe
riod the juveniles of 1 to 4" mantle length feed in the pelagial of the continental slope water and per
form an active migration towards the shelf on completion of the pelagic stage. The mean migration 
velocity is 2.5 miles per day. 

3. Nektonic stage of feeding and maturation above the shelf. The duration of this stage is 7-10 months, 
and in the feeding ground 4-8 months. Mean length fluctuates from 4-14". Rates of growth and mat
uration change depending on season and feeding ground. 

4. State of migration for spawning and complete maturation. The duration is 1-4 months. Length of the 
females is 5-7.5" and of the males 6-1 0". The mean migration velocity is 11.1 miles per day. 

Sperm are stored in elongate, bat-shaped spermatophores. During copulation the male places spermato
phores in the female's mantle cavity, attaching them to the mantle wall near the oviduct opening. It is be
lieved that the eggs are spawned one by one, in batches, and fertilized within the mantle cavity. Fertilized 
eggs are assumed to float free in the water. 

Not withstanding Froerman's (1984) life cycle proposal, the age and growth phase of 11/ex life history is not 
well understood. There is evidence, however, that its life span is only about 1.5 years (Grosslein and Azaro
vitz, 1982). The largest (greater than 16" mantle length) and oldest individuals live to be approximately two 

years old. During early life, monthly increase in weight averages about 2 oz. In older individuals the weight 
increment is only one-half to one-third that of the young. The growth of males and females is nearly identi
cal at sizes less than 8" mantle length. In larger individuals the males are slightly heavier at a given length 
than females. In spring and summer 11/ex commonly average 6-7" mantle length and weigh 2-4 oz. By late 
summer and early autumn they have increased to an average of about 7-1 0" long and weigh 4-11 oz. 

Lange and Sissenwine (1980) proposed a length/weight (In) relationship, based on 2,605 individuals, of: 

W :::: 0.04810 L 2.71990 
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Food habits of squid are difficult to quantify because the squid do not swallow their prey whole. They are 
known to prey on fish and crustaceans such as krill (Langton and Bowman, 1977). Cannibalism is common 
and larger specimens in particular are known to prey heavily on others of their species (Vinogradov, 1984). 

11/ex are a major source of food for large carnivorous marine animals. Adults are heavily preyed on by por
poises, whales, and numerous pelagic fishes (e.g., tuna and swordfish). Other known predators of //lex are 
the fourspot flounder, goosefish, and bluefish. //lex is probably eaten by a substantially greater number of 
fish, however, partially digested animals are often difficult to identify and are simply recorded as squid re
mains, with no reference to the species. There are at least 47 other species of fish that are known to eat 
"squid .. (Langton and Bowman, 1977). 

5.3.3. Atlantic Mackerel 

Mackerel spawning occurs during spring and summer and progresses from south to north as surface waters 
warm and the fish migrate. The southern contingent spawns from mid- April to June in the Mid-Atlantic 
Bight and the Gulf of Maine (Figure 5), and the northern contingent spawns in the southern Gulf of St. Law
rence from the end of May to midNAugust (Morse, 1978). Most spawn in the shoreward half of continental 
shelf waters, although some spawning extends to the shelf edge and beyond. Spawning occurs in surface wa
ter temperatures of45-57 F, with a peak around SON54 F (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

In their third year of growth about half the mackerel reach maturity, and all are mature in their fifth year. 
Size at maturity averages 10.5-11" fork length (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Fecundity estimates ranged from 285,000 to 1.98 million eggs for southern contingent mackerel between 12-
17" FL. Analysis of egg diameter frequencies indicated that mackerel spawn between 5 and 7 batches of eggs 
per year. The eggs are 0.04-0.05" in diameter, have one 0.1" oil globule, and generally float in the surface 
water layer above the thermocline or in the upper 30-50'. Incubation depends primarily on temperature; it 
takes 7.5 days at 52 F, 5.5 days at 55 F, and 4 days at 61 F (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Mackerel are 0.1'' long at hatching, grow to about 2'' in two months, and reach a length of 8" in December, 
near the end of their first year of growth. During their second year of growth they reach about 10 .. in De
cember, and by the end of their fifth year they grow to an average length of 13" FL. Fish that are 10-13 years 
old reach a length of 15-16 .. (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

A study of growth in several year classes of mackerel in Canada suggests that growth is population density de
pendent, i.e., abundant year classes grow more slowly than less abundant year classes. Another study did not 
find this relationship for the same year classes of Newfoundland fish (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

The estimated mean weights for ages 1-14+ in the international catch during the past 20 years have been 
varied (Anderson, 1985). Mean weights at age increased beginning in 1977 and have since remained at levels 
higher than observed previously, although a noticeable decrease occurred from 1982 to 1983, particularly at 
the younger ages. The higher mean weights at age in the catch since 1977 are a reflection of either increased 
growth rates, capture later in the year, or a combination of the two factors. Some of the increase in mean 
weight at age in recent years could also be the result of density dependent growth. MacKay {1973) and Dery 
and Anderson (1983} have found an inverse relationship between growth and year class size. The recent in
crease in mean weight at age occurred at a time when a series of relatively weak year classes entered the fish
ery. The decrease in mean weight at age from 1982 to 1983 could be due in part to improved year-class sizes 
beginning in 1980 and to an increase in stock biomass in the last several years. Paciorkowski and Mucha 
( 1982) expressed one of the most current length/weight (In) relationships (n = 741) as: 

W = 0.0018005 L 3.47764 

A comparison of the mean length and weight at age data from the early 1 970s (Anderson and Paciorkowski, 
1980) and 1982 (Paciorkowski and Mucha, 1982) shows a marked increase in both parameters with time. The 
greatest differences occurred in the younger age groups (2-4) and disappear by age 10. 

Mackerel are opportunistic feeders and prey most heavily on crustaceans such as copepods, krill, and shrimp. 
They also feed on squid, and less intensively on fish and ascidians (Langton and Bowman, 1977). 

Mackerel have been identified in the stomachs of a number of different fish. They are preyed upon heavily 
by whales, dolphins, spiny dogfish, silver hake, white hake, weakfish, goosefish, Atlantic cod, bluefish, and 
striped bass. They also comprise part of the diet of swordfish, red hake, Atlantic bonito, bluefin tuna, blue 
shark, porbeagle, sea lamprey, and shortfin, mako and thresher sharks (Langton and Bowman, 1977). 
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5.3.4. Butterfish 

Butterfish spawning takes place chiefly during summer (June-August) in inshore waters generally less than 
1 00' deep. The times and duration of spawning are closely associated with changes in surface water tempera
ture. The minimum spawning temperature is approximately 60 F. Peak egg production occurs in Chesapeake 
Bay in June and July, off Long Island and Block Island in late June and early July, in Narragensett Bay in June 
and July, and in Massachusetts Bay June to August (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Butterfish eggs, 0.027-0.031" in diameter, are pelagic, transparent, spherical, and contain a single oil globule. 
The egg membrane is thin and horny. Incubation at 65 F takes less than 48 hours. Newly hatched larvae are 
0.08" long and like most fish larvae are longer than they are deep. At 0.2 .. larval body depth has increased 
substantially in proportion to length, and at 0.6" the fins are well differentiated and the young fish takes on 
the general appearance of the adult. Larvae are found at the surface or in the shelter of the tentacles of 
large jelly fish (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Butterfish eggs are found throughout the New York Bight and on Georges Bank, and they occur in the Gulf 
of Maine, but larvae appear to be relatively scarce east and north of Nantucket Shoals. In 1973, from mid
June to early September, larvae were common in the plankton off Shoreham, NY. Post larvae and juveniles 
were common in plankton net samples taken in August in the vicinity of Little Egg Inlet, NJ. Juveniles 3-4" 
long have been taken in Rhode Island waters in late October (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Growth is fastest during the first year and decreases each year thereafter. Young of the year butterfish col
lected in October trawl surveys (at about 4 months old) average 4.8" long. Fish about 16 months old are 6.6", 
at about 28 months old fish are 6.8", and at 40 months old they are 7.8''. Maximum age is reported as six. 
More recent studies showed that the population was composed of four age groups ranging from young of 
the year to over age three (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). Some butterfish are sexually mature at age one, 
but all are sexually mature by age two (Grosslein and Azarovitz, 1982). 

Young butterfish feed primarily on jellyfish (Horn, 1970), and ctenophores and salps (Haedrich, 1967). The 
diet of adult butterfish includes other small fish, squid, crustaceans, polychaetes, tunicates and chaetognaths 
(Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953; Leim and Scott, 1966; Nichols and Breder, 1927; Maurer and Bowman, 1975). 

As is typical of a small, schooling, pelagic finfish, butterfish are subject to predation by a number of larger 
species. Haddock, silver hake, swordfish, bluefish, weakfish, goosefish, sand tiger, porbeagle, and red hake 
are several species which are known to consume butterfish specifically. Butterfish are also preyed upon by 
squid and may be a significant part of their food since seasonal distribution patterns of L. pealei are similar to 
butterfish (Tibbetts, 1975). 

5.4. ESTIMATES OF MAXIMUM SUSTAINABLE YIELD 

5.4.1. Loligo 

Sissenwine and Tibbetts ( 1977) estimated MSY at about 44,000 mt, based on the assumptions of a moderate 
stock-recruitment relationship and an annual recruitment of about 1.5 billion individuals. Lange eta/. (1984) 
examined the results of yield per recruit (YPR) analyses for L. pealei in conjunction with a Beverton and Holt 
(1957) type stock recruitment relationship to obtain estimates of equilibrium yield, as described by Shepherd 
( 1982). By assuming a moderate density dependent relationship between spawning biomass and recruit
ment, maximum equilibrium yield for an offshore/inshore (typical US/foreign catch pattern since early 1970s) 
fishery would be 27,900 mt and would occur at an instantaneous rate of fishing mortality (F) equals 0.70. Be
yond F = 0.93, yield would not be sustainable. For an inshore (traditional US) fishery, the maximum F at 
which equilibrium yield could occur would also be 0.93, and the maximum equilibrium yield of 33,200 mt 
would occur at F = 0.80. Initial iterations of the Lange eta/. (1984) model (Lange, 1983) simulated YPR values 
of 54,300�54,800 mt from an offshore/inshore fishery and 60,300-66,900 mt from an inshore fishery. It must 
be noted that these estimates represent long-term averages and do not take into account annual variations 
caused by environmental factors. Long term potential catch is currently estimated at 44,000 mt (USDC, 
1985c). 

There are no current valid estimates of natural mortality (M) or F0.1 (USDC, 1984a). Lange (1984a) estimated 
the average fishing mortality (F) during 1978-1981 as 0.41. 

Yield analysis for L. peale! based on a simulation model described by Lange eta/. ( 1984) provided estimates of 
YPR at various levels of fishing mortality (F) and average abundance based on different ilSSurnptions of sqUid 
catchability in the survey trawl. In that analysis, YPR was estimated for two types of fisheries with different 
exploitation patterns: a dominant offshore winter fishery coupled with a relatively small rnshore summer 
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fishery as has existed since the early 1970s (offshore/inshore), and a dominant inshore summer fishery similar 
to that traditionally conducted by US fishermen with no offshore winter fishery (inshore fishery). Yield per 
1,000 recruits at the average level of fishing mortality estimated for 1978-1981 (F = 0.41) and assuming 45% 
catchability (Lange eta/., 1984) was 11.8 kg from an offshore/inshore fishery and 13.1 kg from an inshore fish
ery. Given the range of estimates of long- term yield predicted by the simulation model and the fact that the 
management regime allows for changes in ABC on an annual basis, there is no reason to change the MSY esti
mate at this time. 

5.4.2. //lex 

There are no reliable estimates of stock size nor certainty as to catches of 11/ex until recent years. The MSY of 
11/ex was estimated by Anderson (1976b) as 40,000 mt. Although much of the biology is currently being de
scribed (Section 5.3.2), adequate estimates of natural and fishing mortality and thus YPR or equilibrium yield 
are not available. Based on a review of the latest stock assessment (Lange, 1984b), there is no reason to 
change the MSY estimate at this time. However, Lange (1984b) did address the present maximum OY (30,000 
mt), which is comparable to the "long-term potential catch" estimated in USDC ( 1984a, 1985c}. 

5.4.3. Atlantic Mackerel 

The current MSY estimate is 152,000-182,000 mt, based on the long-term equilibrium yield projections in An
derson (1982}. The long-term equilibrium yield has been updated (Anderson 1985) to 134,000-148,000 mt. It 
is not considered necessary to revise the MSY estimate at this time since the long-term equilibrium yield esti
mates change and the management regime is not directly related to MSY. 

Natural mortality (M) has been estimated at 0.20 based on analysis of catch and effort data (Anderson, 1982). 
Fishing mortality (F) over the past several years has been estimated as: 0.05 in 1984, 0.06 in 1983, 0.11 in 1982, 
and averaged 0.08 during 1978-1982. In 1976, F reached a high of 0.74. 

F0.1 (the fishing mortality rate for a given method of fishing at which the increase in YPR for a small increase 
in fishing mortality results in only a 10% increase in YPR for the same increase in fishing mortality from a vir
gin stock) has been estimated for Atlantic mackerel to be equal to 0.29, while Fmax (the fishing mortality rate 
which maximizes the harvest in weight taken from a single year class over its entire life span) may be about 
0.62 (Anderson, 1984). Simulated long-term equilibrium yields under conditions of constant recruitment at 
the geometric mean level observed during 1962-1984 and same mean weights at age (1982-1983) and exploi
tation pattern as existed for the 1978-1983 period, yield values about 134,000 mt (Fo.1} and about 148,000 mt 
(Fmax). Thus, the theoretical Atlantic mackerel YPR curve (Ricker, 1975) is relatively flat-topped. In other 
words, a relatively large amount of fishing effort (the difference between Fo.1 and Fmax) would be required 
in order to increase total catches by a relatively small amount (the difference between 134,000 and 148,000 
mt). This consideration is the primary reason why the practice of limiting catches to the Fo 1 level was recom
mended under ICNAF regulation, and why the FMP used it in the determination of OY during years of high 
abundance. 

Anderson ( 1985) examined the stock recruitment relationship for mackerel and found the relationship be
tween year class size at age 1 and spawning stock biomass that produced that year class (Figure 6) indicates a 
high probability of low spawning stock levels producing poor year classes. Although there is not a distinct 
separation between levels of spawning stock biomass which have typically produced poor year classes and 
those which have produced a high proportion of strong year classes, a level of about 700,000 mt appeared ap
propriate for Anderson. During 1962-1984, the estimated spawning stock biomass was 634,000 mt or less dur
ing 15 of those 23 years (averaging 391,000 mt per year) and only 4 of the 15 year classes produced were 
above median size (740 million fish at age 1). In the remaining 8 years, spawning stock biomass was 721,000 
mt or higher (averaging 1,145,000 mt per year) and 7 of the 8 year classes produced were above median size. 
All year classes were above median size when spawning stock biomass was 763,000 mt or higher. 

Anderson (1985) concluded that from the array of points plotted in Figure 6, there seemed to be a stock re
cruitment relationship sufficient to be of guidance for management purposes. From the standpoint of ensur
ing a high probability of good recruitment, the existing data base would suggest maintaining a spawning 
stock biomass of 700,000 mt or higher (7 of the 9 year classes produced when spawning stock biomass was 
above 600,000 mt were above the median year class also). However, since environmental factors also exert a 
strong influence on year class size, maintenance of the stock at or above such a level also helps to ensure an 
adequate and stable resource on which to base a fishery and which will provide a buffer in the event of the 
production of a poor year class. 
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The FMP currently contains a minimum spawning stock biomass constraint of 400,000 mt. This level was based 
on earlier assessment results which, at the time, indicated that 400,000 mt was appropriate. Anderson ( 1985) 
believed that, in light of the results of the current assessment, a minimum of 700,000 mt may be more appro
priate than 400,000 mt. The Council has chosen a minimum of 600,000 mt since 7 of the 9 year classes pro
duced from that size spawning stock biomass were above the median year class. 

5.4.4. Butterfish 

A preliminary estimate of MSY was 21,500 mt (Murawski and Waring, 1978). This estimate, however, presup
posed certain mesh sizes were used in the fishery and an average level of annual recruitment to the stock. 
These conditions may not be completely met. Mesh sizes used by foreign and domestic vessels frequently vary 
from that which theoretically will produce MSY. In addition, the best scientific evidence available indicates 
that annual recruitment to this fishery is not constant and that the substantial variations in yearly recruitment 
which have been observed in the past will probably continue. 

A realistic estimate of MSY, based on the present mix of gear in the fishery, may be between 15,000-19,000 
mt. The best conservative estimate of MSY under current fishery conditions is approximately 16,000 mt. This 
is the MSY estimate used in the FMP. It is also the "long-term potential catch" projected by USDC ( 1984a). 
There is no reason to change the estimate at this time since there appear to be sufficient fish available to sup
port a catch up to the maximum currently allowed (USDC, 1985c). 

The annual instantaneous natural mortality rate (M) for butterfish has been estimated to be 0.8 (Murawski 
and Waring, 1979). Estimates of fishing mortality (F) on fully recruited fish (age 2 and older) dropped from 
2.14 in 1976 to 0.91 in 1977 and then underwent a gradual increase to 1.04 in 1981. Mean F on ages 2 and 
older dropped sharply to 0.77 in 1982 and declined further to an estimated 0.67 in 1983 (USDC, 1984a). No es
timates are available for 1984. 

Anderson (pers. comm.) ran some computer simulations of catch and stock size assuming a constant level of 
recruitment and several fishing strategies. The range in fishing strategies included the average exploitation 
pattern (proportion of fishing mortality at age) at ages 1-4 observed during 1976-1983 with no fishing on age 
0 fish and the average exploitation pattern at ages 0-4 during 1982-1983 which exhibited the highest ob
served proportions of fishing mortality on both age 0 and age 1. If fishing mortality were maintained at the 
F0.1 = 1.5 level, catch would be about 9% less under the strategy of no fishing of age 0 fish, but stock bio
mass would be about 23% greater. Since butterfish are short lived and have a very high natural mortality 
rate (M = 0.80), delaying the age of first harvest from age 0 to an older age does not lead to higher yields, 
which would be the case for longer lived species with lower natural mortality rates. The only possible benefit 
with respect to catch from delaying harvest to an older age would be that a larger size fish would probably 
command a higher price. There is, however, a benefit to the stock by not harvesting age 0 fish (23% increase 
in the above example). Assuming that a stock-recruitment relationship exists for butterfish, increasing stock 
size will improve the spawning potential and hopefully ensure a higher probability of producing good re
cruitment. In addition, a larger stock would serve as a buffer to help support the fishery in the event of a 
poor year class recruiting to the stock. 

5.5. PROBABLE FUTURE CONDITION 

5.5.1. Loligo 

The US commercial and foreign Loligo catch (21,594 mt) from US waters was roughly half the MSY estimate 
(44,000 mt) in 1984. The current MSY estimate has not been exceeded during any of the past 20 years (Table 
1). 

Abundance and biomass indices (preliminary) from the 1984 survey (Table 2) are lower than the long-term 
means (Lange, 1984a). Recruitment from the 1984 year class was about one-half of the 1968-1981 mean and 
yield in 1985 will likely be less than in recent years unless fishing mortality (F) increases. At levels ofF compa
rable to the average observed during 1978-1981, yields of slightly less than 20,000 mt may be expected. It is 
possible to increase fishing mortality without endangering the stock (Section 5.4.1 ). 

5.5.2. //lex 

Long-term potential catch estimates (30,000 mt) have not been approached since the mid-1970s and, in fact, 
total catch estimates in US waters in 1984 were only slightly more than one-third (11,048 mt) the potential. In 
the past 20 years this potential has not been exceeded (Table 1). 
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Pre-recruit abundance in 1984 (Table 3) was less than one-quarter the 1968-83 mean and the third lowest of 
the time series. If the NEFC survey estimates are a consistent measure of both relative population and the rei� 
ative proportion of pre�recruits to total abundance as seen in the survey, then current abundance may not be 
adequate to support the present 30,000 mt OY (Lange, 1984b). The surveys cover only a portion of the range 
(Section 5.1.2) of this species and an unknown proportion of the stock may be outside of the survey area dur
ing a given survey. There is no evidence to indicate, however, that the stock in 1985 will not support a total 
harvest comparable to that seen in recent years. 

5.5.3. Atlantic Mackerel 

The 1984 Atlantic mackerel catch in US waters ( 16,524 mt) was the highest since the mid-1970s (Table 4) when 
the stock was overfished and subsequently collapsed. The FMP was implemented in 1977 and the stocks have 
subsequently rebuilt to healthy levels. The catch outside US waters in 1984 was the lowest since 1967. 

Anderson (1985) projected total stock biomass at the beginning of 1985 to be 1,171,000 mt, a 23% increase 
from 1984. Spawning stock biomass at the beginning of 1985 was estimated to be 1,004,000 mt, a 32% in
crease from 1984. Projected catches in 1985 ranging from 30,000 mt to 270,000 mt (Table 9} would require 
mean fishing rates on ages 3-14 ranging from about 0.03 to 0.29. These catches would result in projected 
spawning stock biomass levels at the beginning of 1986 varying from 1,063,000 mt (6% increase from 1985) to 
844,000 mt (16% decrease from 1985). Fishing at the Fo.1 level of 0.29 would result in a catch of 270,000 mt in 
1985 and leave a spawning stock of 844,000 mt. If fishing mortality in 1985 remains at the 1984 level, the 
catch would be about 54,000 mt and the spawning stock biomass would increase 3-4% from 1985 to 1986. 

5.5.4. Butterfish 

The adjusted nominal catch (Table 7} of butterfish in 1984 (15,818 mt) equalled the current MSY estimate 
{Section 5.4.4). The adjusted nominal catch exceeded the current MSY in 1969 when 17,816 mt were landed, 
in 1973 with 33,236 mt, in 1974 with 17,993 mt, and 1976 with 16,249 mt being landed. 

The 1984 relative abundance index for all ages was the second highest estimate in the past 17 years, but was 
20% smaller than the 1983 peak (Table 8). Very high (30-80%) discard rates began in 1983 and were associat
ed with the presence of large numbers of age 0 (1983 year class) butterfish. The increased amount of discards 
in 1984 included not only age 0 (1984 year class) fish, but also age 1 fish. Prior discard rates were only about 
10%. Anderson (pers. comm.) believed that recent levels of catch and discard of small butterfish are detri� 
mental to the stock. Although NEFC has" no concrete evidence of any adverse effects yet to the stock because 
of the high amount of discard in recent years, the decreased availability of marketable-sized fish in the first 
part of 1985 might be the first sign. This would constitute growth overfishing. Recruitment overfishing 
might be next .. (Anderson, pers. comm.). Since the fishing mortality rate in 1984 is unknown the extent of ei
ther growth overfishing or recruitment overfishing is also presently unquantifiable, and while the discards 
generated concerns for overfishing, the latest best available evidence from NEFC (USDC, 1985c) concludes 
that" ... sufficient fish are available to support a catch up to the maximum (16,000 mt) currently allowed by 
the FMP." 

While growth of these small fish from the 1983 and 1984 year classes may resolve the wastage associated with 
discarding, this problem warrants close attention. As stated, this species is being fished at current MSY levels 
and although sufficient fish are available to support catches up to 16,000 mt (USDC, 1985c}, the stock should 
not be expected to continue to support expanded growth of the fishery. The concept of setting an annual 
ABC allows the catch to be adjusted downward from the maximum (16,000mt) as necessary based upon the 
status of the stocks. 

6. HABITAT 

6.1. HABITAT DESCRIPTION 

Climatic, physiographic, and hydrographic differences separate the ocean region from Cape Hatteras to the 
Gulf of Maine into two distinct areas: the Middle Atlantic- Southern New England Region and the New Eng
land Region, with the natural division occurring at Nantucket Shoals. 

The Middle Atlantic - Southern New England Region is fairly uniform physically and is influenced by many 
l.:.trg� coastal rivers and the Chesapeake Bay, the largest estuary in the United States. Additional significant 
estuarine influences are Narragansett Bay, Long Island Sound, the Hudson River, Delaware Bay, and the near
ly continuous band of estuaries behind the barrier beaches along southern Long Island, New Jersey, Dela-
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ware, Maryland, and Virginia. The southern edge of the region includes the estuarine complex of Currituck, 
Albemarle, and Pamlico Sounds behind the outer banks of Cape Hatteras. 

At Cape Hatteras, the continental shelf (characterized by waters less than 650' deep) extends seaward ap· 
proximately 20 miles, widens gradually to 70 miles off New Jersey and Rhode Island and then broadens to 120 
miles off Cape Cod forming Georges Bank. The substrate of the shelf in this region is predominantly sand in
terspersed with large pockets of sand-gravel and sand-shell. Beyond 650', the substrate becomes a mixture of 
silt, silt-sand, and clay. As the continental slope turns into the Abyssal Plain (at depths greater than 6,500'), 

clay predominates over silt and becomes the major substrate. 

Mineral resources of the area include large sand and gravel deposits, now being mined in some localities near 
shore. There are potentially recoverable offshore deposits of phosphate rock, titanium, monazite, zircon, 
and oil. Locally important concentrations of sulfur, salt, anhydrite, potash, and magnesium are known. It is 
also probable that manganese oxide nodules occur offshore. However, current technology is inadequate for 
economic recovery of most placer and hard rock deposits. 

Water temperatures range from less than 35 F in the New York Bight in February to approximately 80 F off 
Cape Hatteras in August. The annual range of surface temperature at any location may be 25 F in slope wa
ters to greater than 35 F near shore. During winter the vertical thermal gradient is minimized. In late April
early May, a thermocline develops although storm surges over Nantucket Shoals retard thermocline develop
ment there. The thermocline persists through the summer. Surface waters begin to cool in early autumn, 
weakening the thermocline so that by mid- November surface to bottom water temperature is nearly homo
geneous. 

The salinity cycle results from stream flow and the intrusion of slope water from offshore. The winter salinity 
maximum is reduced to a minimum in early summer by large volumes of runoff. Inward drifts of offshore sa
line water in autumn eventually counterbalance fresh water outflow and return the region's salinity distribu
tion to the winter maximum. Water salinities near shore average 32 parts per thousand (ppt), increase to 34-

35 ppt along the shelf edge, and exceed 36.5 ppt along the main lines of the Gulf Stream. 

On the continental shelf, surface circulation is generally southwesterly during all seasons, although this may 
be interrupted by coastal indrafting and some reversal of flow at the northern and southern extremities of 
the area. Speeds of the drift are on the order of 5 knots per day. There may be a shoreward component to 
this drift during the warm half of the year and an offshore component during the cold half. This drift, funda� 
mentally the result of temperature-salinity distribution, may be made final by the wind. A persistent bottom 
drift at speeds of tenths of nautical miles per day extends from beyond mid-shelf toward the coast and even
tually into the estuaries. Offshore, the Gulf Stream flows northeasterly. 

The New England region from Nantucket Shoals to the Gulf of Maine includes two of the worlds most pro
ductive fishing grounds: Georges Bank and Browns Bank. The Gulf of Maine, which is a deep cold water ba
sin, is nearly sealed off from the open Atlantic by these two Banks. The outer edges of Georges and Browns 
Banks fall off sharply into the continental shelf. Other major features include Vineyard and Nantucket 
Sounds, Cape Cod Bay, and Cashes Ledge and Stellwagen Bank within the Gulf of Maine. 

Water temperatures range from 35-65 F at the surface and over the banks, and 40-50 F at 650' in the inner 
Gulf of Maine. Mean salinity values vary from about 32 to 34 ppt depending on depth and location. Howev· 
er, lower salinity values generally occur close to shore. In addition, both water temperatures and salinities 
within the Region, but especially along the southern boundary of Georges Bank and the deep basins of the 
inner Gulf of Maine, are influenced by intrusions of slope water. 

Surface circulation within the Gulf of Maine is usually counterclockwise. Cold Nova Scotian waters enter 
through the Eastern Channel and move across Browns Bank while slope waters enter through the Northeast 
(Fund ian) Channel. Gulf of Maine waters spill out over Georges Bank and through Great South Channel onto 
Nantucket Shoals. The anticyclonic eddy over Georges Bank that develops in spring breaks down into a west· 
erly and southerly drift by autumn. 

Gulf Stream meanders and warm core eddies, two oceanographic phenomena which normally remain in 
deep offshore water, can profoundly effect environmental conditions on the fishing grounds off the north
east United States when either one moves close along the continental slope. The warm core eddies seen off 
the New England coast mostly form in the slope water region southeast of Georges Bank by detaching from 
meanders of the Gulf Stream. Rotation is in a clockwise direction at speeds varying from 0.6 to 1.8 knots. 
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Environmental effects and their possible influence on fishery resources resulting from meanders and eddies 
have been identified by Chamberlin (1977) and are: 

1. Warming of the upper continental slope and outer shelf by direct contact of a meander or eddy. This 
may influence the timing of seasonal migrations of fish as well as the timing and location of spawning. 

2. Injection of warm saline water into the colder less saline waters of the shelf by turbulent mixing at the 
inshore boundary of a meander or eddy. This may have influences on the fishery resource similar to 
that of direct warming, and also cause mortality of fish eggs and larvae on the shelf when the colder 
water in which they live is warmed beyond their tolerance by the mixing-in of warm slope water. 

3. Entrainment of shelf water off the shelf, an effect frequently seen in satellite imagery. Mortality of 
Georges Bank fish larvae is known to occur, presumably because of temperature elevation when shelf 
water in which they occur is carried into the slope water. The most profound effects of entrainment on 
the fishing grounds may be changes in circulation and in water mass properties resulting from the re
placement of the waters lost from the shelf. 

4. Upwelling along the continental slope, which may result in nutrient enrichment near the surface and 
increased primary biological productivity. 

The annual cycle of the plankton community of the region is typical of the temperate zone. During the win
ter, phytoplankton (plant plankton) and zooplankton (animal plankton) populations are low. Nutrients are 
available, but production is suppressed by low levels of solar radiation and low temperatures. As spring ap
proaches and the level of solar radiation increases, an enormous diatom bloom occurs. As the bloom pro
gresses, concentrations of inorganic nutrients decrease. 

As water temperatures increase during late spring and summer, phytoplankton and zooplankton become in
creasingly abundant because of the more rapid development of early life stages, the spawning of fish and 
benthos, and the abundant food supply. 

During summer, zooplankton reaches maximum abundance while phytoplankton declines to a level near the 
winter minimum. Dinoflagellat;�:: �!nd other forms apparently better suited than diatoms to warm, nutrient
poor waters become more abundant during summer. Bacteria in the sediment actively regenerate nutrients, 
but because of vertical temperature and salinity gradients, the water column is stable and nutrients are not 
returned to the euphotic zone (where solar radiation and nutrients are "fixed" into organic matter). On 
Georges Bank, nutrients regenerated by sedimentary bacteria are immediately available to phytoplankton 
because of mixing (Cohen, 1975). 

During autumn, as water temperatures decrease, the water column becomes unstable due to mixing and nu
trients are recycled to the euphotic zone. This stimulates another phytoplankton bloom which is limited by 
decreasing levels of solar radiation. Phytoplankton and zooplankton levels then decline to their winter mini
mum while nutrient levels increase to their winter maximum. 

Anomalous conditions within the generalized annual cycles are probably common. The stability of the water 
column which affects nutrient availability may be disrupted by severe storms. Anomalies in temperature may 
disturb the timing between the annual cycles of interacting species. 

Although the fisheries for these species are concentrated along the Outer Continental Shelf in the winter, all 
are widespread over the shallower reaches of the shelf in warmer months. Atlantic mackerel, Lo/igo, and but
terfish are found seasonally in shallow water along the coast and in larger estuaries, such as Long Island 
Sound� from Nova Scotia to Cape Hatteras. Loligo and butterfish use shallow coastal areas and the more sa
line portions of several estuaries, such as Long Island Sound and Delaware and Chesapeake Bays, as spawning 
and nursery habitats. 

6.2. HABITAT CONDITION 

Squid, mackerel, and butteriish, owing to their migratory nature, are all exposed to a range of environmental 
conditions and contaminants during their life history. 

All of these species, with the possible exception of 11/ex, are affected to some degree by pollutant loading and 
habitat degradation in near shore coastal areas. Loligo and butterfish are most vulnerable because they use 
estuarine and shallow coastal areas for spawning and nursery habitats. Municipal and industrial point source 
discharges and urban and agricultural non·point source contaminants degrade estuarine waters,· and in turn, 
estuarine plumes transport these pollutants into near shore shelf waters. Dredging, filling, and shoreline 
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construction activities for water dependent and non-water dependent purposes further degrade water qual
ity and habitat values, thereby adversely affecting the biological productivity of marine environments. 

Systematic surveys of fish taken over the continental shelf of the Mid-Atlantic Bight have indicated that al
most all fish and shellfish have detectable levels of PCBs in their musculature {Boehm and Hirtzer, 1982). Pe
lagic species that tend to feed on other fish within the water column (e.g., silver hake) seem to have higher 
values than demersal species such as the winter flounder. 

Assessments recently conducted by the State of New Jersey (Belton eta/., 1982) indicate that striped bass and 
bluefish taken in coastal and estuarine waters have very high levels of PCBs in their edible tissues. These high 
levels have resulted in the issuance of warning notices by the New Jersey Office of Cancer and Toxic Sub
stances Research indicating that these fish should not be consumed by humans or, if they are, they should be 
cooked in a certain manner to eliminate as much of the oily tissue as possible. In the spring of 1984, the US 
Food and Drug Administration lowered the PCB action level in fish flesh from 5 ppm to 2 ppm. These warn
ings and requirements, as well as earlier closures and warnings emanating from the State of New York re
garding species such as striped bass, white perch, and eels, have compromised existing as well as potential de
velopment of recreational and commercial fisheries for several important species. 

Unfortunately, comprehensive research has not yet been done on the significance of elevated body burdens 
to the fish themselves, or to reproductive processes and subsequent recruitment of larval, juvenile, and prere
cruits to the adult fish and shellfish stocks. Although laboratory and field effects of a range of organic con
taminants have been measured, there is little understanding of how contaminants such as PCBs affect the be
havior, biochemistry, genetics, or physiology of these fish at either the lethal or sublethal level. Work on 
higher vertebrates does indicate, however, that PCBs and related materials, at levels found in the marine en
vironments, can and do detrimentally affect experimental animals. It is also significant that where elevated 
levels of PCBs have been reported in the marine environment, they have generally been associated with ele
vated levels of toxic heavy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, and other contaminants that have been indicat
ed to be deleterious. 

The vast majority of research on the toxicological effects of various contaminants in fish is recent. Many 
anomalies probably have not been described or their magnitude documented. The Councils encourage fish
ermen to report or provide any tumorous type growth found on any fish species to: Dr. John C. Harshberger, 
Director, Registry of Tumors in Lower Animals, Smithsonian Institution, Museum of Natural History, Washing
ton, D.C. 20560 (202-357-2647) or to Dr. Robert Murchelano, NMFS, Oxford Laboratory, Railroad Ave., Ox
ford, MD 21654 (301-226-5193). 

6.3. CAUSES OF POLLUTION AND HABITAT DEGRADATION 

During the summer and early autumn of 1976, oxygen concentrations at bottom were severely depleted and 
widespread mortalities of benthic organisms occurred in a section of the New York Bight off New Jersey. This 
near-anoxic (and in places anoxic) region of oxygen levels less than 2 parts per million (ppm} was located ap
proximately 4 miles off New Jersey and covered an area about 100 miles long and 40 miles wide during the 
most critical phases of the depletion (Sharp, 1976). Normal oxygen levels in this region are generally greater 
than 4 ppm. 

Investigations indicate this depletion was probably induced by a combination of meteorological and circula
tory conditions in conjunction with a large-scale algal bloom (predominantly Ceratium tripos). Lack of nor
mal seasonal turbulence occasioned by relatively few storms, unusual wind patterns, and above-average sur
face water temperatures probably all contributed to depletion of the oxygen content of waters beneath the 
thermocline (Sharp, 1976). It is not known to what degree the routine dumping of sewage sludge and 
dredge spoils contributed to the depletion, but it is reasonable to assume that any effect would have been 
detrimental (Atkinson, 1976). 

The species affected by the anoxia of most commercial importance were surf clams, red hake, lobster, and 
crabs. Finfish were observed to be driven to inshore areas to escape the anoxia, or were trapped in water 
with concomitant high levels of hydrogen sulfide (Steimle, 1976). Freeman and Turner {1977) pointed out 
that " ... it is difficult to measure with any precision the extent of damage to highly mobile organisms, espe
cially the fishes. Sublethal effects can also occur. Among the observed effects of the anoxic water on fishes 
were behavioral changes involving vertical distribution and migratory routes which in turn may affect feed
ing and spawning habits." 

Reduction in oxygen levels in New York Bight below normal levels has been observed several times in recent 
history (Atkinson, 1976) although not to levels as low as those observed in summer 1976. The relative contri-
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but ion of any of the above mentioned factors to the anoxia may never fully be assessed. However, it is impor
tant to note that each of these conditions, by itself, was not a unique, previously unobserved phenomenon. 

Ocean disposal of sewage sludge, industrial waste products, dredged material, and radioactive wastes de
grades water quality and associated habitats. There are three active dump sites for industrial chemical 
wastes, trace metals, suspended solids, and organic wastes in the New York Bight (Environmental Protection 
Agency, 1979). The Deepwater Dumpsite is 106 miles offshore. The Cellar Dirt Dump and the Derelict Vessel 
Dump are no longer being used. The 12-mile Sewage Sludge Dumpsite is to be delisted in 1985 (Muir, pers. 
comm.). Concentration of heavy metals, pesticides, insecticides, petroleum products, and other taxies all con
tribute significantly to degradation of waters off the northeastern states. Organic loading of estuarine and 
coastal waters is an emerging problem. Symptoms of elevated levels include excessive algae blooms, shifts in 
abundance of algal species, biological oxygen demand (BOD) increases in sediments of heavily affected sites, 
and anoxic events in coastal waters. Changes in biological components are a consequence of long-term ocean 
disposal. Harmful human pathogens and parasites can be found in biota and sediments in the vicinity of 
ocean dump sites. 

Sewage treatment effluent produces changes in biological components as a result of chlorination and in
creased contaminant loading. Sewage treatment plants constructed where the soils are highly saturated of
ten allow suburban expansion in areas that would have otherwise remained undeveloped, thereby exacer
bating already severe pollution problems in some areas. 

Industrial waste water effluent is regulated by EPA through permits. While the NPDES provides for issuance 
of waste discharge permits as a means of identifytng, defining, and, where necessary, controlling virtually all 
point source discharges, the problems remain due to inadequate monitoring and enforcement. It is not possi
ble presently to estimate the singular, combined, and synergistic effects on the ecosystem impacted by indus
trial and domestic waste water. 

Energy production facilities are widespread along Atlantic coastal areas. Electric power is generated by var
ious methods, including land based nuclear power plants, fossil fuel stations, and, possibly, future offshore 
floating nuclear power plants. These facilities compete for space along the coastal zone; they require water 
for cooling and, in the case of coal fired plants, generate voluminous amounts of fly ash and sulfur dioxide, as 
well as electricity. The impacts on the marine and estuarine environment resulting from the various types of 
electric generating plants include water consumption, heated water and reverse thermal shock, entrainment 
and impingement of organisms, destruction and elimination of habitat, and disposal of dredged materials 
and fly ash. 

Outer Continental Shelf exploratory and production drilling and transport may affect biota and their habitats 
through the deposition of drilling muds and cuttings. Oil spills resulting from well blowouts, pipeline breaks, 
and tanker accidents are of major concern. Seismic testing operations can interfere with fishing operations 
and damage or destroy fishing gear. In addition, exclusion areas around drilling rigs can result in conflicts be
tween fishermen, both recreational and commercial, and the oil companies. 

6.4. HABITAT PROTECTION PROGRAMS 

The MFCMA provides for the conservation and management of living marine resources (which by definition 
includes habitat), principally within the FCZ, although there is concern for management throughout the 
range of the resource. The MFCMA also requires that a comprehensive program of fishery research be con
ducted to determine the impact of pollution on marine resources and how wetland and estuarine degrada
tion affects abundance and availability of fish. 

The MFCMA established Regional Fishery Management Councils that have the responsibility to prepare fish
ery management plans which address habitat requirements, describe potential threats to that habitat, and 
recommend measures to conserve those habitats critical to the survival and continued optimal production of 
the managed species. The NMFS Habitat Conservation Policy (48 FR 53142-53147), specifically Implementa
tion Strategy 3, established the basis for a partnership between NMFS and the Councils to assess habitat issues 
pertaining to individual managed species. 

Other programmatic mandates of NMFS relative to habitat conservation are found in the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act of 1982, the Endangered Species Act of 1983, and the Anadromous Fish Conservation Act of 
1965. NMFS shares responsibilities with the FWS for conservation programs under these laws. 

In addition to the above mentioned NMFS programs, other laws regulate activities in marine and estuarine 
waters and their shorelines. Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act of 1899 authorizes the Army Corps of En-
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gineers (COE) to regulate all dredge and fill activities in navigable waters (to mean high water shoreline). 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1980 authorizes EPA to regulate the discharge of fill materials into wa
ters and adjacent wetlands. EPA has delegated authority under Section 404 to the COE to administer all 
dredge and fill activities under one program. Section 401 of the Clean Water Act authorizes EPA, or delegat
ed States with approved programs, to regulate the discharge of all industrial and municipal wastes. The EPA 
and COE also share regulatory responsibilities under the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 
1972. 

All of the activities regulated by these programs have the potential to adversely affect living marine resources 
and their habitat. NMFS, the FWS, and State fish and wildlife agencies have been mandated to review these 
activities, assess the impact of the activities on resources within their jurisdiction, and comment on and make 
recommendation to ameliorate those impacts to regulatory agencies. Review and comment authority is pro
vided by the Fish and wildlife Coordination Act of 1934 (as amended 1958) and the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969. Consultative authority extends to all projects requiring federal permits or licenses, or that 
are implemented with federal funds. 

Other legislation under which NMFS provides comments relative to potential impacts on living marine re
sources, their associated habitats, and the fisheries they support include, but are not limited to, the Coastal 
Zone Management Act of 1972; the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972; and the En
dangered Species Act of 1973 (Section 7 consultation). 

A more detailed discussion of the pertinent legislation affecting their protection, conservation, enhance
ment, and management of living marine resources and habitat can be found in the NMFS Habitat Conserva
tion Policy (48 FR 53142-53147). In addition, NMFS and the other federal resource agencies are involved in 
other programs with the States (e.g., NMFS Saltonstaii-Kennedy and FWS Dingeii-Johnson programs) that 
provide grants to conserve fish habitats and improve fisheries management. Individual states also regulate 
wetlands, which complements federal habitat conservation programs. 

6.5. HABITAT CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Councils are deeply concerned about the effects of marine habitat degradation on fishery resources. 
They have a responsibility under the MFCMA to take into account the impact of habitat degradation on fish. 
The NMFS Habitat Conservation Policy established a basis for a partnership between the Councils and NMFS 
to assess habitat issues specific to the resources being managed. The following recommendations are made 
in light of that responsibility. 

1. All natural habitat for squid, mackerel, and butterfish should be preserved by encouraging manage
ment of conflicting uses to assure continued access by fish to essential habitat. High water quality stan
dards should be maintained to protect migratory routes and spawning, rearing, and feeding areas. 
Spawning and nursery areas are particularly important to continued productivity of these resources. 

2. Coastal in-water construction and dredging projects should employ best engineering and manage
ment practices (e.g., seasonal restrictions, dredging methods, disposal options, etc.). Such projects 
should be permitted only for water dependent projects found to be in the public interest when no fea
sible alternatives are available. Project proponents should be required to address the full range of im
pacts on these species, their habitat, or food sources which may be associated with project implemen
tation. 

3. Coastal and open ocean waters should be protected from significant adverse effects of domestic and 
industrial waste disposal. The selection of methods and sites for disposal of sewage sludge, contami
nated dredged material, and other domestic and industrial waste should be based on a comprehensive 
scientific assessment of all options (e.g., pretreatment, land based disposal, incineration, and ocean 
dumping). Ocean disposal should be allowed only when no practicable alternative with less impact on 
the total environment is available. 

4. Use of best available technology to control municipal and industrial waste water discharges should be 
required. The EPA's Water Quality Criteria Series should be used as guidelines for determining harmful 
concentration levels of toxic substances in waste water discharges. Prior to the siting of any potential 
new discharge, project proponents should be required to address the full range of impacts on these 
species, their habitat, or food sources which may be associated with project implementation. 

5. All available or potential natural habitat for these species should be protected from significant adverse 
impacts from offshore oil and gas and non-energy mineral exploitation and development activities. 
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Siting and regulation of these activities should be conducted such that access to essential habitat is en
sured, and the quality of the habitat is maintained to protect migratory routes, and spawning, nursery, 
overwintering, or feeding areas. 

6. Future scientific investigations should examine the possible long term, synergistic effects of combina� 
tions of environmental stresses. One focus of these investigations should be the consequences of 
chronic environmental loading of all types of pollutants (e.g., heavy metals, insecticides, herbicides, pe
troleum products, halogenated hydrocarbons, other organics, etc.) in terms of early life and adult fish 
survival, reproductive capacity, and genetic effects. Another focus of needed studies is the cumulative 
impact of all projects involving habitat modification (including dredge and fill operations, in-water 
construction projects, and OCS drilling and mining activity) on the total production of the fishery re
sources. 

7. Interstate planning and coordinated management of habitat areas shared by more than one state 
should be encouraged. Activities among states should be expanded and become better coordinated to 
prevent inadequate consideration of certain areas. 

8. The Mid�Atlantic Council will cooperate with NMFS and the New England and South Atlantic Councils 
in a review of the broad range of human activities having the potential to adversely affect squid, mack
erel, and butterfish. 

7. DESCRIPTION OF FISHING ACTIVITIES 

7.1. US COMMERCIAL FISHERY 

7.1.1. Loligo Landings 

With a US Loligo catch of 10,565 mt, 1984 did not match the 1983 record of 15,943 mt (Table 1 ) . The US catch 
in 1982 was 5,464 mt, up from 2,316 mt in 1981 (Table 1 and Figure 7). 

The US Loligo catch was 3,562 mt in fishing year 1980·81, 3,049 mt in 1981-82, 5,024 mt in 1982�83, 14,583 mt 
in 1983-84 and 10,613 mt in 1984-85. Of those totals, JVs accounted for 323 mt in 1981-82, 1,094 mt in 1982-

83, 2,332 mt in 1983-84, and 760 mt in 1984-85. There were no Loligo JVs in 1980-81 (Table 1 0). 

Lo/igo landings (catch minus joint ventures) for Maine through Virginia show a fairly consistent increase from 
168 mt in 1977 to 11,414 mt in 1983 (Table 11). The distribution of landings between state waters and the FCZ 
varies from year to year, but the relative importance of the FCZ appears to be increasing as the magnitude of 
landings increases (i.e., in 1979 the FCZ accounted for 32% of the total whereas in 1983 it accounted for 61% 

of the total). Note that the unclassified category represents all squid landings for 1974-1976 and may be ei
ther Loligo or //lex in 1977- 1983. Hence, some of the apparent increase over time is attributable to improved 
reporting quality rather than an absolute increase in Loligo landings, as suggested by the increase in Loligo 
landings and the decrease in Unclassified landings (Table 11 ). 

During the 1974-1983 period Loligo landings were reported for Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia. The 1983 landings ranked Rhode 
Island (3,933 mt), Massachusetts (2,765 mt), New York (2,679 mt), Virginia (1,510 mt), and New Jersey (486 

mt), as the top five States, with the remaining States accounting for less than 100 mt (Table 11). The FCZ is 
most important in Rhode Island (90%), New Jersey (80%), Maryland (97%), and Virginia (80%). 

North Carolina landing data are not reported by individual squid species. North Carolina squid landings 
peaked in 1979 and 1983 landings were second but amounted to only 139 mt(Table 12). Squid (not specified} 
were reportedly landed in South Carolina, Georgia, and the east coast of Florida during the past decade, but 
never more than 10 mt annually. 

Loligo are landed year round by the commercial fishery, but the majority of the landings occur in May�July 
(Table 13). Squid landings in New York and the New England States generally occur from late spring through 
fall while landings in New Jersey- Virginia occur in the winter and spring (Table 14). The North Carolina fish
ery takes place generally in winter and spring (Table 12). 

7 .1.2. Ill ex Landings 

The US 1/Jex catch in 1984 was 10,410 mt (Table 1 and Figure 8), the highest ever recorded. The catch was 
9,944 mt in 1983 and 5,902 mt in 1982, whde only 349 mt, and 631 mt were landed in 1980 and 1981, respec
tively. The foreign catch has been declining, from a high of nearly 25,000 mt in 1976 to 12,350 in 1982, 1,776 
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mt in 1983, and only 638 mt in 1984. The US Jllex catch was 422 mt, 593 mt, 5,772 mt, 9,760 mt and 9,585 mt 
for fishing year 1980-81, 1981-82, 1982-83, 1983-84, and 1984-85, respectively. JVs accounted for 2,338 mt of 
the total in 1982-83, 8,344 mt in 1983- 84, and 6,010 mt in 1984-85 (Table 10). 

//lex landing data for Maine-Virginia for 1983 (Table 11) show a decline from the identified 3,605 mt landed 
in 1982. Note that the Unclassified category in Table 11 may represent Loligo or 11/ex. 

//lex landings during the 1978-1983 period were reported for Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti
cut, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia. Virginia landings were 1,042 mt and New Jersey landings 
were 369 mt in 1983, with the other States landing less than 100 mt {Table 11). Nearly all the 11/ex comes from 
the FCZ. The 11/ex season is generally May-November (Table 13). 

7 .1.3. Mackerel landings 

The US commercial mackerel catch generally has been increasing slightly, with a 1984 catch of 4,098 mt, the 
highest since 1969 (Table 4). Catch for 1983 was 3,805 mt. 

The US mackerel catch was 3,260 mt, 3,297 mt, 2,084 mt, 4,859 mt and 3,062 mt for 1980-81, 1981-82, 1982-83, 
1983-84, and 1984-85, respectively (Table 1 0). JVs accounted for 1,531 mt in 1983-84, with JV catch data sup
pressed because of confidentiality reasons for 1982-83 and 1984-85. 

Annual mackerel landings (ME-VA) have been about 3,000 mt since 1980 (Table 15), with landings reported 
for all of the New England and Mid-Atlantic States, as well as for North Carolina (Table 16), during the 1974-
1983 period. In 19831andings were highest in New Jersey (977 mt), Massachusetts (744 mt), Rhode Island (692 
mt), New York (251 mt), and Maine (198 mt), with all the other States landing less than 100 mt. No mackerel 
were reported landed in South Carolina, Georgia, or the east coast of Florida. 

The bulk of the fishery in the Maine-Virginia area generally occurs March-May (Table 17). On a State by State 
basis (Table 18), the fishery follows the northward seasonal migration, with the Virginia fishery from January
May and the Maine fishery June- October (Table 18). 

7 . 1 . 4. Butterfish Landings 

The nominal (not adjusted for discards) US 1984 butterfish catch was a record 12,166 mt, up from 4,905 mt in 
1983 and 9,077 mt in 1982 (Table 7 and figure 9). The 1982 catch was the previous record high. There have 
been no butterfish JVs. The nominal foreign catch in 1984 was a record low (for the 1965·1984 series) 429 mt, 
resulting in a total catch of 12,595 mt. The catch, when adjusted for estimated discards, was 15,818 mt (Table 
7), virtually equal to the MSY (Section 5.4.4). 

US butterfish landings were 5,575 mt, 5,372 mt, 7,231 mt, 9,720 mt and 8,168 mt for 1980-81, 1981-82, 1982-
83, 1983-84, and 1984-85, respectively (Table 1 0). 

Landings from Maine-Virginia for 1983 totalled 4,743 mt (664 mt large, 1,095 mt medium, 1,661 mt small, and 
1,323 mt unclassified; Table 19). The small category was insignificant until 1980, when landings were 169 mt. 
Landings in the small category were 504, 2,359, and 1,661 mt in 1981, 1982, and 1983, respectively. Virtually 
the entire catch is taken in the FCZ (4,366 of the 4,743 mt caught in 1983; Table 19). The size categories are 
300-400 fish per 100 lb box for large, 400-450 for medium, and 450-550 for small. While all of the New Eng
land and Mid-Atlantic States account for some butterfish landings, Rhode Island is the major State with a to
tal of 3,365 mt (71% of the total) landed in 1983 (Table 19). 

North Carolina butterfish landings are relatively small, amounting to only 49 mt in 1983 and exceeding 100 
mt on�y in 1981 (128 mt) and 1982 (120 mt) (Table 20). Less than a ton of butterfish were landed in South 
Carolina in 1981 and none were reported landed in Georgia or the east coast of Florida during the past dec
ade. 

Butterfish are landed in all months, but the significant months generally are September-January (Table 21), 
with no major differences on a State by State basis (Table 22). 

7.2. US RECREATIONAL FISHERY 

Although it is known that recreational marine anglers occasionally take squid and butterfish, no estimates of 
these catches have resulted from any of the national or regional angler surveys. Any sport catch of these spe
cies is likely to be negligible, although significant portions of the commercial catch may be used as bait in re
creational fisheries for other species. The following discussion is directed at the Atlantic mackerel sport fish
ery. 
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The various NMFS angling surveys prior to 1979 produced estimates of recreational mackerel catches which 
ranged from 522 mt in 1977 to 16,426 mt in 1971 (Table 4). No distinctions were made in any of the above 
surveys as to the definition of "catch", i.e., it must be assumed that the figures cited above represent esti
mates of all mackerel taken, regardless of whether they were landed, released alive, or discarded dead. To 
overcome these and certain sampling problems, NMFS introduced a new marine angler survey methodology 

beginning in 1979. 

In 1979, marine anglers caught approximately 7.3 million mackereL 45% in New England and 55% in the Mid
Atlantic (Table 23). If the average weight of all fish caught was equal to the average weight of the fish land· 
ed (Table 23), the total weight caught in 1979 was 7.7 million lbs (3,479 mt). If the average weights of the re
leased and discarded mackerel were less than the average weight of the retained fish, this estimate is too 
high. There is, however, no way at present to adjust for account for such possibilities. 

In 1980, marine recreational anglers caught 5.4 million mackerel with 73% coming from the Mid-Atlantic re
gion. These fish weighed approximately 5.3 million lbs (2,406 mt; Table 23). Over 11 million mackerel were 
caught in 1981 with an estimated weight of 19 million lbs (8,629 mt). In 1982 the estimates were 1.5 million 
fish weighing 2.8 million lbs (1,288 mt). 

Annually, between 1979 and 1982, roughly 6.3 million mackerel were caught by marine recreational anglers 
(Table 24). This average annual catch ranks mackerel as the tenth (in numbers) most numerous species group 
caught by anglers on the east coast. 

NMFS, in the Mackerel Preliminary Fishery Management FMP (PMP), and subsequently the Council, in its FMP, 
based their estimates of US recreational capacity for mackerel on the assumption that the sport catch is di
rectly proportional to species abundance. 

After a survey of the Mid·Atlantic fishery in 1975·76, Christensen et al. (1976) concluded: "A variety of factors 
affect angler harvest of mackerel including population size, availability of more desirable species, and weath
er conditions during the relatively brief Middle Atlantic fishing season ... Therefore, it does not necessarily 
follow that the recreational catch is directly proportional to mackerel stock size. Nonetheless, it is believed 
that angler catches follow general trends set by other indicators of stock size ... Indicators included in this 
comparison are biomass estimates, US research vessel autumn and spring bottom trawl survey indices (Ander
son et al., 1976), and the international catch per standard US day fished. The trends in recreational mackerel 
catch exhibit a similar pattern ... Length frequency data from this survey indicate that recreational fishermen 
primarily harvest the larger size mackerel which are part of the spawning stock. The estimated spawning 
stock biomass follows a similar trend ... " Comparison of subsequent angler survey data and stock estimates 
(e.g., Anderson, 1980) supports these conclusions. Given the absence of more precise predictive relationships, 
the assumption that the size of the mackerel sport catch will depend on the size of the spawning stock, within 
limits, is reasonable given the current data on both mackerel stock abundance and recreational fishing activ· 
ity for the species. 

The FMP provides that the capacity for mackerel in the US recreational fishery is the amount predicted by the 
equation Y = (0.01)(X) + (180) where Y is the predicted recreational catch and X is the mackerel spawning 
stock size in the upcoming fishing year, in metric tons. 

The accepted hypothesis is that the US recreational fishery catch of Atlantic mackerel is dependent on mack
erel spawning stock size. That hypothesis led to the development of predictive equations used in the original 
Background Paper #1 and its updates, the most recent equation being used in the DAH estimating process in 
Amendment #1 to the FMP. Revised and more extensive data are now available from the Marine Recreation
al Fishery Statistics Survey (MRFSS, final for 1979 through 1982). It is, therefore, appropriate to respecify the 
equation using these new data. 

The original Background Paper #1 used NMFS recreational survey data beginning with 1960, with no adjust
ments to the data. The most recent revision to Background Paper #1 was done after the 1979 MRFSS had 
been completed and analysis suggested that data from the earlier NMFS surveys overestimated the mackerel 
catch to the extent that the survey estimates should be cut in half. However, only data for those years with 
recreational surveys were used ( 1965, 1970, 1974, 1976-1979). 

The NEFC stock assessments have included estimates of the mackerel recreational catch for the years between 
survey years. Those interpolations were made by relating the commercial and recreational catch during the 
years with recreational surveys and using that relationship to estimate the recreational catch for the years 
with no surveys. The equations developed in the original Background Paper # 1 and in its updates used only 
data for those years with recreational surveys. This update uses the latter methodology. In addition, in order 
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to provide more data points for the equation, a regression was run using the NMFS estimates of recreational 
catch for those years without surveys. 

Additionally, a regression was run using recreational catch as the dependent variable and commercial catch 
as the independent variable with data for those years with recreational surveys. The intent was to explore 
the relationship between recreational and commercial catch and determine whether to use the data set in
cluding the NMFS interpolated recreational catch data or the more limited data set with only survey data. 

Given the poor relationship between the recreational and commercial catch it was decided to use the recrea
tional catch-spawning stock size equation based on the data set of only the survey years rather than the set 
using all data for 1962-1982. Since NMFS uses the interpolated data in the analysis that produces the spawn
ing stock size estimates, using those data in the recreational equation would compound any bias built into 
the spawning stock estimate because of the relationship between commercial and recreational catch. 

As part of the updating process, the equation was tested with additional variables for disposable income and 
to account for the change in survey methodology beginning in 1979. The additional variables did not im
prove the equation significantly. The best equation now is: 

Y = (0.01)(X)- (166) R2 = 0. 78; Durbin-Watson = 2.20; N = 1 0; F = 28 

This revised equation and the methodology used to develop it were reviewed and accepted by the Council's 
Scientific and Statistical Committee. 

7.3. FOREIGN FISHERY 

7.3.1. Foreign Catch 

The reported foreign catch of the squids, Atlantic mackerel, and butterfish from 1965 through 1984 have var
ied widely (Tables 1, 4, and 7). The 1984 foreign Loligo catch was 11,029 mt, about the same as the 1983 catch 
of 11,720 mt, but well below the peak 36,508 mt caught in 1973. The foreign //lex catch during 1984 was 638 
mt, down from 1,776 mt in 1983 and 12,350 mt in 1982, as well as from the 24,707 mt peak of 1976 (Table 1 ). 

The final squid TALFFs (on a fishing year basis) were about 37,000 mt for Loligo and 23,000 - 25,000 mt for //

lex for 1980-81 through 1982-83 (Table 25). However, during that period, the total final TALFF was generally 
not allocated to forei gn nations, with the actual catch between 60% and 70% of the allocation (Table 25). 
The share of the TALFF caught is considerably lower, ranging from 13% (I l l ex in 1984-85) to 75% (Ill ex in 1980-
81; Table 25). 

On a fishing year basis, the foreign catch (Table 25) has also continued a general decline: 19,238 mt in 1979-
80 (54% of TALFF), 20,194 in 1980-81 (55% of TALFF), 13,454 mt in 1981-82 (37% of TALFF), 12,734 in 1982-83 
(34% of TALFF), 12,916 mt in 1983-84 (61% of TALFF), and 7,796 mt in 1984-85, 63% of TALFF). For 1980-81 
through 1982-83 the TALFF was 37,000 mt. By 1984-85 t he Loligo TALFF had been decreased to 12,388 mt (Ta
ble 25). 

As with Loligo, the foreign 11/ex catch on a fishing year basis (Table 25) has been declining: 15,966 mt in 1979-
80, 18,641 mt in 1980-81, 14,982 mt in 1981-82, 12,940 mt in 1982-83,408 mt in 1983-84, and 427 mt in 1984-
85. The share of the TALFF caught has been decreasing: 65%, 75%, 60%, 57%, 14% and 13% for 1979-80, 
1980-81, 1981-82, 1982-83,1983-84 and 1984-85(Table 25). 

The foreign mackerel catch was declining, from 385,337 mt in 1972 to 1,597 mt in 1983. The 1984 catch in
creased to 9,426 mt (Table 4). The increased foreign catch is largely attributable to JVs, through which for
eign nations are allocated a directed fishery in exchange for purchases from US fishermen (over the side) or 
from US processors. 

Foreign mackerel catch by fishing year has been minimal based on recent historical performance: a high of 
16,441 mt in 1984-85 and a low of 394 mt in 1979-80. The share of TALFF caught was 33% in 1979-80,53% in 
1980-81, 21% in 1981-82, 13% in 1982- 83, 9% in 1983-84, and 39% in 1984-85 (Table 25). 

The foreign butterfish catch declined from 17,847 mt in 1973 to 429 mt in 1984 (Table 7). Foreign butterfish 
allocations have been generally set at bycatch levels in the recent past in order to encourage the develop
ment of the US fishery . The resulting TALFFs have been decreasing, primarily as a result of lower Loligo 
TALFFs. For 1981- 82 the TALFF was set through the Annual Fishing Level process of the Magnuson Act at 
1,400 mt. Even with these low TALFF levels, the share of the TALFF caught has been low: 31%, 28%, 36%, 
20%,26%, and 45% for 1979-80, 1980-81, 1981-82, 1982-83, 1983-84, and 1984-85 (Table 25). 
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The number of foreign fishing vessels in the Atlantic FCZ has declined drastically since 1978 (Figure 1 0). In 
1978 there were 420 foreign vessels fishing in the Atlantic FCZ and by 1984 there were less than 120 vessels. 
Spain showed the most significant decline with 220 vessels in 1981 and less than 50 in 1984. 

7.3.2. Bycatch TALFFs 

Incidental catch relationships among the foreign fisheries for the squids, mackerel, butterfish, and the hakes 
are important for management of these species. These relationships were discussed in the original FMPs and 
have been analyzed under both ICNAF and Act management (MAFMC, 1982). The FMP currently provides for 
minimum bycatch TALFFs. Bycatch TALFFs must not be confused with bycatch allowances or limits. The by
catch TALFFs are designed to assure that foreign nations have adequate amounts of TALFFs established for 
secondary species that are caught along with targeted species in directed foreign fisheries. In other words, 
the bycatch TALFFs work at the TALFF calculation level, not at the allocation to nation level and not at the 
vessel catch level. 

For Loligo the bycatch TALFF level is 1% of the allocated portion of the 11/ex, mackerel (if a directed fishery is 
allowedL silver hake, and red hake TALFFs. For 11/ex the bycatch level is 10% of the allocated portion of the 
Loligo and 1% of the allocated portion of the mackerel (if a directed fishery is allowed), silver hake, and red 
hake TALFFs. For mackerel the bycatch level is 2% of the allocated portion of the silver hake and 1% of the 
allocated portions of the Loligo, Jllex, and red hake TALFFs. For butterfish there is only a bycatch TALFF, 
which is 6% of the allocated portion of the Loligo and 1% of the allocated portions of the 11/ex, mackerel, sil
ver hake, and red hake TALFFs. 

To determine whether these percentages remain valid, data from the US/Poland mackerel research program, 
data submitted by foreign nations to NAFO, and data submitted by foreign nations to NMFS were reviewed. 

Using data from the US/Poland mackerel program for 1981-1984 (Anderson, pers. comm.), the bycatch per
centages in the mackerel fishery were 0.0431% Loligo, 0.0018% 11/ex, 0.0912% butterfish, and 3.0521% river 
herring. The hakes were recorded only in 1982, when the bycatch was 0.1388% for silver hake and 0.0005% 

for red hake. 

There has not been a directed foreign hake fishery in the recent past. The observer data used to establish the 
current bycatch percentages (MAFMC, 1982), therefore, remain the best available data. Those percentages 
for the hake fishery are 0.36% mackerel, 0.11% butterfish, 0.53% Loligo, and 0.22% //lex. 

Data from January 1977 through March 1985 submitted by foreign nations to NMFS were analyzed by species, 
month, year, and nation to develop the most recent update. These data have been designated by NMFS as 
confidential so the details of the analysis cannot be published. The major problem to be solved in doing this 
analysis was the determination of when was the catch of a particular species the result of a directed fishery as 
opposed to being a bycatch in another fishery. Each record in the data set available to the Council showed 
the catch of Loligo, 11/ex, mackerel, butterfish, silver hake, red hake, river herring, and other finfish for every 
month for every nation from 1977 through 1984. The assumption was made that the largest species catch for 
each year/nation/month record was the directed fishery for that record. The data were sorted accordingly 
and were summed by year and nation. The summed data were then analyzed to identify any trends that 
might impact the bycatch TALFFs. 

The foreign fishery has changed dramatically since 1977 (Tables 1, 4, and 7), through both a reduction in 
TALFFs and a reduction in the nations participating. Therefore, it seemed inappropriate to merely average 
the data over the entire time period (1977- 1985). Hence, averages for more recent time periods were calcu
lated and compared with the data for the most recent years (1984 and 1985). The final bycatch TALFF per
centages resulted from an examination of these averages, 61"1'<:1- most recent performance ( 1984 and 1985), and 
an interpretation of the data in light of changes in the fisheries (e.g., decreased TALFFs, decreased directed 
fishery allocations, and changes in the composition and number of nations actually fishing). In no event were 
the bycatch TALFF percentages reduced from recent average (all nations) performance. 

It must be recognized that the need for bycatch TALFF will be reduced as TALFFs are reduced because with 
smaller allocations foreign vessels will be able to prosecute their fisheries with less bycatch. 

While the foreign catch data by nation are considered confidential, the total foreign catch data (Table 25) 
suggests that the existing bycatch TALFF allowances are more than adequate. For example, the majority of 
the foreign butterfish catch takes place as bycatch in the Lo/igo fishery, which was the basis of the bycatch 
TALFF percentage. Given the other TALFFs in the recent past (e.g .• since 1982-83), it would be expected that 
the percentage of the TALFF caught for Loligo and butterfish should be roughly similar if the foreign nations 
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truly needed the allocation established by the bycatch TALFF. In fact, in 1982-83 (Table 25), foreign nations 
caught 34% of the Loligo TALFF and only 20% of the butterfish TALFF. Additionally, for the same year, only 
28% of the butterfish TALFF was allocated vis-a-vis 55% of the Loligo TALFF. The same pattern was repeated 
in 1983-84 and 1984-85. 

In the Loligo fishery, bycatch TALFF allowances of 1.0% for mackerel, 3.0% for butterfish, 10.0% for 11/ex, 
0.5% for red hake, and 6.0% silver hake appear reasonable. While not directly the concern of this FMP, the 
bycatch TALFF allowance in the Loligo fishery is 10.0% for "other finfish" and 0.01% for river herring. For 11-
/ex, the bycatch TALFF allowances are 0.1% mackerel, 0.5% butterfish, 1.0% Loligo, 0.1% red hake, and 1.0% 
silver hake (also 2.0% "other finfish" and 0.0% river herring). For mackerel, the bycatch TALFF allowances 
(using both NMFS and the US/Poland survey data) are 0.08% butterfish, 0.0% for 11/ex, 0.04% for Loligo, 0.0% 
red hake, and 0.1% silver hake (0.7% "other finfish" and 0.4% river herring). 

Using these bycatch TALFF allowances, the percentages in the FMP would be changed. The Loligo bycatch 
TALFF level would become 1.0% of the allocated portion of the 1/lex, 0.04% of the allocated portion of the 
mackerel (if a directed fishery is allowed), and 0.5% of the silver and red hake TALFFs. The Jllex bycatch TALFF 
level would become 10.0% of the allocated portion of the Lo/igo and 0.2% of the allocated portions of the 
silver and red hake TALFFs. The mackerel bycatch TALFF level would become 0.4% of the allocated portions 
of the silver and red hake, 1% of the allocated portion of the Loligo, and 0.1% of the allocated portion of the 
lllex TALFF. The butterfish bycatch TALFF would be changed to 3.0% of the allocated portion of the Loligo, 
0.5% of the allocated portions of the 11/ex, 0.08% of the allocated portion of the mackerel, and 0.1% of the 
allocated portions of the silver and red hake TALFFs. 

The Council believes that the revised bycatch TALFF percentages are reasonable and attainable. At its Sep
tember 1985 meeting the Council passed a motion that in no event should the bycatch TALFF percentages be 
increased to levels greater than those established in Amendment# 1. 

8. DESCRIPTION OF ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FISHERY 

8.1. DOMESTIC HARVESTING SECTOR 

8.1.1. Commercial Fishery 

For Loligo and Ill ex, separate prices were not pub I ished consistently until 1977 (Table 11 ). In nomi nat terms 
and when adjusted for inflation, 1983 Loligo prices were the lowest for the period since 1977. In spite of the 
lower prices, Loligo ex-vessel value was a record $7.8 million in nominal terms and $2.6 million when adjusted 
for inflation in 1983, up from about $2.8 million (nominal) in 1982 as a result of record landings. Note that 
the ex-vessel value and price relate to landed squid, not JVs. 

Jllex prices increased in 1983 over 1982, from $252 to $383/mt. However, ex-vessel value fell from $907,823 to 
$562,624 because of the decrease in landings (Table 11 ). 

Total squid (Loligo, 11/ex, and unclassified) ex-vessel value to fishermen in the Mid- Atlantic and New England 
continued to increase in 1983 to $10,012,611, a record for the period since 1974 both in nominal and deflated 
($3,355,432) terms (Table 11 ). 

During the period 1974-1983, the commercial ex-vessel value Atlantic mackerel landings increased from 
$383,140 in 1974 to $1,344,109 in 1983 (Table 15). Using the wholesale price index to adjust for inflation, the 
real value of mackerel in terms of 1967 dollars increased from $259,396 in 1974 to $450,430 in 1983. It must 
be noted that deflation by the wholesale price index may be misleading since fishery products are a very small 
sector of the economy while the wholesale price index covers all sectors of the economy. Its use is just to indi
cate that while nominal prices have increased over the long term, some of this increase may have been due to 

inflationary causes occurring outside the fishery. The price, in nominal terms, increased from $357 to $460 
per mt, while the deflated price fell from $241 to $154 per mt, between 1974 and 1983, respectively. 

Butterfish ex-vessel value for Maine-Virginia was $970,033 in 1974 and $3,344,952 in 1983 (Table 19). Value 
of landings peaked in 1982 at $5,142,804. Adjusted for inflation (1967 dollars), these values are $656,746 for 
1974, $1,783,819 for 1982, and $1,120,939 for 1983. During the period, prices ranged from $542/mt ( 1975) to 
$798/mt ( 1978), with 1983 at $705/mt. 
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Perhaps the most significant recent development in the fishery is the introduction of US built catch
ing/processing or catching/freezing vessels. The potential of these vessels cannot be quantified at this time 
because they have not been in the fishery long enough and because of the lack of data. 

The number of permitted vessels in all fisheries has been growing annually for all three classes of permit 
(commercial, party/charter, and incidental). Vessels with commercial permits for mackerel increased from 769 

in 1981 to 1,836 in 1984. For squid the increase was from 674 to 1,496 and for butterfish from 345 to 1,133, 

for 1981 and 1984 (Table 26). Since there are no qualification rules for obtaining permits (except for surf 
clams in the Mid-Atlantic Area), most vessels get all permits, so the vessels with mackerel, squid, and butter
fish permits may be the same vessels, and additionally, the vessels may rarely, if ever, actually fish for these 
species. This is merely a function of the system, which allows fishermen to check off as many permits as he 
wishes (with the one exception noted above), charges no fee for the permits, and keeps the permits in effect 
without a termination time. Hence, the permit data probably provide a picture of the growth in fishing ves
sels in the northeast more than an indication of interest in the squid, mackerel, or butterfish fisheries. 

Information supplied by Huntress, Inc., Seafreeze Ltd., and Bender Shipbuilding and Repair Co., Inc. during 
the 1985-86 quota setting process demonstrate at least eight freezer trawler vessels designed for harvesting 
mackerel, squid, whiting, and other underutilized species may be available by September 1986. The four 
freezer trawlers proposed by Huntress, Inc. and Sea freeze Ltd. are to have a production capacity of 48,000 mt 
per year and they estimated that more than half that capacity will be made up of Loligo and //lex. Five of the 
six vessels which are under construction or scheduled for construction by Bender Shipbuilding and Repair Co., 
Inc. are all over 1 SO feet in length. Although the capacity of these new freezer trawlers is several times great
er than the maximum OYs for Loligo and 11/ex, and therefore it is not possible for them to target only on spe
cies included in this FMP, it is obvious that the cost of conversion or construction and operation of these ves
sels will require tremendous quantities of fish. Dramatic changes in these fisheries are anticipated with the 
increase in fishing power attributable to these freezer trawlers. These changes and their associated industry 
impacts need to be documented and evaluated fully as the vessels enter the fishery. 

8.1.2. Recreational Fishery 

The marine recreational fishing industry is important in the New England and Mid- Atlantic areas (Centaur 
Management Consultants, Inc., 1977), with 1975 sales estimated at a minimum of $634 million. 

The cost-revenue data available for recreational mackerel catch in recent years is meager. However, some 
data exist from previous years which is applicable in a general sense. 

Data exist for recreational catch by area and mode for 1979-1982 (Table 27). Average cost data for different 
types of fishing were collected only during 1979 and 1980. These data have been transformed into 1984 dol
lars to be most easily compared.Average mackerel catch per trip in the Mid-Atlantic region in 1978 ranged 
from 155 to 1,693 fish for party/charter boats, and from 34 to 104 for private boats. Estimates of 4,558 par
ty/charter boat trips and 73,106 private boat trips were postulated (Christensen, et al, 1979). Using the costs 
available for 1979 and 1980 along with the 1978 catch rates results in direct expenditures of $1,620,893 and 
$1,751,763, respectively. It is not possible to determine the economic value of mackerel fishing in New Eng
land since accurate estimates of neither the number of trips catching mackerel nor the mackerel catch per trip 
exist. 

The costs shown above demonstrate that the expenditures on recreational fishing rose in real terms between 
1979 and 1980. It is possible that this is an ongoing process with the cost of recreational fishing outstripping 
inflation, or that the effect is a residual of the 1979 fuel price shocks. 

The percentage of recreational mackerel caught by mode of fishing has varied tremendously from year to 
year (Table 28). With the exception of 1982, the party/charter and private/rental modes totalled over 90% of 
the catch. Since the catch per trip is so large relative to other species the marginal cost per fish is lower than 
perhaps all other species (assuming the charter/rental costs do not increase greatly for mackerel fishing). 

The recreational season is very abbreviated due to the nature and timing of the spring northward mackerel 
migration. In the Mid-Atlantic region the 1979 season began about 4 April in Delaware and ended 8 June in 
Long Island. Each area had 20 to 25 days of active fishing (Christensen et at., 1979). The season was later in 
New England. Such short seasons amplify the revenues associated with mackerel fishing and add substantial
ly to local income during their occurrence. 

While the Atlantic mackerel catch ranked tenth on the east coast from 1979 thru 1982 (Table 24), it was not a 
h1ghly sought aher species. The percentage of anglers seeking mackerel in the New England region hovered 
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from 3.86% in 1980 to 3.52% in 1982. However, in 1979, 7% sought mackerel. The Mid-Atlantic region 
showed less than 1% interest throughout the period (USDC, 1984b and 1985b). 

No data exist on the economics of recreational fishing for squid or butterfish. As previously mentioned, they 
are used for bait in other recreational fisheries, therefore, some become a direct expense of other recreation
al fisheries. It is presumed that they are largely an incidental catch in the recreational fishery and not a tar
geted species. 

8.2. DOMESTIC PROCESSING SECTOR 

Since mackerel, squid, and butterfish have small markets in comparison with groundfish and other major fish
eries of the Atlantic coast, processing sector and export information is very limited. 

In 1983 there were 5 plants that processed mackerel on the east coast (Fitzgibbon, pers. comm.}, although 
mackerel constitutes only a small percentage of the total volume processed. Processing for domestic con
sumption primarily involves filleting, curing, and smoking. A substantial portion of the catch is also sold for 
bait. In 1963, 1965, 1975, and 1983, the value of processed mackerel from New England was $5,000, $21,000, 
$75,000, and $84,000, respectively. 

A total of seven processing firms reportedly participate in the squid fishery. Of the total, five are located in 
Massachusetts and one each in Maine and New Jersey. All of these firms handle other fish products in addi
tion to their seasonal squid supply (Fitzgibbon, pers. comm.}. Six plants in Pennsylvania and New York pro
cessed butterfish. No plants in the South Atlantic handled processed butterfish, mackerel, or squid. 

New England produced the majority of frozen squid on the Atlantic coast (Table 29). Canned squid has re
portedly been produced by New York and New Jersey firms. While east coast production has increased in re
cent years, it is still a minor commodity when compared to Pacific coast production. At present, canned and 
frozen squid are the only US commercially prepared east coast squid products. 

Most butterfish reported landed is sold fresh or frozen for human consumption Demand in the US for but
terfish as food is concentrated mainly on the largest and best quality fish. The vast majority of landed butter
fish is exported to foreign nations, mainly Japan. 

A small fraction (approximately 0.6-2.0% of all landings) of the catches of the largest butterfish is smoked 
and sold in specialty markets. This processing is carried out almost exclusively in New York City, and most of 
these fish come from Suffolk County, New York, landings in the autumn, when large butterfish are most 
available in that area. In 1983, about $40,000 worth of smoked butterfish was processed in the US. 

About 20% on average of the annual reported butterfish catch was used industrially from 1965-1975. This 
percentage has probably declined greatly because of the recent increase in landings used for exports. Most 
of this industrial fraction of the catch is used for bait. Large quantities of butterfish have been periodically 
taken by industrial (scrap fish) fisheries which do not report landings by species. The composition of such 
"trash" fish landings may fluctuate markedly from year to year. 

The US physical capacity to catch, freeze, and export squid, mackerel, and butterfish undoubtedly is equal to 
or exceeds the OYs recommended in this Amendment, but much of this capacity is now used for other species 
which are currently more profitable for US industries. Processor reporting requirements (instituted pursuant 
to the original FMPs) have not been in effect long enough to derive more precise estimates of shore- based 
and freezer trawler processing capacities. 

In order to provide background information on the DAP portion of DAH, the Council has conducted an annu
al survey of processors beginning in 1981. Responses to earlier surveys of mackerel, squid, or butterfish pro
cessors were 6 in 1981 and 10 in 1982 (Table 30). In 1983, in order to improve the scope of the survey, the 
Council, in cooperation with the New England Council, NMFS, and the National Fisheries Institute, identified 
190 firms that potentially process squid, mackerel, or butterfish. The list was intended to cover all potential 
processors regardless of size or volume handled. Firms were requested to respond only if they made direct 
purchases from vessels, as opposed to from distributors or other processors, to minimize double counting. 
That list was the basis of the surveys in 1983 and 1984. Responses were received from 19 firms in 1983 and 8 

firms in 1984. The questionnaire requested estimates of how much of each species the firm planned to pro
cess during the current and the upcoming fishing years. Responses for 1985-86 indicate an intent to process 
18,652 mt of Loligo, 6,613 mt of 11/ex, 6,591 mt of mackerel, and 2,836 mt of butterfish (Table 30). The re
sponses for the squids and mackerel seem reasonable in light of development of those fisheries. However, 
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the butterfish response suggests a lack of response by butterfish processors given the trend in landings in that 
fishery. 

The total number of processors of each species is unknown. The true number probably lies above those stat� 
ed by NMFS and below the total surveyed by the Council. Therefore, the proposed processing volume pre
sented above is only an approximation at best. A procedure for better data collection is presented in section 
9.1.3.2 of this FMP. With the total number of processors known, subsequent statistics can be meaningfully 
evaluated. 

Squid, butterfish, and mackerel landings are only a small percentage of the potential capacities of harvesters 
and processors. These species have very small US markets for they are primarily consumed by ethnic commu
nities in the Mid-Atlantic and New England. Given this limited demand, ex-vessel prices are ver·;; 5-ensitive to 
landings. Harvesters are unwilling to land these species if their prices are not high enm .• gh relativt:: to alterna
tive species and if increased landings will cause ex-vessel prices to decline rapidly. Pr·ncessors have shown a 
willingness to expand their production of these species in recent years because of increased demand for US 
caught squid and butterfish by foreign countries. This demand has stabilized ex-vessel prices with respect to 
landings and harvesters have responded accordingly. 

A number of joint ventures have also been implemented. The first for 1,000 mt with Japan, involved Loligo 
squid in 1981. During 1982, eight joint ventures were applied for involving Loligo and Jllex squid, Atlantic 
mackerel and Atlantic herring. Seven were approved, and efforts to harvest for over the side sales were un
dertaken for allocations totaling 24,900 mt, of which 14,900 mt were squids. Results of the 1982 joint ven
tures were mixed, with only limited success realized for those attempted. While the full potential of the joint 
ventures was not reached, and several were totally unsuccessful, the experience was encouraging. In fact, 14 
joint ventures were applied for in 1983. Eleven were approved, primarily for the squids. In 1984 there were 
nine joint venture applications, eight of which were approved. Two of the 1984 joint ventures were for 
mackerel, the balance involving the squids (Table 31). 

The character of the JVs has been changing from strictly over the side purchases from US fishermen to a com· 
bination of over the side sales, shoreside pu ·· '"lases, and direct foreign fishing to shoreside purchases in ex
change ior direct foreign fishing. The exten' this shift varies by species" Both Spain and Italy have indicat
ed a desire to purchase US processed Loligo, c. tuation further evidenced by only two JV proposals for Loligo 
for 1985 (Table 31 ). There is also foreign inter·est in US processed mackerel, with both 1985 mackerel JVs con
sisting of over the side purchases, shoreside purchases, and direct foreign fishing. The proposals for 1985·86 

received to date (Table 31) are: 

1. Scan Ocean/Netherlands for 5,000 mt of mackerel JV, 3,000 mt of mackerel purchased from US proces
sors, and a directed fishery for 30,000 mt. This project is for calendar 1985, with the JV, US processed, 
and up to 15,000 mt of the directed fishery during 1985-86 through 31 December 1985. 

2. Joint Trawlers/German Democratic Republic for 5,000 mt of mackerel as well as a directed mackerel 
fishery, the project to run through the end of April 1985. 

3. Stonavar/Spain for the purchase of 2,500 mt of US processed Loligo, 2,500 mt of /1/ex and 2,000 mt of 
silver hake JV, and a directed fishery for Loligo and //lex. 

4. Eastern Long Island Trawlers/Japan for 1,000 mt of Loligo and 1,500 mt of 11/ex JV. 

5. ISTC/Italy for 1,000 mt each of Loligo and 11/ex JV. 

6. Joint Trawlers/Portugal for 1,000 mt of //lex JV. 

7. Scan Ocean/Portugal for 500 mt of Loligo and 1,000 mt of 11/ex JV. 

8 Lund's/Portugal for 200 mt Loligo and 1,000 mt 11/ex JV. 

9. RNS/USSR for 5,000 mt of mackerel JV. 

8.3. INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

In 1984, 19,894 mt live weight equivalent of mackerel worth about $6.8 million was imported into the US, the 
largest quantity since 1979 when 21,162 mt was imported (Table 32). Exports in 1984 amounted to 77 mt live 
weight equivalent, worth $101,632, up from 17 mt in 1983 and down from 149 mt in 1982. Note that these 
data are for "mackerel". There is nc ;,.:ay to fully identify what portion may be Atlantic mackerel. 
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Squid import data are not available in a comprehensive series. Exports of US canned squid (east and west 
coast combined) have been falling from a peak 4,268 mt live weight equivalent worth $1.6 million in 1980 to 
228 mt worth $93,747 in 1984 (Table 33). Frozen squid exports were not recorded until 1981 when 864 mt live 
weight equivalent worth about $1.4 million were exported. Exports peaked at 3,719 mt and $7.1 million in 
1983 and declined to 1,771 mt worth #3.4 million in 1984. 

Butterfish export data east of the Mississippi River are available from 1981 through 1984. In 1981, 1,987 mt 
worth $3,058,532 ($.70/lb) were exported. Exports in 1982 increased to 6,305 mt worth $10,289,714 ($ . 74/lb), 

decreased again in 1983 to 2,172 mt worth $3,917,845 ($.82/lb), and increased again in 1984 to 7,532 mt 
worth $1 1,415,922 ($.69/lb) (NMFS NERO). 

9. FISHERY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

This section is divided into four subsections. Section 9.1 described the management measures as they will ex
ist following implementation of Amendment #2. Section 9.2 is an evaluation of those measures changed by 
this Amendment. Sect ion 9.3 is a discussion of the Amendment relative to other applicable laws and policies 
and Section 9.4 is a d iscussion on Council monitoring of the FMP and fishery. The reader may find it useful to 
review the discussion of the problems to be addressed by Amendment #2 in Section 4.2. The essential man
agement measures currently in effect are presented as Alternative 2 in Appendix 1. In summary form the pro
posed changes are: 

1. The fishing year is changed to the twelve month period beginning 1 January (Sections 4.2.7, 9.1.1.1, 
and 9.2.2.3). 

2. The Loligo bycatch TALFF is changed to 1.0% of the allocated portion of the 11/ex, 0.04% of the allocat
ed portion of the mackerel (if a d irected fishery is allowed), and 0.5% of the allocated portions of the 
silver and red hake TALFFs (Sections 4.2.8, 7.3.2, 9.1. 1.2, and 9.2.2.4). 

3. The 11/ex bycatch TALFF is changed to 10.0% of the allocated portion of the Loligo TALFF and 0.2% of 
the allocated portions of the silver and red hake TALFFs (Sections 4.2.8, 7.3.2, 9.1.1.3, and 9.2.2.4). 

4. The Atlantic Mackerel regime is revised by replacing the TALFF/reserve provisions with an ABC/lOY 
procedure similar to the squids, by revising the recreational catch forecasting equation, by increasing 
the minimum spawning stock sized from 400,000 mt to 600,000 mt, and by allowing the maximum 
catch to exceed F0.1 under certain conditions. The bycatch TALFF percentages are also revised. The 
problems relating to the mackerel regime change are presented in Sections 4.2.2, 4.2.8, 5.4.3, and 7.3.2. 
The revised regime is presented in Section 9.1.1.4 and evaluated in Sections 9.2.2.4 and 9.2.2.5). 

5. The butterfish regime is revised by allowing the maximum annual catch quota to be reduced for bio
logical reasons, and by changing the bycatch TALFF percentages (Sections 4.2.5, 4.2.6, 4.2.8, 5.3.4, 5.4.4, 
9.1.1.5, 9.1.2.5, 9.2.2.4, 9.2.2.6, and 9.2.2.7). 

6. The vessel permits are revised from perpetual to annual {Sections 4.2.9, 9.1.2.1, and 9.2.2.2). 

9.1. MEASURES RECOMMENDED TO A TI AIN MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

9.1.1. Specification of ABC. OY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF 

9.1.1.1. General 

The f ishing year is 1 January� 31 December. OY, ABC, lOY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF will be specified annu
ally through an administrative process which requires that the Regional Director (RD), in consultation with 
the Council, prepare the required estimates as described below for Loligo, Jllex, Atlantic mackerel, and but
terfish, and also provide for public comment on those estimates. The estimates will be prepared annually, 
however, as discussed below, and for certain species may be changed during the year. The ABC is set within 
the OY range based on biological information and becomes the upper limit for OY for the particular year and 
may not be changed during a year. The initial DAH for any of the species may be adjusted during any fishing 
year by increases within the OY range if actual catches by US vessels exceed the initial DAH estimates. 

It is possible that a US/Canadian bilateral fisheries agreement may be developed and implemented during the 
life of the FMP. In order for the FMP to remain valid following such an agreement, and to the extent that the 
species included in this FMP are jo intly managed pursuant to such an agreement, all of the allowable catch 
levels are conditioned so that the allowable catch levels would be developed as provided in the FMP or would 
be the US share of the total catch of the species allowed by joint management procedures, whichever is less. 
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If the US share of the catch was less than the allowable catch level calculated pursuant to the FMP in any year, 
the allowable catch level would be reduced by reducing the TALFF by the appropriate amount, unless the 
TALFF was only for bycatch that year. 

9.1.1.2. Loligo 

The maximum OY for Loligo is 44,000 mt. The RD in consultation with the Council, determines annual specifi
cations relating to Initial Optimum Yield (lOY), Domestic Annual Harvest (DAH), Domestic Annual Processing 
(DAP), Joint Venture Processing (JVP), and Total Allowable Level of Foreign Fishing (TALFF). The RD reviews 
yearly the most recent biological data pertaining to the stock. If the RD determines that the stock cannot sup
port a level of harvest equal to the maximum OY, he establishes a lower Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) for 
the fishing year. This level represents essentially the modification of the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) to 
reflect changed biological circumstances. If the stock is able to support a harvest level equivalent to the maxi
mum OY, the ABC is set at that level. 

From the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the Council, determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re
presents a modification of ABC, based on economic factors. It is intended to provide the greatest overall 
benefit to the nation by incorporating all relevant factors. The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial 
TALFF. The RD projects the DAH by reviewing the data concerning past domestic landings, projected 
amounts of Loligo necessary for domestic processing and for joint ventures during the fishing year, and other 
data pertinent for such a projection. The Joint Venture Processing (JVP) component of DAH is the portion of 
DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not use. In assessing the level of lOY, the RD provides 
for a TALFF of at least a minimum bycatch of Loligo squid that would be harvested incidentally in other di
rected fisheries. This bycatch level is 1.0% of the allocated portion of the 11/ex, 0.04% of the allocated portion 
of the mackerel (if a directed fishery is allowed), and 0.5% of the allocated portions of the silver and red hake 
TALFFs (Section 7.3). In addition, this specification of lOY is based on the application of the following factors: 

1. total world export potential by squid producing countries; 

2. total world import demand by squid consuming countries; 

3. US export potential based on expected US harvests, expected US consumption, relative prices, ex-
change rates, and foreign trade barriers; 

4. increased/decreased revenues to the US from foreign fees; 

5. increased/decreased revenues to US harvesters (with/without joint ventures); 

6. increased/decreased revenues to US processors and exporters; 

7. increases/decreases in US harvesting productivity due to decreases/increases in foreign harvest; 

8. increases/decreases in US processing productivity; and 

9. potential impact of increased/decreased TALFF on foreign purchases of US products and services and 
US caught fish, changes in trade barriers, technology transfer, and other considerations. 

Proposed annual specifications of the ABC and lOY and its component amounts are published in the Federal 
Register and provide for a public comment period. At the close of the public comment period, a notice of fi� 
nal annual specifications with the reasons therefore are published in the Federal Register. 

The lOY may be adjusted by the RD, in consultation with the Council, upward to the ABC at any time during 
the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to lOY to accommodate DAH needs, including when the the 
application of the above factors warrants an adjustment in TALFF. However, TALFF may not be adjusted to a 
quantity less than that already allocated to and accepted by foreign nations or less than that needed for byM 
catch. Any adjustments to the lOY are published in the Federal Register and may provide for a public com
ment period. 

9.1.1.3. //lex 

The maximum OY for //lex is 30,000 mt. The RD, in consultation with the Council, determines annual specifi
cations relating to lOY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF. The RD reviews yearly the most recent biological data per
taining to the stock. If the RD determines that the stock cannot support a level of harvest equal to the maxi
mum OY, he establishes a lower ABC for the fishing year. If the stock is able to support a harvest level equiv
alent to the maximum OY, the ABC is set at that level. 
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From the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the Council, determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re
presents a modification of ABC, based on economic factors. It is intended to provide the greatest overall 
benefit to the nation by incorporating all relevant factors. The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial 
TALFF. The RD determines the lOY and any adjustments by the same procedures and factors set out above for 
Lo/igo, except that it provides for a minimum bycatch of //lex squid that would be harvested incidentally in 
other directed fisheries. This bycatch level is 10.0% of the allocated portion of the Loligo TALFF and 0.2% of 
the allocated portions of the silver and red hake TALFFs (Section 7.3). In addition, this specification of lOY is 
based on the application of the factors listed above under Loligo. 

9.1.1.4. Atlantic Mackerel 

The RD, in consultation with the Council, determines annual specifications relating to lOY, DAH, DAP, JVP, 
and TALFF. The Council and RD review yearly the best available biological data pertaining to the stock. ABC 
in US waters for the upcoming fishing year is that quantity of mackerel that could be caught in US and Cana
dian waters (T) minus the estimated catch in Canadian waters (C) and maintain a spawning stock size (S) in the 
year following the year for which catch estimates and quotas are being prepared equal to or greater than 
600,000 mt. 

From the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the Council, determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re
presents a modification of ABC, based on biological and economic factors. It is intended to provide the great� 
est overall benefit to the nation by incorporating all relevant factors. Ordinarily, lOY will be specified so that 
the fishing mortality rate associated with T is less than or equal to Fo.1. However, if development of the US 
fishery requires a fishing mortality rate greater than F0.1, but still less than or equal to ABC, lOY may be set at 
the higher level. This modification will be for that fishing year only and will revert to Fo 1 unless modified 
again in subsequent years. Such development requirements are intended to be limited to catch by US fisher
men for US processing and to such over the side joint ventures and directed foreign fishing as has a clear and 
significant (not token) benefit to the US fishery in terms of increases in the amount of US harvested and pro
cessed mackerel. The deviation from Fo.1 is intended to allow the US fishing industry the opportunity to mar
ket additional mackerel into the world market during high demand periods such as may occur if a stock prob
lem with the northeastern European Atlantic mackerel stocks developed. Determining these allocations in
volves estimating both the US and foreign harvesting potential. 

The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial TALFF. The RD projects the DAH by reviewing data concern
ing past domestic landings, projected amounts of mackerel necessary for domestic processing and for joint 
ventures during the fishing year, and other data pertinent for such a projection. The recreational fishery 
component of DAH is determined by the equation Y = (0.01)(X}- (166) where Y is the predicted recreational 
catch and X is the mackerel spawning stock size in the upcoming fishing year, in metric tons (Section 7.2). The 
JVP component of DAH is the portion of DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not use. In as
sessing the level of lOY, the RD must provide for a TALFF of at least a minimum bycatch of mackerel that 
would be harvested incidentally in other directed fisheries. This bycatch level is 0.4% of the allocated portion 
of the silver and red hake, 1.0% of the allocated portion of the Loligo, and 0. 1  o/o of the allocated portion of 
the 11/ex TALFFs (Section 7 .3). In addition, this specification of lOY is based on such criteria as contained in the 
Magnuson Act, specifically section 201 (e), and the application of the following factors: 

1. total world export potential by mackerel producing countries; 

2. total world import demand by mackerel consuming countries; 

3. US export potential based on expected US harvests, expected US consumption, relative prices, ex-
change rates, and foreign trade barriers; 

4. increased/decreased revenues to the US from foreign fees; 

5. increased/decreased revenues to US harvesters (with/without joint ventures); 

6. increased/decreased revenues to US processors and exporters; 

7. increases/decreases in US harvesting productivity due to decreases/increases in foreign harvest; 

8. increases/decreases in US processing productivity; and 

9. potential impact of increased/decreased TALFF on foreign purchases of US products and services and 
US caught fish, changes in trade barriers, technology transfer, and other considerations. 
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Proposed annual specifications of the ABC and lOY and its component amounts are published in the Federal 
Register and provide for a public comment period. At the close of the public comment period, a notice of fi· 
nal annual specifications with the reasons therefore are published in the Federal Register. 

The lOY may be adjusted by the RD, in consultation with the Council, upward to the ABC at any time during 
the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to lOY to accommodate DAH needs, including when the appli· 
cation of the above factors warrants an adjustment in TALFF. However, TALFF may not be adjusted to a quan
tity less than that already allocated to and accepted by foreign nations or less than that needed for bycatch. 
Any adjustments to the lOY are published in the Federal Register and may provide for a public comment peri
od. 

The specification of mackerel OY, DAH, DAP, and TALFF is: 

ABC = allowable biological catch in US waters for the upcoming fishing year. 

T = total catch in all waters (US and Canadian) for the upcoming fishing year. 

C = estimated mackerel catch in Canadian waters for the upcoming fishing year. 

S = mackerel spawning stock biomass in the year after the upcoming fishing year. 

Bycatch = 0.4% of the allocated portion of the silver and red hake, 1.0% of the allocated portion of the Loli
go, and 0.1% of the allocated portion of the //lex TALFFs. 

ABC = T- C such that S greater than or = 600,000 mt. 

OY less than or = ABC and additionally, ordinarily, the fishing mortality associated with OY less than or = 

Fo 1· 

DAH less than or ;;:; OY- Bycatch. 

DAP less than or = OY- Bycatch. 

TALFF greater than or;;:; Bycatch. 

9.1.1.5. Butterfish 

Butterfish maximum OY is 16,000 mt. The RD in consultation with the Council, determines annual specifica· 
tions relating to lOY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF. The RD reviews yearly the most recent biological data, in
cluding data on discards, pertaining to the stock. If the RD determines that the stock cannot support a level 
of harvest equal to the maximum OY, he establishes a lower ABC for the fishing year. This level represents es· 
senti ally the modification of the MSY to reflect changed biological circumstances. If the stock is able to sup
port a harvest level equivalent to the maximum OY, the ABC is set at that level. 

From the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the Council, determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re· 
presents a modification of ABC. The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial TALFF. The RD projects the 
DAH by reviewing the data concerning past domestic landings, projected amounts of butterfish necessary for 
domestic processing and for joint ventures during the fishing year, and other data pertinent for such a projec· 
tion. The JVP component of DAH rs the portion of DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not 
use. In assessing the level of lOY, the RD provides for a bycatch TALFF equal to 3.0% of the allocated portion 
of the Loligo TALFF and 0.5% of the allocated portion of the 11/ex, 0.08% of the allocated portion of the At
lantic mackerel, and 0.1% of the allocated portion of the silver and red hake TALFFs (Section 7.3). Note that 
the nine factors considered in establishing lOY for the squids and mackerel do not apply for butterfish be· 
cause the butterfish TALFF is established for bycatch only in accordance with �he preceding percentages. 

Proposed annual specifications of the ABC and lOY and its component amounts are published in the Federal 
Register and provide for a public comment period. At the close of the public comment period, a notice of fi· 
nal annual specifications with the reasons therefore are published in the Federal Register. 

The lOY may be adjusted by the RD, in consultation with the Council, upward to the ABC at any time during 
the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to lOY to accommodate DAH needs. However, TALFF may not 
be adjusted to a quantity less than that needed for bycatch. Any adjustments to the lOY are published in the 
Federal Register and may provide for a public comment period. 

The precise specification of OY is: 

ABC less than or ;;:; 16,000 mt. 
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OY less than or = ABC. 

DAH less than or = OY bycatch. 

DAP less than or = OY- bycatch. 

TALFF = bycatch = 3.0% of the allocated portion of the Lo/igo TALFF and 0.5% of the allocated portion of 
the 11/ex, 0.08% of the allocated portion of the Atlantic mackerel, and 0.1% of the allocated portion of the sil
ver and red hake T ALFFs. 

9.1.2. Specification of management measures 

9.1.2.1. Permits and fees 

Any owner or operator of a vessel desiring to take any Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish within the FCZ, 
or transport or deliver for sale, any Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish taken within the FCZ must obtain 
an annual permit for that purpose. Each foreign vessel engaged in or wishing to engage in harvesting the 
TALFF must obtain a permit from the Secretary of Commerce as specified in the Act. This section does not ap
ply to recreational fishermen taking Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish for their personal use, but it does 
apply to the owners of party and charter boats (vessels for hire). 

The owner or operator of a US vessel may obtain the appropriate permit by furnishing on the form provided 
by NMFS information specifying, at least, the names and addresses of the vessel owner and master, the name 
of the vessel, official number, directed fishery or fisheries, gear type or types utilized to take Atlantic macker
el, squid, or butterfish, gross tonnage of vessel, radio call sign, length of the vessel, engine horsepower, year 
the vessel was built, type of construction, type of propulsion, navigational aids (e.g., Loran C), type of echo 
sounder, crew size including captain, fish hold capacity (to the nearest 100 lbs), quantity of Loligo, 11/ex, mack
erel, and butterfish landed during the year prior to the one for which the permit is being applied, principal 
port of landing, and the home port of the vessel. The permit shall be subject to inspection by an authorized 
official upon landing. 

Permits expire on 31 December of each year. Permits may be revoked for violations of this FMP. 

9.1.2.2. Time and area restrictions 

Foreign nations fishing for Atlantic mackerel, squid or butterfish shall be subject to the time and area restric
tions in 50 CFR 611.50 and the fixed gear avoidance regulations in 50 CFR 611.50(e). 

9.1.2.3. Catch limitations 

9.1.2.3.1. General 

The fishing year for Atlantic mackerel, //lex, Loligo, and butterfish is the twelve (12) month period beginning 
1 January. 

The specification of OYs and other values for the squids, Atlantic mackerel, and butterfish are described in 
Section 9. 1.1 and need not be repeated here. On an annual basis, the RD, in consultation with the Council, 
and after giving opportunity for public notice and comment, sets initial annual values for the terms specified 
in Section 9.1.1. 

On or before 15 October of each year, the Council will prepare and submit recommendations to the RD of the 
initial annual amounts for the fishing year beginning 1 January, based on information gathered from sources 
including: (1) results of a survey of domestic processors and joint venture operators of estimated processing 
capacity and intent to use that capacity; (2) results of a survey of fishermen's trade associations of estimated 
fish harvesting capacity and intent to use that capacity; (3) landings and catch statistics; (4) stock assessments; 
and (5) any other relevant scientific information. 

By 1 November each year, the Secretary will publish a notice in the Federal Register that specifies preliminary 
initial amounts of OY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF for each species. The amounts will be based on information 
submitted by the Council and from relevant sources including those sources specified above. In the absence 
of a Council report, the amounts will be based on information from the sources specified and other informa
tion considered appropriate by the RD. The Federal Register notice will provide for a comment period. The 
Counc.l's recommendation and all relevant data will be available in aggregate form for inspection at the of
fice of the RD during the public comment period. 
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On or before 15 December of each year, the Secretary will make a final determination of the initial amounts 
for each species, considering all relevant data and any public comments and will publish a notice of the final 
determination and response to public comments in the Federal Register. 

Additional adjustments may be made to annual values for OY, DAH, and TALFF for the Loligo, //lex, mackerel, 
and butterfish fisheries during the year. The RD, in consultation with the Council, may modify these values up 
to ABC, applying the factors described in Section 9.1 t ·for the benefit of the nation. The Secretary will pub
lish a notice in the Federal Register and provide for comment before such revisions may take effect. 

NMFS shall close the US fishery ·for Loligo, lllex, ma<kerel. or butterfish when US fishermen have harvested 
80% of the allowable domestic harvest if such closure is necessary to prevent the allowable domestic harvest 
from being exceeded. The closure will be in effect for the remainder of the fishing year. If such a closure is 
necessary, NMFS will provide adequate notice to US fishermen and to the Executive Directors of the New Eng
land, Mid-Atlantic, and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils. During a period of closure, the trip lim
it for the species for which the fishery is closed is 10% of the weight of the total amount of fish on board. 

9.1.2.3.2. Joint ventures 

The Amendment continues the procedure of permitting joint ventures on a case-by-case basis, so long as joint 
ventures do not result in a negative impact on US processors. The Council believes that this is a reasonable ap
proach. In other words, joint ventures are considered on a case-by-case basis for Atlantic mackerel, 11/ex, Loli
go, and butterfish and are permitted if such joint ventures would not have a negative impact on the develop
ment of the US harvest1ng and processing sectors. 

9.1.2.4. Types of vessels, gear, and enforcement devices 

Foreign nations fishing for Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish are subject to the gear restrictions set forth 
in 50 CFR 611.1.50(c). 

9.1.2.5. Other measures 

Each US fishing vessel shall display its official number on the deckhouse or hull and on an appropriate weath
er deck. Foreign fishing vessels shall display their International Radio Call Signs (IRCS) on the deckhouse or 
hull and on an appropriate weather deck. The identifying markings shall be affixed and shall be of the size 
and style established by NMFS. Fishing vessel means any boat, ship or other craft which is used for, equipped 
to be used for, or of a type which is normally used for, fishing, except a scientific.: research vesseL Fishing ves
sel includes vessels carrying fishing parties on a per capita basis or by charter which catch Atlantic mackerel, 
squid, or butterfish for any use. 

Vessels conducting fishing operations pursuant to this FMP are subject to the sanctions provided for in the 
Act. 

Pursuant to Section 204(b)( 12) of the MFCMA, if any foreign fishing vessel for which a permit has been issued 
has been used in the commission of any act prohibited by section 307 of the MFCMA the Secretary may, or if 
any civil penalty imposed under section 309 of the MFCMA has not been paid and is overdue the Secretary 
shall: (a) revoke such permit, with or without prejudice to the right of the foreign nation involved to obtain a 
permit for such vessel in any subsequent year; (b) suspend such permit for the period of time deemed appro
priate; or (c) impose additional conditions and restrictions on the approved application of the foreign nation 
involved and on any permit issued under such application, provided, however, that any permit which is sus
pended pursuant to this paragraph for nonpayment of a civil penalty shall be reinstated by the Secretary 
upon payment of such civil penalty together with interest thereon at the prevailing US rate. Foreign nations 
fishing for Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish are subject to the incidental catch regulations set forth in 50 
CFR 611.13, 611.14, and 611.50. 

No foreign fishing vessel operator, including those catching Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish for use as 
bait in other directed fisheries, shall conduct a fishery for mackerel, squid, or butterfish outside the areas des
ignated for such fishing operations in this FMP. 

9.1.3. Specification and sources of pertinent-fishery data 

The butterfish fishery is approaching or possibly exceeding a safe harvest rate due to fishing practices and an
nual variations in stock distribution. The squids are being taken to a greater extent by US fishermen each 
year and TALFFs are rapidly diminishing such that it is expected that there may be no directed foreign fishing 
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within the next two years. The markets are certainly available in the US and abroad for US utilization of total 
quotas. The Council now needs more timely data than in the past to allow a more accurate accounting of 
changing fishing practices and to allow the setting of annual allocations that will prevent recruitment over
fishing as well as allowing for in season adjustments. 

The Magnuson Act (303(a)(S)) requires that FMPs "specify the pertinent data which shall be submitted to the 
Secretary with respect to the fishery, including, but not limited to, information regarding the type and quan
tity of fishing gear used, catch by species in numbers of fish or weight thereof, areas in which fishing was en
gaged in, time of fishing, number of hauls ... " NMFS data systems (e.g., the NEFC Three-Tier System) collect 
much information on the squid, mackerel, and butterfish fisheries and the reporting procedures in this FMP 
are based on those systems continuing in operation and being revised so that vessel identification informa
tion is retained in the data files in a manner that facilitates necessary analyses. 

Foreign fishermen are subject to the reporting and recordkeeping requirements set forth in 50 CFR 611.9. 

9.2. ANALYSIS OF BENEFICIAL AND ADVERSE IMPACTS OF ADOPTED MANAGEMENT MEASURES 

9.2.1. The FMP Relative to the National Standards 

9.2.1.1. 1. Conservation and management measures shall prevent overfishing while achieving, on a continu .. 
ous basis, the optimum yield from each fishery 

The best scientific information available indicates that squid, mackerel, and butterfish are not currently over
fished. Harvests at the OY levels described in the FMP should not endanger future harvests at comparable 
levels. 

9.2.1.2. 2. Conservation and management measures shall be based upon the best scientific information 
available 

The FMP is based on the best and most recent scientific information. 

9.2.1.3. 3. To the extent practicable, an individual stock of fish shall be managed as a unit throughout its 
range, and interrelated stocks of fish shall be managed as a unit or in close coordination 

The FMP meets the requirements of this standard by simultaneously managing Atlantic mackerel, Loligo, //
lex, and butterfish in a complementary manner. The FMP also takes into account the catch of mackerel out
side US waters. The Council continues to review data on the squid and butterfish fisheries in the Gulf of Mexi
co to determine whether the management unit should be amended in the future to include this area. 

9.2.1.4. 4. Conservation and management measures shall not discriminate between residents of different 
States. If it becomes necessary to allocate or assign fishing privileges among various United States fisher
men, such allocation shall be (A) fair and equitable to all such fishermen; (B) reasonably calculated to pro· 
mote conservation; and (C) carried out in such a manner that no particular individual, corporation, or other 
entity acquires an excessive share of such privileges 

The OY and DAH estimates described in the FMP will accommodate all US demand for squid, Atlantic macker
el, and butterfish in the commercial and recreational fisheries without prejudice to residents of any State. 
The seasonal movements and distributions of these species make it extremely unlikely that fishermen of any 
State could harvest the DAH before the species become available to other US fishermen. 

9.2.1.5. 5. Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, promote efficiency in the utili· 
zation of the fishery resources; except that no such measure shall have economic allocation as its sole pur� 
pose 

The FMP permits growth of the US fishery up to maximum biological levels. The only restrictions placed on US 
fishermen are the overall quotas, and the permitting requirement No measures would change the economic 
structure of the industry or the economic conditions under which the industry operates. 

9.2.1.6. 6. Conservation and management measures shall take into account and allow for variations and 
contingencies in, fisheries, fishery resources, and catches 

The FMP anticipates fluctuations in species abundance and expected trends in demand for mackerel, the 
squids, and butterfish. 
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9.2.1.7. 7. Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable , minimize costs and avoid un
necessary duplication 

The FMP is consistent with and complements, but does not duplicate, management measures contained in 
other FMPs and PMPs. 

9.2.2. Cost/Benefit Analysis. 

9.2.2.2. Annual Permit System (related information presented in Sections 4.2.9 and 9.1.2.1) 

9.2.2.2.1. Introduction 

The Council proposed the revisions to the permit system described in Section 9.1.2.1 to make the permit sys� 
tern a more effective support for the management of the four fisheries. The principal objective is to have the 
system operate in a manner which enables the Council and NMFS to know on an accurate and timely basis 
how many participants there are in the fishery during a given year. 

This is a critical need of a program which depends on an accurate calculation of annual specifications for var
ious users of the four fisheries managed �nder the FMP. To this end, the Council has proposed an annual per
mit system so that the participants can be identified on an annual basis. In addition to usual permit data, in
formation on the prior year's landings of squid, mackerel, and butterfish must be included in the annual per
mit application. The permit may be revoked for violations of the FMP, including failure to adhere to the man
datory reporting requirements. The Council will work with NMFS staff to develop an appropriate schedule of 
penalt1es to correspond to FMP violations of this section so that the Council's view of the seriousness of per
mit and reporting violations will be reflected in enforcement actions pursued under the FMP. 

9.2.2.2.2. Costs 

Prior to this Amendment, all permits for the squid, mackerel, and butterfish fisheries were issued on a perpet
ual basis (having no expiration date). It is the intent of the Council that this system be modified to the extent 
that each permit be renewed annually by the applicant, and an estimation of the applicant's previous year's 
landings of squid, mackerel, and butterfish be included on the application form. The costs of using annually 
renewed permits must be considered in two parts: the first would be the initial "start-up costs" involved with 
putttng a renewal system in place, and second would be the annual (recurring) costs of maintaining and ex· 
ecuting it. 

Start-up Costs. The start-up costs of instituting an annual permit system consist basically of the time and ef
fort (labor costs) required to design it At this stage, it would be premature to estimate how long NMFS will 
require to modify their operating procedures. However, it is important to note that NMFS is now receiving 
requests from both the Mid-Atlantic Council (regarding squid, mackerel, and butterfish) and the New Eng� 
land Council (regarding groundfish) for annually renewed permits. The best operational system for NMFS to 
use in dealing with these requests is clearly a matter best resolved within the Service itself. However, there is 
also little doubt that it would be most efficient for NMFS to change their system only once to accommodate 
all fisheries which will go to annual permits at the same time. Both Councils are currently discussing the logis
tical details of such a system with the NMFS Permit Office. It is anticipated that a system could be in place by 1 

January 1987. 

Annual Maintenance Costs. Once an annual permit system is in place, the process of maintaining it should be 
straightforward. A renewal application would be sent to each permit holder which contains all the standard 
information concerning his vessel. The owner or operator would simply update the form by writing correc
tions directly on it (e.g. change in gear, owner's address, etc.) and noting the vessels' catch of squid, mackerel, 
and butterfish for the past year. NMFS would process the application upon its return and issue a renewed 
permit The following cost estimates for new and renewed permits were obtained from the NMFS Analytical 
Services Branch (Terrill, pers. comm.): 

1) Costs to Issue Each NEW Permit: 
Computer costs 2. 88 

Labor costs 1.60 

Permit form & mailer 0.15 

Postage 0.22 

TOTAL 4.85 X 3,100 permits ::: $15,035 (maximum) 
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2) Costs to RENEW Each Permit: 
Computer costs (half) 1.44 
Labor costs 0.96 
Permit form & mailer 0.15 
Postage 0.22 
TOTAL 2.77 X 3,100 permits =:: $8,587 (maximum) 
Notes: 

The cost of mailing out permit application forms adds an additional $185. 

Labor costs equal 16 cents per minute. This is the wage rate for a government employee at Level 
GS-5 Step 1 ($14,390) plus overhead of 27.5% (benefits and taxes). 

9.2.2.2.3. Benefits 

The benefits of instituting an annual permit system are several. The first and most direct benefit is the value 
to managers of knowing how many participants are actively engaged in a given fishery, as well as basic infor

mation on how it is being executed (gear types, vessel sizes, etc.). Those who are familiar with the current 
(perpetual) permit system are aware that fishermen can obtain a permit for any fishery (except Surf Clams) 
simply by checking off boxes on the application form. The most common tendency is to check off �the 
boxes, regardless of whether a real interest exists for participating in any given fishery. This may be simply for 
the purpose of leaving all options open, or in some cases fishermen fear the prospect of a limited entry proN 
gram being instituted at some point in the future, and wish to establish a record of having participated. 

There is no current provision for discovering if a given vessel did indeed exercise its right to fish for any par
ticular species. Nor is there any capability for updat1ng this information across time. A vessel may actually 
have participated in a fishery, but then left it a short time later. Its name will still appear in the permit files on 
an equal basis with the rest. 

In essence, the fishery manager is currently denied the most fundamental information on entry to and exit 
from the fishery. It should also be remembered that substantial costs were incurred in setting up the present 
system, and continue to accrue from maintaining it. Whereas the value of the information generated by the 
system is minimal. The modifications proposed by this Amendment not only greatly improve upon the sys
tem, but they will justify the investment that has already been made in it. 

A second benefit from the new system is a vastly improved ability to conduct the Regulatory Impact Reviews 
of management plans which are required of the Councils by E.O. 12291. In order to assess the impacts of 
management measures on fishermen, it is clearly necessary to be able to identify who these fishermen are. 

A third benefit is that the three-tier information collecting system used by NMFS is based on samples. The 
Permit File, theoretically, is the one data bank available which covers 100% of the population in question. 
Clearly it would be beneficial to fishery managers to be able to utilize its full potential 

Finally, it should be recognized that the Permit Files have the potential for being an invaluable data base on 
the East Coast fishing fleet as a whole, not simply from the perspective of individual fisheries. If annual per
mits were required across a// fisheries, a comprehensive and continually updated data base would be the re
sultant product. 

9.2.2.2.4. OMB Approval 

The Office of Management and Budget has already approved the use of annual permits as requested on Stan
dard Form 83. The current system allows for a total of 9,400 responses per year across all fisheries in the 
Northeast. With a mean response rate of 30 minutes per application, a total of 4, 700 Public Burden Hours 
have been approved. 

Since the greater part of permit renewal will be simply verifying and correcting information already printed 
on the renewal form, response time should require less than the approved 30 minutes. With the total num
ber of permits issued in the squid, mackerel, and butterfish fisheries currently numbering 3, 100, the limit of 
9,400 responses per year presents no problem. 

The only modification of the permit system proposed by this Amendment which may require OMB approval is 
in providing space on the renewal form itself for the past year's landings of squid, mackerel, and butterfish. 
The Council belteves that adding these questions will not increase public response time beyond the approved 
30 minutes. 
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9.2.2.3. Changing the fishing year (related information presented in Sections 4.2. 7 and 9.1.1.1) 

Changing the fishing year to the calendar year should reduce costs for both industry and government. For
eign fishing permits are issued on a calendar year basis and all of the species in the Atlantic foreign fishery 
other than squid, mackerel, and butterfish are managed on a calendar year. The April-March fishing year has 
resulted in foreign nations processing two joint venture applications (particularly for mackerel) in order to ra
tionalize the differences between the fishing year, calendar year, and mackerel fishing season, resulting in 
doubling the work of the foreign nation and US joint venture partner, the State and Commerce Departments, 
and the Councils. Putting aH of the management systems on the same time basis will simplify procedures, as 
well as leading to a substantial administrative cost saving. There will also be a reduction in costs since there 
will no longer be a need to maintain data on both a fishing year and calendar year basis. 

In order to obtain a rough estimate of the administrative cost savings from changing to a calendar year, sepa
rate calculations have to be made for the agencies in Washington, DC and the two Councils. The Permits and 
Regulations Office in Washington has calculated the average cost of processing a permit as being $167 

(Freese and Bilik, pers. comm.). The Department of State would be expected to spend only a fraction of the 
time spent by the Councils or NMFS in processing permits, and a reasonable figure would be in the vicinity of 
one-third, or $56 per permit. At an annual average of 10 joint venture applications (or 20 permits given the 
current sys.tem) for the Northeast Region over the last 4 years (Table 29), the total administrative cost savings 
would come to $2,230 each year in Washington, D.C. 

The Councils, however. require a more extensive analysis. Joint venture discussions are an important agenda 
item for at least 3 Council meetings occurnng in the period December through March. Committee meetings 
occur prior to each Council meeting in order to formulate recommendations. To calculate the value of the 
manwhours invested in this process, the following estimates are provided: 

At a COUNCIL MEETING: 

w 20 Council members at an average $33.00 per hour ($263 per day compensation) 

- 5 Council Staff at an average $15.00 per hour ($30,000 annual salary) 

- 5 NMFS personne\ at an average $20 00 per hour ($40,000 annual salary) 

At a COMMITTEE MEETING: 

w 5 Council members at an average $33 00 per hour ($263 per day compensation) 

w 6 NMFS personnel and Council Staff at an average $20.00 per hour ($40,000 annual salary) 

It is assumed that for Council meetings, each individual will have spent one hour preparing for joint venture 
discussions, and three hours in the actual discussions at the meeting. For Committee meetings. it is assumed 
that each individual will have spent three hours in preparation and three in discussions. 

Making the required calculations, one arrives at a cost of $5,050 associated with Council and Committee de
liberations on joint ventures for each meeting. Multiplying by 3 for each of the 3 meet1ngs yields $15,1 50 per 
year per Council. Finally, adding the two Councils together brings the total annual cost to $30,300. 

Clearly, however, this entire amount will not be saved by changing the fishing year and removing the need to 
issue permits twice. The Mid-Atlantic Council estimates that a time savings of approximately 50% will accrue 
from the change, yielding a ...,alue of $15,150 as the total administrative cost savings for the Councils. When 
the $2,230 from the agencies in Washington, D.C. is added, the total overall savings comes to $17,380. It 
should be noted, however, that this figure is a very conservative estimate. When a controversial application is 
under consideration, these costs (and corresponding savings) increase significantly. 

Theoretically, changing the fishing year could affect US fishermen who fish in the October-March period. 
January-March constitute the end of the current fishing year and fishermen active in those months face a po
tential closure since any closure would come at the end of the year whereas with the revised fishing year 
these fishermen would be active in the first quarter, thus virtually eliminating the chances of a closure during 
their season. Fishermen active during the October-December period have faced relatively little chance of clo
sure in the past, whereas with the changed fishing year their activity will be placed closer to the end, and 
have a greater chance of being affected if there is a closure. Reviewing seasonal catch data (Tables 14, 18, 

and 21) suggest that the chances of real negative impacts from changing the fishing year are minimal. 

Additionally, the change in the fishing year will change the period during which earned TALFFs are allocated. 
During the last four months of fishing years 1983·84 and 1984-85, over 67% of the Loligo and 30% of the //lex 
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TALFFs were allocated (Table 36) When the fishing year coincides with the calendar year this earned TALFF 
will be allocated during the fall season. The winter earned TALFF allocations result in foreign fishing on squid 
while they are concentrated just prior to their inshore migration. US fishermen report that just prior to and 
during this inshore migration the squid are easier to catch because they are schooled and larger. Should the 
US harvesting sector increase its capability to harvest these schools, a direct conflict will exist. Recent devel
opments in the fishing industry suggest this may occur. 

The fishing year change will allow for the existing pattern of limited TALFF allocations as part of joint ven
tures (or no TALFFs except bycatch when the appropriate conditions develop) to be made early in the year. 
To the extent that foreign nations meet or exceed their commitments in a way that determinations are made 

that they have earned additional TALFF allocations, these allocations could be made and fished during the 
fall. 

9.2.2.4. Revised bycatch TALFF percentages (related information presented in Sections 4.2.8, 7 .3.2, 9.1.1.2, 
9.1.1.3, 9.1.1.4, and 9.1.1.5) 

The methodology for developing the revised bycatch TALFF percentages is set forth in section 7.3.2. The revi
sions reflect the average recent performance of the nations that have been in the foreign fishery and there
fore should not have a negative impact on the foreign fishery. They should have a positive impact by making 
more fish available for directed fisheries by both US and foreign fishermen while maintaining the principle of 
assured bycatch TALFFs. 

9.2.2.5. Revised mackerel regime (related information presented in Sections 4.2.2, 4.2.8, 5.4.2, 7.3.2, and 
9.1.1.4) 

The changes to the mackerel OY setting processes should have no administrative cost impacts. 

Revising the recreational catch forecasting equation should have no impacts. This change was made to incor
porate the most recent recreational catch data so that the FMP is consistent with National Standard 2. 

The increase in the minimum spawning stock size (Section 5.4.3) was made to incorporate the most recent 
available data which indicates that 7 of the 9 year classes produced when the spawning stock biomass exceed
ed 600,000 mt were above the median year class (Figure 6). Benefits should, therefore, be positive by increas
ing the probability of good year classes to provide the basis of a stable fishery over the buffer provided by the 
previous 400,000 mt minimum. 

Revising the mackerel regime to replace the TALFF�Reserve system with the ABC-lOY system should assist in 
development of the US fishery. The rate or magnitude of such development cannot be quantified. However, 
it is clear, based on the butterfish and squid experiences, that so long as foreign nations can get uncondition
ed, direct fishing allocations for their fleets they will not purchase US harvested or processed fish. So long as a 
species can be caught in waters other than the US FCZ, or so long as there are substitutable species, there is no 
assurance that any foreign nation will purchase US caught or processed fish. Without some stimulus in terms 
of foreign purchases of US caught or processed fish, it is highly unlikely there will be significant fishery devel
opment. 

The amended mackerel regime allows for increased flexibility in dealing with US and world market conditions 
at no additional cost. The revision consists of the elimination of reserves, basing TALFFs on a fish and chips 
policy, and the latitude to increase OY from the Fo.1 level on a yearly basis should US economic conditions 
warrant it. These changes will make the FMP compatible with the most recent amendments to the MFCMA 
and the NMFS Fish and Chips Policy (USDC, 1985a). 

The market under consideration is that for raw (as yet unprocessed) mackerel harvested off the US east coast. 
Total demand in this market may be considered as having five components: US commercial, US recreational; 
joint ventures, foreign bycatch TALFFs, and requests for directed foreign fishing (TALFFs). Supply equals ABC, 
which may be specified in two ways pursuant to Amendment #2. The first specification of ABC/supply is an 
allowable catch bounded at the top by Fo 1 and at the bottom by a spawning stock biomass of 600,000 mt, 
which is essentially the same as the current FMP. The second specification of ABC/supply is an allowable catch 
bounded only by the 600,000 mt spawning stock biomass. 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted examining three scenarios under the present and proposed regimes. The 
first is when total demand is less than or equal to ABC/supply at any level; the second is when US demand 
(commercial, recreational, and jomt venture) and bycatch TALFFs combine to be equal to or greater than 
ABC/supply; and third, when total demand is greater than ABC/supply. 
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The first scenario of adequate or excess supply would completely satisfy both US and foreign demand under 
both the current and proposed regimes. However, under the new regime, the TALFF would not be automati
cally specified as half the difference between lOY and DAH. Instead, TALFF would be a negotiable amount 
based on criteria set forth in the MFCMA and the FMP. 

In the second scenario, US demand and bycatch TALFF are equal to or greater than ABC/supply. If these are 
equal to the ABC/supply under the current FMP then there is no directed TALFF and if domestic demand is 
greater than ABC, only that amount in excess of bycatch TALFF is allowed for DAH. Under the revised regime 
US demand would still be considered first; the RD would have the option, however, based on economic con
siderations, to adjust OY up to the limit of ABC/supply calculated using only the 600,000 mt spawning stock 
biomass rule. This decision would have to be based on the specific demand criteria, their economic implica
tions, and any current biological considerations. 

The third scenario consists of total demand being greater than ABC/supply. By definition, the excess demand 
is caused by directed TALFF requests (all other possibilities are included in the second scenario). Under the 
current FMP there is a bargaining potential for the reserves and for the initial TALFF. However, under the re
vised regime all TALFF becomes negotiable. Since demand is high in this scenario this places the US in a stron
ger position to bargain for increased technology transfer, purchases of US harvested fish, research, etc. 

The costs of revising the mackerel regime are primarily administrative. Most of these costs are already ex
pended by the time the FMP is submitted and rev1ewed. Therefore, they must be considered sunk costs. They 
are costs that will be expended whether the measure is approved or not. There will be a marginal increase in 
permit review costs since TALFF will be negotiable. However, the system has informally operated in this mode 
for the past year, so costs are not expected to increase over the current level Some foreign directed and joint 
venture mackerel fishing may not occur that otherwise would based on negotiable TALFF, but, again, this is 
probably only marginal since the proposed FMP merely institutionalizes an existing policy. 

The benefits of the revised regime are demonstrated in Table 37. The option value of the change is neutral or 
positive throughout. 

The scenario of supply being greater than total demand is the most probable case. In this scenario the situa
tion under this FMP would mirror present policy and practices. There would be no change in US costs or allo
cations. However, this FMP formalizes Council policy and Council, NMFS, and State Department practice and 
therefore reduces confusion and discrepancies concerning joint venture and directed TALFF allocations. 

The greatest possible gain to the US could come from scenario two if US demand were greater than 
ABCJsupply while ABCJsupply was at a high level. The second highest gain to the US is the third scenario at 
any ABC/supply level (under this circumstance foreign bidding for TALFFs and joint ventures would increase 
US gains). 

The Council believes that setting ABC/supply greater than F0.1 will occur most likely only if the northeast {Eu
ropean) Atlantic mackerel fishery collapses or is so reduced as to be unable to supply its markets. Should this 
occur it is expected that foreign dealers and processor will apply to the US for combinations of direct pur
chases of US harvested mackerel, joint ventures, and directed TALFF. If the requests are of such a magnitude 
as to exceed the ABC/supply that would follow from the Fo 1 provision, the revised regime allows for excep
tions on a one year at a time basis The TALFFs will be judged on an individual basis on the criteria set forth in 
this FMP and the MFCMA. The economic gains from each can then be evaluated and compared. The optimal 
situation would be to maximize each country's willingness to pay as exemplified in Crutchfield (1983) and 
Chen ( 1982). Under a situation of demand exceeding supply the maximum payment could be extracted from 
each country in fees, purchases of US harvested fish, technology transfer, etc. By allowing a greater supply to 
become available there could be a greater gain possible. This could only be determined at the time of the ex
cess demand. The decision would have to depend on, among other items, the exact reasons fostering excess 
demand, the specific economic gains offered to the US, the projected duration of elevated demand, and the 
development potential of domestic industries. 

After the economic considerations have been evaluated a decision would be arrived at to determine the actu
al harvest level allowed. If the spawning stock was lowered to 600,000 mt " cost" would be the number of 
years required for stock rebuilding to an acceptable level. This recovery period, of course, depends upon the 
fishing rate in the subsequent periods. With a spawning stock biomass of roughly 600,000 mt, if subsequent 
annual harvest reverted to levels of F0_1 then there would be a slight (3% on average) stock rebuilding per 
year (Anderson, 1983). Of course, at levels below F0 1, the rebuilding rate would be correspondmgly in

creased as has been the case since the Atlantic Mackerel Supplement# 1 was implemented in 1979. These 
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costs and benefits could be evaluated at the margin to determine the optimal harvest level based on the spe
cific criteria involved. 

Recent review of data on the European segment of the species (Anonymous, 1985) indicate two well
separated overwintering areas and two major spawning grounds with both activities occurring in the Celtic 
Sea and the northern North Sea. The ICES hypothesis is that of separate European spawning stocks and thus 
they perform separate assessments_ No reference identifying intermixing between European and American 
segments of Atlantic mackerel is known_ 

World landings of Atlantic mackerel have varied significantly from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s (FAO, 
1985). In 1975 there were nearly 1.1 million metric tons of Atlantic mackerel landed from both sides of the 
North Atlantic whereas in 1983 (the last year for which data are available) the landings were only slightly 
more than 600,000 mt. A slow but steady decline appears evident in landings for the total North Atlantic 
since 1979 when 671,400 mt of mackerel was landed (1980: 656,200 mt, 1981: 634,500 mt, and 1982: 
624,800 mt). Since total North Atlantic landings of mackerel in US waters during 1979 to 1983 reached 15,000 
mt (Table 4) the US controlled portion of the total Atlantic landings never exceeded 3%, and the decline in 
landings is attributable solely to activities in the Northeast Atlantic ocean_ This apparent slow decreasing 
trend in total Atlantic mackerel landings is likely to continue for awhile since the ICES Mackerel Working 
Group (Anonymous, 1985) is interpreting recruitment indices to indicate very weak 1982 and 1983 year classes 
in European waters. 

World demand for Atlantic mackerel primarily is supplied from northeast Atlantic catches. These catches by 

the European Community (EC) have varied from 829,100 to 572,100 mt over the past 10 years (FAO, 1985)_ In 
recent years the threat of overfishing this stock has been identified by scientists and commissions (Fishing 
News, 1984, 1985a). There seems to be a reluctance on the part of the EC to reduce quotas_ In fact, some 
member countries are notorious for grossly overfishing their mackerel quotas (Eurofish, 1985 a and b)_ This 
would suggest that demand factors currently exist at sufficient level to induce overfishing. 

The largest markets for Atlantic mackerel seem to be the USSR (at-sea deliveries of European Community 
catches) and West African countries (canned and frozen products) (Dunbar, 1981 ). In addition, demand is be
ing cultivated in Europe where canned mackerel is replacing canned herring (lnfopesca, 1981 )_ Less devel
oped countries, particularly along the African west coast and especially Nigeria, are viewed as having strong 
market potential depending on their specific economic (oil related) conditions (Dunbar, 1981 ). 

Foreign nations which are direct purchasers of mackerel often use floating processors and transshipping 
fleets to transport the mackerel to market_ The economics of operation dictate that the most efficient use of 
these fleets is for continuous operation_ Due to the EEZs of most countries, these second parties purchase 
their catch directly from fishermen (Dunbar, 1981). Such mobile fleets represent "roving" demand which is 
able to respond to shifts in availability_ Shore based processors are less able to respond to a shift in availabil
ity unless their catch can be or already is delivered in a frozen state. 

Canned mackerel is used by many countries for food aid to less developed countries and to countries devas
tated by natural disasters (Dunbar, 1981). This is made possible by mackerel's high nutritional value and low 
harvesting cost. 

Initially the EC subsidized mackerel exports to foreign countries. In late 1983 these subsidies were halted 
since it was determined that the foreign markets were strong enough to allow profitable unsubsidized ex
ports (Fishing News, 1983). However, by 1985 UK mackerel prices were not as strong as expected even in the 
face of future supply decreases. One reason for lower prices was that the Eastern bloc countries " ... have 
ruled by division to push the price down" (Fishing News, 1985b). This demonstrates the buying power of the 
Eastern bloc countries and their combined effect on the Atlantic mackerel market. 

9.2.2.6. Revised butterfish regime (related information presented in Sections 4.2.5, 4.2.6, 4.2.8, 5.3.4, 5.4.4, 
9.1.1.5, 9.1.2.5, and 9.2.2.7) 

The changes to the butterfish OY setting processes should have no administrative cost impacts. This is be
cause the procedure to establish annual OY under Amendment# 1 is the same as utilized by this Amendment 

#2_ 

The revision to the butterfish ABC-OY process will reduce the chances of the stock being overfished because 
of tl1e ldck of flexibili Ly of the current FMP. 

The current and projected economic conditions in the butterfish fishery are such that the total ABC is harvest
able by US ves�els and the bycatch TALFF However, with increa�ed h�t11ng effort it becomes necessary to t.�l-
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low modification for biological considerations in a timely manner In order to evaluate the impacts of a re
duced ABC due to biological reasons it is desirable to analyze the costs and revenues that would accrue to 
harvesters and processors under various scenarios. These figures could then be added across the number of 
participants to determine overall and marginal costs and revenues for butterfish. These data would give some 
indication of the change in producer surplus associated with a butterfish OY reduction. 

At the present time the NEFC does not retain vessel identifiers across months (Peterson, pers. comm.). There
fore, it is impossible to acquire individual vessel cost, revenue, or effort data across time. Also, it is possible to 
determine the actual number of vessels involved in either the directed or incidental butterfish fishery. Like
wise, the processor surveys conducted by NMFS are voluntary. Therefore, they tend to underestimate the ac
tual number of processors and dealers involved in butterfish. NMFS's best estimate of the number of proces
sor is described in Section 8.2. The cost, revenue, and volume data for the processors is not required by law. 
Therefore, accurate overall and marginal cost and revenue data are unavailable for this sector of the fishery 
also. 

The best estimate of the number of vessels actually participating in the butterfish fishery is 719 (Frailey, pers. 
comm.). These vessels are distributed along the eastern seaboard from Maine to North Carolina. Most but
terfish landings have been in Rhode Island. Therefore, it is expected that many of the vessels were based for 
all or part of the year in southern New England. Likew1se, 1t is expected that the largest volume of processed 
butterfish occurred in southern New England. Therefore, the processing plants there probably were the main 
handlers of butterfish. The fishery is expanding into the Mid-Atlantic 

A dosure of the butterfish fishery due to a reduced ABC/OY would affect the fishery in two major ways. A re
duced OY would only occur if the stock were reduced from present levels. Assuming a constant effort level, 
that would infer lower harvest throughout the year due to decreased abundance. The second major affect 
would be a possible closure sometime during the year. This may or may not occur depending on what reduc
tion, if any, occurs in the catch. 

Due to butterfish biology (Sections 5.3.4 and 5.4.4), an increased population could occur relatively rapidly fol
lowing one strong year class. If the harvest level is not adjusted downward then growth overfishing would 
probably occur and the stock would remain at lower levels. 

The worst case foreseen is a reduction of ABC to zero (or more technically correct, to bycatch TALFF only lev
els). This would be caused by a severe reduction in both commercial landings per unit of effort (if measur
able) and year class abundance. Such a severe reduction would certainly be proceeded by reduced landings 
per unit of effort. Likewise, total landings would no doubt have been reduced for some previous period. 
These reductions would be due to stock rather than market factors. A total elimination of US landings would 
therefore have to be compared to what the market had been at the time of restriction. If it is assumed that 
the total landings the year prior to the reduction were 8,000 mt or half of current landings, the revenues lost 
would be $4,384,000 (at the average 1984 ex-vessel price of $.27/lb; USDC, 1985a). The effort directed to
ward butterfish would be redirected to some extent. Therefore, new revenues would be obtained from other 
fish stocks by the same boats and crew. It is assumed that the net revenues obtained from this redirected ef
fort would be less than that obtained from butterfish fishing. This is because the most lucrative fishery would 
probably be the first choice. The change in ex-vessel revenue, both gross and net, is not expected to be sub
stantial. The actual change would depend on the number of boats still fishing for butterfish before the clo
sure, their operating costs, catch1 and profits, and the fisheries to which they redirect, including new costs, 
etc. 

The dealers and processors still involved in butterfish marketing would be impacted also. They would either 
redirect to other species or close during their butterfish season. Since no operator is known to rely solely on 
butterfish and since any total closure would presumably be proceeded by a period of poor harvests, it is as� 
sumed that no dealer or processor would be forced out of business. 

Overall producer and consumer surpluses would be reduced by the lack of butterfish. Producer surplus can 
only be determined if costs and revenues are known (which they are not). The largest impact may in fact be 
consumer surplus. Most of the butterfish are for the export market, specifically Japan, so the vast majority of 
consumer surplus is foreign. Foreign consumer surplus is unknown. The primary substitutes for Atlantic but
terfish in the Japanese market is Pacific butterfish, sea bream, and jack mackerel (USDS, 1979). Based on 
world catch statistics (FAO, 1985), catches of these substitutes are at much higher levels than Atlantic butter
fi�h. A total closure of Atlantic butterfish would reduce Japanese consumer surplus. The magnitude of th1s 
reduction in consumer surplus is unknown In order to evaluate the reduction, domestic marketing studies 
(including demand variables, income levels, market prices, substitutes, etc.) of Atlantic butterfish consuming 
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countries are necessary. US consumer surplus would be almost totally eliminated barring availability of sub
stitutes. This surplus is unknown, but in total presumed to be not substantial. Domestic consumption is dis
cussed in Section 8.2. Based on their reproductive capacity, butterfish could be expected to recover to a level 
sufficient to provide some harvest within, at most, two years, providing environmental conditions are not re
strictive. Upon resumption of harvest it is likely that the ABC would be approximately equal to that assumed 
to exist before the closure. Within two or three additional years the population could be expected to have re
turned to its present level and the ABC would be the present 16,000 mt. 

It is unknown whether the butterfish population could rebound to its present level from a severely depressed 
level without a reduced quota or closure. The directed effort at any point in time would be important. As 
stated previously, the current effort levels are unknown as are estimates of projected levels during any popu
lation decrease. If the population would not rebound on its own, the effect would be continued growth 
overfishing, reduced harvests, reduced profits, higher consumer prices, reduced consumer surplus, and re
duced exports. This would continue until such time as the population did rebound. If the stock rebounded 
on its own without a regulated reduction in fishing effort, then these problems would be eliminated. The 
chance of a natural rebound in the face of growth overfishing is determined by the Council to be possible but 
not very likely. 

9.2.2.8. Prices to consumers (related information presented in Sections 9.2.2.1, 9.2.2.6, and 9.2.2. 7) 

The Amendment should have no effect on consumer prices. 

9.2.2.9. Enforcement 

Cost of enforcement of the foreign fishing regulations does not change. 

9.3. RELATION OF RECOMMENDED MEASURES TO APPLICABLE LAWS AND POLICIES 

9.3.1. FMPs 

This Amendment is related to other plans to the extent that all fisheries of the northwest Atlantic are part of 
the same general geophysical, biological, social, and economic setting. US and foreign fishing fleets, fisher
men, and gear often are active in more than a single fishery. Thus regulations implemented to govern har
vesting of one species or a group of related species may impact upon other fishenes by causing transfers of 
f1shing effort. Many fisheries of the northwest Atlantic result in significant non-target species fishing mortal
ity on other stocks and as a result of other fisheries. In addition, Atlantic mackerel, squid, and butterfish are 
food items for many commercially and recreationally important fish species and Atlantic mackerel, squid, and 
butterfish utilize many finfish and invertebrate species as food items. Furthermore, research programs often 
provide data on stock size, levels of recruitment, distribution, age, and growth for many species regulated by 
preliminary fishery management plans, FMPs, and proposed FMPs. 

9.3.2. Treaties or international agreements 

No treaties or international agreements, other than GIFAs entered into pursuant to the Act, relate to these 
fisheries. It is possible that a fisheries agreement with Canada will be developed in the future. 

9.3.3. Federal law and policies 

The US Department of Commerce, acting through the Council, pursuant to the Act, has authority to manage 
the stocks under US jurisdiction. Foreign fishing for mackerel, squid, and butterfish is regulated by the Act 
pursuant to which Governing International Fishery Agreements (GIFA) are negotiated with foreign nations 
for fishing within the FCZ. 

While Outer Continental Shelf (OCS} development plans may involve areas overlapping those contemplated 
for offshore fishery management, no major conflicts have been identtfied to date. The Council, through in
volvement in the Intergovernmental Planning Program of the MMS monitors OCS activities and has opportu
nity to comment and to advise MMS of the Council's activities. Certainly, the potential for conflict exists if 
communication between interests is not maintained or appreciation of each other's efforts is lacking. Poten
tial conflicts include, from a fishery management position: (1) exclusion areas, (2) adverse impacts to sensitive 
biologically important areas, (3) oil contamination, (4) substrate hazards to conventional fishing gear, and (5) 
competition for crews and harbor space. We are not aware of pendmg deep water port plans which would 
dtrectly impact offshore fishery management goals in the a reas under considerat1011, nor are we aware of po

tential effects of offshore fishery management plans upon future development of deep water port facilities 
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9.3.3.1. Marine Mammals and Endangered Species 

Numerous species of marine mammals and sea turtles occur in the northwest Atlantic Ocean. The most recent 
comprehensive survey in this region was done from 1 979� 1982 by the Cetacean and Turtle Assessment Pro
gram (CeTAP), at the University of Rhode Island (University of Rhode Island, 1982), under contract to the Min
erals Management Service (MMS), Department of the Interior. The following is a summary of some of the in
formation gathered in that study, which covered the area from Cape Sable, Nova Scotia, to Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina, from the coastline to 5 nautical miles seaward of the 1000 fathom isobath. 

Four hundred and seventy-one large whale sightings, 1,547 small whale sightings, and 1,172 sea turtles were 
encountered in the surveys (Table 38). Also presented in Table 38 are the study team's "estimated minimum 
population number" for the area, if calculated, and those species currently included under the Endangered 
Species Act. 

The study team concluded that both large and small cetaceans are widely distributed throughout the study 
area in all four seasons, and grouped the 13 most commonly seen species into three categories, based on geo
graphical distribution. The first group contains only the harbor porpoise, which is distributed only over the 
shelf and throughout the Gulf of Mame, Cape Cod, and Georges Bank, but probably not southwest of Nan
tucket. The second group contains the most frequently encountered baleen whales (fin, humpback, minke, 
and right whales) and the white-sided dolphin. The!>e are found in the same areas as the harbor porpoise, 
and also occasionally over the shelf at least to Cape Hatteras or out to the shelf edge. The third group "shows 
a strong tendency for association with the shelf edge" and includes the grampus, striped, spotted, saddle
back, and bottlenose dolphins, and the sperm and pilot whales. 

Loggerhead turtles were found throughout the study area, but appear to migrate north to about Massachu
setts in summer and south in winter. Leatherbacks appear to have a more northerly distribution. The study 
team hypothesized a northward migration in the Gulf Stream with a southward return in continental shelf 
waters nearer to shore. Both species usually were found over the shoreward half of the slope and in depths 
less than 200 feet. The study area may be important for sea turtle feeding or migrations, but the nesting 
areas for these species generally are in the South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. 

The only other endangered species occurring in the northwest Atlantic is the shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser 
brevirostrum). The Council urges fishermen to report any incidental catches of this species to the Regional Di

rector, NMFS, Federal Building, 14 Elm St., Gloucester, MA 01930, who can forward the information to the ac
tive sturgeon data base. 

The ranges of the subject species of this FMP and the above marine mammals and endangered species overlap 
to a large degree, and there always exists a potential for an incidental kill. Except in unique situations (e.g., 
tuna-porpoise in the central Pacific), such accidental catches should have a negligible impact on marine mam· 
mal/endangered species abundances, and the Council does not believe that implementation of this Amend
ment will have any adverse impact upon these populations. As additional information on this subject be
comes available, it will be integrated into future Amendments to this FMP. 

9.3.3.2. Marine Sanctuaries 

The USS Monitor Marine Sanctuary was officially established on January 30, 1975, under the Marine Protec
tion, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972. Rules and regulations have been issued for the Sanctuary ( 1 5 CFR 
924). They prohibit deploying any equipment in the Sanctuary, fishing activities which involve "anchoring in 
any manner, stopping, remaining, or drifting without power at any time" (924.3 (a)), and "trawling" 
(924.3(h)). Although the Sanctuary's position off the coast of North Carolina at 35°00'23"N, 75°24'32"W is lo-
cated in the FMP's designated management area, it does not occur within, or .in the vicinity of, any foreign 
fishing area. Therefore, there is no threat to the Sanctuary by allowing foreign fishing operations under this 
FMP. Also, the Monitor Marine Sanctuary is clearly designated on all National Ocean Survey charts by the cap
tion "protected area". This minimizes the potential for damage to the Sanctuary by US fishing operations. 

9.3.3.3. Indian treaty fishing rights 

No Indian treaty rights are known to exist relative to mackerel, squid, or butterfish. 
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9.3.4. State, local, and Other Applicable Law and Policies 

9.3.4.1. Management activities of adjacent States and their effects on the FMP's object ives and management 
measures 

Several States have minimum size limits for the commercial sale or possession of mackerel: Massachusetts, 
6"; Connecticut, 7"; New York, 7"; and New Jersey. 7". 

All of the east coast States mandate a permit or license for the commercial harvest and sale of finfish . The cri
teria for defining "commercial" harvest and sale, however, vary among the States. It is impossible to gauge 
the degree to which such requirement may affect domestic harvests, since fees for such permits and the en
forcement of the applicable regulations also vary among the States . 

All of the States have various regulations which prohibit or restrict the use of various kinds of commercial 
(and sometimes recreational) fishing gear within certain portions of state waters during all or parts of the 
year For example, New Jersey prohibits all trawling within 2 miles of shore. Maryland prohibits the use of ot
ter and beam trawls within 1 mile of shore. Delaware prohibits fishing with trawls, dragnets, and dredges op
erated by any power vessel within 3 miles of shore. Virginia prohibits f ishing with trawl nets or 'similar de
vices' within the 3 mile limit of the Virg i nia Atlantic shoreline (with limited exceptions). In addition, several 
States restrict and/or regulate commercial harvesting within their juri sdiction by non- residents. Such regula
tions may or may not inhibit the magmtude of the commerc ial and recreational harvests of these species. It is 
probable, however, that these kinds of restrictions, particularly on trawl i ng , serve to maintain or increase the 
proportion of the commercial catch which is harvested from the FCZ. This should support the effectiveness of 
the management measures in this FMP, since it would be difficult in many States for individuals to circumvent 
the regulations accompanying the FMP by transferring their harvests of these species to the territorial sea. 

Several States also have mesh size specifications which may affect the magnitude of and/or the sizes of the 
fish in the catch. 

No other State or local laws that control the fisheries that are the subject of this FMP are known to exist. 

9.3.4.2. Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program consistency 

The CZM Act of 1972, as amended, is primarily protective in nature, and provides measures for ensuring sta
bility of productive fishery habitat within the coastal zone. It is recogmzed that responsible management of 
both coastal zones and fish stocks must involve mutually supportive goals. States with approved CZM pro
grams are Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl
vania, Delaware, and Maryland. Copies of this Amendment were mailed to states with CZM programs with a 
determination that the programs were either not affected by the Amendment or were consistent with it. 
New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Delaware have con
curred with the Council's evaluation. Maine. Rhode Island, and Maryland made no response. 

9.4. COUNCIL REVIEW AND MONITORING OF THE FMP 

The Council will review the FMP annually The review will include the most recent stock assessment data and 
data on the US harvesting and processing industries. This will perm1t a review of MSY, OY, DAH, DAP, JVP, 
and TALFF and the development of required annual estimates of OY, DAH, DAP, and T ALFFs, and any modifi
cations to the FMP. These reviews will be carried out so that any amendments to the FMP can be reviewed by 
the Council and public and then be 1mplemented by the Secretary of Commerce by 1 January of each year. 
This schedule may be modified as the US f1shery evolves. 

In order to make the required annual estimates of OY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF in addition to the reports 
required by this FMP, information must be developed by NMFS on the status of the stocks involved and on the 
capacity of the processing sector . 

It is recognized that additional research must be carried out to refine the bycatch estimates. NMFS is request
ed to carry out such studies. Refinemena of these estimates will be included, as appropriate, in future 
amendments to this FMP. 

Additional data are also needed on recreational fishing to refine the relationships. NMFS is requested to con
tinue the annual Marine Recreational Fishery Statistics Surveys, or other similar appropriate and comparable 
studies, and to supply the Council with the necessary data for future amendments. 

The problems identified (Section 4 2) but not addressed in this Amendment must be studied as soon as possi
ble for pos�1ble mdusion in addit1on.JI amendments. Specifically mcluded in this category are the add1t1on of 



silver and red hake to the management unit and revising the regulation of foreign fishing. These issues are 
discussed as Alternatives 3 and 4 in Appendix 1. 

On 12 August 1985 the Council formally requested that the NEFC conduct fishing mortality mesh studies on 
butterfish. In addttion the Counol requested a survey of butterfish fishing areas relative to butterfish sizes, a 
survey of processors to determine the sizes of butterflsh landed, and a survey on the use of mechanical sort
ers. These latter three studies are to be completed by 31 March 1986 in order to be based on pre-Amendment 
#2 data. 
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11. TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 1. US Commercial and Foreign Squid Catch (mt), 1965-1984 

From US Waters {NAFO/ICNAF Subarea 5 and Statistical Area 6) Squid 
Loli�p Ill ex outside US 

Year us Foreign Total us Foreign Total waters+ 

1965 709 99 808 444 78 522 8,000 

1966 722 226 948 452 118 570 5,000 

1967 547 1,130 1,677 707 285 992 7,000 

1968 1,084 2,327 3,411 678 2,593 3,271 98 

1969 899 8,643 9,542 562 975 1,537 

1970 653 16,732 17,385 408 2,418 2,826 1,385 

1971 727 17,442 18,169 455 159 614 8,905 

1972 725 29,009 29,734 472 17,169 17,641 1,868 

1973 1,105 36,508 37,613 530 18,625 19,155 9,877 

1974 2,274 32,576 34,850 148 20,480 20,628 437 

1975 1,621 32,180 33,801 107 17,819 17,926 17,743 

1976 3,602 21,682 25,284 229 24,707 24,936 41,765 

1977 1,088 15,586 16,674 1,024 23,771 24,795 83,476 

1978 1,291 9,355 10,646 385 17,310 17,695 92,679 

1979 4,252 13,068 17,320 1,780 15,742 17,522 162,082 

1980 3,996 19,750 23,746 349 17,529 17,878 69,523 

1981 2,316 20,212 22,528 631 14,723 15,354 29,664 

1982 5,464 15,805 21.269 5,902 12,350 18,252 12,908 

1983 15,943 11,720 27,663 9,944 1,776 1 1,720 422 

1984 10,565 11,029 21,594 10,410 638 11,048 668 

- = zero. 
+ Foreign catch (almost alllllex) from NAFO/ICNAF Subareas 1-4 (includes Canada). 
Sources: 1965-1983: Lange, 1984a and b; 1984: unpub. prelim. NMFS data and NAFO, 1985. 
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Table 2. Loligo Total and Pre·Recruit Stratified Mean Numbers per Tow from NEFC 

Autumn Bottom Trawl Su1veys, Minimum Biomass, and Abundance Estimates, 1967-1984 (1) 

All Sizes Pre-Recruit Biomass Abundance 
Numbers Numbers % (mt) (3) {millions} 

1967 134.5 126.9 94 NA NA 
1968 176.5 159.9 91 29,114 1,212 

1969 237.3 217.4 92 48,055 2,393 
1970 85 .6 79.3 93 19,640 1,946 

1971 163.3 161.5 99 14,050 1,106 
1972 271.4 258.5 95 21,039 1,533 
1973 372.0 353.9 95 44,252 3,092 

1974 251.7 233.3 93 46,442 4,757 
1975 614.4 593.3 97 48,636 7,789 
1976 410.9 302.5 74 51,436 4,372 

1977 388 .5 297.7 77 27,421 3,157 

1978 144.2 93.4 65 18,800 1,251 
1979 193.7 156.5 81 19,333 2,114 

1980 364.1 279.8 77 34,275 9,314 
1981 226.2 161.8 72 24,345 3,411 
1982 310.4 256.6 83 26,527 2,303 
1983 373.4 251., 67 62,363 4,460 
1984 (2) 179.0 136.8 76 36,927 2,546 

67-82 mean 277.5 234.3 85 33,483 3,388 

NA = not available. 
{1) Stratified mean number/tow of all sizes and of individuals less than or equal to 8 em mantle length. 
(2) Preliminary. 
(3) From areal expansion of stratified mean weights (kg) and numbers per tow assuming 100% 

catchability during daytime. Nighttime catch data were expanded to account for diel differences in 
catch (Sissenwine and Bowman, 1978). 

Source: Lange, 1984a. 
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Table 3. 1//ex Total and Pre-Recruit Stratified Mean Numbers per Tow from NEFC 
Autumn Bottom Trawl Surveys, Minimum Biomass, and Abundance Estimates,1968 .. 1984 (1) 

All Sizes Pre-Recruit Biomass Abundance (millions) 
Numbers Numbers % (mt) (3) Total Pre-recruit 

1968 2.3 0.6 26 1,845 10 2.6 
1969 0.8 0.3 38 419 4 1.5 
1970 3.4 0.2 6 1,524 15 0.9 
1971 1.9 0.6 32 2,024 10 3.2 
1972 3.5 1.8 51 1,716 15 7.7 
1973 1.3 0.3 23 1,862 8 1.8 

1974 3.0 2.1 70 2,500 18 12.6 
1975 12.4 9.6 77 8,306 60 46.5 
1976 28.7 0.6 2 42,929 134 2.8 
1977 15.8 1.1 7 21,747 73 5.1 
1978 28.4 5.1 18 26,435 121 21.7 
1979 32.1 2.6 8 41,455 144 , 1.7 
1980 17.0 0.7 4 18,729 80 3.3 
1981 54.8 0.5 1 68,611 219 2.0 
1982 4.3 1.0 23 3,319 21 4.9 
1983 2.8 0.2 7 1,237 10 0.7 
1984 (2) 8.9 0.4 4 3,787 32 1.4 

68-83 mean 13.3 1.7 23 15,291 59 8.1 

(1) Stratified mean number of tow of all size individuals (total) and of pre-recruits (less than or equal to 10 
em), Mid-Atlantic to Georges Bank . 

(2) Preliminary. 
(3) From areal expansion of stratified mean n umbers and weights (kg) per tow, summed over strata sets. 
Source: Lange, 1984b. 

Table 4. US and Foreign Atlantic Mackerel Catch (mt), 1965-1984 

In US Waters {NAFOIICNAF Subarea 5 and Statistical Area 6} 
us Outside US 

Year Comme rcial Recreational Total Fore ign Total waters+ 
1965 1,998 4,292 6,290 2,540 8,830 , , ,589 
1966 2,724 4,535 7,259 6,707 13,966 12,820 
1967 3,891 4,498 8,389 18,984 27,373 11,242 
1968 3,929 7,781 11,710 56,040 67,750 20,837 
1969 4,364 13,050 17,414 108,805 126,219 18,635 
1970 4,049 16,039 20,088 205,557 225,645 21,005 
1971 2,406 16,426 18,832 346,319 365,151 24,494 
1972 2,006 15,588 17,594 385,337 402,931 22,359 
1973 1,336 10,723 12,059 379,808 391,867 38,548 
1974 1,042 7,640 8,682 293,867 302,549 44,653 
1975 1,974 5,190 7,164 248,991 256,155 36,256 
1976 2,712 4,202 6,914 205,945 212,859 33,063 
1977 1,377 522 1,899 53,661 55,560 22,764 
1978 1,605 6,571 8,176 371 8,547 25,797 
1979 1,990 3,723 5,713 63 5,776 30,610 
1980 2,683 2,381 5,064 399 5,463 20,499 
1981 2,941 5,052 7,993 5,282 13,275 , 9,318 
1982 3,330 1,131 4,461 9,548 14,009 16,382 
1983 3,805 3,000 6,805 1,597 8,402 19,805 
1984 4,098 3,000 7,098 9,426 16,524 13,585 

+ Foreign catch from NAFO/ICNAF Subareas 3 and 4 (includes Canada). 
Sources: 1965-1983: Anderson , 1985; 1984: unpub. prelim. NMFS data and NAFO, 1985. 
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Table 5. Stratified Mean Catch (kg) per Tow of Mackerel from NMFS, NEFC 
Bottom Trawl Surveys in the Spring and Autumn and Catch per 

Standardized US Day Fished in NAFO SA 5·6, 1963-1984 

Year 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

lliillil 
NA 

Autumn 
.02 

Catch per Day (mt) 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
1.62 

.03 

.85 

.86 

.59 
.37 
.37 
.16 
.16 
.06 
.17 
.09 
.13 
.64 
.33 
.13 
.83 

NA : not available. * : less than 0.01. Source: Anderson, 1985. 

* 

.04 
.04 
.17 
.11 
.21 
.05 
.04 
.11 
.05 
.02 
.01 
.04 
.04 
. 1 1 
.07 
.06 
.03 
.15 
.03 
.08 

NA 
.43 
.49 
.84 

1.75 
2.80 
1.92 
2.07 
1.29 

.84 

.53 

.17 
.53 
.59 
.52 
.48 
.69 

1.42 
1.19 

.86 
1.08 
NA 

Table 6. Age Composition (thousands of fish) of the 1983 Mackerel Catch from NAFO SA 3·6 

Year SA 3-4 SA 5-6 SA 3-6 Total 
Age Class Total# US (comm} US (rec)## Non-US Total Numbers % 

1 1982 268.2 801.2 202.5 924.7 1,928.4 2,196.6 4 

2 1981 2,920.0 7,002.3 1,432.6 4,186.6 12,621.5 15,541.5 26 
3 1980 4,222.8 585.2 576.4 868.8 2,030.5 6,253.2 10 
4 1979 1,473.5 88.7 181.5 225.4 495.6 1,969.2 3 
5 1978 4,870.6 51, .8 710.1 1,611.0 2,832.9 7,703.5 13 
6 1977 517.3 36.0 65.3 89.5 190.8 708.1 1 
7 1976 1,512.7 80.7 169.2 72.5 322.3 1,835.0 3 
8 1975 3,892.3 406.4 509.7 720.9 1,637.1 5,529.4 9 
9 1974 7,631.9 789.2 1,072.1 2,137.2 3,998.5 1 1,630.5 19 

10 1973 3,275.6 331.2 456.6 890.4 1,678.2 4,953.8 8 
11 1972 560.5 95.7 89.6 226.7 412.0 972.5 2 
12 1971 178.8 77.5 38.5 123.1 239.1 417.9 1 

13 1970 2.0 63.3 21.2 143.9 228.4 230.4 · *  

14+ 1969- 205.9 215.2 74.6 313.3 603.1 809.0 1. 
Total 31,532.1 11,084.4 5,600.0 12,534.0 29,218.4 60,750.5 
Weight (mt) 19,805 3,805 3,000 5,935 12,740 32,545 

* : less than 0.5%. 
# = based on Canadian data and raised to include 20 mt from other countries. 
## = Percentage age composition assumed same as SA 3-6 commercial total. 
Source: Anderson, 1985. 
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Table 7. Atlantic Coast US Commercial and Foreign Butterfish Catch (mt), 1965�1984* 

Year us Fore ign Nominal Catch Adjusted Nominal Catch# 
1965 3,340 749 4,089 4,089 

1966 2,615 3,865 6,480 6,480 

1967 2,452 2,316 4,768 4,768 
1968 1,804 5,437 7,241 7,241 

1969 2,438 15,073 17,511 17,816 

1970 1,869 9,028 10,897 14,319 
1971 1,570 6,283 7,853 10,483 

1972 819 5,671 6,490 13,040 

1973 1,557 17,847 19,454 33,236 

1974 2,528 10,337 12,865 17,993 

1975 2,088 9,077 1 11165 14,852 

1976 1,528 10,353 11,881 16,249 

1977 1,448 3,205 4,653 4,760 

1978 3,676 1,326 5,002 5,375 

1979 2,831 840 3,671 3,938 

1980 5,356 879 6,235 6,748 

1981 4,855 936 5,791 6,255 

1982 9,077 794 9,871 10,483 

1983 4,905 630 5,535 6,816 

1984 12,166 429 12,575 15,818 

* NAFO/ICNAF Subarea 5 and Statistical Area 6. 
# Adjusted to account for non-reported discards of countries not reporting butterfish from directed Loligo 
fishing operations (Murawski and Waring, 1979). The 1976-1984 adjusted landings incorporate estimated 
discards in US fishery. 
Source: communication NMFS, 6 Sept. 1985, Schaefer to Martin. 

Table 8. Indices of Relative Abundance (stratified mean catch per tow) for Butterfish by Age Group Derived 
from NEFC Autumn Bottom Trawl Survey Data, 1968-1984* 

AgeO 

1968 41.3 
1969 39.5 

1970 26.4 

1971 208.9 

1972 73.2 

1973 119.1 

1974 8.2 

1975 26.3 
1976 110.6 

1977 47.7 
1978 135.0 
1979 231.5 
1980 233.2 
1981 234.6 
1982 80. 3 
1983 358.8 
1984 268.6 

Age 1 and older 

52.3 
21 .1 
12.2 

9.6 
8 .7 

29.3 
18.0 
19.4 

29.0 
39.3 
19.1 
78.1 
99.7 
60.3 
30.7 

92.4 
93.4 

*Strata 1-12, 61w76, 13, 14, 16, 19, 20, 23, 25 (offshore}; 1·46 (inshore). 

Source: Anderson, pers. comm. 
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Total 

93.6 
61.6 

39.3 

218.6 
81.9 

148.4 

100.2 
45.7 

139.6 

87.0 
154.1 
309.6 
332.9 
294.9 
1, 1.0 
451.2 
362.0 

Weight (kg) 

7.7 
3.9 
2.3 

4.3 

2.7 

6.1 
3.8 

2.3 
5.8 

5.2 
4.6 

12.2 
15.1 

7.0 
4.6 

12.8 
11.6 



Table 9. Various Levels of Projected Catch of Mackerel in NAFO SA 2·6 in 1985 and Associated Mean Fishing 
Mortality (F) at Ages 3 and Older with Resulting Spawning Stock Biomass in 1986 and the Percentage 
C hange from 1985 Projections assume a 1984 catch of 38,500 mt (F = 0.064) (catch and stock biomass in 

thousands of metric tons) 

Spawning Catch 
Stock in 1985 in 1985 F in 1985 

1004.0 30.0 .028 
1004.0 40. 0 .037 
1004.0 50.0 .047 
1004.0 60.0 .056 
1004.0 70.0 .066 
1004.0 80.0 .076 
1004.0 90 . 0 .086 
1004.0 100.0 .096 
1004.0 140.0 .138 
1004.0 180.0 .182 
1004.0 220.0 .228 
1004.0 270.3 .290# 

# = F0.1 applicable to average 1978�83 exploitation pattern. 
Source: Anderson, 1985. 

Spawning %Change in 
Stock in 1986 Stock from 1985 

1062.6 +5.8 
1053.5 +4.9 
1044.3 +4.0 
1035.2 +3.1 
1026.1 +2.2 
1017.0 +1.3 
1007.9 +0.4 

998.8 ·0.5 
962.3 -4.2 
926.0 -7.8 
890.0 ·11.4 
844.0 -15.9 

Table 10. US Atlantic Coast Mackerel, Lo/igo, 11/ex, and Butterfish Landings (mt), 
Joint Venture (JV) Catch, and Total Catch by Fishing Year 

Loligo Ill ex Mackerel Butterfish 
Landed JV Total Landed JV Total Landed JV Total Total* 

80�81 3,562 3,562 422 422 3,260 3,260 5,575 
81�82 2,726 323 3,049 593 593 3,297 3,297 5,372 

82�83 3,930 1,094 5,024 3,434 2,338 5,772 2,084 ** 2,084 7,231 
83-84 12,251 2,332 14,583 1,416 8,344 9,760 3,328 1,531 4,859 9,720 

84-85 9,853 760 10,613 3,575 6,010 9,585 3,062 ** 3,062 8,168 

-- zero. 
*= There have been no butterfish JVs, so landings and total catch are equal. 
**- Data confidential because of the small number of countries involved in JVs. 
Source: Unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 
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Table 11. US Commercial Squid Landings, Ex·Vessel Value. and Price, ME·VA, 1974-1983 

Landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

LOLIGO 
1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

2321 

2909 

1218 

277 

1981 

1982 

1983 

ILL EX 
1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1562 

4506 

9 

196 

703 

37 

44 

106 

17 

168 168 

246 523 283139 

1074 3395 1938268 

913 3822 2186937 

831 2048 1169106 

, 869 3431 1 304486 

6908 11414 3103917 

163 

1245 

284 

571 

3500 

1451 

9 

359 

1948 

321 

616 

3605 

1468 

16003 

35367 

563513 

7528 

17522 

25737 

10702 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1917 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

977 

817 

1574 

818 

389 

38 

28 

136 

1636 

TOTAL 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

977 

817 

1574 

827 

862 

3062 

2973 

1263 

1803 

6159 

11 May 1990 

1438 

1129 

2227 

1617 

353 

352 

188 

202 

206 

586 

2415 

1946 

3801 

2435 

742 

390 

215 

203 

341 

2222 

1438 2415 

1129 1946 

2227 3801 

1785 2612 

761 1623 

402168 

327664 

691420 

644818 

403103 

33650 

17552 

765 

119489 

1151788 

402168 

327664 

691420 

660821 

721609 

2671 5733 2535431 

1385 4359 2212017 

1604 2867 1187393 

5575 7377 1449712 

8944 15103 4266407 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 
sw 

144901 

891564 

886114 

429815 

452472 

118400 

264685 

956746 

757020 

963019 

1487375 

1040184 4734954 

8817 

18099 

259204 

3050 

6441 

8926 

3585 

272283 

203262 

405521 

355269 

206292 

15476 

7109 

280 

41444 

385985 

272283 

203262 

405521 

364086 

369292 

43968 

265963 

59705 

149283 

882086 

551922 

585042 

465272 

885295 

759638 

369319 

284855 

91614 

121711 

196789 

459328 

585042 

465272 

885295 

878038 

677972 

1166244 1507564 

896273 908339 

436536 1234013 

502842 2566250 

1429754 5746204 

FCZ Total 

ME-VA 

65234 118400 

135456 547824 

440084 2895014 

306732 2943957 

354049 2132 1 25 

515909 2791861 

1586778 7838871 

22501 

122336 

24189 

54883 

305959 

184958 

396098 

288626 

519232 

418528 

189003 

131025 

37118 

44743 

68256 

153929 

396098 

288626 

519232 

483762 

346960 

16003 

79335 

629476 

67233 

166805 

907823 

562624 

987210 

792936 

1576715 

1404456 

772422 

318505 

109166 

122476 

316278 

1611116 

987210 

792936 

1576715 

1538859 

1399581 

693445 4042995 

368039 3120356 

453675 2421406 

890124 4015962 

1925665 10012611 

68 

65234 

280357 

1331648 

1192846 

783864 

968381 

.2626962 

8817 

40600 

381540 

27239 

61324 

314885 

188543 

668381 

491888 

924753 

773797 

395295 

146501 

44227 

45023 

109700 

539914 

668381 

491888 

924753 

847848 

716252 

1859689 

1264312 

890211 

1392966 . 

3355419 

Price ($/mt) 

705 389 705 389 

1024 524 1 076 551 1048 536 

835 384 891 410 853 392 

752 305 829 336 770 312 

960 353 1159 426 1041 383 

835 290 796 276 814 282 

689 231 685 230 687 230 

1764 972 

180 92 270 

801 369 214 

204 83 210 

396 146 261 

.244 85 252 

640 214 380 

. 1764 972 

138 221 113 

98 426 196 

85 209 85 

96 271 100 

87 252 87 

127 383 128 

412 279 407 275 409 277 

401 249 412 256 408 253 

439 258 398 233 415 243 

789 434 470 259 577 318 

1037 531 1047 536 1042 533 

886 407 809 372 817 376 

638 258 489 198 508 206 

531 194 603 222 603 221 

882 306 956 332 927 321 

704 236 784 263 725 243 

412 279 407 275 409 277 

401 249 412 256 408 253 

439 258 398 233 415 243 

799 440 492 271 589 325 

838 429 890 456 862 441 

828 381 564 260 705 324 

744 301 656 266 716 290 

940 346 769 283 844 310 

804 

693 

279 460 

232 642 

160 544 189 

215 663 222 



Landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

LOL/GO 
1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

ILL EX 
1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

2 

15 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

TOTAL 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

LOLl GO 
1981 

9 

3 

1 

4 

7 

9 

3 

1 

4 

1 

9 

15 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1981 

TOTAL 
1981 

11 Mdy 1990 

6 

2 

1 

2 

2 

19 

8 

* 

2 

19 

8 

1 

9 

3 

4 

* 

8 

1 

3 

1 

2 

15 

9 

5 

19 

13 

, 

8 

* 

9 

5 

19 

13 

2 

17 

4 

5 

2 

15 

.. 

1191 

330 

486 

182 

11 

9748 

2406 

1007 

296 

1819 

97 

4964 

2406 

1007 

296 

1819 

279 

6155 

330 

486 

1, 

9748 

sw 

547 

133 

178 

93 

3 

3266 

1628 

624 

173 

1002 

49 

2283 

1628 

624 

173 

1002 

142 

2830 

133 

178 

3 

3266 

Table 11. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 

46 

1693 

15 

1983 

291 

202 

340 

486 

550 

341 

16 

94 

783 

6046 

1971 

246 

356 

270 

8 

97 

94 

783 

6046 

1971 

494 

2389 

771 

2541 

729 

16 

FCZ 

MAINE 

23 

778 

6 

729 

100 

103 

156 

196 

202 

118 

5 

63 

485 

3546 

1085 

125 

163 

109 

2 

33 

63 

485 

3546 

1085 

251 

1097 

311 

933 

251 

5 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

99 36 

82 30 

181 66 

69 

46 

2884 

345 

2469 

291 

384 

340 

486 

550 

352 

9764 

2500 

1790 

6342 

3790 

343 

5320 

270 

8 

97 

2500 

1790 

6342 

3790 

773 

8544 

1101 

3027 

740 

9764 

99 

82 

181 

Total 

Price ($/mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def 

23 354 177 354 177 

1325 658 302 271 124 358 164 

139 317 128 375 150 319 129 

907 540 198 826 304 748 275 

100 939 323 939 323 

196 

156 

196 

202 

121 

3271 

1691 

1109 

3719 

2087 

174 

2446 

109 

2 

33 

1691 

1109 

3719 

2087 

393 

3927 

444 

1111 

254 

3271 

36 

30 

66 

371 190 281 

- 420 

- 249 

369 

143 317 162 

193 420 193 

101 249 101 

136 369 136 

275 75 421 146 414 142 

649 218 400 125 649 217 

262 , 77 348 233 

304 189 376 233 

365 214 327 192 

427 235 237 131 

441 223 502 255 

726 334 246 112 

264 179 

332 206 

328 193 

302 166 

483 245 

642 295 

262 

304 

365 

427 

393 

712 

317 

540 

275 

649 

- 314 

200 

269 

127 314 127 

so 200 50 

92 269 92 

177 

189 

348 233 264 179 

332 206 

328 193 

302 166 

376 233 

214 327 

235 237 

200 369 

327 281 

128 271 

198 647 

75 493 

218 400 

192 

131 

187 377 192 

, 29 498 229 

109 283 114 

237 627 230 

170 487 167 

125 649 217 

550 200 550 200 

456 167 456 167 

503 183 503 183 



landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

LOLl GO 
1977 

1978 126 

168 

27 

533 

105 

105 

131 

168 

\53 , 12371 

1217 645329 

1306 809601 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

JLLEX 
1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

684 

1200 

295 

180 

1630 

400 213447 

1135 

311 163964 

2765 1255251 

9 9 

196 162 357 

664 1241 1905 

18 278 297 

44 569 613 

105 61 167 

2 3 

16003 

35185 

556384 

4265 

17522 

25726 

380 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

TOTAL 

349 

334 

668 

341 

27 

22 

26 

4 

43 

300 

43 

963 

1053 

25 

58 

3 

25 

11 

34 

6.119 

377 

1632 

1394 

52 

80 

29 

26 

15 

78 

151689 

, , 627 

263765 

206768 

14440 

23414 

16299 

644 

2302 

30084 

1974 349 300 649 151689 

1975 334 43 377 111627 

1976 668 963 1632 263765 

1977 350 1220 1571 222771 

1978 348 213 562 161996 

1979 1370 1833 3202 1225127 

1980 1245 387 1631 830165 

1981 340 700 1040 231613 

1982 290 203 493 191992 

1983 1674 1171 2846 1285715 

11 May 1990 

sw 

57508 

296839 

328039 

78473 

56872 

420660 

8817 

18006 

255926 

1728 

6441 

8923 

127 

102700 

69247 

154700 

113921 

7389 

10770 

6604 

236 

798 

10081 

102700 

69247 

154700 

122738 

82903 

563535 

336371 

85150 

66593 

430868 

Table 11. (continued) 

Ex�Vessel Value($) 
!=CZ Total 

MASSACHUSETTS 

118400 

25691 

413280 

70796 

128132 

111564 

714272 

43680 

265132 

58420 

147998 

16546 

1412 

89529 

10418 

238475 

242221 

8535 

57437 

835 

19493 

63337 

35134 

89529 

10418 

238475 

360621 

77906 

735849 

130051 

295623 

191447 

750818 

65234 

13147 

190101 

28685 

47107 

38697 

239367 

22354 

121955 

23670 

5441, 

5739 

473 

60615 

6462 

139868 

133455 

4367 

26419 

338 

7166 

21969 

11774 

60615 

6462 

139868 

198689 

39868 

338475 

52693 

108684 

118400 

138062 

1058609 

880397 

341579 

275528 

1969523 

16003 

78865 

821516 

62685 

165520 

42272 

1792 

241218 

122045 

502240 

448989 

22975 

80851 

17134 

20137 

65639 

65218 

241218 

122045 

502240 

583392 

239902 

1960976 

960216 

527236 

66405 383439 

251614 2036533 

70 

65234 

70655 

486940 

3 56724 

125580 

95569 

660027 

8817 

40360 

377881 

25398 

60852 

14662 

600 

163315 

75709 

294568 

247376 

11756 

37189 

6942 

7402 

22767 

21855 

163315 

75709 

294568 

321427 

, 22771 

902010 

389064 

193834 

, 32998 

682482 

Price ($/mt) 

- 705 389 705 389 

894 458 950 486 904 463 

944 434 775 356 870 400 

674 273 673 272 674 273 

724 266 1219 448 854 314 

908 315 852 296 885 307 

770 258 629 21 1 712 239 

1764 972 - 1764 972 

180 92 270 138 221 113 

838 385 214 98 431 198 

231 94 210 85 211 86 

396 146 260 96 270 99 

244 85 271 94 254 88 

442 148 710 238 629 211 

435 295 298 202 372 252 

334 207 240 149 324 201 

395 231 248 145 308 1 B 1 

606 334 230 , 27 322 177 

533 273 343 175 442 226 

1071 493 992 456 1013 .1166 

634 257 276 1 12 596 242 

492 180 774 285 760 280 

552 191 5843 2027 43731517 

692 232 1021 342 838 281 

435 295 298 202 372 252 

334 207 240 149 324 201 

395 231 248 145 308 181 

636 350 295 163 371 205 

465 238 365 187 427 219 

894 411 402 185 612 282 

667 270 336 136 589 239 

681 250 423 155 507 186 

662 230 944 327 778 270 

768 257 641 215 716 240 



landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

LOL/GO 
1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

ILL EX 
1978 

1979 

149 204 353 

909 277 1186 

606 462 1068 

208 425 634 

531 949 1480 

382 3551 3933 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

198 1 

1982 

1983 

TOTAL 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

147 

229 

430 

275 

9 

131 

1538 

147 

229 

430 

275 

149 

920 

607 

208 

662 

1920 

11 May 1990 

477 

576 

736 

168 

18 

2 

8 

1 

82 

344 

477 

576 

736 

168 

222 

278 

470 

427 

1031 

3895 

624 

806 

1166 

442 

19 

10 

9 

1 

213 

1882 

624 

806 

1166 

442 

372 

, 198 

1077 

635 

1693 

5815 

168866 

652346 

500691 

195697 

394858 

232542 

495 

57451 

85561 

215534 

248953 

522 

4750 

452 

116916 

1082234 

57451 

85561 

21 5534 

248953 

169388 

657591 

501143 

195697 

511774 

1314776 

sw 

86420 

300067 

202873 

71947 

136960 

Table 11. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 
FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom Def 

RHODE ISLAND 

224884 

293999 

388325 

486101 

707298 

115089 393750 

135234 946345 

157344 889016 

178713 681798 

Price ($/mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

!:iQ.m_ Def � Def Nom Def 

77929 2375530 

245334 1102156 

796089 2608072 

201509 

435301 

360217 

250660 

382294 

874018 

1134 580 1103 565 1116 571 

717 330 1063 489 798 367 

826 335 840 340 832 337 

939 345 1143 420 1076 396 

744 258 745 259 745 258 

609 204 669 224 663 222 

227 

38897 

53077 

126412 

137164 

267 

2184 

183 

40553 

362678 

38897 

53077 

126412 

137164 

86687 

302478 

203056 

71947 

177513 

440607 

86 

228090 

248167 

396813 

166584 

21834 

1885 

5237 

1376 

56219 

292 1 58 

228090 

248167 

396813 

166584 

246804 

295884 

393562 

487477 

763517 

2667688 

44 

154427 

153949 

232734 

91781 

11174 

867 

2121 

505 

19500 

97908 

154427 

153949 

232734 

91781 

126307 

136101 

159465 

179218 

264834 

893997 

71 

86 

495 

285541 

333728 

612347 

415537 

22356 

6635 

5689 

1376 

1731 35 

1374392 

285541 

333728 

612347 

415537 

416192 

953475 

894705 

683174 

1275291 

3982464 

44 - 215 110 215 110 

227 332 152 - 332 152 

193324 

207026 

359146 

228945 

11441 

3051 

2304 

505 

60053 

460586 

193324 

207026 

359146 

228945 

212994 

438579 

362521 

251165 

442347 

1334604 

392 265 478 324 458 310 

373 231 431 267 414 257 

502 294 539 316 525 308 

906 499 994 548 939 517 

1160 593 1204 616 1203 615 

552 254 1096 504 642 295 

665 269 668 271 668 270 

- 1012 371 1012 371 

892 309 687 238 813 282 

704 236 850 285 730 245 

392 265 478 324 458 310 

373 231 431 267 414 257 

502 294 539 316 525 308 

906 499 994 548 939 517 

1134 580 1110 568 1120 573 

71 s 329 1 063 489 796 366 

826 335 837 339 83, 337 

939 345 , 142 420 1076 395 

773 268 741 257 753 261 

685 230 685 230 685 230 



Table 11. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value(�} Price {$/mt} 
Landings {mt} sw FCZ Total sw FCZ Total 

sw FCZ Total Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def 

CONNECTICUT 

LOLIGO 

1978 2 15 17 1902 973 13817 7071 15719 8044 932 477 937 480 937 479 

1979 4 7 10 2064 949 3844 1768 5908 2717 570 262 569 262 570 262 

1980 5 1 6 3013 1220 798 323 3811 1543 640 259 654 265 643 260 

1981 6 5 11 6502 2390 4940 1816 11442 4206 1087 400 1079 397 1084 398 

1982 2 5 6 1415 490 4000 1387 5415 1877 919 318 883 306 892 309 

1983 5 5 3630 1216 3630 1216 662 222 - 662 222 

ILL EX 

1981 1 1 735 270 735 270 - 1081 397 1081 397 

1983 39 39 28050 9400 28050 9400 - 728 244 728 244 

UNCLASSIFIED 

1974 5 6 300 203 21 19 1.434 2419 1637 612 414 403 273 421 285 

1975 8 8 2886 1790 2886 1790 377 234 - 377 234 

1976 16 16 9865 5785 9865 5785 - 623 365 623 365 

1977 'It 16 16 180 99 15078 8307 15258 8406 1000 550 961 529 961 530 

1983 54 54 39109 13106 39109 13106 721 242 - 721 242 

TOTAL 

1974 * 5 6 300 203 2119 1434 2419 1637 612 414 403 273 421 285 

1975 8 8 2886 1790 2886 1790 377 234 - 377 234 

1976 16 16 9865 5785 9865 5785 - 623 365 623 365 

1977 16 16 180 99 15078 8307 15258 8406 1000 550 961 529 961 530 

1978 2 15 17 1902 973 13817 7071 15719 8044 932 477 937 480 937 479 

1979 4 7 10 2064 949 3844 1768 5908 2717 570 262 569 262 570 262 

1980 5 1 6 3013 1220 798 323 3811 1543 640 259 654 265 643 260 

1981 6 5 11 6502 2390 5675 2086 12177 4476 1087 400 1079 397 1083 398 

1982 2 5 6 1415 490 4000 1387 5415 1877 919 318 883 306 892 309 

1983 60 39 98 42739 14322 28050 9400 70789 23722 716 240 728 244 720 24, 

11 May 1990 72 



Landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

LOL/GO 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

ILL EX 

1979 

1980 

1983 

717 

1094 

705 

737 

2094 

38 

18 

57 

90 

78 

237 

585 

3 

4 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

TOTAL 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

436 

235 

423 

175 

350 

436 

235 

423 

175 

350 

754 

1113 

705 

737 

2094 

11 Mciy 1990 

1 

23 

80 

45 

61 

1 

23 

80 

45 

61 

60 

93 

78 

237 

586 

774 633897 

1184 871583 

782 749947 

974 703776 

2679 1353365 

40 

22 

437 

258 

502 

220 

411 

6634 

3263 

177567 

123257 

187185 

171641 

378892 

437 177567 

258 123257 

502 187185 

220 171641 

411 378892 

814 640531 

1206 874846 

782 749947 

974 703776 

2680 1353365 

sw 

291580 

353153 

275715 

244112 

45354{) 

3051 

1322 

120221 

76462 

109785 

94568 

193905 

120221 

76462 

109785 

94568 

193905 

294631 

354475 

275715 

244112 

453540 

Table 11. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 
FCZ 

NEW YORK 

79508 

104997 

111426 

268696 

537556 

491 

655 

142 

783 
10813 

37630 

51585 

89278 

783 

10813 

37630 

51585 

89278 

79999 

105652 

111426 

268696 

537698 

36572 

42543 

40965 

93200 

180146 

225 

265 

47 

530 

6707 

22070 

28421 

45689 

530 

6707 

22070 

28421 

45689 

36797 

42808 

40965 

93200 

180193 

73 

Price ($/mt) 
Total SW _£g_ Total 

Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def 

713405 

976580 

861373 

972472 

1890921 

7125 

3918 

142 

178350 

134070 

224815 

223226 

468170 

178350 

134{)70 

224815 

223226 

468170 

720530 

980498 

861373 

972472 

1891063 

328152 

395696 

316680 

337312 

633686 

885 4{)7 1390 639 922 424 

796 323 , 171 474 825 334 

1064 391 1430 526 1101 405 

955 331 1, 36 394 999 346 

646 217 919 308 706 237 

3276 177 81 172 79 176 81 

1587 177 72 177 71 177 72 

47 - 225 75 225 75 

120751 

83169 

131855 

122989 

239594 

120751 

83169 

131855 

122989 

239594 

331428 

397283 

316680 

337312 

633733 

407 276 642 434 408 276 

524 325 478 296 520 322 

443 260 472 277 447 262 

982 541 1152 635 1016 560 

1083 554 1456 745 1138 583 

407 276 642 434 408 276 

524 325 478 296 520 322 

443 260 472 277 447 262 

982 541 1152 635 1016 560 

1083 554 1456 745 1138 583 

849 391 1332 613 885 407 

786 319 1131 458 813 329 

1064 391 1430 526 , 101 405 

955 331 1136 394 999 346 

646 217 918 308 706 236 



LOL/GO 
1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

ILL EX 
1982 

1983 

Landings (mt) 

� FCZ Total 

6 

2 

3 

3 

96 

• 

194 

255 

215 

387 

390 

• 

199 

257 

218 

391 

486 

2172 2172 

369 369 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

TOTAL 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

3� 

7 

53 

21 

11 

549 

420 

344 

289 

184 

56 

2 

* 

2 

8 

584 

427 

397 

311 

195 

56 

2 

2 

8 

35 549 584 

7 420 427 

53 344 397 

21 289 311 

,, 185 196 

6 250 255 

3 257 260 

3 215 218 

3 2562 2565 

96 767 863 

1 1 May 1990 

3441 

1719 

3027 

4576 

35340 

12612 

3288 

24488 

14976 

9113 

46 

40 

12612 

3288 

24488 

14976 

9113 

3441 

1765 

3027 

4576 

35380 

sw 

1582 

696 

1112 

1587 

11843 

8538 

2039 

14362 

8251 

4663 

18 

13 

8538 

2039 

14362 

8251 

4663 

1582 

714 

1112 

1587 

11856 

Table 11. (continued) 

Ex·Vessel Value($) 
FCZ 

NEW JERSEY 

247 

164422 

192089 

230338 

287879 

282670 

126 

75631 

77831 

84683 

99853 

94728 

Total 
Nom Def 

247 

167863 

193808 

233365 

292455 

318010 

126 

77213 

78527 

85795 

101440 

, 06571 

556488 193023 556488 193023 

127681 42788 127681 42788 

224417 

171193 

172548 

260082 

205335 

51205 

1366 

88 

1469 

4743 

224417 

171193 

172548 

260082 

205582 

215627 

193455 

230426 

845836 

415094 

151941 

106199 

101201 

143295 

105084 

23553 

553 

32 

509 

1589 

151941 

106199 

101201 

143295 

105210 

99184 

78384 

84715 

293385 

139105 

74 

237029 

174481 

197036 

275058 

214448 

51205 

1412 

88 

1469 

4783 

237029 

174481 

197036 

275058 

214695 

219068 

195220 

233453 

850412 

450474 

160479 

108238 

115563 

151546 

109747 

23553 

571 

32 

509 

1602 

160479 

108238 

115563 

151546 

109873 

100766 

79098 

85827 

294972 

150961 

Price ($/mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def 

797 406 797 406 

618 284 849 390 842 387 

690 280 754 305 753 305 

970 356 1071 394 1069 393 

1421 493 743 258 749 260 

369 124 725 243 655 219 

. 256 89 256 89 

" 346 116 346 116 

365 247 409 277 406 275 

448 278 408 253 408 253 

465 273 501 294 496 291 

700 386 899 495 885 488 

824 422 1114 570 1098 562 

. 917 422 917 422 

1150 450 569 230 579 234 

- 978 356 978 356 

. 812 281 812 281 

308 100 575 193 571 191 

365 247 409 277 406 275 

448 278 408 253 408 253 

465 273 501 294 496 291 

700 386 899 495 885 488 

824 422 1,14 570 1097 562 

618 284 864 397 859 395 

698 282 752 305 75, 304 

970 356 1071 394 1069 393 

1421 493 330 115 332 115 

369 124 541 181 522 175 



Landings {mt} sw 
sw FCZ Total Nom Def 

LOL/GO 
1982 

1983 tr 35 36 245 82 

ILL EX 
1983 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 29 29 

1 975 19 19 

1976 18 18 

1977 12 12 474 261 

1978 tr 4 4 39 19 

1979 34 35 501 230 

1980 46 47 686 277 

1 981 18 18 

1982 11 11 271 93 

1983 34 34 

TOTAL 
1974 29 29 

1975 19 19 

1976 18 18 

1977 12 12 474 261 

1978 4 4 39 19 

1979 34 35 501 230 

1980 46 47 686 277 

1981 18 18 

1982 , 1 1 , 27 1 93 

1983 70 70 245 82 

11 May 1990 

Table 11. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value{$} 
FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom Qrl 

MARYLAND 

101 35 101 35 

28306 9485 28551 9567 

39 13 39 13 

1 5221 10305 15221 10305 

12571 7798 12571 7798 

11364 6665 11364 6665 

9472 5.218 9946 5479 

3555 1819 3594 1638 

29228 13444 29729 13674 

30873 12509 31559 12786 

13058 4800 13058 4800 

10549 3659 10820 3752 

15694 5259 15694 5.259 

15221 10305 , 5221 10305 

12571 7798 12571 7798 

, 1364 6665 11364 6665 

9472 5218 9946 5479 

3555 1819 3594 1838 

29228 13444 29729 13674 

30873 12509 31559 12786 

13058 4800 13058 4800 

10650 3694 10921 3787 

44039 14757 44284 14839 

75 

Price {$/mtl 
SW FCZ Total 

r!Qm 

790 

8 1 7 

433 

795 

722 

1004 

817 

433 

795 

722 

1004 

790 

Def !'iQ.m 

1122 

265 802 

- 975 

526 

- 673 

- 638 

450 819 

211 844 

365 849 

292 674 

720 

344 986 

- 458 

526 

673 

- 638 

450 8 19 

211 844 

365 849 

292 674 

720 

344 987 

265 633 

Def Nom Def 

389 , 122 389 

269 802 269 

325 975 325 

356 526 356 

417 673 417 

374 638 374 

451 819 451 

432 836 427 

391 848 390 

273 675 273 

265 720 265 

342 986 342 

153 458 153 

356 526 356 

417 673 417 

374 638 374 

451 819 451 

432 836 427 

391 848 390 

273 675 273 

265 720 265 

342 987 342 

2 12 633 212 



Landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

LOLIGO 
1982 

1983 

ILL EX 
1980 

1982 

1983 

108 

299 

160 

1211 

269 

1510 

* * 

1265 1265 

1041 1042 

UNCLASSIFIED 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

TOTAL 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

* 

108 

300 

- = zero. 

76 

46 

51 

27 

59 

201 

128 

157 

100 

165 

76 

46 

51 

27 

59 

201 

128 

157 

1526 

2417 

77 

46 

51 

28 

59 

201 

128 

157 

100 

165 

77 

46 

51 

28 

59 

201 

128 

157 

1634 

2717 

* = less than 0.5 mt. 

35897 

223544 

574 

143 

38 

152 

7 

21 

69 

121 

321 

143 

38 

152 

7 

21 

69 

121 

35897 

224439 

sw 

Table 11. (continued) 

Ex� Vessel Value($) 
FCZ Total 

Nom Def 

VIRGINIA 

12451 

74914 

107546 

796620 

37303 

266963 

143443 

1020164 

49754 

341877 

144 � 144 � 
308711 107079 308711 107079 

192 394582 132232 395156 132424 

96 24789 

23 11327 

89 12554 

3 12645 

40536 

9 144744 

27 53033 

44 87606 

65118 

107 111599 

96 24789 

23 11327 

89 12554 

3 12645 

40536 

9 144744 

27 53177 

44 87606 

12451 481375 

75213 1302801 

16783 24932 

7026 11365 

7363 12706 

6966 12652 

20745 40536 

66579 144765 

21488 53102 

32208 87727 

22586 65118 

37399 11,920 

16783 

7026 

7363 

6966 

20745 

66579 

21546 

32208 

166968 

436594 

24932 

11365 

12706 

12652 

40536 

144765 

53246 

87727 

517272 

1527240 

16879 

7049 

7452 

6969 

20745 

66588 

21515 

32252 

22586 

37506 

16879 

7049 

7452 

6969 

20745 

66588 

21573 

32252 

179419 

511807 

SW = State waters (internal + Territorial Sea). 
Nom = nominal or current dollars. 
Def = deflated (1967 = 100; Series 320, Consumer Prices All Items). 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

11 May 1990 76 

Price ($/mt) 
SW _B:L Total 

Nom Def !iQ!n Def Nom Def 

332 1, 5 

748 251 

671 233 534 185 

658 220 676 226 

533 215 533 215 

. 244 85 244 85 

667 223 379 127 379 127 

122 82 328 222 325 220 

950 575 248 154 249 154 

691 405 247 145 249 146 

23 10 465 256 460 253 

683 350 683 350 

525 225 721 332 721 332 

5 31 208 416 , 68 416 1 68 

931 338 559 205 559 205 

649 225 649 225 

655 218 677 227 677 227 

, 22 82 328 222 325 220 

950 575 248 154 249 154 

691 405 247 

23 10 465 

- 683 

525 225 721 

531 208 416 

931 338 559 

145 249 146 

256 460 253 

350 683 350 

332 721 332 

169 416 169 

205 559 205 

332 115 315 109 317 110 

748 251 539 181 562 188 



Table 12. North Carolina Squid Landings, Ex·Vessel Value, and Price, 1974-1983 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug . Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 

landings (mt) 
1974 15 2 1 1 * * * * 6 7 34 

1975 10 9 3 2 * 2 27 
1976 2 1 1 * 5 7 16 

1977 4 1 1 2 * 1 10 
1978 3 8 23 8 1 2 * * * * 1 13 60 

1979 39 61 72 18 2 1 3 27 20 2 10 256 

1980 29 32 13 10 12 2 * * * 1 5 33 137 

1981 64 21 15 11 1 * * * 2 12 126 
1982 12 19 8 3 1 2 * * * 1 3 11 62 
1983 11 19 19 10 * * * * * 27 16 36 139 

Ex-Vessel Value{$} 
1974 6334 951 304 336 150 46 21 175 259 1383 1976 11935 

1975 2153 2508 966 548 32 546 6753 

1976 616 450 243 93 1551 1869 4822 

1977 1413 408 362 477 190 387 3237 

1978 2882 8495 16339 5592 462 1424 84 290 126 124 514 12293 48625 

1979 39617 39146 49536 13384 848 529 2214 237 21166 15314 1339 6777 190107 

1980 11418 16594 5691 8904 8763 734 338 403 250 662 3135 18168 75060 

1981 47387 9670 11596 10491 495 104 464 839 216 284 1084 9019 91649 

1982 7648 13080 5996 2892 996 2228 594 351 27 734 2405 6933 43884 

1983 6079 16811 19722 6687 5 149 473 294 143 17010 8088 21881 97342 

Price ($/mt} 
1974 413 421 419 431 441 221 326 386 492 220 278 350 

1975 221 270 295 240 333 220 249 

1976 250 331 331 331 339 277 298 

1977 331 332 330 255 882 473 341 
1978 859 1039 707 693 557 783 882 924 731 882 816 921 810 
1979 1005 640 685 745 556 622 658 469 772 767 856 700 743 
1980 390 521 451 913 754 441 1102 1322 1123 526 619 548 547 
1981 739 470 780 999 686 840 87 1 1005 1105 1072 614 767 726 
1982 664 692 738 965 784 995 1225 1296 875 816 688 606 712 
1983 572 870 1023 657 648 650 1077 1249 1213 636 514 613 702 

- =zero. 
'* = less than 0. 5 mt. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

11May1990 7 7  



Table 13. Squid Catch Distribution(%) by Month, ME-VA 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
//lex 1978 54 13 3 25 3 3 

1979 21 2 11 19 31 14 1 
1980 2 1 5 9 17 54 13 
1981 1 3 35 50 10 
1982 1 1 20 21 14 30 3 1 
1983 8 32 36 23 

Loligo 1978 5 32 16 4 1 4 14 18 5 
1979 1 1 2 3 55 20 9 1 1 2 3 3 
1980 3 1 2 4 48 13 14 2 2 5 4 2 
1981 4 2 3 5 26 12 17 9 3 6 5 8 
1982 2 3 3 2 20 9 12 11 9 9 10 10 
1983 2 1 2 3 37 26 5 3 2 8 6 4 

Unc. 1972 1 1 3 6 35 27 3 6 4 7 6 1 
1973 3 5 4 6 22 20 6 6 7 10 6 6 
1974 6 3 3 14 25 13 7 5 6 7 6 5 
1975 5 7 8 6 19 9 5 4 3 7 14 12 
1976 3 4 3 7 42 10 6 5 6 7 4 2 
1977 3 1 1 2 20 9 8 12 16 16 7 4 
1978 8 5 7 9 15 19 11 7 3 4 8 5 
1979 25 19 23 6 1 17 1 1 2 1 2 
1980 23 19 12 9 20 1 1 2 10 
1981 27 19 10 6 1 1 7 8 21 
1982 8 11 10 4 27 8 3 6 8 6 8 
1983 1 1 8 65 20 4 1 1 

Total 1972 1 1 3 6 35 27 3 6 4 7 6 1 
1973 3 5 4 6 22 20 6 6 7 10 6 6 
1974 6 3 3 14 25 13 7 5 6 7 6 5 
1975 5 7 8 6 19 9 5 4 3 7 14 12 
1976 3 4 3 7 42 10 6 5 6 7 4 2 
1977 3 1 1 2 20 9 8 12 16 16 7 4 
1978 4 2 3 6 17 26 9 4 8 7 10 4 
1979 2 2 2 2 40 13 9 7 11 6 2 2 
1980 4 2 2 4 43 12 13 3 3 9 4 3 
1981 5 3 3 4 19 9 12 7 10 15 7 7 
1982 1 2 2 1 16 15 16 12 19 6 6 5 
1983 1 1 1 4 38 23 8 5 4 6 5 3 

- = zero. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

1 1 May 1990 78 



Table 14. Squid Catch Distribution(%) by Month by State 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
ME 1972 39 12 46 3 

1973 36 46 14 4 

1974 77 20 2 

1975 61 25 8 4 

1976 3 4 20 36 34 3 

1977 2 19 35 8 18 10 9 

1978 1 24 31 26 11 7 

1979 47 8 12 27 4 1 1 

1980 4 1 29 8 41 17 1 

1981 28 17 38 14 4 

1982 10 15 19 13 36 7 

1983 90 8 1 

NH 1981 67 33 

1982 100 

MA 1972 34 47 3 6 3 3 3 

1973 36 43 3 3 5 7 3 

1974 6 6 53 14 5 2 5 6 4 

1975 8 14 14 26 8 14 15 

1976 so 9 6 8 11 10 4 

1977 18 6 2 18 26 23 s 
1978 1 18 43 9 3 19 3 4 

1979 1 43 9 6 12 19 9 1 

1980 3 75 2 1 2 3 , 1 3 

1981 1 32 4 1 2 21 31 7 

1982 62 16 6 1 2 4 7 2 

1983 4 75 19 2 1 

Rl 1972 3 6 1 1 36 8 3 6 4 i 1 10 1 

1973 1 7 4 10 25 7 2 5 11 15 7 5 

1974 5 2 3 10 13 6 8 10 13 16 8 6 

1975 3 5 12 6 20 7 5 3 5 8 13 11 

1976 4 4 5 9 46 17 2 2 2 s 2 2 

1977 5 1 3 32 18 14 2 2 7 , 1 6 

1978 3 1 1 7 18 12 5 2 6 17 22 7 

1979 3 1 1 4 57 18 2 1 1 4 4 4 

1980 5 2 1 4 45 9 1 2 4 14 9 4 

1981 4 3 3 5 22 5 2 3 8 15 10 19 

1982 1 2 3 2 24 10 2 4 14 13 10 14 

1983 2 1 1 4 so 2S 2 1 2 4 s 4 

NY 1973 1 1S 16 30 18 5 8 3 2 

1973 1 16 17 32 19 8 3 2 
1974 1 2 2S 30 13 6 4 6 8 3 

197S 4 s 3 4 16 22 10 9 3 7 9 9 

1976 3 3 2 7 31 10 2S 9 2 s 2 1 

1977 4 2 3 3 9 11 29 12 6 6 9 6 

1978 2 1 1 2 22 24 18 10 3 s 9 4 

1979 1 1 1 26 25 3S 3 , 1 2 3 

1980 1 1 1 12 30 42 5 1 2 2 1 

1981 1 1 2 1 5 22 42 21 2 1 2 1 

1982 1 1 1 1 8 1 1 36 18 8 7 4 2 

1983 1 1 2 18 38 19 8 4 4 4 

1 1 May 1990 79 



Table 14. (continued} 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun M Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
NJ 1973 11 6 5 4 2 26 2 3 6 5 10 20 

1974 7 2 5 43 12 6 2 1 1 3 6 1 1 
1975 9 9 4 6 22 5 5 22 16 
1976 15 16 9 24 16 1 1 1 1 7 10 
1977 14 6 5 6 23 10 12 1 6 5 12 
1978 14 9 10 17 6 19 2 1 2 10 9 
1979 22 11 12 8 10 14 2 1 7 12 
1980 16 11 14 14 6 8 5 4 6 16 
1981 19 11 15 19 9 2 1 1 2 10 12 
1982 1 2 1 1 2 17 29 14 26 1 3 3 
1983 5 5 8 3 3 20 21 3 10 12 9 

MD 1980 25 15 12 4 23 2 2 16 
1981 56 28 9 1 1 1 3 
1982 23 56 2 5 1 3 9 
1983 6 14 6 4 57 2 2 7 

VA 1973 14 24 40 1 1 1 6 
1974 33 10 17 20 3 4 3 4 5 
1975 7 30 19 28 7 1 1 7 
1976 8 15 14 59 1 1 
1977 8 31 23 22 5 1 5 4 
1978 13 16 34 27 3 4 1 1 
1979 14 32 38 10 1 1 3 
1980 29 27 16 12 1 1 1 12 
1981 29 13 12 7 1 2 10 26 
1982 1 2 2 1 20 18 16 26 7 6 1 
1983 2 3 6 4 11 11 18 1 1 21 7 5 

- ==zero. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 
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Table 15. Mackerel Landings, Ex·Vessel Value, and Price, ME·VA, 1974--1983 

Landings (mt) 

SW FCZ � 

ME-VA 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

ME 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

NH 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

MA 

575 

508 

914 

874 

900 

861 

1637 

637 

825 

1486 

121 

45 

153 

124 

201 

126 

219 

158 

107 

171 

1 

1 

2 

1974 217 

1975 172 

1976 485 

1977 393 

1978 424 

1979 281 

1980 1104 

1981 224 

1982 332 

1g83 584 

11 May 1990 

499 

1330 

1345 

386 

617 

891 

1064 

2285 

2475 

1433 

7 

21 

31 

26 

18 

25 

28 

22 

80 

26 

* 

2 

9 

5 

6 

13 

18 

5 

1074 

1838 

2259 

1260 

1518 

1751 

2701 

2912 

3299 

2919 

129 

66 

184 

150 

219 

151 

246 

179 

187 

198 

2 

9 

5 

6 

14 

19 

7 

57 274 

278 450 

218 703 

24 417 

106 529 

49 330 

68 1172 

310 533 

189 521 

159 744 

210852 

163084 

354746 

402090 

528016 

597706 

519376 

323250 

368566 

829587 

31878 

16080 

68671 

59255 

86689 

69004 

65689 

60586 

48208 

57207 

487 

500 

814 

99367 

51438 

164146 

188283 

275163 

132617 

271508 

129168 

110786 

232693 

sw 

142753 

101166 

208059 

221534 

270218 

274930 

210441 

118839 

127837 

278007 

21582 

9975 

40276 

32647 

44364 

31740 

26616 

22274 

16721 

19171 

179 

173 

272 

67276 

31909 

96273 

103737 

140820 

61001 

110011 

47488 

38427 

77980 

172288 

308964 

260246 

119066 

l85794 

304785 

308221 

673929 

661800 

514522 

1990 

5491 

12431 

18708 

10383 

15335 

13040 

10622 

33876 

8921 

25 

83 

728 

4030 

2449 

2616 

12675 

11319 

2432 

29623 

38360 

27006 

12615 

57080 

21082 

35295 

102896 

62856 

100549 

FCZ 

116643 

191662 

152632 

65598 

95079 

140190 

124882 

247763 

229550 

172423 

1347 

3406 

7290 

10307 

5313 

7053 

5283 

3905 

11750 

2989 

15 

48 

401 

2062 

1126 

1059 

4659 

3926 

815 

20056 

23796 

15839 

6950 

29211 

9697 

14301 

37829 

21802 

33696 

81 

Total 

383140 

472048 

614992 

521156 

713810 

902491 

827597 

997179 

1030366 

1344109 

33868 

21571 

81102 

77963 

97072 

84339 

78729 

71208 

82084 

66128 

25 

83 

728 

4030 

2449 

2616 

13162 

11819 

3246 

128990 

89798 

191152 

200898 

332243 

153699 

306803 

232064 

173642 

333242 

259396 

292828 

360691 

287132 

365297 

415120 

335323 

366602 

357387 

450430 

22929 

13381 

47566 

42954 

49677 

38793 

31899 

26179 

28471 

22160 

15 

48 

401 

2062 

1126 

1059 

4838 

4099 

1087 

87332 

55705 

112112 

110687 

170031 

70698 

124312 

85317 

60229 

111676 

367 248 345 234 357 241 

321 199 232 

388 228 193 

460 254 308 

586 300 301 

695 319 342 

317 129 290 

SOB 187 295 

447 155 267 

558 187 359 

263 178 269 

360 223 262 

144 257 159 

113 272 160 

170 414 228 

154 470 241 

157 515 237 

, 17 306 124 

108 341 125 

93 312 108 

120 460 154 

182 263 178 

163 328 204 

449 263 405 238 442 259 

479 264 714 393 520 287 

431 221 571 292 443 226 

547 251 608 280 557 256 

300 122 472 191 320 130 

385 141 488 179 397 146 

452 157 422 146 439 1 52 

334 112 338 113 335 112 

492 

442 

463 

192 115 192 115 

461 267 461 267 

350 193 350 193 

- 442 226 442 226 

- 496 228 496 228 

. 427 

181 998 

153 618 

155 447 

173 427 173 

367 961 353 

214 608 211 

150 451 151 

458 310 519 

299 , 86 138 

351 471 319 

86 200 124 

338 198 124 73 272 159 

479 264 533 294 482 265 

650 332 541 277 628 321 

472 217 431 198 466 214 

246 100 517 209 262 106 

578 212 332 122 435 160 

334 116 333 115 334 116 

398 133 631 212 448 150 



Rl 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

CT 
1974 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

NY 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

NJ 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

DE 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1980 

1981 

Landings (mt) 
SW fg Total 

59 

70 

117 

90 

42 

198 

91 

123 

83 

510 

12 

6 

15 

7 

5 

18 

16 

23 

7 

146 

162 

113 

251 

225 

249 

204 

1 15 

265 

194 

* 

• 

2 

• 

10 

48 

92 

69 

34 

65 

160 

102 

139 

184 

182 

* 

* 

• 

23 

23 

2 

3 

7 

67 

122 

253 

295 

57 

351 

679 

839 

248 

383 

550 

727 

1458 

1645 

967 

* 

107 

162 

186 

124 

107 

359 

193 

262 

267 

692 

12 

6 

15 

7 

6 

18 

39 

46 

9 

146 

162 

1 13 

254 

232 

316 

326 

368 

560 

251 

351 

679 

840 

248 

385 

550 

728 

1458 

1646 

977 

* 

11 Mdy 1990 

24962 

11483 

63668 

48373 

35564 

179749 

73429 

60283 

62273 

442840 

4906 

4696 

12985 

6789 

3164 

10843 

6160 

10839 

4851 

39181 

63076 

39517 

92818 

123311 

212258 

97131 

66428 

131807 

84080 

65 

69 

189 

80 

329 

223 

223 

34 

428 

3465 

24 

77 

27 

sw 

16900 

7123 

37341 

26651 

18200 

62681 

29752 

22162 

21600 

148404 

3321 

2754 

7154 

3474 

1455 

4393 

2264 

3759 

1625 

26527 

39129 

23177 

51139 

63106 

97634 

39356 

24422 

45718 

28176 

44 

42 

110 

44 

168 

102 

90 

12 

148 

1161 

14 

42 

13 

Table 15. (continued) 

20412 

28950 

23273 

14159 

12053 

49586 

29346 

38880 

60880 

56346 

37 

17 

30 

93 

20 

8500 

10500 

1782 

1899 

3726 

37186 

66102 

161217 

145489 

45989 

108936 

142556 

150410 

48744 

87893 

160482 

157276 

319964 

326613 

285568 

246 

10 

41 

72 

FCZ 

13819 

17959 

13649 

7801 

6168 

22808 

11890 

14294 

21116 

18882 

21 

9 

15 

42 

8 

3125 

3642 

597 

1046 

1906 

17104 

26783 

59270 

50464 

15411 

73754 

88434 

88217 

26856 

44981 

73818 

63726 

117633 

113289 

95699 

h2 

166 

6 

16 

26 

45374 

40433 

86941 

62532 

47617 

229335 

102775 

99163 

123153 

499186 

4906 

4733 

13002 

6819 

3257 

10863 

14660 

21339 

6633 

39181 

63076 

39517 

94717 

127037 

249444 

163233 

227645 

277296 

130069 

109001 

142625 

150599 

48824 

88222 

160705 

157499 

319998 

327041 

289033 

246 

10 

24 

77 

27 

41 

72 

Total 

30719 

25082 

50990 

34452 

24368 

105489 

41642 

36456 

42716 

167286 

3321 

2775 

7163 

3489 

1497 

4401 

5389 

7401 

2222 

26527 

39129 

23177 

52185 

65012 

114738 

66139 

83692 

96182 

43587 

73798 

88476 

88327 

26900 

45149 

73920 

63816 

117645 

113437 

96860 

426 289 422 286 424 287 

163 101 316 196 250 155 

545 320 336 197 467 274 

538 297 41 5 229 504 278 

850 435 184 

906 417 310 

803 325 288 

490 180 279 

748 260 331 

868 291 310 

94 444 227 

142 640 294 

117 532 215 

103 378 139 

1, 5 461 160 

104 721 242 

424 287 - 424 287 

779 457 925 525 780 457 

884 487 94 50 874 482 

978 501 231 115 964 493 

597 275 423 191 590 271 

615 249 500 200 614 249 

375 138 375 138 375 138 

464 161 

728 244 

463 161 464 161 

730 245 729 244 

268 182 268 182 

390 242 390 242 

350 205 350 205 

369 203 688 379 373 205 

549 281 

854 393 

520 266 548 281 

555 255 790 364 

477 193 540 219 500 203 

578 212 638 235 619 228 

497 172 493 171 495 172 

433 145 808 271 518 174 

144 98 311 

256 156 210 

233 136 179 

296 163 197 

191 98 229 

619 283 292 

384 155 216 

378 133 219 

1070 370 199 

340 114 295 

210 310 210 

130 210 130 

105 179 105 

108 197 108 

117 229 117 

134 292 134 

88 216 88 

81 220 81 

69 199 69 

99 296 99 

166 342 231 342 231 

6 250 150 250 150 

14 185 108 185 108 

42 350 191 350 191 

13 208 100 208 100 

16 456 178 456 178 

26 400 144 400 144 



Table 15. (continued) 

Landings {mt} sw FCZ Total sw FCZ Total 
SW FCZ Total Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def 

MD 

1974 * 31 31 25 16 9581 6486 9606 6502 '625 400 312 211 312 212 

1975 93 93 33291 20651 33291 20651 - 359 223 359 223 

1976 101 10 1 20741 12164 20741 12164 205 120 205 120 

1977 45 45 19799 10908 19799 10908 - 444 244 444 244 

1978 
* 4 4 56 28 1881 962 1937 990 622 311 432 221 436 223 

1979 * 26 26 95 43 13352 6141 13447 6184 352 159 su 236 512 235 

1980 6 6 77 31 1198 485 1275 516 428 172 210 85 216 88 

1981 9 9 1728 635 1728 635 - 203 75 203 75 

1982 8 8 1409 488 15 5 1424 493 177 61 3 75 125 178 61 

1983 3 13 16 1461 489 3671 1230 5 1 32 1719 425 142 292 98 321 107 

VA 

1974 20 4 24 10468 7087 1500 1015 11968 8102 521 353 352 238 491 333 

1975 59 167 226 20938 12988 60281 37395 81219 50383 355 220 361 224 359 223 

1976 39 86 125 13835 8114 26265 15404 40100 23518 353 207 305 179 320 188 

1977 s 5 219 120 2397 1320 2616 1440 706 387 504 277 516 284 

1978 24 25 88 45 8718 4461 8806 4506 284 145 357 183 356 182 

1979 8 9 596 274 5220 240 1 5816 2675 736 338 633 291 642 295 

1980 5 5 476 192 3287 133 1 3763 1523 553 223 711 288 687 278 

1981 * 60 60 104 38 17375 6387 17479 6425 800 292 291 107 292 107 

1 982 5 41 46 2316 803 10252 3556 12568 4359 460 160 253 88 276 96 

1983 3 21 24 2176 729 9264 3104 11440 3833 667 224 440 148 471 158 

See Table 11 for notes. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 
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Table 16. North Carolina Mackerel Landings. Ex-Vessel Value, and Price 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 

Landings {mt} 
1975 15 32 48 
1976 68 96 36 200 
1977 117 3 121 

1978 1 6 4 * 10 

1979 6 1 5 * 13 

1980 * * 1 1 

1981 * 3 30 33 66 

1982 * 2 13 4 12 32 

1983 * * 

Ex� Vessel Value($} 
1975 3700 8139 11839 

1976 14950 17537 7830 40317 

1977 25883 368 26251 

1978 120 3655 2355 20 6150 

1979 4094 900 2301 33 7328 

1980 20 16 167 203 

1981 282 1684 11233 9895 23094 

1982 96 993 1424 1818 4088 8419 

1983 8 8 

Price {$/mt} 
1975 243 252 249 

1976 220 182 220 202 

1977 220 110 217 

1978 220 653 590 130 598 

1979 709 629 441 441 586 

1980 337 324 225 239 

1981 638 661 374 300 350 

1982 441 399 111 439 331 263 

1983 353 353 

- = zero. * = less than 0.5 mt. 

Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

Table 17. Mackerel Catch Distribution(%) by Month, ME-VA 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1972 1 26 13 19 31 4 2 3 , 

1973 1 5 4 27 32 9 10 3 2 5 , 1 

1974 4 1 6 33 22 11 6 5 1 4 4 2 

1975 1 13 7 18 35 5 1 1 1 13 5 

1976 2 3 7 36 13 2 5 2 2 6 6 14 

1977 3 1 10 23 18 7 8 7 4 12 4 5 

1978 8 23 16 21 6 11 3 2 4 5 

1979 1 4 20 43 5 6 2 2 4 6 8 

1980 2 2 17 18 10 4 6 5 3 24 4 5 

1981 2 2 31 30 14 5 3 3 2 1 5 3 

1982 2 12 28 27 13 1 2 4 4 1 2 3 

1983 2 5 11 24 29 5 9 2 4 , 2 5 

� = zero. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 
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Table 18. Mackerel Catch Distribution(%) by Month by State 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

ME 1972 69 30 
1973 16 59 2 10 13 
1974 36 24 30 10 
1975 61 16 17 6 
1976 17 32 25 13 6 7 
1977 32 33 11 1 1 12 1 
1978 4 23 49 17 2 4 2 
1979 11 28 19 18 10 9 4 
1980 12 28 46 11 1 1 
1981 4 17 47 25 2 4 
1982 3 10 23 58 2 3 
1983 1 1 10 15 54 10 

NH 1981 3 32 7 50 8 
1982 2 3 6 62 20 8 
1983 2 6 1 42 32 16 

MA 1972 11 12 23 42 6 2 4 1 
1973 29 28 17 13 3 2 4 3 
1974 41 17 6 17 17 1 
1975 11 5 5 62 16 
1976 15 8 4 16 15 41 
1977 2 4 5 10 19 1 34 1 1 14 
1978 56 7 10 1 5 1 , 10 
1979 4 36 8 3 2 8 10 28 
1980 2 11 5 4 4 54 8 10 
1981 42 16 3 1 1 4 19 13 
1982 3 8 44 , 13 6 9 15 
1983 5 1 43 14 10 2 7 18 

Rl 1972 4 1 74 19 
1973 4 14 6 3 58 2 1 10 
1974 8 1 5 21 41 3 13 6 1 
1975 1 19 30 2 40 2 4 
1976 2 12 5 22 44 1 2 10 2 
1977 9 1 12 52 3 1 13 7 1 1 
1978 18 73 3 5 
1979 8 60 3 6 1 1 5 11 4 
1980 2 2 30 31 7 14 1 5 2 3 3 
1981 4 24 46 6 2 16 1 
1982 7 9 16 32 1 10 12 5 2 4 
1983 2 1 1 11 53 2 25 2 1 2 

NY 1973 13 57 15 7 1 4 
1974 47 39 11 2 
1975 1 17 65 12 2 1 
1976 1 41 50 3 1 2 
1977 1 43 44 5 3 1 2 
1978 1 42 44 4 2 6 
1979 1 35 33 8 9 2 3 7 
1980 6 3 8 51 18 5 4 1 2 2 
1981 1 2 40 28 11 12 4 1 
1982 4 6 18 47 18 4 
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Table 18. (continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun M Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

NJ 1973 6 84 8 1 

1974 9 2 13 69 1 6 

1975 3 3 38 53 3 

1976 2 10 82 5 

1977 3 4 43 45 2 

1978 29 55 15 

1979 1 10 34 54 

1980 1 7 57 34 1 

1981 3 2 48 44 1 

1982 1 21 47 31 1 

1983 14 31 50 3 

MD 1980 84 14 2 

1981 53 47 

1982 1 so 49 

1983 100 

VA 1973 40 5 54 1 

1974 4 22 34 2 37 

1975 76 20 3 

1976 26 23 51 

1977 9 15 55 22 

1978 1 31 59 9 

1979 15 36 49 

1980 40 18 1 40 2 

1981 6 20 69 4 

1982 11 13 23 47 3 2 

1983 1 5 3 80 8 2 1 

� = zero. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 
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Table 19. Butterfish Landings, Ex·Vessel Value, and Price, ME·VA, 1974·1983 

Landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

Large 
1974 26 

1975 21 

1976 30 

1977 19 

1978 48 

1979 40 

1980 67 

1981 35 

1982 92 

1983 40 

Medium 
1974 4 

1975 9 

1976 113 

, 977 20 

1978 21 

1979 22 

1980 24 

1981 9 

1982 18 

1983 44 

Small 
1974 2 

1975 1 

1976 3 

1977 

1978 1 

1979 2 

1980 

1981 1 

1982 3 

1983 8 

Unclassified 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

Total 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1':182 

1983 

782 

743 

546 

334 

256 

326 

323 

248 

187 

285 

815 

774 

692 

373 

327 

391 

41� 

294 

300 

376 

1 1 IVloy 1990 

578 

566 

289 

316 

2434 

1512 

2390 

1500 

947 

624 

177 

208 

146 

269 

358 

241 

1554 

1876 

3890 

1051 

14 

14 

15 

15 

52 

13 

168 

503 

2356 

1653 

195 

411 

233 

323 

444 

488 

644 

809 

1344 

1038 

963 

1199 

684 

922 

3288 

2255 

4757 

4689 

8�37 

4366 

604 

587 

320 

335 

2483 

1552 

2457 

1535 

1038 

664 

181 

217 

260 

288 

380 

263 

1579 

1885 

3908 

1095 

16 

15 

18 

15 

53 

16 

169 

504 

2359 

1661 

977 

1154 

779 

657 

700 

815 

968 

1058 

1530 

1323 

1778 

1973 

1376 

1296 

3615 

2645 

5172 

4982 

8837 

4743 

16343 

16857 

23063 

15892 

39527 

34331 

65855 

31646 

107292 

43945 

1890 

4699 

64941 

13145 

11099 

19414 

20191 

6542 

15486 

28939 

678 

182 

1483 

278 

553 

647 

164 

442 

1340 

3670 

461704 

411677 

333206 

240149 

187364 

299952 

340377 

271447 

199760 

291588 

480615 

433415 

422693 

269464 

238543 

354344 

426587 

310077 

323878 

368142 

Ex· Vessel Value($) 
sw FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom 

Maine-Virginia 

11064 323055 

10456 343714 

13526 223240 

8755 231443 

20228 2106745 

15791 1119390 

26682 1937604 

11633 1292730 

37215 909331 

14726 624892 

1279 77163 

2914 102539 

38087 74797 

7242 109881 

5678 181894 

8928 174225 

8180 783089 

2404 970585 

5369 1952728 

9695 728247 

458 

1, 2 

868 

152 

283 

296 

66 

161 

463 

1229 

312592 

255379 

195426 

132308 

95884 

137967 

137912 

99794 

69286 

97712 

3744 

4799 

5757 

3604 

21273 

3614 

53308 

183771 

955403 

753407 

85456 

184662 

138187 

194825 

337623 

419410 

603762 

606912 

1001464 

870264 

325393 489418 

268861 635714 

147907 4ll1981 

148457 539753 

122073 2647535 

162982 1716639 

172840 3377763 

113992 3053998 

1123.33 4818926 

123362 2976810 

218723 339398 

213222 360571 

130931 246303 

127515 247335 

1078169 2146272 

514896 1153721 

785089 2003459 

475265 1324376 

315407 

209411 

52242 

63609 

43868 

60540 

93086 

80138 

317295 

356832 

677323 

244047 

2534 

2976 

3376 

1985 

10886 

1660 

21598 

67560 

331391 

252480 

57854 

114551 

81045 

107340 

172783 

192917 

244633 

223126 

347365 

291639 

331353 

394358 

259220 

297380 

1016623 

668837 

79053 

107238 

139738 

123026 

192993 

193639 

803280 

977127 

1968214 

757186 

4422 

4981 

7240 

3882 

21826 

4261 

53472 

184213 

956743 

757077 

547160 

596339 

471393 

434974 

524987 

719362 

944139 

878359 

1201224 

1161852 

970033 

1069129 

864674 

809217 

1354924 2886078 

78961, 2070983 

136t:l615 3804350 

1122783 3364075 

1611486 5142804 

997577 334495.2 

87 

229787 

223678 

144457 

136270 

1098397 

530687 

811771 

486898 

352622 

224137 

53521 

66523 

81955 

67782 

98764 

89066 

325475 

359236 

682692 

253742 

2992 

3088 

4244 

2137 

11169 

1956 

21664 

67721 

331854 

253709 

370446 

369930 

276471 

239648 

268667 

330884 

382545 

322920 

416651 

389351 

656746 

663219 

507127 

445837 

1476997 

952593 

1541455 

1236775 

1783819 

1120939 

Price ($/mt) 

623 421 559 378 562 380 

814 505 607 377 615 381 

765 449 771 452 771 452 

849 468 732 404 739 407 

819 419 865 443 865 442 

866 398 740 341 744 342 

986 399 811 328 815 330 

909 334 862 317 863 317 

1169 406 961 333 979 340 

1089 365 1002 336 1007 337 

509 345 436 295 438 296 

514 318 494 306 494 307 

573 336 51, 300 538 31 5 

673 371 409 225 427 235 

523 268 508 260 508 260 

878 404 722 332 735 338 

826 335 504 204 509 206 

697 256 517 190 518 191 

846 293 502 

664 222 693 

174 504 175 

232 692 232 

278 

289 

511 

441 

489 

265 

410 

409 

465 

472 

188 275 186 276 187 

178 342 212 339 210 

299 388 228 409 240 

24, 243 

250 4, 1 

121 271 

165 317 

149 365 

161 405 

, 58 456 

134 251 138 

210 413 211 

125 270 124 

128 317 128 

134 365 134 

141 406 141 

153 456 153 

590 400 439 297 560 379 

554 344 449 279 517 320 

611 358 592 347 605 355 

719 396 603 332 662 365 

731 374 761 389 750 384 

919 423 859 395 883 406 

1053 427 937 380 976 395 

1093 402 750 276 830 305 

1069 371 745 259 

1024 343 838 281 

785 272 

878 294 

590 399 508 344 546 369 

560 348 530 329 542 336 

61, 358 646 379 628 368 

722 398 585 322 625 344 

730 373 805 412 798 409 

907 417 761 350 783 360 

1028 417 710 288 736 298 

1056 388 65, 239 675 248 

1080 375 564 

978 328 682 

196 582 202 

228 705 236 



Landings {mt) 
sw fhl Total 

Large 
1976 

1977 

1979 

1980 

1982 

1983 

Medium 
1976 

1978 

1979 

1982 

1983 

Small 
1977 

1981 

* 

1983 

Unclassified 
1979 

1982 

1983 

Total 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

Large 
1981 

1982 

1983 

Medium 
1982 

1983 

Total 
1981 

1982 

1983 

2 

2 

11May1990 

* 

• 

• 

• 

* 

22 
* 

4 

* 

22 

2 

* 

* 

4 

* 

• 

• 

* 

22 

• 

* 

2 

4 

, 

22' 

4 

* 

* 

* 

* 

17 

1057 

161 

26 

296 

74 

25 

764 

161 

17 

26 

321 

1057 

838 

46 

46 

SW 

9 

428 

94 

13 

136 

24 

11 

256 

94 

9 

13 

147 

428 

280 

15 

15 

Table 19. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 

5136 

6 

20 

25 

364 

5 

16 

9 

500 

139 

6390 

201 

6 

92 

185 

5136 

139 

5 

28 

20 

6390 

126 

1250 

FCZ 

Maine 

3012 

2 

8 

8 

121 

2 

7 

3 

167 

76 

2349 

67 

2 

31 

61 

3012 

76 

2 

1, 

8 

2349 

42 

416 

New Hampshire 

233 

82 

19 

402 

22 

233 

484 

41 

88 

85 

28 

6 

139 

7 

85 

167 

13 

5136 

17 

6 

1077 

25 

364 

161 

31 

312 

9 

574 

139 

6390 

201 

31 

92 

949 

5297 

156 

31 

349 

1077 

6390 

126 

2088 

233 

82 

19 

402 

68 

233 

484 

87 

Total 
Price ($/mt) 

SW FCZ Total 
Nom Def t!Q.m Def Nom Def 

3012 1317 772 1317 772 

9 

2 150 so 150 so 

436 8 66 351 500 200 855 346 

8 • 625 200 625 200 

121 - 1011 336 1011 336 

94 

15 

143 

3 

191 

76 

2349 

67 

13 

31 

317 

732 427 

650 325 

740 340 

- 225 

732 427 

775 375 

780 358 

75 225 75 

822 267 11,1 371 1063 354 

- 348 

- 292 

558 

190 348 190 

107 292 107 

186 558 186 

625 275 775 325 

• 418 141 418 141 

384 129 41, 136 389 130 

3106 732 427 1317 772 1286 754 

85 348 190 390 213 

15 650 325 775 375 

158 730 334 700 275 727 329 

436 866 351 500 200 855 346 

2349 - 292 107 292 107 

42 - 420 140 420 140 

696 403 135 712 257 564 188 

85 

28 

6 

139 

22 

85 

167 

28 

752 274 752 274 

2050 700 2050 700 

- 475 150 475 150 

. 423 

, 150 375 550 

. 752 

• 489 

1150 375 513 

146 423 146 

175 850 275 

274 752 274 

169 489 169 

163 725 233 



Landings (riit) 
SW FCZ Total 

Large 
1974 

1975 1 

1976 7 

1977 2 

1978 2 

1979 2 

1980 7 

1981 2 

1982 5 

1983 5 

Medium 
1974 1 

1975 2 

1976 W6 

, 977 13 

1978 9 

1979 19 

, 980 18 

1981 6 

1982 9 

, 983 3, 

Small 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

6 

4 

2 

4 

4 

24 

109 

7 

19 

43 

4 

10 

7 

26 

104 

155 

102 

36 

2 

1 

5 

1980 28 

1981 46 

1982 1 42 

1983 2 29 

Unclassified 
1974 

1975 

1977 

1979 

1980 

1982 

1983 

Total 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

20 

73 

5 

23 

76 

114 

21 

12 

20 

25 

8 

14 

37 

11 Mdy 1990 

1 

2 

11 

60 

51 

6 

17 

4 

15 

31 

159 

309 

162 

145 

7 

2 

, 1 

4 

6 

6 

31 

111 

12 

24 

44 

6 

1, 5 

15 

16 

45 

122 

160 

110 

67 

3 

1 

5 

1 

5 

28 

46 

43 

31 

20 

73 

5 

1 

2 

1 1 

61 

74 

82 

13, 

25 

21 

51 

184 

317 

176 

182 

333 

976 

6359 

2026 

2152 

1518 

7101 

2322 

4590 

5240 

358 

1035 

61294 

9934 

5031 

18098 

17417 

4467 

7429 

20346 

449 

72 

907 

70 

20 

115 

415 

434 

12165 

35430 

4218 

48 

65 

13305 

37513 

68560 

16248 

7183 

19636 

24518 

6904 

12482 

2608) 

sw 

225 

605 

3729 

1, 16 

1101 

698 

2877 

853 

1592 

1756 

242 

642 

35949 

5473 

2574 

8324 

7057 

1642 

2576 

6818 

303 

44 

531 

38 

9 

42 

143 

145 

8236 

21978 

2323 

16 

21 

9006 

23269 

40209 

8950 

3675 

9031 

993'1 

2537 

4327 

8740 

Table 19. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 
FCZ 

Nom Def 

Massachusetts 

3581 

1101 

3715 

1579 

3144 

2895. 

22899 

89681 

6932 

20223 

20544 

1658 

6610 

1227 

4757 

15120 

70506 

102610 

62011 

26736 

605 

396 

2086 

363 

1759 

106 

15444 

16551 

21886 

17460 

62 

290 

1530 

8812 

30276 

24792 

3155 

12411 

3169 

9660 

18411 

110379 

208842 

99641 

94695 

2424 

683 

2178 

869 

1609 

1331 

9278 

32970 

2404 

6777 

13909 

1028 

3876 

676 

2434 

6954 

28568 

37724 

21509 

8959 

409 

2'15 

1223 

200 

900 

48 

6257 

6084 

7591 

5851 

41 

133 

619 

3056 

10146 

16783 

1956 

7277 

1745 

4943 

8466 

44722 

76778 

34560 

31733 

89 

Price ($/mt) 
Total SW FCZ Total 

Nom Def !:!Qm Def Nom Def Nom Def 

3914 

2077 

10074 

3605 

5296 

4413 

30000 

92003 

11522 

25463 

20902 

2693 

67904 

11161 

9788 

33218 

87923 

107077 

69440 

47082 

1054 

468 

2993 

433 

1759 

126 

15444 

16666 

22301 

17894 

12227 

35430 

4218 

290 

1530 

8860 

30341 

38097 

40668 

80971 

19417 

16843 

38047 

134897 

215746 

112123 

120780 

2649 

1288 

5907 

1985 

2710 

2029 

12155 

33823 

3996 

8533 

14151 

1670 

39825 

6149 

5008 

15278 

35625 

39366 

24085 

15777 

712 

289 

1754 

238 

900 

57 

617 417 577 390 580 392 

938 582 810 502 865 537 

911 534 975 572 934 547 

896 494 741 408 821 452 

952 487 806 413 860 440 

839 386 770 354 792 364 

1004 407 938 380 953 386 

1167 429 826 304 832 306 

983 341 1013 351 1001 347 

1122 376 1062 356 1073 360 

398 269 478 323 476 322 

588 365 425 264 476 295 

580 340 691 405 589 345 

761 419 823 454 767 423 

544 278 700 358 610 312 

976 449 575 264 741 341 

955 387 679 275 721 292 

808 297 664 244 669 246 

867 301 611 212 631 219 

665 223 740 248 705 236 

310 209 371 251 

400 244 350 217 

626 366 555 325 

389 211 448 247 

381 195 

589 267 

342 231 

357 221 

574 337 

437 240 

381 195 

700 317 

6257 545 221 545 221 

6126 426 156 361 133 361 133 

7734 512 177 516 179 516 179 

5996 247 82 593 199 574 192 

8277 

21978 

2323 

133 

619 

3072 

10167 

25789 

25225 

47486 

10695 

8618 

17497 

54656 

79315 

38887 

40473 

603 408 689 456 603 408 

486 301 

775 427 

- 486 301 

775 427 

- 426 196 426 196 

662 268 662 268 

533 178 787 273 785 272 

500 162 501 168 501 168 

577 390 487 330 515 349 

494 307 494 306 494 307 

600 352 724 425 616 362 

776 427 715 394 765 422 

624 319 631 323 628 321 

964 444 595 274 742 341 

969 393 695 282 733 297 

886 326 676 

883 306 615 

702 235 653 

248 681 250 

213 636 221 

219 663 222 



Landings (mt) 
SW FCZ !.2!!.! 

Large 
1974 26 

1975 20 

1976 23 

1977 16 

1978 46 

1979 38 

1980 58 

1981 33 

1982 87 

1983 36 

Medium 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

Small 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1917 

1978 

1979 

1980 

3 

7 

7 

6 

12 

6 

4 

9 

12 

572 

565 

282 

314 

2428 

1507 

2336 

1384 

938 

601 

134 

204 

137 

267 

267 

115 

1380 

1627 

3703 

864 

12 

13 

11 

14 

44 

1 1 

129 

1981 1 415 

1982 2 2257 

1983 5 1509 

Unclassified 
1974 56 

1975 53 

1976 97 19 

1977 70 6 

1978 55 4 

1979 45 12 

1980 64 276 

1981 69 304 

1982 46 732 

1983 103 235 

Total 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

85 

80 

129 

93 

113 

84 

129 

106 

144 

155 

11 Mc1y 1990 

718 

781 

449 

600 

2743 

1646 

4121 

3730 

7630 

3210 

598 

584 

305 

330 

2474 

1S45 

2394 

1417 

1025 

637 

137 

211 

144 

274 

278 

116 

1386 

1631 

3712 

876 

13 

13 

13 

14 

45 

11 

130 

416 

2259 

1515 

56 

53 

116 

75 

58 

58 

340 

373 

778 

337 

803 

862 

578 

693 

2856 

1729 

4250 

3836 

7774 

3365 

16010 

15881 

16704 

13849 

37375 

32813 

57626 

29324 

102702 

38676 

1532 

3664 

3486 

3211 

5849 

221 

2712 

2039 

7899 

7605 

229 

110 

576 

208 

553 

110 

164 

279 

673 

2832 

55539 

39930 

73818 

62616 

51222 

56515 

71617 

83663 

51537 

96174 

73310 

59585 

94584 

79884 

94999 

89659 

132119 

1, 5305 

162811 

145287 

Table 19. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 
sw FCZ 

Nom Def Nom 
Rhode Island 

10839 319474 

9851 342613 

9797 214389 

7630 229864 

19127 2102200 

1 5093 , 115825 

23349 1879178 

10780 1196095 

35623 900770 

, 2961 600917 

1037 

2272 

2044 

1769 

2993 

101 

1098 

749 

2739 

2548 

155 

68 

337 

, 14 

283 

50 

66 

102 

233 

949 

37602 

24170 

43295 

34499 

26213 

25995 

29018 

30758 

17876 

32229 

56619 

100881 

68187 

108654 

123778 

75406 

671908 

797918 

1835996 

595510 

3139 

4403 

3671 

3102 

17657 

2508 

36081 

154068 

914024 

672172 

16 

688 

3645 

1669 

5240 

194076 

153037 

477950 

107721 

49633 379232 

36961 447913 

55473 286935 

44012 345265 

48616 2245304 

41239 1198979 

53531 2781243 

42389 230 1118 

56471 4128740 

48687 1976320 

216299 335484 

212539 358494 

125741 231093 

126646 243713 

1075844 2139575 

513258 1148638 

761417 

439740 

312441 

201379 

38333 

62581 

39992 

59864 

63345 

34685 

272247 

293352 

636835 

199567 

2125 

2731 

2153 

1709 

9036 

, 153 

14619 

56642 

317039 

225258 

9 

403 

2008 

854 

2410 

78636 

56263 

165782 

36099 

1936804 

1225419 

1003472 

639593 

58151 

104545 

71673 

111865 

129627 

75627 

674620 

799957 

1843895 

603115 

3368 

4513 

4247 

3310 

18210 

2618 

36245 

154347 

914697 

675004 

55539 

39946 

74506 

66261 

52891 

61755 

265693 

236700 

529487 

203895 

256757 452542 

277860 507498 

168289 381519 

190227 425149 

1149079 2340303 

551506 1288638 

112&919 

845997 

1432097 

6&2303 

90 

2913362 

2416423 

4291551 

2121607 

Total 

227138 

222390 

135538 

134276 

1094971 

528351 

784766 

450520 

348064 

214340 

39370 

64853 

42036 

61633 

66338 

34786 

273345 

294101 

639574 

202115 

2280 

2799 

2490 

1823 

9319 

1203 

14685 

56744 

317272 

226207 

37602 

24779 

43698 

36507 

27067 

28405 

107654 

87021 

183658 

68328 

306390 

314821 

223762 

234239 

, 197695 

592745 

1180450 

888386 

1488568 

710990 

Price ($/mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom Def !iQm. Def 

623 422 559 

807 501 607 

. 721 423 761 

378 561 380 

376 614 381 

446 758 445 

841 464 732 404 738 407 

813 416 866 443 865 443 

868 399 740 341 743 342 

986 400 805 326 809 328 

893 328 864 318 865 318 

1179 409 961 333 979 340 

1085 364 999 335 1004 336 

545 369 423 

496 307 495 

472 277 498 

496 273 406 

504 258 464 

713 326 653 

443 179 487 

542 199 490 

842 292 496 

658 220 689 

231 157 262 

244 151 341 

397 232 332 

462 253 227 

489 250 401 

355 161 232 

410 165 279 

388 142 371 

426 147 405 

517 173 445 

994 673 

758 470 

286 426 288 

307 495 307 

292 497 291 

224 409 225 

238 466 238 

301 654 301 

197 487 197 

180 491 180 

172 497 172 

231 689 231 

178 260 176 

211 338 209 

195 339 199 

125 235 129 

205 403 206 

107 236 108 

, 13 280 , 13 

137 371 137 

140 405 140 

149 446 149 

994 673 

. 758 470 

764 448 36 21 643 377 

900 496 659 363 882 486 

936 479 444 227 905 463 

1251 575 422 194 1072 493 

1114 452 703 

1216 447 503 

1,18 388 653 

937 314 459 

285 781 316 

185 635 233 

226 680 236 

154 605 203 

859 581 

743 461 

735 431 

859 473 

528 358 563 381 

573 356 589 365 

639 375 661 387 

575 317 613 338 

838 429 819 419 819 419 

1072 493 728 335 

1023 414 675 273 

1086 399 617 227 

745 343 

686 278 

630 232 

1130 392 54, 

935 313 616 

188 552 191 

206 631 211 



Landings (mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

Total (all Unclassified) 
1974 3 2 5 

4 

9 

1975 4 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

4 

5 

1 

5 

3 

27 

9 

13 13 

26 30 

7 12 

2 3 

227 232 

226 229 

1 so 177 

Total (all Unclassified) 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

large 
1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

335 

482 

322 

202 

160 

149 

201 

135 

107 

110 

1982 

1983 

Medium 
1978 

1979 3 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

Small 
1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

* 

2 

11 MiJy 1990 

27 

80 

113 

92 

260 

313 

313 

174 

280 

537 

2 

1 

30 

7 

2 

85 

100 

71 

91 

73 

115 

3 

2 

1, 

15 

15 

2 

362 

562 

435 

295 

420 

463 

514 

310 

388 

647 

2 

1 

30 

7 

2 

85 

102 

71 

91 

73 

115 

3 

4 

11 

15 

15 

2 

1095 

1967 

200 

30 

2433 

2714 

2169 

3235 

2351 

29950 

280355 

272677 

199587 

141942 

1133, 1 

158405 

225465 

158329 

117993 

127681 

71 

193 

799 

62 

53 

517 

S'N 

741 

1220 

117 

16 

1245 

1248 

878 

1189 

815 

10036 

189813 

169154 

117059 

76204 

57969 

72863 

91355 

58209 

40927 

42768 

28 

98 

367 

25 

17 

237 

Table 19. (continued) 

Ex· Vessel Value($) 
FCZ 

Connecticut 

1032 

4271 

7455 

16055 

3575 

3227 

155093 

159458 

165300 

698 

2504 

4107 

8216 

1644 

1307 

57019 

55309 

55395 

New York 

19930 

54105 

74367 

72974 

240318 

293112 

371713 

215655 

301713 

524927 

13493 

33563 

43617 

40206 

122987 

134826 

150613 

79284 

104652 

175913 

New Jersey 

1401 

664 

35507 

6721 

1427 

1578 

53354 

83683 

40675 

67826 

44480 

80344 

1857 

1000 

1783 

3873 

1944 

1618 

716 

305 

14386 

2470 

494 

528 

27305 

38492 

16480 

24936 

15428 

26924 

91 

950 

459 

722 

1423 

674 

542 

Price ($/mt) 
Total 2Y::L FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom Def Nom Q.ff Nom Def 

2127 

1967 

4471 

7485 

18488 

6289 

5396 

158328 

161809 

195250 

300285 

326782 

273954 

214916 

353629 

451517 

597178 

373984 

419706 

652608 

1401 

664 

35578 

6721 

1427 

1578 

53547 

84482 

40737 

67826 

44480 

80397 

1857 

1517 

1783 

3873 

1944 

1618 

1439 

1220 

2621 

4123 

9461 

2892 

2185 

58208 

56124 

65431 

203306 

202717 

160676 

118410 

180976 

207689 

241968 

137493 

145579 

218701 

716 

305 

14414 

2470 

494 

528 

27403 

38859 

16505 

24936 

15428 

26941 

410 278 430 291 

549 341 

909 532 466 273 

750 400 585 322 

420 284 

549 341 

477 279 

586 323 

(.24 319 617 316 618 316 

587 270 502 231 536 246 

1549 627 1551 628 1551 628 

674 248 683 251 683 251 

721 250 706 245 706 245 

1102 369 1102 369 1102 369 

837 566 751 509 830 562 

566 351 674 418 582 361 

620 364 657 385 630 369 

701 386 791 436 729 402 

706 362 925 474 842 431 

1061 488 936 430 976 449 

1120 454 1188 481 1162 471 

1172 431 1236 454 1208 444 

1098 381 1076 373 1082 375 

1164 390 977 327 1009 338 

658 336 658 336 

671 308 671 308 

789 311 , 186 48, , , 85 1.180 

1015 373 1015 373 

686 238 686 238 

- 1349 451 1349 451 

623 316 628 321 

280 129 841 387 

689 278 573 232 

748 275 

- 609 21, 

589 189 700 235 

628 321 

825 379 

573 232 

748 275 

609 211 

700 234 

950 603 308 603 308 

696 243 1,1 426 195 339 155 

722 164 67 164 67 

1423 264 97 264 97 

6 7 4 , 2 7 44 1 27 44 

542 . 830 278 830 278 



Landings (mt) 

sw fCZ Total 

Unclassified 
1974 298 147 

1975 88 301 

1976 76 76 

1977 17 180 

1978 17 111 

1979 26 126 

1980 10 29 

1981 16 68 

1982 10 76 

1983 15 47 

Total 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

298 

88 

76 

17 

18 

31 

10 

16 

10 

15 

147 

301 

76 

180 

201 

229 

141 

180 

167 

165 

444 

388 

152 

198 

128 

152 

39 

85 

86 

63 

444 

388 

152 

198 

219 

260 

151 

196 

176 

181 

Total (all Unclassified) 
1974 

1975 

1977 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

2 2 

Total {all Unclassified) 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

* 

2 

4 

4 

11 May 1990 

6 

8 

9 

8 

7 

5 

5 

5 

2 

5 

6 

10 

9 

12 

10 

6 

5 

5 

2 

6 

80356 

39432 

32565 

10837 

9809 

11411 

7827 

11623 

8193 

13492 

80356 

39432 

32565 

10837 

10002 

12727 

7960 

11623 

8193 

13545 

24 

56 

1554 

1500 

660 

9 

1090 

61 

1940 

1642 

1050 

629 

435 

609 

983 

sw 

54404 

24461 

19099 

5970 

5019 

5248 

3171 

4273 

2841 

4521 

54404 

24461 

19099 

5970 

5117 

5852 

3224 

4273 

2841 

4538 

13 

25 

629 

520 

221 

6 

676 

35 

1068 

840 

482 

254 

159 

211 

329 

Table 19. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) 
FCZ 

New Jersey (continued) 

54782 

117474 

50061 

94212 

56458 

97910 

19658 

53981 

51768 

36490 

54782 

117474 

50061 

94212 

113070 

183257 

97623 

132401 

99619 

120030 

37090 

72874 

29361 

51907 

28893 

45036 

7965 

19845 

17956 

12228 

37090 

72874 

29361 

51907 

57864 

84292 

39553 

48674 

34552 

40222 

Delaware 

51 

67 

47 

400 

34 

41 

19 

147 

Maryland 

3115 

3790 

5488 

4674 

3870 

3440 

3058 

4078 

1327 

5185 

92 

2109 

2351 

3218 

2575 

1980 

1582 

1239 

1499 

460 

1737 

135138 

156906 

82626 

105049 

66267 

109321 

27485 

65604 

59961 

49982 

135138 

156906 

82626 

105049 

123072 

195984 

105583 

144024 

107812 

133575 

51 

67 

24 

56 

1601 

400 

1500 

660 

3124 

4880 

5549 

6614 

5512 

4490 

3687 

4513 

1936 

6168 

Total 

91494 

97335 

48460 

57877 

33912 

50284 

11136 

24118 

20797 

16749 

91494 

97335 

48460 

57877 

62981 

90144 

42777 

52947 

37393 

44760 

34 

41 

13 

25 

648 

147 

52'0 

221 

Price ($/mt) 
SW FCZ Total 

Nom Def Nom Def Nom Def 

270 183 374 253 304 206 

450 279 391 242 404 251 

428 251 656 385 542 318 

624 344 523 288 532 293 

569 291 509 261 517 265 

435 200 776 357 717 330 

785 318 667 270 697 282 

726 267 788 290 776 285 

845 293 679 236 698 242 

878 294 774 259 799 268 

270 183 374 253 304 206 

450 279 391 242 404 251 

428 251 656 385 542 318 

624 344 523 288 532 293 

570 292 562 288 563 288 

407 187 800 368 753 346 

784 318 691 280 697 282 

726 267 734 270 733 270 

845 293 598 207 61, 212 

876 294 727 244 740 248 

567 378 567 378 

- 744 456 744 456 

600 325 - 600 325 

1400 625 - 1400 625 

931 377 1175 475 936 379 

. 444 163 444 163 

1327 460 

1347 451 

- 1327 460 

1347 451 

2115 225 150 554 375 552 374 

3027 589 365 454 282 479 297 

3253 678 389 593 348 594 348 

3643 536 295 583 321 568 313 

2820 454 232 593 303 543 278 

2064 861 395 759 349 781 359 

1493 699 282 668 271 673 272 

1658 806 294 850 312 845 310 

671 896 310 733 254 778 269 

2066 945 316 962 322 959 321 



Table 19. (continued) 

Ex-Vessel Value($) Price {$/mt) 
Landings (mt) 

� ill Total 
sw FCZ Total 

Virginia 
Large 
1982 

1983 

Medium 
1981 

1982 

1983 

Small 

* 

* 

2 

4 

12 

35 

1981 6 

1982 41 

1983 , 112 

Unclassified 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

Total 
1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

71 

43 

51 

36 

16 

100 

44 

23 

18 

26 

71 

43 

51 

36 

16 

100 

44 

23 

19 

28 

- = zero. 

13 

22 

6 

24 

37 

24 

17 

30 

16 

3 

13 

22 

6 

24 

37 

24 

17 

40 

69 

152 

* = less than 0. 5 mt. 

* 

2 

4 

12 

36 

6 

42 

113 

84 

65 

57 

60 

53 

124 

61 

53 

34 

29 

84 

65 

57 

60 

53 

124 

61 

63 

88 

180 

29 

36 

158 

815 

48 

252 

404 

32185 

21151 

26975 

18542 

8947 

69776 

31116 

14162 

17529 

21819 

32185 

21151 

26975 

18542 

8947 

69776 

31116 

14246 

17939 

23067 

9 

13 

54 

273 

17 

87 

135 

21790 

13120 

15821 

10215 

4578 

32095 

12607 

5206 

6080 

7311 

21790 

13120 

15821 

10215 

4578 

32095 

12607 

5236 

6221 

7728 

95 

1791 

2231 

9830 

25135 

2889 

17549 

61956 

6484 

9210 

3312 

11865 

19253 

15837 

10453 

24668 

344 

180 

6484 

9210 

3312 

11865 

19253 

15837 

10453 

29788 

27818 

89062 

SW = State waters (internal + Territorial Sea). 
Nom == nominal or current dollars. 

32 

600 

820 

3409 

8423 

1062 

6087 

20762 

4389 

5713 

1942 

6537 

9853 

7284 

4235 

9069 

119 

60 

95 

1820 

2267 

9988 

25950 

2937 

17801 

62360 

38669 

30361 

30287 

30407 

28200 

85613 

41569 

38830 

17873 

21999 

4389 38669 

5713 30361 

1942 30287 

6537 30407 

9853 28200 

7284 85613 

4235 41569 

10951 44034 

9647 45757 

29845 112129 

Def = deflated ( 1967 = 1 00; Series 320, Consumer Prices All Items). 

32 731 246 731 246 

609 725 225 943 316 938 314 

833 

3463 

8696 

1079 

6174 

20897 

26179 

18833 

17763 

16752 

14431 

39379 

16842 

14275 

6199 

7371 

26179 

18833 

17763 

16752 

14431 

39379 

16842 

16187 

15868 

37573 

400 144 601 

439 150 825 

668 224 715 

221 597 219 

286 813 282 

240 714 239 

533 189 476 

514 178 424 

748 250 551 

175 477 175 

147 425 148 

185 552 185 

453 307 485 328 

493 306 420 260 

533 313 533 313 

520 286 494 272 

545 279 522 267 

700 322 659 303 

712 289 610 247 

61, 225 827 304 

952 330 22 8 

835 280 66 22 

458 310 

468 290 

533 313 

509 280 

529 271 

692 318 

683 277 

733 269 

526 182 

763 256 

453 307 485 328 458 310 

493 306 420 260 468 290 

533 313 533 313 533 313 

520 286 494 272 509 280 

545 279 522 267 529 271 

700 322 659 303 692 318 

712 289 610 247 683 277 

610 224 752 276 699 257 

931 323 403 140 518 180 

826 277 585 196 622 209 

large = 300·400 fish/1 00 lb. Medium == 400-450 fish/1 00 lb, Small = 450-550 fish/1 00 lb. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 
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Table 20. North Carolina Butterfish Landings, Ex·Vessel Value, and Price 

Jan Feb Mar Apr 

1974 1 * 2 1 

1975 2 2 1 

1976 2 13 1 

1977 5 3 1 

1978 * 3 8 6 

1979 3 6 9 2 

1980 9 17 3 2 

1981 21 6 7 12 

1982 6 5 7 2 

1983 7 15 7 6 

1974 412 199 397 260 

1975 397 576 229 638 

1976 292 2469 161 330 

1977 1659 985 258 

1978 177 1521 4636 3810 

1979 1664 3769 5722 1117 

1980 4829 10128 1532 1290 

1981 13053 5343 6712 12207 

1982 4453 3943 5117 1337 

1983 4427 7809 4550 3736 

1974 336 415 259 215 

1975 212 263 220 441 

1976 182 197 175 292 

1977 357 331 331 

1978 389 481 553 607 

1979 608 686 642 675 

1980 561 580 493 679 

1981 625 875 897 1053 

1982 740 812 725 578 

1983 598 508 633 637 

- = zero. 
" 

= less than 0. 5 mt. 
Source: unpub. prelim.NMFS data. 

1 1 M�Jy 1990 

May 

* 

12 

1 

3 
.. 

3 

3 

Jun M 
Landings {mt} 

1 
* 

lit 

* 

* 4 

1 6 

1 3 

16 12 

2 6 

1 3 

Ex-Vessel Value (i} 
12 167 40 

2758 

80 

12 

422 148 923 

1595 361 3179 

83 851 2446 

2311 17499 13795 

2949 2596 7080 

1183 1166 2816 

Price ($/mt} 
344 318 259 

223 

252 

113 

444 368 258 

462 500 569 

443 587 755 

821 1072 1198 

1061 1111 1212 

909 805 993 

94 

Aug 

* 

* 

* 

* 

2 

6 

7 

1 

6 

3 

152 

76 

92 

5 

1163 

3291 

4283 

1322 

6618 

2365 

451 

409 

411 

105 

618 

592 

603 

986 

1118 

882 

Sep Oct Nov 

9 14 

14 20 

1 3 3 

2 2 4 

10 4 8 

5 14 17 

6 9 4 

21 7 16 

12 17 13 
* * 1 

361 2501 2660 

361 1888 2320 

205 1077 1189 

245 641 976 

5144 2045 4200 

1828 7580 9468 

4744 5674 2954 

17996 4481 9735 

5919 8243 6904 

415 86 1040 

304 282 196 

263 133 118 

274 420 417 

127 305 277 

531 459 533 

359 553 555 

739 642 724 

865 672 620 

506 493 551 

850 882 882 

Dec Total 

5 34 

3 58 

2 24 

5 22 

3 50 

12 82 

5 67 

6 128 

42 120 

3 49 

1850 901, 

544 9787 

341 6236 

3066 7847 

1766 25955 

6001 45575 

3157 41971 

3707 108161 

14810 69969 

2230 31823 

345 261 

161 170 

220 255 

568 365 

565 517 

504 557 

631 623 

585 848 

357 585 

769 652 



Table 21. Butterfish Catch Distribution(%) by Month, ME-VA 

Jan Feb Mar � Max Jun Jul Au� � Oct Nov Dec 

Large 1972 -, --, --, 10 3 1 12 40 -a 

1973 2 1 1 1 2 4 5 , 1 18 27 18 10 

1974 27 7 5 3 1 4 12 21 9 9 

1975 36 24 10 1 t 2 1 3 5 7 6 3 

1976 8 4 2 3 3 3 1 2 14 13 22 26 

1977 16 1 , 4 2 4 2 6 16 20 20 8 

1978 1 3 2 1 5 2 3 10 12 29 20 12 

1979 26 1 3 4 3 1 1 13 13 15 6 5 

1980 2 2 5 2 1 2 2 5 30 14 10 26 

1981 3 4 3 6 5 9 5 8 18 13 25 

1982 3 7 1 5 7 7 3 6 7 30 13 1 1 

1983 6 4 3 4 5 7 16 6 17 10 15 7 

Medium 1972 1 5 20 15 4 12 43 

1973 14 22 6 2 9 7 8 7 9 14 2 

1974 28 3 1 1 1 1 3 5 27 17 1 13 

1975 26 15 3 1 1 4 12 17 7 7 7 

1976 8 1 1 15 8 7 10 17 14 7 11 

1977 19 3 3 8 20 2 6 38 

1978 23 20 7 6 11 9 1 2 6 2 12 1 

1979 34 4 5 6 17 1 4 2 9 14 3 2 

1980 2 3 4 2 2 , 2 3 23 25 7 25 

1981 12 6 2 1 2 4 1 2 4 13 19 35 

1982 2 12 2 1 3 43 7 22 8 

1983 18 4 12 11 4 2 8 5 13 14 6 , 

Small 1973 14 1 5 71 8 , 

1974 5 5 12 35 27 7 10 

1975 2 12 28 35 1 5 17 

1976 14 2 2 5 6 33 23 13 2 

1977 43 3 5 1 1 8 14 16 3 5 2 

1978 11 26 12 1 31 3 2 - 6 7 

1979 2 1 1 3 7 30 5 9 36 3 1 

1980 3 9 24 13 1 1 39 

1981 3 2 13 8 71 

1982 5 7 8 1 1 13 35 19 

1983 5 2 24 50 15 2 

Unc 1972 16 14 2 4 17 44 2 

1973 1 1 5 6 1 1 11 9 13 24 12 7 1 

1974 1 1 2 4 10 9 12 14 22 12 12 1 

1975 2 7 5 7 14 17 10 12 11 7 5 3 

1976 4 9 2 7 10 14 6 9 15 16 8 1 

1977 7 5 3 3 10 16 5 7 10 13 10 12 

1978 2 1 1 7 8 16 14 2 2 12 24 9 

1979 5 1 2 4 17 12 8 7 13 13 12 5 

1980 2 1 2 2 7 10 10 9 25 22 9 2 

1981 17 3 1 2 10 13 6 3 7 11 17 10 

1982 1 , 2 2 11 9 4 5 15 24 21 6 

1983 1 1 1 2 10 8 2 4 14 36 18 3 

Total 1972 1 1 10 11 3 8 13 29 19 5 

1973 3 4 4 4 8 9 8 12 20 16 9 3 

1974 13 4 3 4 6 5 7 10 19 15 10 5 

1975 15 13 6 5 8 10 7 9 10 7 6 3 

1976 5 6 2 4 9 10 5 8 16 15 11 9 

1977 12 3 2 3 5 10 4 7 14 12 12 17 

1978 4 5 2 2 7 6 5 8 9 23 19 10 

1979 20 1 1 3 9 6 9 10 12 14 7 s 

1980 2 2 4 2 2 3 4 6 27 19 9 22 

1981 9 4 1 2 5 5 4 3 6 14 15 32 

1982 3 9 4 1 2 2 1 3 27 13 24 12 

1983 7 2 4 4 4 3 5 3 18 32 13 3 

Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 
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Table 22. Butterfish Catch Distribution(%) by Month by State 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun M Aug 
� 

Oct Nov Dec 

ME 1972 ---; 

1973 9 90 
1976 6 94 
1977 96 4 
1978 84 16 
1979 75 7 6 2 10 
1980 97 1 2 
1981 100 
1982 7 5 12 55 21 

1983 3 12 11 51 20 3 

NH 1981 6 94 
1982 23 69 8 
1983 5 18 73 3 

MA 1972 14 16 8 29 29 4 

1973 23 25 7 1 2 37 4 
1974 3 6 1 1 1 3 1 1 40 23 3 

1975 6 3 33 5 2 25 22 4 

1976 31 15 14 19 10 7 3 
1977 8 27 9 25 1 1 3 8 8 

1978 2 21 34 9 7 7 16 3 1 

1979 28 6 1 2 21 33 4 5 
1980 4 1 2 4 8 31 14 35 

1981 1 31 19 47 

1982 9 2 1 4 10 5 12 45 12 

1983 8 1 8 7 3 2 13 40 17 2 

Rl 1972 1 1 1 8 9 4 9 5 28 26 8 

1973 6 8 2 1 7 6 9 10 15 19 12 7 

1974 27 6 4 3 1 3 1 5 13 20 8 10 
1975 31 20 8 1 3 4 2 6 8 7 6 4 

1976 8 2 1 3 4 8 1 3 19 16 14 20 

1977 17 1 1 2 4 9 2 6 16 11 13 20 

1978 5 5 2 1 6 3 4 9 10 25 17 10 

1979 28 1 3 4 4 11 12 12 15 5 5 

1980 2 2 4 2 1 2 3 5 28 18 8 24 

1981 10 4 1 2 3 5 4 3 5 13 16 35 

1982 3 9 4 1 1 1 1 3 29 12 25 12 

1983 9 1 5 4 3 3 7 3 20 31 12 3 

NY 1973 2 2 17 17 10 22 6 15 8 1 

1974 2 2 7 17 10 4 17 11 12 14 3 
1975 3 11 4 6 18 26 11 3 4 8 5 3 

1976 5 14 1 7 12 13 6 8 7 17 9 1 

1977 1 2 2 2 10 16 8 9 9 14 10 16 

1978 3 , 2 4 15 12 2 1 17 30 13 
1979 7 1 5 9 10 8 7 12 16 18 8 

1980 3 1 2 3 10 6 14 11 17 20 12 3 
1981 6 3 1 4 8 19 12 6 10 14 15 3 

1982 1 1 3 2 5 6 3 4 18 39 14 4 

1983 1 1 2 1 6 2 2 4 15 43 20 3 

NJ 1973 2 1 8 10 3 1 4 10 41 1 1 7 1 

1974 3 2 1 3 3 6 22 11 35 7 6 1 
1975 3 3 6 10 7 3 1 1 26 23 3 3 2 

1976 4 5 3 9 5 1 9 8 25 14 8 3 
1977 19 12 4 4 5 2 2 1 11 16 14 12 

1978 1 2 4 13 17 15 1 3 1 1 2 29 3 
1979 6 6 5 9 42 6 4 1 8 6 4 3 
1980 3 3 7 5 5 4 11 40 13 5 4 
1981 6 12 3 9 35 4 3 12 9 6 3 
1982 5 4 12 5 18 2 6 16 16 17 
1983 12 11 14 10 16 3 2 10 12 5 2 

MD 1980 4 16 20 9 7 6 13 15 10 
1981 28 13 22 2 1 1 12 1 1 8 2 
1982 9 2 - 5 4 3 2 13 30 34 

1983 8 2 6 40 16 7 2 2 5 6 6 
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Table 22. (continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr Mas Jun Jul A�g 518 Oct Nov Dec 
VA 1973 3 3 4 27 13 16 7 2 

1974 1 1 2 5 5 3 15 9 24 34 1 
1975 12 8 4 4 4 11 28 24 3 
1976 1 5 2 2 8 8 21 32 16 4 
1977 5 12 4 1 5 3 25 24 17 2 
1978 8 14 22 7 9 3 3 9 1 1 14 1 
1979 3 8 1 3 1 , 7 22 27 10 7 1 
1980 7 8 4 2 15 5 12 34 7 5 1 
1981 9 22 11 6 1 6 1 3 17 12 6 6 
1982 23 8 8 . 23 1 4 9 6 12 2 2 
1983 4 4 6 8 4 1 6 5 33 26 3 

· = zero. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

Table 23. Estimated Recreational Mackerel catch (thousands), 1979·1983 

ME ·CT NY·VA NC ·East Coast FL Total 

1979 

Number landed (A) 1,477 3,593 * 5,070 

Number harvested (81) 1,692 402 * 2,094 

Number released (82) 138 * 140 

Total Number Caught (A + 81 + 82) 3,307 3,998 'Ill: 7,304 
Weight (lbs., 000), landed fish (A) 2,084 3,184 * 5,268 

Avg. weight/landed fish (lb.) 1 . 41 0.89 1.03 

1980 

Number landed (A) 819 3,745 * 4,564 

Number harvested (8 1) 578 221 * 799 

Number released (82) 74 * * 74 

Total Number Caught (A + 81 + 82) 1,471 3,966 tit 5,437 

Wetght (lbs., 000), landed fish (A) 728 3,724 * 4,452 

Avg weigh'VIanded fish (lb.) 0.89 0.99 0.97 

1981 

Number landed (A) 761 6,794 * 7,554 
Number harvested (8 1) 1 , 320 2,027 * 3,348 

Number released (82) 35 132 * 167 

Total Number Caught (A + B 1 + 82) 2 ,116 8,953 * 11,069 

Weight (lbs., 000), landed fish (A) 461 12,522 * 12,983 

Avg. weight/landed fish (lb.) 0 61 1 . 84 1.72 

1982 

Number landed (A) 205 73 1 * 936 

Number harvested (B 1) 449 126 * 575 
Number released (82) * * * 

Total Number Caught (A + 81 + B2) 664 856 * 1,520 

Weight (lbs., 000), landed fish (A) 2 1 6  1,532 * 1,749 

Avg. weight/landed fish (lb.) 1.05 2.10 1 . 86 

A = fish retained and sampled by interviewers. B 1 = fish retained and not sampled by interviewers. 82 = 

fish released by anglers. Source: USDC, 1984b, 1 985b. 
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Table 24. East Coast Recreational Catch Number of Fish (No .• in thousands), Weight (Lbs .• in thousands), and 
Average Weight of Type A Fish (Mean Lbs.), 1979, 1980, 1981, and 1982 

Bluefish 

Spot 

Winter flounder 

Summer flounder 

Other fish 

Sea basses/groupers 

Scup 

Weakfish 

Catf1shes 

Atlantic mackerel 

AtlantiC croaker 

Searobms 

Hakes 

Grunts/tomtate 

Snappers 

MulleH 

Porgies 

Wh1te perch 

Cunner 

AtlantiC cod 

Pollock 

Tautog 

Kingf1shes 

Jacks 

Ptnfish 

Flounders 

Sharks 

Spotted seatrout 

Sheepshead 

Drums 

Dolphins 

King mackerel 

Spanish mackerel 

Striped bass 

Bon1to & little tunny 

Puffers 

Mackerels & tunas 

Trigger & f1lef1shes 

Silver perch 

Barracudas 

TOTAL 

1979 1980 1981 

Mean Mean 

No. Lbs. 

35746 136907 

25644 10257 

32834 26267 

24164 25130 

18876 21680 

Lbs. No. Lbs. 

3.83 41514 148620 

0.40 28691 13,97 

0.80 1 9064 16776 

1.04 28491 67238 

1.15 21346 22183 

1.28 9971 12663 

0.82 14467 9548 

2.47 15030 45841 

Lbs. No. Lbs. 

3.58 32000 123200 

0.46 28078 12635 

0.88 19430 19430 

2.36 13709 16725 

1.04 11320 33507 

8147 10428 1.27 10208 9493 

11574 9490 0.66 7440 5729 

5255 12979 

12513 14264 

3.05 9511 15788 

1.14 4704 6726 1 .43 3822 5504 

7304 7523 1.03 5437 5273 0.97 11069 19039 

101 1 1 6774 0.67 5921 3019 0.51 

0.63 

0.47 

0.48 

1.26 

, .73 

0.79 

0.59 

0.29 

5.66 

1.05 

2.50 

0.56 

1.72 

0.29 

4939 2568 0.52 7863 4953 

1342 1194 0.89 16117 7574 

6005 3422 0.57 4668 2240 

3902 4916 1.26 3512 4425 

4855 2087 0.43 4275 7395 

4435 3548 0.80 3047 2407 

7322 3514 0.48 3568 2105 

3741 1047 0.28 4382 1270 

3091 8685 2.81 2439 13804 

3648 2261 0.62 4446 4668 

3310 6454 1.95 3285 8212 

2094 1465 0.70 3214 1799 

3554 4193 1.18 2678 4606 

4981 1295 0.26 2116 613 

1991 1752 0.88 

2515 143982 57.25 

3803 6579 1.73 

2000 4340 2.17 

2974 5888 , .98 

2095 11857 5.66 

391 3827 9.79 

847 1787 2.11 

2017 8894 4.41 

724 4691 6.48 

334 150 0 45 

361 8775 24.31 

470 925 , .97 

390 156 0.40 

404 2424 6.00 

270703 534375 

3131 3131 1.00 

2311 39287 17.00 

1978 2156 1.09 

1147 2018 1.76 

995 3402 3.42 

1298 6619 5.10 

1385 11897 8.59 

885 1699 1.92 

584 2207 3.78 

1052 10151 9.65 

793 578 0.73 

SOl 4609 9.20 

528 1425 2.70 

575 92 0.16 

332 3814 11.49 

277741 510240 

4100 2255 

2488 1468 

393 303 

3090 1823 

2742 3263 

2101 2038 

1677 1744 

1746 751 

2281 753 

4922 19590 

2724 2724 

2008 5602 

3181 2290 

2525 9317 

1840 846 

908 7718 

2574 62471 

1304 1995 

2592 4018 

600 1182 

872 4770 

1977 15045 

1303 1941 

892 1481 

567 3583 

280 109 

593 4714 

123 285 

157 33 

206 1285 

199353 426447 

No. = Sum oftypes A and B. 

Lbs. =Ave. weight oftype A fish X number of types A + B fish . 

Source: USDC, 1984b and 1985b. 
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1982 4 Year 

Mean 

Lbs. No. Lbs. 

3.85 32666 104204 

0.45 19646 5893 

1.00 19926 19128 

, .22 23647 27903 

2.96 10871 23417 

0.93 22298 26980 

0.77 7714 7405 

Mean Mean 

Lbs.� 
3.19 35482 

0.30 25515 

0.96 22814 

1.18 22503 

2.15 15603 

1.21 12656 

0.96 10299 

, .66 2300 1 2420 5.40 8024 

1.44 4407 3745 0.85 6362 

1.72 1520 2827 1.86 6333 

0.55 

0.59 

0.77 

0.59 

, .19 

0.97 

1.04 

0.43 

0.33 

3.98 

1.00 

2.79 

0.72 

3.69 

0.46 

8.50 

24.27 

1.53 

1.55 

, .97 

5.47 

7.61 

, .49 

, .49 

6.32 

0.39 

7.95 

2.32 

0.21 

6.24 

3681 1730 0.47 

4930 3155 0.64 

1170 678 0.58 

4618 5172 1.12 

6204 5831 0.94 

3719 3161 0.85 

4737 11558 2.44 

1242 707 0.57 

3298 1055 0.32 

3249 13125 4.04 

1685 5560 3.30 

3571 10784 3.02 

2521 1537 0.61 

2070 3560 1.72 

1715 463 0.27 

4011 3730 0.93 

2220 43532 19.61 

1776 1864 1.05 

1061 2419 2.28 

1087 2097 1.93 

702 4408 6.28 

1079 7919 7.34 

1529 2079 1.36 

911 , 2872 14.13 

862 3672 4.26 

429 321 0.75 

217 6039 27.83 

354 1214 3.43 

344 72 0.21 

292 1909 6.54 

2102.79 396145 

5953 

5055 

4756 

4595 

4090 

3738 

3474 

3470 

3426 

3425 

3126 

3044 

2753 

2707 

2663 

2510 

2405 

2215 

1700 

1414 

1242 

1208 

1141 

1101 

801 

459 

418 

369 

367 

309 

239525 



Table 25. Loligo, 1//ex, Mackerel, & Butterfish OY, OAH, Reserve, 
TALFF, Allocation, and Catch (mt) by Fishing Year 

Final TALFF Allo-
Initial Allo- Allo- TALFF cation 

Species OY DAH Reserve TALFF cation Catch cated Caught Caught 
1979-80 

Lo/igo 44,000 14,000 35,500 32,130 19,238 86% 54% 63% 
//lex 30,000 10,000 24,730 23,285 15,966 94 65 69 

Mackerel 15,500 14,000 1,200 1,089 394 92 33 36 

Butterfish 11,000 7,000 4,000 1,680 1,247 83 31 37 

1980-81 

Loligo 44,000 7,000 19,000 37,000 35,075 20,194 95 55 58 
//lex 30,000 5,000 13,000 25,000 25,000 18,641 100 75 75 
Mackerel 30,000 20,000 6,000 10,000 9,950 5,312 100 53 53 

Butte rfish 11,000 7,000 3,685 3,685 1,115 92 28 30 

1981-82 

Loligo 44,000 7,000 19,000 37,000 35,789 13,454 98 37 38 

//lex 30,000 5,000 13 .. 000 25,000 24,426 14,982 98 60 61 
Mackerel 30,000 20,000 6,000 10,000 7,688 2,104 77 21 27 

Butterfish 11,000 7,000 1,400 1,200 516 85 36 43 

1982-83 

Loligo 44,000 7,000 19,000 37,000 20,350 12,734 55 34 63 

Ill ex 30,000 5,000 13,000 23,000 21,100 12,940 93 57 61 

Mackerel 30,000 20,000 6,000 9,000 8,700 1,192 97 13 14 
Butterfish 11,000 7,000 4,000 1,133 803 28 20 71 

1983-84 

Loligo 44,000 22,000 11,000 21,166 16,150 12,916 76 61 80 

1/Jex 30,000 27,100 1,450 2,900 2,886 408 100 14 14 

Mackerel 101,700 30,000 35,850 71,700 17,898 6,315 2 9 35 

Butterfish 16,000 13,800 2,200 1,435 578 65 26 40 

1984-85 

Loligo 30,263 17,875 12,388 12,326 7,796 99 63 63 
//lex 16,788 13,500 3,288 3,226 427 98 13 13 

Mackerel 83,590 26,500 13,941 42,441 23,400 16,441 55 39 70 
Butterfish 16,000 11,000 1,249 840 564 67 45 67 

1985-86 (as of 5/9/85) 

Loligo 28,200 22,500 5,725 
//lex 16,700 16,000 3,700 
Mackerel 225,300 123,200 51,050 51,050 
Butterfish 16,000 11,000 1,025 

- =zero. 
* :::::: less than 1%. 

Note: The initial butterfish TALFF for 1981-82 was 4,000 mt. The Council certified an annual fishing level 

Sources: 

of 759 mt. Late in the year NMFS transferred to TALFF 659 mt, bringing the final TALFF to 1,400 

mt. This resulted in 2,582 mt available for foreign allocation in 1982-83, in addition to the 4,000 

mt TALFF. However, that carry-over was never counted as TALFF and never allocated during 1982-

83. 

OY, Init ial DAH, Final TALFF, and Final Allocations from USDC, 1985a. Initial Reserve from Federal 
Register notices. 
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Table 26. Permitted Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish Vessels, 1981 • 1984 

No. of Vessels 
Fishery Permit 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Mackerel commercial 769 1,068 1,433 1,836 
party/charter 196 247 273 310 
incidental 177 274 335 407 

Squid commercial 674 892 1,170 1,496 
party/charter 37 46 47 57 
incidental 125 185 220 234 

Butterfish commercial 345 553 829 1,133 
party/charter 10 17 21 32 
incidental 75 158 193 230 

Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

Table 27. Recreational Catch and Average Trip Cost of Mackerel by Mode, 1979�1982 

Average Cost/TriQ 
Year Region Mode Number Caught Nominal$ 1984$* 
1979 New England Man made 267,000 $3.70 $5.29 

Beach/ba·nk 37,000 8.50 12.16 
Party/charter 455,000 27.10 38.78 
Private/rental 2,548,000 12.50 17.89 

Mid�Atlantic Man made 60,000 6.60 9.44 
Party/charter 28,000 35.20 50.37 
Private/ rental 3,910,000 13.30 19.03 

1980 New England Man made 32,000 5.50 6.93 
Beach/bank 243,000 6.00 7.56 
Party/charter 132,000 32.00 40.34 
Private/rental 1,064,000 12.80 16.13 

Mid-Atlantic Party/charter 3,713,000 35.40 44.62 
Private/rental 252,000 16.80 21.18 

1981 New England Man made 97,000 N/A N/A 
Party I charter 878,000 N/A N/A 
Private/ rental 1,141,000 N/A N/A 

Mid-Atlantic Man made 632,000 N/A N/A 
Party/charter 7,908,000 N/A N/A 
Private/rental 414,000 N/A N/A 

1982 New England Man made 146,000 N/A N/A 
Beach/bank 191,000 N/A N/A 
Party/charter 64,000 N/A N/A 
Private/rental 264,000 N/A N/A 

Mid�Atlantic Party/charter 439,000 N/A N/A 
Private/ renta I 418,000 N/A N/A 

* Based on consumer price index, all items, urban consumers, Survey of Current Business, USDC. 

Source: USDC, 1984b and 1985b. 
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Table 28. Distribution of Recreational Mackerel Catch by Mode. 1979-1982 

1979 Man made 
Beach/bank 
Party/charter 
Private/rental 

1980 Man made 
Beach/bank 
Party/charter 
Private/rental 

1981 Man made 
Beach/bank 
Party/charter 
Private/rental 

1982 Man made 
Beach/bank 
Party/charter 
Private/rental 

Note: Percentages may total more than 100% due to rounding. 
Source: USDC, 1984b and 1985b. 

4% 

1% 

7% 

88% 

1% 

4% 

71% 

24% 

7% 

0% 

79% 

14 

10% 

13% 

33% 

45% 

Table 29. Production of Frozen Squid (mt) by Region, 1973·1983* 

Year New England Mid-Atlantic South Atlantic 
1973 213 43 2 

1974 389 54 65 

1975 196 68 41 

1976 1,358 96 81 

1977 740 2 2 

1978 188 33 2 

1979 1,631 143 

1980 496 66 

1981 150 11 

1982 234 70 

1983 1,548 

Total# 
258 

508 

305 

1,535 

819 

225 

1,774 

562 

161 

304 

1,548 

Production by firms voluntarily reporting to NMFS. Excludes freezings by firms not reporting to NMFS 
on a monthly basis, by firms operating plate freezers at the end of fillet lines, and production of fishery 
products frozen on US vessels. 

# % of total freezings used for human consumption, bait, and for other purposes is unknown. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

Table 30. Summary of MAFMC Processor Surveys (mt) 

Fishing Year Loliqo Ill ex Mackerel Butterfish 
1981 Survey 1981-1982 1,600 2,800 3,500 

1982-1983 5,200 5,100 5,600 

1982 Survey 1982-1983 3,311 1,724 641 3,829 

1983-1984 6,714 3,674 1,638 6,831 

1983 Survey 1983-1984 6,028 2,152 5,300 6,621 

1984-1985 11,723 8,078 7,295 10,631 

1984 Survey 1984-1985 5,958 2,313 1,609 3,897 

1985-1986 18,652 6,613 6,591 2,836 

No)te: t.squ1d. m<HkE-rel.orbutterf,shfnmHespondedtothesurlleym 1981.10,n 1982,19m 1983,and8m 198Ll 
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Table 31. Summary of Joint Venture Activities in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean 

Year Flag State 
198 1 Japan 

1982 . Bulgaria 

Italy 

Japan 

Poland 

Portugal 

USSR 

GDR 

1983 GDR 

Italy 

Japan 

Portugal 

Spain 

11 lv1,iy 1990 

US Partner 
Lund's Fisheries 

Joint Trawlers 

fass Brothers 

Lund's Fisheries 

Oceanside Fisheries 

Lund's Fisheries 

Lund's Fisheries & Joint Trawlers 

Mid�Atlantic Fishery Export 
Corporation 

Joint Trawlers 

Joint Trawlers 

Sea Harvest, Inc. 
(lntn'l Seafoods) 

Charles Stinson 

Lund's Fisheries ( 1) 

Lunds's Fisheries (2) 

Lund's Fisheries 

Joint Trawlers 

Scan Ocean, Inc. 

Robert Metafora 

Sea Harvest, Inc. ( 1) 

Sea Harvest, Inc (2) 

102 

Species Tonnage 
Loligo 1,000 

Mackerel 6,000 

Loligo 2,000 

//lex 1,000 

Loligo 800 

//lex 800 

Loligo 1,000 

Herring 4,000 

//lex 400 

Ill ex 1,400 

Mackerel 6,500 

Silver hake 13,000 

Red hake 4,000 

Loligo 2,500 

Mackerel 5,000 

Loligo 2,500 

Mackerel 5,000 

Ill ex 5,950 

Loligo 6,000 

Loligo 300 

Mackerel 300 

Butterfish 1,000 

Ill ex 850 

Loligo 1,000 

Butterfish 1,000 

Mackerel 300 

Loligo 300 

//lex 8,500 

//lex 2,550 

//lex 4,250 

Loligo 3,000 

Loligo 1,500 

Ill ex 2,800 

Loligo 1,300 

Ill ex , ,400 

Loligo 1,400 

Perm it Status 
issueu 

issued 
issued 
issued 

issued 
issued 

issued 

issued 

issued 

issued 

withdrawn 
withdrawn 
withdrawn 

issued 
issued 

issued 
issued 

issued 
issued 

denied 
denied 
denied 

issued 
issued 

den ied 
denied 
denied 

issued 

issued 

issued 
issued 

issued 

denied 
issued 

denied 
issued 



Table 31. (continued) 

Year Flag State US Partner Species Tonnage Permit Status 
1983 Spai n Stonavar Lo/igo 2,000 issued 

Shoreside Co. Lo/igo 2,500 issued 

USSR Scan Ocean, Inc. Ill ex 12,000 denied 

Loligo 200 denied 

Mackerel 500 denied 

1984 GDR Joint Trawlers Mackerel 3,400 approved 

NL Scan Ocean, Inc Mackerel 10,000 approved 

Spain Stonavar Loligo 2,500 approved 
Ill ex 1,000 approved 
S.hake 2,000 pending 

Japan Lund Fisheries Ill ex 1,700 approved 

Eastern Ll Trawlers Lo/igo 1,000 approved 

Italy ISTC Loligo 2,500 approved 
//lex 3,000 approved 

Portugal Scan Ocean Loligo 2,500 approved 
Ill ex 4,000 approved 

Lund Fisheries Ill ex 4,000 pending 

Jo int Traw lers Ill ex 3,000 approved 

1985 NL Scan Ocean Mac kerel 5,000 approved 

Spain Stonavar Shake 2,000 pending 
Ill ex 2,500 approved 

Japan Eastern Ll Trawlers Lo/igo 1,000 approved 
Ill ex 1,500 approved 

Italy ISTC Loti go 1,000 approved 
Ill ex , ,000 approved 

GDR Joint Trawlers Mackerel 5,000 approved 

Portugal Joint Trawlers //lex 3,000 approved 

Scan Ocean Loligo 500 approved 
//lex 1,000 approved 

Lund Fisheries Loligo 200 approved 
Ill ex 1,000 approved 

USSR RNS Mackerel 5,000 pending 

Nl = Netherlands. 
GDR = German Democrat ic Republic. 
Source: NMFS Northeast Region, pers. comm. and JV applications. 
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Table 32. Mackerel Imports and Exports 

lmQorts ExQorts from East Coast Ports 
Year Live Weight Equivalent (mt) 

1972 4,468 

1973 6,172 

1974 6,851 

1975 6,974 

1976 6,265 

1977 6,830 

1978 18,270 

1979 211162 

1980 17,936 
1981 12,479 

1982 12,017 

1983 13,950 

1984 19,894 

1985 3,589 

* = 1985 data Jan·Mar only 
NA = data not available. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

Dollars Live Weight Equivalent (mt) 

797,159 NA 
1,134,590 NA 
1,297,871 NA 
1,598,791 NA 
1,664,397 NA 
1,723,573 NA 
5,304,475 NA 
6,359,631 NA 
6,007,962 NA 
4,815,812 137 
5,4, 9,014 149 

5,944,546 17 

6,811,922 77 

1,616,321 23 

Table 33. Squid Exports from East Coast Ports 

Canned 
Live Weight Equivalent (mt) 

1975 
1976 
1977 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

1985* 

132 
11175 

346 

2,516 
1,866 
4,268 
1,172 

330 

375 

228 

* = 1985 data Jan·Mar only. 
· = zero. 
NA = data not available. 
Source: unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

1 1 M.1y 1990 

Dollars 

361669 
466,507 
150,073 

1,257,849 
644,270 

1,475,379 
657,787 

190,625 

326,250 
931747 

104 

Frozen 
Live Weight Equivalent (mt) 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

864 

2,840 
3,719 
11771 

176 

Dollars 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

111,621 

173,559 

30,445 
101,632 

251890 

Dollars 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

1,4371970 

4,512,693 
7,127,769 
3,383,944 

251,412 



Table ,6. Squid, M��ekerel end 8utterflth O.te NeHt 
Commt'nt&ry 

Oete £1ement Ane1y�s/lkes _User_ (Jr_oups_ __ PRtB_Sourcft Ou&lil yf Av&ilabilit y 

A. Commerclel catch 

1� 8y-weeldy lendlnrJt Monitor cttlch in the f"v�nt rtNrP. r/Nf:C weiqhnut!l Quttllty & evflilnbUity 
shnrt notice i!t reQuir�d currently sntisfnctory 
to re lf!a!tf! re!tervP!I. do,.,. 
fitheries if cetch exceed 
quote�t 11tc. 

2. Monthlylllt'ftlel Monitor catch; evnlunte r /Nrc, r /N£R, f" /NEC weiqhout!l; Rnnmtl Quality A: eveitebility 
l11ndinqt by wee, �ar, per formence of fi�h.-ry; COtmctl, totAls will inc1\Jdf! currently aati!thtctory 
vettMI cl&ss input for stocl< lt!t�'"�'- Council stnH ndditionol dnt:1 from 

menhs economic nnnlysis Slnlt"!t & NMF"S cnnvnu 

1. rllhlnq effort Input for st ocl< ""'"�!'- F"/NCC, r IN£C intt"rviews, Greater coveraQP of fishinq 
(dBy! flthed by trip, ment1 economic nnnlysis; Council stnff loqhooks trips df'sired 
area, month, qear, etc) monitor trend!l in f i!lhinQ 

effort 

6. moiGqlcal data Input for stock r/Nrc r /NEC port snmphnQ; tlunlit y of semplr.s hR!I 
(lenqthllqe t•rnplet 1111sessment !JtnlP!I in !IOmP C:l!JP5 imf'H'lv,.d in recent y�ars; 
by ere•• gear, month) in cooper�tion/ wontw: ynprovement still 

contrnct with r /t-.fLC detired 

5. Olte•rftd e11tch Input for ttock �INEC r /N(C intt"rviews, sea Mutt critical problem for 
...... (&ree, mohth. etc.) ll!t!elttment somplinq, loqbooks butterfith; d11t11 currently 0 
V1 ina�quete. mu!tt be improved 

6. Value of lendlnqe Economic ant�ly•is; F" /t>¥_C, f" /Nf_R, f" /N£C weiqhouts Ostft �·>iii improve 111 more 
(ex·vet.el price) monitor velue of Council steff landingt 11re eccounted for 

landinqt in weiqhouh in !lOme !ttRlf'!S 

7. Vettel COlli Economic Rtlnlyllit f" /NrC, F /NtR, Ves�l owners & Oeh1 currently not 
opernton 11vaitnble 

B. US recreetlon11l catch 
(Mackerel only) 

1. B•·monthly/emual Monitor catch; input for rtNrc, r/Nr.R, Nt-4f"S Rec. ri!th Owta collected BnnU&IIy since 
catch by area & mode ttork 111�asment; Council, Survey 1979; 11\lllth•bility of rf'liUil!l 
of CfiPtute enalytit CO\tncil st nfr �rently not sati!thtctory but 

•mprovft in the future; nc-curn(" 
cl!ttch ettimtttt"s uncertein 

2. Bioloqlcal dwte Input for stock f"/N(C NMF"S Rec. F"ith 011ta collected ••nee l 919 but 
(length/�tqe MmpiM by Mtetwments Survr.y not currently RvRiiRhle for 
Rrf'R, bimonthly period, IWltllywb: qu111ity unct-rt11in 
& mode of c8J)ture 

l. rtwhlnq effort Ponible input for !thrk rtNrr:. Loqhooh Would require time-s.-rirs 
(pllrty/chnrter) AUf'n�nt; monitor rounrtl <tlnrf of nl I�R!tl � yt"nn to 

f' ffor t lrf"nrf"' in thi"' rvnlunlf' U!trfu1nf""'"'! d:ttn 
!lf"f'Jmf"nt of fi.,hrry; curtrnt ly nnt nva1lnhlr 
rronotntr nnnly·a., 



Oete Element AnniiM'!I/U�s 

6. VeltM! of �eteh/ Monitor vwl� of �ntch; 
total expendituret economic annly!ti!l; 

develop/monitor nlloce· 
tionll bet ween n�cre ntionA1 
t\ commercinl U!M!t qroup!t 

c. F"orelcpt eet�h 

1. Weeltly �•teh by Monttor quotn!l 
country ht us rcz 

2. Monthly/ennuel Monitor fishery; input 
catch by country, for stock asses!lment 
&rea In US f"C l 

). Blolof}leel data Input for •tock 
(length/ eqtt •wmplet tr.t!leltment 
by country, month, 
& aree} 

6. Monthly/....uel Monitor fithery; input 
catch by country, for 1tock assessment 
in Centtdiwn weten 
(mackerel only) 

S. Age eompMitlon Input for tlock · 

..... of meckerel eeteh by usenment 
0 Cenada in their (j\ 

weter• 

f'J. Joint Venture catch 

1. Weeldy/blmonthly MonitOI' perform�tnce nf 
cetch by US t\ Joint venture for quota 
foreign ..,,eels purposf"s; enforcemPnt 

2. Monthly/enmef MonitOI' performance of 
cetch by eteflt Joint Joint ventur"'; input for 
venture, country etock lt!l!lf"!l!lmt!nt, 

l. 8ioloqfcal d•t• t....,ut for ttock 
Clenqth/eqe Mmplea Mtestnwmt 
by country, month, 
Rft!lt) 

fl. F"i!thinq effort by inpHt for !ttork 
US Yf"!'l!tf"l• in Joint A'l'lf"'l"'mrnt; rrnnorn1r 

'lf"fltUtf' (dnyt fi!thPri nnnly•u!t 
hy "'"'"• month, Qf"fl1", 
t!lC.) 

t nhte '4 (�lnt�P-dl 

U9f"tGr�!i 

r /Nf:C, F" /N£R, 
Council stnff 

f"/NtR 

r /Nrc, r /NtR, 
Council, 
Council steff 

r/Ntc 

f"/N(C, f"/NER, 
Council stnff 

F/NtC 

f/NtR 

rfNr:R, r/Ntc. 
Council. 
Council staff 

r/Nr.c 

f/Nrr, 
( nttnr tl 'It n ff 

Ontn Sour�e 

Po,ibly NMVS Rttc. 
F"i!lh Surv�y or 
othf"t sources 

f"oreiqn repoth 
to F"/Nf.R 

f" or.-iqn report! to 
NMFS; NAF"O 
!ltntistics 

f" /N[R f" Otf"iQO 
f'"ishrry Ob!w.tver 
Proqrnm 

Cnnndn; NAro 

Canarii11n RS!'It!!!t-
rn�nt !lcientists 

r oreiqn re.,orh 
to F /t-Jf.R; ob,,.rver 
ff"JlOfhj lJS JlArti'W't 
of joint venture 

f" 0f"'iQf1 tf"{lOth 
to r (Nf.R; obs"'rvll'!'t 
tf"POtts; US pnrtrn!r 
of Joint venture 

r /N[R. F oreiqn Fisheries 
Ob�rv .. r Proqtnm 

F /Nr R. r orriqn F i�hrrir" 
f1h'lrtvrr PrncJtnm 

Com�ntnry 
tluelit r/ Avwilability_ 

Oate eurrenUy not 
evaileble 

No eppttrent problem with 
pretttnt eystem 

Current data tatisfactory 

Oata qeMrelly 
satisfActory 

Oeta currently setisf&dory 
although not elways timely 

Oat• currently 18tisfectory 

Oete eurrenUy 
18tisf wctory 

IJ�tte pre�ntly available to 
F /N£R & r /Nf:.C but must els 
ev�tlleble to Counci1 ttaff (& 
to COt.lf1CU), pRtticuiArly to ev 
Joint ventUTe pt!tformnnce in' 
yeer whftn comidf"rinq epplica 
for next year 

Oet11 eunently satltfBetoty 

0RtR qunl1ty A quRntity 
Utl("rttnin "" Jlftlf'Jrnm '" """"' 



t 8ble lie (continued) 
Comm�ntary 

Oata Element Anelx••IU•• User Grou21 Onta Sour�•- ___ _Quality/Availability 

£. R�search .et•l 
11bundence indeJC 

1. Total ttaelc, Input for •tuck f"/Nf:.C F /Nf:..C eprinq & r I"'LC turvey data runently 
pre-rectuiU ll!ltlellment autumn bottom trewl 11vaileble & beinq uwd; hiqh 

survey year-to-year variability; excell�nt 
for monitoring lonq term-trend•; 
substantial reduction in variability 
would be very expensive 

2. £ qqs. lervae Input for etadc F"/NEC r"fNEC MARMAP Of limited uee now only for 
as�lt�nt surveys mgclf:erel; n ot pre�nt1y pert of 
(bac1c-calculate os�e5sment data base a possible 
tpawninq stock size) future potential 

F". £etimated celrh of Seltif1CJ marlceret OV f"/NER, Conodinn qovernrnent Oifficult to tlltimate given 
mncke.-el in Canedian for US watetl Council staff sources; F /NER; uncertainitie• in Canadian 
watere for year OV Council stnff meckeral fishery; esttmote 
is beinq eatabUthed is required In formula specified In 

current F"MP Amendment 

G. Allocated portlorw of OeterminsUon of T ALFF" F/Nr.R, US State Oept. Necensry information for 
TALFT for red & tilver for butterfish & Council staff epecifyinq T ALFF" for 

1-' 
hake, 1q0id & '"•-*erel msckerel (under cerl&in butterfiah & mackerel 

0 conditions of etoc1c bB�ed on proceduret 
-.J biomass) ·currently adopted 

H. Oomettic harvettlnq Economic &nalyaia; F"/NER, f" /Nt:C weiqhouts; Duality & aveilability 
capacity (number of determine OAH; monitor Council staff ves�l owners of prearnl eatimstet 
vessels. capacity, etc} potential flthinq effort; & operntors require impro.ement 

evaluete Joint venture 
epplicatiorw 

I. Oomeetic proreaslfMJ �termlne OAP; economic F/N(R, Survey of Quality & ltYilability of data 
capacity (nu�r of llnelyala; evsluate Council steff processore currently •nadequete for present 
proceeeon capacity, Joint venture appllcat ions needs 
percent nqe uted now 
�rcenteqe foreratt for 
following year, product 
flow, employment, etc.) 

J. World market data Determine OV, TALFF"; F"/NtR, FINER Market Newt Some det& In thi1 category 
( importl, export It evaluate Joint venture Council staff Rranch; Aurenu of availsble, tome not; more 
foreign production, applic stion1 Cemu�; f" AO; other detailed information by 
foreiqn merkeh, etc.) sources required specie• required 

Source: MAF'MC Srtentific end StetitUc&l CommitP.e, Oecembr.r, l98J. 



Table 35. Data Priorities for Mid�Atlantic Region 

Data Topic Area Mackerel Butterfish Sguid 

1.1 Number of vessels & gear 1-1 * 1 1 

1.2 Detailed vessel inventory 1-5* 1 1 
1.3 Costs & earnings 1-6* 1 1 
1.4 Employment2 2 2 
1.5 Income level & distribution 2 2 2 
1.6 Age, education, & experience 3 3 3 
1.7 Cultural characteristics 3 3 3 
1.8 Capacity considerations 1·2* 1 1 
1.9 Landings & effort 1-3* 1 1 
2.1 Production & prices 2 2 2 
2.2 Number processors etc. 2 2 2 
2.3 Processing and mkting. costs 2 2 2 
2.4 Product flows 2 2 2 
2.5 Processing employment 2 2 2 
2.6 Processing employee char. 2 2 2 
2.7 Processing capacity 2 1 1 
3.1 Fleet size & composition 1-4* NA NA 
3.2 Costs & earnings 2 NA NA 
3.3 Expenditures in support ind. 3 NA NA 
3.4 Detailed economics of supp. ind. 3 NA NA 
3.5 Employment2 NA NA 
3.6 Employee characteristics 3 NA NA 
3.7 Sales of rec. caught fish 2 NA NA 
4.1 Home comsumption 3 3 3 
4.2 Rest./inst. consumption 3 3 3 
4.3 Industrial usage 2 2 2 
5.1 Imports 2 2 2 
5.2 Exports 2 2 2 
5.3 Transfers to foreign ships 2 2 2 
5.4 Foreign production 2 1 1 
5.5 Foreign market data 1-7* 1 1 
6.1 Local economic data 2 2 2 
6.2 Cultural values 3 3 3 

* Under mackerel, relative ranking within priority category 1 is indicated bu number after 
hyphen (i.e., item ranked 1-1 is most important, 1-2 second most important, etc.). 

NA =Not Applicable. 

Source: USDC, 1980. 
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Table 36. TALFF Allocations (mt) by Month, April1983 through March 1985 

Month Quantity (mt) %of Yearly Total Quantity (mt) % of Yearly Total 

1983-84 April so 0.2 so 1.7 

May S07 17.6 

June 
July S,SOO ' 32.4 
August 
September 
October 790 27.4 

November 
December S,200 30.7 1,289 44.7 

January 2,600 1S.3 2SO 8.7 

February 2,800 16.S 
March 800 4.7 
Total 16,9SO 100.0 2,886 100., 

1983-84 April so 0.4 50 1.S 

May 1,600 12.9 11100 33.4 

June 1,600 12.9 1, ,00 33.4 

July 
August 
September 
October 
November 750 6.1 
December 8,2SO 66.6 
January 139 1.1 1,039 31.6 

February 
March 
Total 12,389 100.0 3,289 99.9 

Note: Percentage totals may not equal 100 due to rounding. 
Source: Unpub. prelim. NMFS data. 

Table 37. Benefits and Costs of Revised Mackerel Regime 

Supply Greater Than or 
Measure Equal to Total Demand 

Elimination of Reserves 
and Dedicated TALFF Neutral or + 

Fish & Chips TALFF 
Allocations Neutral or + 

Adjustable OY Neutral 

Costs Marginal 

Benefits Not Substantial 

Net Benefits Neutral or + 

+ = positive;- ::; negative. 

11 Muy 1990 

Domestic Demand and 
Bycatch TALFF Greater 

Than or Equal to Supply 

Neutral 

Neutral 

+ 

Marginal 

Probably not Substantial 

+ but Small 
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Total Demand 
Greater Than Suppply 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Minimal 

Potentially very Substantial 

Potentially Large 



Table 38. Cetaceans and Turtles Found in Survey Area 

Scientific name Common name 

LARGE WHALES 
Balaenoptera physalus fin whale 
Megaptera novaeangliae humpback whale 
Balaenoptera acutorostrata minkewhale 
Physeter catodon sperm whale 
Eubalaena glacialis right whale 
Balaenoptera borealis sei whale 
Orcin us orca killer whale 
Balaenoptera musculus blue whale 

SMALL WHALES 
Tursiops truncatus bottlenose dolphin 
Globicephala spp. pilot whales 
Lagenarhynchus acutus Atl. white-sided dolphin 
Phacaena phocoena harbor porpoise 
Grampus griseus grampus (Risso's) dolphin 
Delphinus de/phis saddleback dolphin 
Stene/la spp. spotted dolphin 
Stene/la coeruleoalba striped dolphin 
Lagenorhynchus albirostris white-beaked dolphin 
Ziphius cavirostris Cuvier's beaked dolphin 
Stene/la langirastris spinner dolphin 
Stena bredanensis rough-toothed dolphin 
Delphinapteras leucas beluga 
Mesoplodon spp. beaked whales 
Pseudorca crassidens false killer whale 
Feresa attenuata pygmy killer whale 
Kogia spp. pygmy sperm whale 

TURTLES 
Caretta caretta logggerhead turtle 
Dermochelys coriacea leatherback turtle 
Lepidochelys kempi Kemp's ridley turtle 
Chelonia mydas green turtle 

Source: University of Rhode Island, 1982. 
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Number 
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5,423 

658 
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222 

380 

280 
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11 

8,603 

12,391 

36,281 
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, 1,678 

31,124 

190 

4,319 

573 

25 

unk 
unk 
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unk 
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41 

7,702 

361 

unk 
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Figure 1. Long-finned squid- distribution of NMFS 1973·74 
research vessel trawl catches (dots) and spaw n ing 
areas (shading) 
(spring-left, autumn-right) 
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Figure 2. Northwest Atlantic from Labrador to 
North Carolina showing NAFO SA 2-6. 
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Figure 3. Short-finned squid- distribution of NMFS 1973-74 
research vessel trawl catches (dots) and spawning 
areas (shading) 
(spring-left, autumn-right) 
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Figure 4. Atlantic mackerel - general distribution and spawning 
areas (shad ing) and distribution of NMFS 1973-74 trawl 
catches (dots) 
(spring-left, autumn·right) 
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Figure s. Butterfish- distribution of NMFS 1973·74 research 
vessel trawl catches (dots) and spawning areas 
(shading) 
(spring-left, autumn-right) 
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.. 

Figure 6. Relationship between mackerel year-class 
size at age 1 an9 the parental spawning 
stock b iomass during 1962-84 in NAFO SA 2-6. 
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Figure 7. US and Total Loligo Catch in US Waters, 
1965-1984. 
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Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. 
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APPENDIX 1. ALTERNATIVES TO THE AMENDMENT 

This Appendix contains the alternatives considered for Amendment #2. AlternJtives 1 through 5 were alter
natives in the public hearing draft of the Amendment. Alternative 6 was a part of the preferred alternative in 
the public hearing draft, but was removed from the FMP prior to final adoption by the Council. 

ALTERNATIVE 1. TAKE NO ACTION AT THIS TIME 

Description 

This would mean that the FMP would continue in effect until 31 March 1986 unless otherwise amended. If it 
were not otherwise amended, management of mackerel, squid, and butterfish would revert to a PMP, with 
no management of the US fishery. 

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts 

No beneficial impacts can be identified for this alternative. Given recent harvest levels in the butterfish fish
ery, it is likely that no control over the US fishery could lead to overfishing. If the PMP included the same de
velopment policy as the FMP vis-a-vis foreign nations, than US fishing activity could lead to overfishing of Loti
go and 11/ex. If the PMP did not include the same development policy as the FMP, then the gains made in the 
US fishery could be lost. Possibly directed foreign fishing in quantity would be allowed. 

ALTERNATIVE 2. CONTINUE THE FMP UNCHANGED 

Description 

The provisions of the FMP are: 

Loligo 

The maximum OY for Loligo is 44,000 mt. The RD in consultation with the Council, determines annual specifi
cations relating to Initial Optimum Yield (lOY), Domestic Annual Harvest (DAH), Domestic Annual Processing 
(DAP), Joint Venture Processing (JVP), and Total Allowable Level of Foreign Fishing (TALFF). The RD reviews 
yearly the most recent biological data pertaining to the stock. If the RD determines that the stock cannot sup
port a level of harvest equal to the maximum OY, he establishes a lower Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) for 
the fishing year. This level represents essentially the modification of the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) to 
reflect changed biological circumstances. If the stock is able to support a harvest level equivalent to the maxi
mum OY, the ABC is set at that level. 

from the ABC, the RD, in consultation with the Council, determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re
presents a modification of ABC, based on economic factors. It is intended to provide the greatest overall 
benefit to the nation by incorporating all relevant factors. The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial 
TALFF. The RD projects the DAH by reviewing the data concerning past domestic landings, projected 
amounts of Loligo necessary for domestic processing and for joint ventures during the fishing year, and other 
data pertinent for such a projection. The Joint Venture Processing (JVP) component of DAH is the portion of 
DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not use. In assessing the level of lOY, the RD provides 
for a TALFF of at least a minimum bycatch of Loligo squid that would be harvested incidentally in other di
rected fisheries. This bycatch level is 1% of the allocated portion of the 11/ex, mackerel (if a directed fishery is 
allowed), silver hake, and red hake TALffs. In addition, this specification of lOY is based on the application of 
the following factors: 

1. total world export potential by squid producing countries; 

2. total world import demand by squid consuming countries; 

3. US export potential based on expected US harvests, expected US consumption, relative prices, exchange 
rates, and foreign trade barriers; 

4. increased/decreased revenues to the US from foreign fees; 

5. increased/decreased revenues to US harvesters (with/without joint ventures); 

6. increased/decreased revenues to US processors and exporters; 

7. increases/decreases in US harvesting productivity due to decreases/increases in foreign harvest; 

8. increases/decreases in US processing productivity; and 
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9. potential impact of increased/decreased TALFF on foreign purchases of US products and services and US 

caught fish. changes in trade barriers, technology transfer, and other considerations. 

Proposed annual specifications of the ABC and lOY and its component amounts are published in the Federal 
Register and provide for a public comment period. At the close of the public comment period, a notice of fi· 
nat annual specifications with the reasons therefore are published in the Federal Register. 

The lOY may be adjusted by the RD, in consultation with the Council, upward to the ABC at any time during 
the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to lOY to accommodate DAH needs, including when the appli
cation of the above factors warrants an adjustment in TALFF. However, TALFF may not be adjusted to a quan· 
tity less than that already allocated to and accepted by foreign nations or less than that needed for bycatch. 
Any adjustments to the lOY are published in the Federal Register and may provide for a public comment peri· 
od. 

Ill ex 

The maximum OY for 11/ex is 30,000 mt. The RD, in consultation with the Council, determines annual specifi
cations relating to lOY, DAH, DAP, JVP, and TALFF. The RD reviews yearly the most recent biological data per· 
taining to the stock. If the RD determines that the stock cannot support a level of harvest equal to the maxi
mum OY, he establishes a lower ABC for the fishing year. If the stock is able to support a harvest level equiv
alent to the maximum OY, the ABC is set at that level. 

From the ABC, the RD. in consultation with the Council, determines the lOY for the fishing year. The lOY re· 
presents a modification of ABC, based on economic factors. It is intended to provide the greatest overall 
benefit to the nation by incorporating all relevant factors. The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial 
T ALFF. The RD determines the lOY and any adjustments by the same procedures and factors set out above for 
Loligo, except that it provides for a minimum bycatch of //lex squid that would be harvested incidentally in 
other directed fisheries. This bycatch level is 10% of the allocated portion of the Loligo TALFF and 1% of the 
allocated portions of the mackerel (if a directed fishery is allowed), silver hake, and red hake TALFFs (MAFMC, 
1 982b). 

Atlantic Mackerel 

The specification of mackerel OY, DAH, DAP, and TALFF is based upon: 

C = estimated mackerel catch in Canadian waters for the upcoming fishing year. 

US estimated US mackerel catch for the upcoming fishing year. 

S = mackerel spawning stock biomass in the year after the upcoming fishing year. 

Bycatch = 2% of allocated portion of the silver hake TALFF and 1% of the allocated portions of the Loligo, If
lex, and red hake TALFFs. 

AC = acceptable catch in US waters for the upcoming fishing year. 

T = total catch in all waters (US and Canadian) for the upcoming fishing year. 

If S less than or equal to 400,000 mt; use Case 1. If S greater than 400,000 mt; use Case 2. 

Case 1: OY less than or equal to 30,000 mt; AC less than or equal to 30,000 mt; DAH less than or equal to 
30,000 mt • Bycatch; DAP less than or equal to 30,000 mt • Bycatch; and TALFF = Bycatch. 

Case 2: OY less than or equal to AC; AC = T- C such that S greater than or equal to 400,000 mt and that the 
fishing mortality associated with T less than or equal to F0.1; DAH is between 30,000 mt and AC - Bycatch; 
DAP is between 30,000 mt and AC · Bycatch; and TALFF is AC- DAH, but may be no less than Bycatch. If AC.:. 
DAH is equal to or greater than 10,000 mt, 1/2 is initially allocated to TALFF and 1/2 is initially allocated toRe
serve. 

The 30,000 mt minimum DAH and DAP in Case 2 may only be reduced to the extent necessary to assure that 
AC is not exceeded and the foreign fishery receives the bycatch requirements. OY and TALFF must be ad
justed to account for the minimum US allocation. It must be recognized that while such an adjustment at the 
beginning of a fishing year may result in an initial OY less than that which is biologically acceptable (i.e., less 
than AC), if US landings during the year, including amounts authorized for joint ventures, increase above the 
imtial estimates, DAH and OY may be increased by similar amounts up to the point where OY = AC. TALFF 

would not change from its value at the beginning of a year as a result of these adjustments to DAH and OY. 
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Butterfish 

Butterfish MSY is 16,000 mt. OY is specified as whatever quantity of butterfish US fishermen harvest annually 
plus a bycatch TALFF equal to 6% of the allocated portion of the Lo/igo TALFF and 1% of the alk�,�ated por
tions of the //lex, Atlantic mackerel, silver hake, and red hake TALFFs, up to 16,000 mt. DAH v . .  '.dd equal 
whatever quantity of butterfish US fishermen harvest, not to exceed 16,000 mt minus the TALFF. 1 ne Act pro
vides that OY may differ from MSY for economic reasons. In this case, the reason for the difference is the de
velopment of the US fishery for export. The concept is simply that if foreign nations are not permitted to di
rectly harvest butterfish, there will be a greater incentive to purchase the fish from US harvesters and proces
sors. It is recognized that butterfish are a bycatch in other foreign fisheries and it is necessary, therefore, to 
provide a TALFF in keeping with those bycatch requirements. This specification is unchanged from the cur
rent FMP. 

The precise specification of OY is: OY less than or equal to 16,000 mt; DAH less than or equal to 16,000 mt -
bycatch; DAP less than or equal to 16,000 mt- bycatch; and TALFF = bycatch = 6% of the allocated portion 
of the Lo/igo TALFF and 1% of the allocated portions of the //lex, mackerel (if a directed fishery is allowed), 
silver hake, and red hake TALFFs. 

Permit Requirements 

Any owner or operator of a vessel desiring to take any Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish within the FCZ, 
or transport or deliver for sale, any Atlantic mackerel, squid, and/or butterfish taken within the FCZ must ob
tain a permit for that purpose. Each foreign vessel engaged in or wishing to engage in harvesting the TALFF 
must obtam a permit from the Secretary of Commerce as specified in the Act. This section does not apply to 
recreat1onal fishermen taking Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish for their personal use, but it does apply 
to the owners of party and charter boats. 

Reporting Requirements 

NMFS has the responsibility to provide, on a timely basis, adequate commercial and recreational catch data to 
develop DAH for plan review and development and to implement the reallocation procedures of the FMP. At 
a minimum these data include amounts of fish landed, the capacity to process squid, Atlantic mackerel, and 
butterfish, and the amount of that capacity actually used. The Council does not require additional data to 
meet 1ts planning needs, but NMFS should collect all data required by the Act. The Secretary may require fur

ther specific data relating to the harvesting of squid, Atlantic mackerel, and butterfish be submitted if neces
sary to manage or plan for management of the f1shery. 

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts 

Maintaining the status quo has no identifiable beneficial impact on the US fishery. It would have some bene
tit to foreign nations since the current bycatch percentages and mackerel reserve procedures would be con
tinued. The bycatch percentages in the current FMP are more generous than those proposed by the Amend
ment, allowing bycatch TALFFs larger than are actually needed based on the most recent data. 

The mackerel reserve procedure would allow larger allocations for foreign fishing than would the Amend
ment, at least in the absence of actions by foreign nations to help with US fishery development. 

Not changing the butterfish regime to allow quota reductions in response the stock declines could lead to 
overfishing. 

ALTERNATIVE 3. SILVER AND RED HAKE 

Description 

This alternative would modify the FMP's management unit to add silver and red hake. Management of the 
hakes would be based on the same procedures used for the squids (ABC, lOY, etc.). 

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts 

The hake resources are generally considered to be less than fully exploited. As with squid, mackerel, and but
terfish, development, particularly in the short run, is more likely �n export than in US markets. Obviously, if 
there were substantial US markets, the fisheries likely would not be underdeveloped. Additionally, prior to 
the MFCMA, there were significant foreign hake fisheries. Therefore, the general development program con
l.Jined in the FMP could provide an appropnate iramework for the hakes. For example, Spain proposed a sli
ver hake JOint venture for 1985. 
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There is some relationship between the hakes and the New England mixed trawl fishery proposed to be man� 
aged by the New England Council's Multi-Species FMP. 

Given the need to proceed with Amendment #2 because of the deadline on the current FMP (3 1 March 1986) 

and the need to develop appropriate management strategies for the hakes, the prudent course of action ap
pears to be to not include the hakes in the FMP at this time, but to continue discussion of the issue for possi
ble consideration in the next amendment to the FMP. 

ALTERNATIVE 4. REVISE THE REGULATION OF FOREIGN FISHING 

Description 

The FMP, and the predecessor individual Atlantic Mackerel. Squid, and Butterfish FMPs, relied on the NMFS 
foreign fishing regulations for the management of the foreign fishery. This alternative would change that 
situation with regard to fishing areas and seasons. 

Specifically, the FMP would provide that foreign vessels fishing for mackerel, squid, and butterfish could con
duct such fisheries anywhere in the FCZ seaward of 20 nautical miles, north of 37o30' N. latitude, and south of 
some yet to be determined northern limit provided a NMFS observer was on board. Additionally, the FMP 
would provide that the RD, in consultation with the Council, could specify when directed fishing for mackerel 
and the squids could be conducted in order to achieve the objectives of the FMP. 

The FMP would continue to rely on the foreign fishing regulations relative to data collection, reporting, and 
avoidance of gear conflicts. 

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts 

The primary purpose of this alternative is to facilitate the operation of foreign directed fisheries in conjunc
tion with joint ventures. Exceptions have been granted to the existing regulations for certain ventures. 

To the extent that these provisions would improve the effectiveness of foreign fishing and, thereby, result in 
better US fishery development projects, they would benefit the US industry. However, there is concern that 
the effect might be to increase conflicts with segments of the US fishery or to increase the foreign catch of 
certain US species. These concerns relate to the boundaries of the area where foreign fishing might be al
lowed and the seasons for foreign fishing. 

Given the need to proceed with Amendment #2 so that it is implemented prior to 31 March 1986, it is consid� 
ered preferable to continue to deal with this problem on a case by case basis and attempt to develop a com
prehensive solution in the next Amendment. 

AlTERNATIVE 5. REVISE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

Description 

This alternative would institute mandatory reports for US fishermen. The categories of data reported would 
be the same as in the proposed amendment. However, rather than sample reporting (unless an adequate 
sample does not report), this alternative would require that all vessel owners and operators report. This alter
native would not change the existing permit requirements. That is, permits would not have a termination 
date as with the proposed amendment. 

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts 

The proposed Amendment would provide information on the fleet through the annual permit renewal pro
cess coupled with sample reporting. This alternative would meet the need by requiring that reports be filed 
for all vessels while continuing the current essentially perpetual permit system. 

This alternative would clearly require more reporting that the proposed Amendment. Reports would need to 
be filed for all of the vessels every week. With the proposed Amendment, reports would need to be filed for 
all of the vessels once a year (the permit renewal application), while owners or operators of only 20% of the 
vessels would need to report weekly. 

The only advantage to this alternative is that it would lessen the fishermen's anxiety that the annual permit 
renewal process could in some way evolve into an entry limitation system. However, introduction of any en
try limitation system would necessarily require an Amendment to the FMP no matter what permitting system 
were in effect. 
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ALTERNATIVE 6. REGULATE THE USE OF MACHANICAL SORTERS. 

Description 

US harve�ting vessels with permits in the Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish fisheries may not have me� 
chanica! sorters on board The Regional Director may grant exemptions to this provision if a NMFS observer is 
on board the vessel at the expense of the owner or operator of the vessel or if other provisions for determin
ing presorting catch count sizes are developed 

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts 

The prohibition on sorting machines was considered necessary in order to minimize discarding of undersized 
fish at sea. It is understood that a small number of sorters are currently in use, so there should be little imme� 
diate negative impact on fishermen. Further, catchers (as opposed to catcher/processors) do not need to sort 
my market size at sea, since such sorting is done by the processors. The waiver provision is intended to recog
nize that catcher/processor vessels may need mechanical sorters to compete (i.e., sort the fish to market size 
at the lowest cost possible) while still preventing the use of sorters to facilitate the discard of undersized fish. 

The use of observers would increase costs to fishermen and may present insurance problems. The regulation 
could also create a problem relative to foreign fishing since foreign vessels are allowed to use sorters without 
regulation. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ON AMENDMENT #2 TO THE 
ATLANTIC MACKEREL, SQUID, AND BUTIERFISH FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN (FMP) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In March, 1977, the Council initiated development of the Mackerel and Squid FMPs. The Council adopted the 
Mackerel FMP for hearings in September 1977 and the Squid FMP for hearings in October 1977. Hearings on 
Mackerel and Squid FMPs were held in December, 1977. The Mackerel and Squid FMPs were adopted by the 
Council in March 1978. The Mackerel FMP was submitted for NMFS approval in May 1978. The Squid FMP was 
submitted for NMFS approval in June 1978. However, based on NMFS comments, the Council requested that 
the Mackerel and Squid FMPs be returned. 

The FMPs were revised, the revisions being identified as Mackerel FMP Supplement #1 and Squid FMP Supple
ment #1. These two Supplements, along with the original Butterfish FMP, were adopted for public hearings 
by the Council in July of 1978. Hearings on all three documents were held during September and October 
1978 and all three FMPs were adopted in final form by the Council in November 1978. The Butterfish FMP 
was submitted for NMFS approval in December 1978. Mackerel FMP Supplement #1 and Squid FMP Supple
ment #1 were submitted for NMFS approval in January 1979. NMFS approved Squid FMP Supplement# 1 in 
June 1979 and Mackerel FMP Supplement #1 in July 1979. Both FMPs were for fishing year (1 April - 31 
March) 1979-80. 

The Butterfish FMP was disapproved by NMFS in April 1979 because of a need for additional justification of 
the reasons for reducing OY below MSY. The Butterfish FMP was revised, adopted by the Council, and resub
mitted for NMFS approval in June 1979. It was approved by NMFS in November 1979 for fishing year 1979-80. 

The Council adopted Amendments #1 to both the Mackerel and Squid FMPs for hearings in August 1979. 
Hearings were held during October 1979. The Amendments were adopted by the Council and submitted for 
NMFS approval in November 1979. Both Amendments were approved by NMFS in March 1980. This extended 
the Squid FMP for an indefinite time beyond the end of fishing year 1979-80 and extended the Mackerel FMP 
through fishing year 1980-81. Butterfish FMP Amendment #1, extending the FMP through fishing year 1980-
81, was adopted by the Council for hearings in December 1979 with hearings held during January 1980. Dur
ing January 1980 the Amendment was adopted in final form by the Council and submitted for NMFS approv
al. It was approved in March 1980. 

The Council began work on an amendment to merge the Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMPs in March 1980 
the document being identified as Amendment #2 to the Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP. The Amend
ment was adopted by the Council for public hearings in August 1980. However, NMFS commented that there 
were significant problems with the Amendment that could not be resolved prior to the end of the fishing 
year (31 March 1981). The Council then prepared separate Amendments #2 to both the Mackerel and Butter
fish FMPs to extend those FMPs through fishing year 1981-82. Since Amendment #1 to the Squid FMP ex
tended that FMP indefinitely, there was no need to take this action for the Squid FMP. Those drafts were 
adopted for public hearing by the Council in October 1980 with hearings held in November. The Amend
ments were adopted in final form by the Council and submitted for NMFS approval in November 1980. 
Amendment #2 to the Mackerel FMP was approved by NMFS in January 1981 and Amendment #2 to the But
terfish FMP was approved by NMFS in February 1981. 

In October 1980 the merger amendment, previously designated as Amendment #2, was redesignated 
Amendment #3. The Council adopted draft Amendment #3 to the Squid, Mackerel, and Butterfish FMP in 
July 1981 and hearings were held during September. The Council adopted Amendment #3 in October 1981 
and submitted it for NMFS approval. NMFS review identified the need for additional explanation of certain 
provisions of the Amendment. The revisions were made and the revised Amendment #3 was submitted for 
NMFS approval in February 1982. 

The Amendment was approved by NMFS in October 1982. However, problems developed with the implemen
tation regulations, particularly with the Office of Management and Budget through that agency's review un
der Executive Order 12291. In an effort to have the FMP in place by the beginning of the fishing year (1 April 
1983) the FMP, without the squid OY adjustment mechanism, or a revised Atlantic mackerel mortality rate, 
and redesignated as the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP, was implemented by emergency inter
im regulations on 1 April 1983. By agreement of the Secretary of Commerce and the Council, the effective 
date of those emergency regulations was extended through 27 September 1983. 

The differences between the FMP and the implementing regulations resulted in a hearing before the House 
Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and the Environment on 10 May 1983. 
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Amendment #1 to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP was prepared to implement the squid OY 
adjustment mechanism and the revised mackerel mortality rate. That Amendment was adopted by the Coun
cil on 15 September 1983, approved by NMFS on 19 December 1983, and implemented by regulations pub
lished in the Federal Register on 1 April1984. 

2. PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION 

This Amendment is intended to revise the mackerel regime to remove the reserve provision, revise the butter
fish regime to allow OY reductions in response to stock conditions, introduce a butterfish minimum size limit, 
revise the permitting and reporting requirements, and update the foreign fishery bycatch percentages. The 
management unit is all Atlantic mackerel, Loligo pealei, //lex illecebrosus, and butterfish under US jurisdic
tion, excluding the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. The objectives of the FMP are: 

1. Enhance the probability of successful (i.e., the historical average) recruitment to the fisheries. 

2.  Promote the growth of the US commercial fishery, including the fishery for export. 

3. Provide the greatest degree of freedom and flexibility to all harvesters of these resources consistent 
with the attainment of the other objectives of this FMP. 

4. Provide marine recreational fishing opportunities, recognizing the contribution of recreational fishing 
to the national economy. 

5. Increase understanding of the conditions of the stocks and fisheries. 

6. Minimize harvesting conflicts among US commercial, US recreational, and foreign fishermen. 

The problems in the fishery are set forth in Section 4.2 of the FMP. The proposed management measures are 
presented in Section 9.1. 

3. ALTERNATIVES 

A description and evaluation of the alternatives considered, but not adopted for Amendment #2 is contained 
in Appendix I to the FMP. 

4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

The environmental impacts of the management regime instituted in the original FMP were described in the 
Environmental Impact Statement accompanying the FMP, and in the Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statements or Environmental Assessments accompanying the Amendments. 

Most of the changes made to the FMP by this Amendment are designed to develop the US fishery or to simpli
fy administration of the FMP. However, the change in the butterfish regime to allow reduction in the quota 
in response to a stock decline has positive environmental impacts relative to the current FMP. The current 
FMP sets the annual butterfish maximum catch at 16,000 mt and provides for no quota reduction if there is a 
stock decline. 

4.1. Annual Permit System 

4.1.1. Introduction 

The Council proposed the revisions to the permit system described in Section 9.1.2.1 to make the permit sys
tem a more effective support for the management of the four fisheries. The principal objective is to have the 
system operate in a manner which enables the Council and NMFS to know on an accurate and timely basis 
how many participants there are in the fishery during a given year. 

This is a critical need of a program which depends on an accurate calculation of annual specifications for var
ious users of the four fisheries managed under the FMP. To this end, the Council has proposed an annual per:. 
mit system so that the participants can be identified on an annual basis. As an incentive for more accurate 
and timely reporting, those fulfilling the reporting requirements in substantially complete form will have 
their permits renewed automatically. In addition to usual permit data, information on the prior year's land
ings of squid, mackerel, and butterfish must be included in the annual permit application. The permit may 
be revoked for violations of the FMP, including failure to adhere to the mandatory reporting requirements. 
The Council will work with NMFS staff to develop an appropriate schedule of penalties to correspond to FMP 
violations of this section so that the Council's view of the seriousness of permit and reporting violations will 
be reflected in enforcement actions pursued under the FMP. 
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The permit system has also been revised to allow presentation of the permit at dockside rather than at�sea. 
The revision removes to only measure potentially requiring at-sea enforcement and represents a cost saving 
in the operation of the FMP. 

4.1.2. Costs 

Prior to this Amendment, all permits for the squid, mackerel, and butterfish fisheries were issued on a perpet� 
ual basis (having no expiration date). It is the intent of the Council that this system be modified to the extent 
that each permit be renewed annually by the applicant, and an estimation of the applicant's previous year's 
landings of squid, mackerel, and butterfish be included on the application form. The costs of using annually 
renewed permits must be considered in two parts: the first would be the initial "start-up costs" involved with 
putting a renewal system in place, and second would be the annual (recurring) costs of maintaining and ex
ecuting it. 

Start-up Costs. The start-up costs of instituting an annual permit system consist basically of the time and ef
fort (labor costs) required to design it. At this stage, it would be premature to estimate how long NMFS will 
require to modify their operating procedures. However, it is important to note that NMFS is now receiving 
requests from both the Mid-Atlantic Council (regarding squid, mackerel, and butterfish) and the New Eng
land Council (regarding groundfish) for annually renewed permits. The best operational system for NMFS to 
use in dealing with these requests is dearly a matter best resolved within the Service itself. However, there is 
also little doubt that it would be most effic1ent for NMFS to change their system only once to accommodate 
all fisheries which will go to annual permits at the same time. Both Councils are currently discussing the logis
tical details of such a system with the NMFS Permit Office. It is anticipated that a system could be in place by 1 
January 1987. 

Annual Maintenance Costs. Once an annual permit system is in place, the process of maintaining it should be 
straightforward. A renewal application would be sent to each permit holder which contains all the standard 
information concerning his vessel. The owner or operator would simply update the form by writing correc
tion� directly on it (e.g. change in gear, owner's address, etc.) and noting the vessels' catch of squid, mackerel, 
and butterfish for the past year. NMFS would process the application upon its return and issue a renewed 
permit. The following cost estimates for new and renewed permits were obtained from the NMFS Analytical 
Services Branch (Terrill, pers. comm.): 

1) Costs to Issue Each NEW Permit: 
Computer costs 2.88 
Labor costs 1.60 
Permit form & mailer 0.15 
Postage 0.22 
TOTAL 4.85 X 3,100 permits = $15,035 (maximum) 

2) Costs to RENEW Each Permit: 
Computer costs (half) 1.44 
Labor costs 0.96 
Permit form & mailer 0.15 
Postage 0.22 
TOTAL 2.77 X 3,100 permits= $8,587 (maximum) 

Notes: 

The cost of mailing out permit application forms adds an additional$ 185. 

Labor costs equal 16 cents per minute. This is the wage rate for a government employee at Leve� 
GS-5 Step 1 ($14,390) plus overhead of 27.5% (benefits and taxes). 

4.2.3. Benefits 

The benefits of instituting an annual permit system are several. The first and most direct benefit is the value 
to managers of knowing how many participants are actively engaged in a given fishery, as well as basic infor
mation on how it is being executed (gear types, vessel sizes, etc.). Those who are familiar with the current 
(perpetual) permit system are aware that fishermen can obtain a permit for any fishery (except Surf Clams) 
simply by checking off boxes on the application form. The most common tendency is to check off ill! the 
boxes, regardless of whether a real interest exists for participating in any given fishery. This may be simply for 
the purpose of leaving all options open, or in some cases fishermen fear the prospect of a limited entry pro
gram being instituted at some point in the future, and wish to establish a record of having participated. 
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There is no current provision for discovering if a given vessel did indeed exercise its right to fish for any par
ticular species. Nor is there any capability for updating this information across time. A vessel may actually 
have participated in a fishery, but then left it a short time later. Its name will still appear in the permit files on 
an equal basis with the rest. 

In essence, the fishery manager is currently denied the most fundamental information on entry to and exit 
from the fishery. It should also be remembered that substantial costs were incurred in setting up the present 
system, and continue to accrue from maintaining it. Whereas the value of the information generated by the 
system is minimal. The modifications proposed by this Amendment not only greatly improve upon the sys
tem, but they will justify the investment that has already been made in it. 

A second benefit from the new system is a vastly improved ability to conduct the Regulatory Impact Reviews 
of management plans which are required of the Councils by E.O. 12291. In order to assess the impacts of 
management measures on fishermen, it is clearly necessary to be able to identify who these fishermen are. 

A third benefit is that the three-tier information collecting system used by NMFS is based on samples. The 
Permit File, theoretically, is the one data bank available which covers 100% of the population in question. 
Clearly it would be beneficial to fishery managers to be able to utilize its full potential. 

Fourth, this Amendment proposes the use of logbooks by 20% of the vessels in the squid, mackerel, and but
terfish fisheries. In order to determine how many vessels are required for this 20% sample, as well as which 
vessels should be included in the population, the information provtded by the proposed annual permit sys
tem is necessary. 

Finally, it should be recognized that the Permit Files have the potential for being an invaluable data base on 
the East Coast fishing fleet as a whole, not simply from the perspective of individual fisheries. If annual per
mits were required across all fisheries, a comprehensive and continually updated data base would be the re
sultant product. 

4.1.4. OMB Approval 

The Office of Management and Budget has already approved the use of annual permits as requested on Stan
dard Form 83. The current system allows for a total of 9AOO responses per year across all fisheries in the 
Northeast. With a mean response rate of 30 minutes per application, a total of 4,700 Public Burden Hours 
have been approved. 

Since the greater part of permit renewal will be simply verifying and correcting information already printed 
on the renewal form, response time should require less than the approved 30 minutes. With the total num
ber of permits issued in the squid, mackerel, and butterfish fisheries currently numbering 3,100, the limit of 
9,400 responses per year presents no problem. 

The only modification of the permit system proposed by this Amendment which may require OMB approval is 
in providing space on the renewal form itself for the past year's landings of squid, mackerel, and butterfish. 
The Council believes that adding these questions will not increase public response time beyond the approved 
30 minutes. 

4.2. Changing the fishing year 

Changing the fishing year to the calendar year should reduce costs for both industry and government. For
eign fishing permits are issued on a calendar year basis and all of the species in the Atlantic foreign fishery 
other than squid, mackerel, and butterfish are managed on a calendar year. The April-March fishing year has 
resulted in foreign nations processing two joint venture applications (particularly for mackerel) in order to ra
tionalize the differences between the fishing year, calendar year, and mackerel fishing season, resulting in 
doubling the work of the foreign nation and US joint venture partner, the State and Commerce Departments, 
and the Councils. Putting all of the management systems on the same time basis will simplify procedures, as 
well as leading to a substantial administrative cost saving. There will also be a reduction in costs since there 
will no longer be a need to maintain data on both a fishing year and calendar year basis. 

In order to obtain a rough estimate of the administrative cost savings from changing to a calendar year, sepa
rate calculations have to be made for the agencies in Washington, DC and the two Councils. The Permits and 
Regulations Office in Washington has calculated the average cost of processing a permit as being $167 
(Freese and Bilik, pers. comm.). The Department of State would be expected to spend only a fraction of the 
time spent by the Councils or NMFS in processing permits, and a reasonable figure would be in the vicinity of 
one-third, or $56 per permit. At an annual average of 10 joint venture applications (or 20 permits given the 
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current system) for the Northeast Region over the last 4 years (Table 29), the total administrative cost savings 
would come to $2,230 each year in Washington, D.C. 

The Councils, however, require a more extensive analysis. Joint venture discussions are an important agenda 
item for at least 3 Council meetings occurring in the period December through March. Committee meetings 
occur prior to each Council meeting in order to formulate recommendations. To calculate the value of the 
man-hours invested in this process, the following estimates are provided: 

At a COUNCIL MEETING: 
- 20 Council members at an average $33.00 per hour ($263 per day compensation) 
- 5 Council Staff at an average $15.00 per hour ($30,000 annual salary) 
- 5 NMFS personnel at an average $20.00 per hour ($40,000 annual salary) 

At a COMMITTEE MEETING: 
- 5 Council members at an average $33.00 per hour ($263 per day compensation) 
- 6 NMFS personnel and Council Staff at an average $20.00 per hour ($40,000 annual salary) 

It is assumed that for Council meetings, each individual will have spent one hour preparing for joint venture 
discussions, and three hours in the actual discussions at the meeting. For Committee meetings, it is assumed 
that each individual will have spent three hours in preparation and three in discussions. 

Making the required calculations, one arrives at a cost of $5,050 associated with Council and Committee de
liberations on joint ventures for each meeting. Multiplying by 3 for each of the 3 meetings yields $15,150 per 
year per Council. Finally, adding the two Councils together brings the total annual cost to $30,300. 

Clearly, however, this entire amount will not be saved by changing the fishing year and removing the need to 
issue permits twice. The Mid-Atlantic Council estimates that a time savings of approximately 50% will accrue 
from the change, yielding a value of $15,150 as the total administrative cost savings for the Councils. When 
the $2,230 from the agencies in Washington, D.C. is added, the total overall savings comes to $17,380. It 
should be noted, however, that this figure is a very conservative estimate. When a controversial application is 
under consideration, these costs (and corresponding savings) increase significantly. 

Theoretically, changing the fishing year could affect US fishermen who fish in the October-March period. 
January-March constitute the end of the current fishing year and fishermen active in those months face a po
tential closure since any closure would come at the end of the year whereas with the revised fishing year 
these fishermen would be active in the first quarter, thus virtually eliminating the chances of a closure during 
their season. Fishermen active during the October-December period have faced rei2:.ttively little chance of clo
sure in the past, whereas with the changed fishing year their activity will be pl(;<r.:-d closer to the end, and 
have a greater chance of being affected if there is a closure. Reviewing seasonal catch data (Tables 14, 18, 

and 21) suggest that the chances of real negative impacts from changing the fishing year are minimal. 

Additionally, the change in the fishing year will change the period during which earned TALFFs are allocated. 
During the last four months of fishing years 1983-84 and 1084-85 over 67% of the Loligo and 30% of the /1/ex 
TALFFs were allocated (Table 36). When the fishing year coincides with the calendar year this earned TALFF 
will be allocated during the fall season. The wtnter earned TALFF allocations result in foreign fishing on squid 
while they are concentrated just prior to their inshore migration. US fishermen report that just prior to and 
during this inshore migration the squid are easier to catch because they are schooled and larger. Should the 
US harvesting sector increase its capability to harvest these schools, a direct conflict will exist. Recent devel
opments in the fishing industry suggest this may occur. 

The fishing year change will allow for the existing pattern of limited TALFF allocations as part of joint ven
tures (or no "TALFFs except bycatch when the appropriate conditions develop) to be made early in the year. 
To the extent that foreign nations meet or exceed their commitments in a way that determinations are made 
that they have earned additional TALFF allocations, these allocations could be made and fished during the 
fall 

4.3. Revised bycatch TALFF percentages 

The methodology for developing the revised bycatch TALFF percentages is set forth in section 7.3.2. The revi
sions reflect the average recent performance of the nations that have been in the foreign fishery and there
fore should not have a negative impact on the foreign fishery. They should have a positive impact by making 
more fish available for directed fisheries by both US and foreign fishermen while maintaining the principle of 
a�sured bycatch T ALFFs. 
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4.4. Revised mackerel regime 

The changes to the mackerel OY setting processes should have no administrative cost impacts. 

Revising the recreational catch forecasting equation should have no impacts. This change was made to incor
porate the most recent recreational catch data so that the FMP is consistent with National Standard 2. 

The increase in the minimum spawning stock size (Section 5.4.3) was made to incorporate the most recent 
available data which indicates that 7 of the 9 year classes produced when the spawning stock biomass exceed
ed 600,000 mt were above the median year class (Figure 6). Benefits should, therefore, be positive by increas
ing the probability of good year classes to provide the basis of a stable fishery over the buffer provided by the 
previous 400,000 mt minimum. 

Revising the mackerel regime to replace the TALFF-Reserve system with the ABC-lOY system should assist in 
development of the US fishery. The rate or magnitude of such development cannot be quantified. However, 
it is clear, based on the butterfish and squid experiences, that so long as foreign nations can get uncondition
ed, direct fishing allocations for their fleets they will not purchase US harvested or processed fish. So long as a 
species can be caught in waters other than the US FCZ, or so long as there are substitutable species, there is no 
assurance that any foreign nation will purchase US caught or processed fish. Without some stimulus in terms 
of foreign purchases of US caught or processed fish, it is highly unlikely there will be significant fishery devel
opment. 

The amended mackerel regime allows for increased flexibility in dealing with US and world market conditions 
at no additional cost. The revision consists of the elimination of reserves, basing TALFFs on a fish and chips 
policy, and the latitude to increase OY from the F0.1 level on a yearly basis should US economic conditions 
warrant it. These changes will make the FMP compatible with the most recent amendments to the MFCMA 
and the NMFS Fish and Chips Policy (USDC, 1985a). 

The market under consideration is that for raw (as yet unprocessed) mackerel harvested off the US east coast. 
Total demand in this market may be considered as having five components: US commercial, US recreational, 
joint ventures, foreign bycatch TALFFs, and requests for directed foreign fishing (TALFFs). Supply equals ABC, 
which may be specified in two ways pursuant to Amendment #2. The first specification of ABC/supply is an 
allowable catch bounded at the top by Fo 1 and at the bottom by a spawning stock biomass of 600,000 mt, 
which is essentially the same as the current FMP. The second specification of ABC/supply is an allowable catch 
bounded only by the 600,000 mt spawning stock biomass 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted examining three scenarios under the present and proposed regimes. The 
first is when total demand is less than or equal to ABC/supply at any level; the second is when US demand 
(commercial, recreational, and joint venture) and bycatch TALFFs combine to be equal to or greater than 
ABC/supply; and third, when total demand is greater than ABC/supply. 

The first scenario of adequate or excess supply would completely satisfy both US and foreign demand under 
both the current and proposed regimes. However, under the new regime, the TALFF would not be automati
cally specified as half the difference between lOY and DAH. Instead, TALFF would be a negotiable amount 
based on criteria set forth in the MFCMA and the FMP. 

In the second scenario, US demand and bycatch TALFF are equal to or greater than ABC/supply. If these are 
equal to the ABC/supply under the current FMP then there is no directed TALFF and if domestic demand is 
greater than ABC, only that amount in excess of bycatch TALFF is allowed for DAH. Under the revised regime 
US demand would still be considered first; the RD would have the opt1on, however, based on economic con
siderations, to adjust OY up to the limit of ABC/supply calculated using only the 600,000 mt spawning stock 
biomass rule. This decision would have to be based on the specific demand criteria, their economic implica·-
tions, and any current biological considerations. 

· 

The third scenario consists of total demand being greater than ABC/supply. By definition, the excess demand 
i!:. caused by directed TALFF requests (all other possibilities are included in the second scenario). Under the 
current FMP there is a bargaining potential for the reserves and for the initial TALFF. However, under the re
vised regime all TALFF becomes negotiable. Since demand is high in this scenario this places the US in a stron
ger position to bargain for increased technology transfer, purchases of US harvested fish, research, etc. 

The costs of revising the mackerel regime are primarily administrative. Most of these costs are already ex
pended by the time the FMP is submitted and rev1ewed. Therefore, they must be considered sunk costs. They 
are costs. that will be expended whether the measure is approved or not There will be a marginal i n crease in 
perm1t review costs since TALFF will be negotiable. However, the system has mformally operated m this mode 
for the past year, so costs are not expected to increase over the current level. Some foreign directed and joint 
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venture mackerel fishing may not occur that otherwise would based on negotiable TALFF, but, again, this is 
probably only marginal since the proposed FMP merely institutionalizes an existing policy. 

The benefits of the revised regime are demonstrated in Table 37. The option value of the change is neutral or 
positive throughout. 

The scenario of supply being greater than total demand is the most probable case. In this scenario the situa
tion under this FMP would mirror present policy and practices. There would be no change in US costs or allo
cations. However, this FMP formalizes Council policy and Council, NMFS, and State Department practice and 
therefore reduces confusion and discrepancies concerning joint venture and directed TALFF allocations. 

The greatest possible gain to the US could come from scenario two if US demand were greater than 
ABC/supply while ABC/supply was at a high level. The second highest gain to the US is the third scenario at 
any ABC/supply level (under this circumstance foreign bidding for TALFFs and joint ventures would increase 
US gains). 

The Council believes that setting ABC/supply greater than F0.1 will occur most likely only if the northeast (Eu
ropean) Atlantic mackerel fishery collapses or is so reduced as to be unable to supply its markets. Should thi.s 
occur tt is expected that foreign dealers and processor will apply to the US for for combinations of direct pur� 
chases of US harvested mackerel, joint ventures, and directed TALFF. If the requests are of such a magnitude 
as to exceed the ABC/supply that would follow from the Fo 1 provision, the revised regime allows for excep
tions on a one year at a time basis The TALFFs will be judged on an individual basis on the criteria set forth in 
this FMP and the MFCMA. The economic gains from each can then be evaluated and compared. The optimal 
situation would be to maximize each country's willingness to pay as exemplified in Crutchfield (1983) and 
Chen ( 1982). Under a situation of demand exceeding supply the maximum payment could be extracted from 
each country in fees, purchases of US harvested fish, technology transfer, etc. By allowing a greater supply to 
become available there could be a greater gain possible. This could only be determined at the time of the ex
cess demand. The decision would have to depend on, among other items, the exact reasons fostering excess 
demand, the specific economic gains offered to the US, the projected duration of elevated demand, and the 
development potential of domestic industries. 

After the economic considerations have been evaluated a decision would be arrived at to determine the actu
al harvest level allowed. If the spawning stock was lowered to 600,000 mt" cost" would be the number of 
years required for stock rebuilding to an acceptable level. This recovery period, of course, depends upon the 
fishing rate in the subsequent periods. With a spawning stock biomass of roughly 600,000 mt, if subsequent 
annual harvest reverted to levels of Fo.1 then there would be a slight (3% on average) stock rebuilding per 
year (Anderson, 1983). Of course. at levels below Fo 1, the rebuilding rate would be correspondingly in
creased as has been the case since the Atlantic Mackerel Supplement #1 was implemented in 1979. These 
costs and benefits could be evaluated at the margin to determine the optimal harvest level based on the spe
cific criteria involved. 

Recent review of data on the European segment of the species (Anonymous, 1985) indicate two well
separated overwintering areas and two major spawning grounds with both activities occurring in the Celtic 
Sea and the northern North Sea. The ICES hypothesis is that of separate European spawning stocks and thus 
they perform separate assessments. No reference identifying intermixing between European and American 
segments of Atlantic mackerel is known. 

World landings of Atlantic mackerel have varied significantly from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s (FAO, 
1985). In 1975 there were nearly 1.1 million metric tons of Atlantic mackerel landed from both sides of the 
North Atlantic whereas in 1983 (the last year for which data are available) the landings were only slightly 
more than 600,000 mt. A slow by steady decline appears evident in landings for the total North Atlantic since 
1979 when 671,400 mt of mackerel was landed (1980: 656,200 mt, 1981: 634,500 mt, and 1982: 624,800 mt). 
Since total North Atlantic landings of mackerel in US waters during 1979 to 1983 reached 15,000 mt (Table 4) 
the US controlled portion of the total Atlantic landings never exceeded 3%, and the decline in landings is at
tributable solely to activities in the Northeast Atlantic ocean. This apparent slow decreasing trend in total At
lantic mackerel landings is likely to continue for awhile since the ICES Mackerel Working Group (Anonymous, 
1985) is interpreting recruitment indices to indicate very weak 1982 and 1983 year classes in European waters. 

World demand for Atlantic mackerel primarily is supplied from northeast Atlantic catches. These catches by 
the European Community (EC) have varied from 829,100 to 572,100 mt over the past 10 years (FAO, 1985). In 
recent years the threat of overfishing this stock has been identified by scientists and commissions (Fishing 
News, 1984, 1985a). There seems to be a reluctance on the part of the EC to reduce quotas. In fact, some 
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member countries are notorious for grossly overfishing their mackerel quotas (Eurofish, 1985 a and b). This 
would suggest that demand factors currently exist at sufficient level to induce overfishing. 

The largest markets for Atlantic mackerel seem to be the USSR (at�sea deliveries of European Community 
catches) and West African countries (canned and frozen products) (Dunbar, 1981 ) . In addition, demand is be
ing cultivated in Europe where canned mackerel is replacing canned herring (lnfopesca, 1981 ) . Less devel
oped countries, particularly along the African west coast and especially Nigeria, are viewed as having strong 
market potential depending on their specific economic (oil related) conditions (Dunbar, 1981 ). 

Foreign nations which are direct purchasers of mackerel often use floating processors and transshipping 
fleets to transport the mackerel to market. The economics of operation dictate that the most efficient use of 
these fleets is for continuous operation. Due to the EEZs of most countries, these second parties purchase 
their catch directly from fishermen (Dunbar, 1981). Such mobile fleets represent "roving" demand which is 
able to respond to shihs in availability. Shore based processors are less able to respond to a shift in availabil
ity unless their catch can be or already is delivered in a frozen state. 

Canned mackerel is used by many countries for food aid to less developed countries and to countries devas
tated by natural disasters (Dunbar, 1981. This is made possible by mackerel's high nutritional value and low 
harvesting cost 

Initially the EX subsidized mackerel exports to foreign countries. In late 1983 these subsidies were halted 
since it was determined that the foreign markets were strong enough to allow profitable unsubsidized ex
ports (Fishing News, 1983). However, by 1985 UK mackerel prices were not as strong as expected even in the 
face of future supply decreases. One reason .for lower prices was that the Eastern bloc countries " have 
ruled by division to push the price down" (F1shmg News, 1985b). This demonstrates the buying power of the 
Eastern bloc countries and their combined effect on the Atlantic mackerel market. 

4.5. Revised butterfish regime 

The changes to the butterfish OY setting processes should have no administrative cost impacts. This is be
cause the procedure to establish annual OY under Amendment# 1 is the same as utilized by this Amendment 

#2. 

The revision to the butterfish ABC-OY process will reduce the chances of the stock being overfished because 
of the lack of flexibility of the current FMP. 

The current and projected economic conditions in the butterfish fishery are such that the total ABC is harvest
able by US vessels and the bycatch TALFF. However, with increased fishing effort it becomes necessary to al
low modification for biological considerations in a timely manner. In order to evaluate the impacts of a re
duced ABC due to biological reasons it is desirable to analyze the costs and revenues that would accrue to 
harvesters and processors under various scenarios. These figures could then be added across the number of 
participants to determine overall and marginal costs and revenues for butterfish. These data would give some 
indication of the change in producer surplus associated with a butterfish OY reduction. 

At the present time the NEFC does not retain vessel identifiers across months (Peterson. pers. comm.). There� 
fore, it is impossible to acquire individual vessel cost, revenue, or effort data across time. Also, it is possible to 
determine the actual number of vessels involved in either the directed or incidental butterfish fishery. Like
wise, the processor surveys conducted by NMFS are voluntary. Therefore, they tend to underestimate the ac
tual number of processors and dealers involved in butterfish. NMFS's best estimate of the number of proces
sor is described in Section 8.2. The cost, revenue, and volume data for the processors is not mandatorality re
ports. Therefore, accurate overall and marginal cost and revenue data are unavailable for this sector of the 
fishery also. 

· 

The best estimate of the number of vessels actually participating in the butterfish fishery is 719 (Frailey, pers: 
comm.). These vessels are distributed along the eastern seaboard from Maine to North Carolina. Most but� 
terfish landings have been in Rhode Island. Therefore, it is expected that many of the vessels were based for 
all or part of the year in southern New England. Likewise, it is expected that the largest volume of processed 
butterfish occurred in southern New England. therefore, the processing plants there probably were the main 
handlers of butterfish. The fishery is expanding into the Mid-Atlantic 

A closure of the butterfish fishery due to a reduced ABC/OY would affect the fishery in two major ways. A re
duced OY would only occur if the stock were reduced from present levels. Assuming a constant effort level, 
that would infer lower harvest throughout the year due to decreased abundance The second major affect 
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would be a possible closure sometime during the year. This may or may not occur depending on what reduc
tion, if any, occurs in the catch. 

Due to butterfish biology (Sections 5.3.4 and 5.4.4), an increased population could occur relatively rapid fol
lowing one strong year class. If the harvest level is not adjusted downward then growth overfishing would 
probably occur and the stock would remain at lower levels. 

The worst case foreseen is a reduction of ABC to zero (or more technically correct, to bycatch TALFF only lev
els). This would be caused by a severe reduction in both commercial landings per unit of effort (if measur
able) and year class abundance. Such a severe reduction would certainly be proceeded by reduced landings 
per unit of effort. Likewise, total landings would not doubt have been reduced for some previous period. 
These reductions would be due to stock rather than market factors. A total elimination of US landings would 
therefore have to be compared to what the market had been at the time of restriction. If it is assumed that 
the total landings the year prior to the reduction were 8,000 mt or half of current landings, the revenues lost 
would be $4,384,000 (at the average 1984 ex-vessel price of $.27/lb; USDC, 1985a). The effort directed to
ward butterfish would be redirected to some extent. Therefore, new revenues would be obtained from other 
fish stocks by the same boats and crew. It is assumed that the net revenues obtained from this redirected ef
fort would be less than that obtained from butterfish fishing. This is because the most lucrative fishery would 
probably be the first choice. The change in ex-vessel revenue, both gross and net, is not expected to be sub
stantial. The actual change would depend on the number of boats still fishing for butterfish before the clo
sure, their operating costs, catch, and profits, and the fisheries to which they redirect, including new costs, 
etc. 

The dealers and processors still involved in butterfish marketing would be impacted also. They would either 
redirect to other species or close during their butterfish season. Since no operator is known to rely solely on 
butterfish and since any total closure would presumably be proceeded by a period of poor harvests, it is as
sumed that no dealer or processor would be forced out of business. 

Overall producer and consumer surpluses would be reduced by the lack of butterfish. Producer surplus can 
only be determined if costs and revenues are known (which they are not). The largest impact may in fact be 
consumer surplus. Most of the butterfish are for the export market, specifically Japan, so the vast majority of 
consumer surplus is foreign. Foreign consumer surplus is unknown. The primary substitutes for Atlantic but
terfish in the Japanese market is Pacific butterfish, sea bream, and jack mackerel (USDS, 1979). Based on 
world catch statistics (FAO, 1985), catches of these substitutes are at much higher levels than Atlantic butter
fish. A total closure of Atlantic butterfish would reduce Japanese consumer surplus. The magnitude of this 
reduction in consumer surplus is unknown. In order to evaluate the reduction, domestic marketing studies 
(including demand variables, income levels, market prices, substitutes, etc.) of Atlantic butterfish consuming 
countries are necessary. US consumer surplus would be almost totally eliminated barring availability of sub
stitutes. This surplus is unknown, but in total presumed to be not substantial. Domestic consumption is dis
cussed in Section 8.2. Based on their reproductive capacity, butterfish could be expected to recover to a level 
sufficient to provide some harvest within, at most, two years, providing environmental conditions are not re
strictive. Upon resumption of harvest it is likely that the ABC would be approximately equal to that assumed 
to exist before the closure. Within two or three additional years the population could be expected to have re
turned to its present level and the ABC would be the present 16,000 mt. 

It is unknown whether the butterfish population could rebound to its present level from a severely depressed 
level without a reduced quota or closure. The directed effort at any point in time would be important. As 
stated previously, the current effort levels are unknown as are estimates of projected levels during any popu
lation decrease. If the population would not rebound on its own, the effect would be continued growth 
overfishing, reduced harvests, reduced profits, higher consumer prices, reduced consumer surplus, and re
duced exports. This would continue until such time as the population did rebound. If the stock rebounded 
on its own without a regulated reduction in fishing effort, then these problems would be eliminated. The 
chance of a natural rebound in the face of growth overfishing is determined by the Council to be possible but 
not very likely. 

4.6. Prices to consumers 

The Amendment should have no effect on consumer prices. Any reporting cost increases should not be large 
enough to influence consumer prices. The butterfish size limit should not effect the US market, which gener
ally uses fish considerably larger than 

the small sizes. To the extent the butterfish size limit has a beneficial effect on the stock, the size limit lessens 
the chances of price increases resulting from future shortages. 
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4.7. Enforcement 

The regulations revised by this FMP reduce overall enforcement costs. Cost of enforcement of the foreign 
fishing regulations does not change. 

Effect on Endangered Species and on the Coastal Zone 

Neither the Amendment or the alternatives would constitute an action that "may affect" endangered or 
threatened species or their habitat within the meaning of the regulations implementing Section 7 of the En
dangered Species Act of 1973. Thus, consultation procedures under Section 7 will not be necessary on the 
Amendment. 

Also, the Amendment will be conducted in a manner consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the 
Coastal Zone management Programs within the meaning of Section 307(c)( 1) of the Coastal Zone Manage
ment Act of 1972 and its implementing regulations. States with approved CZM programs are Maine, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and 
Maryland. Copies of this Amendment were mailed to states with CZM programs with a determination that 
the programs were either not affected by the Amendment or or were consistent with it. New Hampshire, 
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware have concurred with the Council's evalua
tion. Massachusetts acknowledged receipt of the Council's determination on 15 July 1985 but submitted no 
additional comments. Maine, Rhode Island, and Maryland made no response. 

Effects on Flood Plains or Wetlands 

The Amendment or its alternative will not adversely affect flood plains or wetlands, or trails and rivers listed 
or eligible for listing on the National Trails and Nationwide Inventory of Rivers. 

List of Agencies and Persons Consulted in Formulating the Proposed Action 

In preparing Amendment #2, the Council consulted with NMFS, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Department 
of State, and the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia through 
their membership on the Council. In addition to the States that are members of the Council, Maine, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut will be consulted through the Coastal Zone Man
agement Program consistency process. A list of the agencies and persons sent copies of the Amendment, in
cluding the EA and RIR, and notice of the public hearings is Exhibit A to this EA. 

list of Preparers of Environmental Assessment and Plan Amendment 

Amendment #2 was prepared by John C. Bryson, David R. Keifer, Thomas Hoff, Richard Tremaine, and Clay E. 
Heaton of the Council staff. The need for management and range of alternative solutions was determined 
from a variety of sources including NEFC assessments and several meetings of the Council's Squid, Mackerel, 
and Butterfish Committee, along with the New England Council's Foreign Fisheries Committee and industry 
advisors. The Squid, Mackerel, and Butterfish Committee is made up of Ray Richardson, Barbara Stevenson, 
Harry M. Keene, Joe MacMillan, and Ron Smith. The members of the Foreign Fisheries Committee are Jim 
Salisbury, Bob Smith, John Cronan, Phil Coates, Dan Reifsnyder, and Tony Verga. The industry advisors were 
Phil McSweeney, Rick Lofstad, Dan Cohen, Harry Axelsson, Jim Ruhle, David Martin, Henry Braithwaite, and 
Jim McCauley. Salvatore Testaverde (NMFS, NERO), Gordon Waring and Emory Anderson (NMFS, NEFC), and 
Ann Hochberg (NEFMC) also assisted with the Amendment. 

Findings of No Significant Environmental Impact 

For the reasons discussed above, it is hereby determined that neither approval and implementation of the 
proposed action nor the alternative would affect significantly the quality of the human environment, and 
that the preparation of an environmental impact statement on the Amendment is not required by Section 
102(2)(c) of the National Environmental Policy Act nor its implementing regulations. 

Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, NOAA Date 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Purpose 

APPENDIX 3. REGULATORY IMPACT REVIEW 

The purpose of this document is to present an analysis of the proposed regulations for Amendment #2 
(Amendment) to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish Fishery Management Plan (FMP}. This docu
ment has been prepared in compliance with the procedures of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 
to implement Executive Order (E.O.) 12291. The document also contains an analysis of the impacts of the Plan 
relative to the Regulatory Flexibility Act and the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 

The development of the FMP is discussed in Section 4.1 of the Amendment. The problems are discussed in 
Section 4.2 of the Amendment. The management unit is all Atlantic mackerel, Loligo pealei, 11/ex illecebrosu� 
and butterfish under US jurisdiction, excluding the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. 

1.2. Description of User Groups 

The fishery is described in Sections 7 and 8 of the Amendment. 

1.3. Management Objectives 

The objectives of the FMP are: 

1. Enhance the probability of successful (i.e., the historical average) recruitment to the fisheries. 

2. Promote the growth of the US commercial fishery, including the fishery for export. 

3. Provide the greatest degree of freedom and flexibility to all harvesters of these resources consistent 
with the attainment of the other objectives of this FMP. 

4. Provide marine recreational fishing opportunities, recognizing the contribution of recreational fishing 
to the national economy. 

5. Increase understanding of the conditions of the stocks and fisheries. 

6. Minimize harvesting conflicts among US commercial, US recreational, and foreign fishermen. 

1.4. �· rovisions of the Amendment 

ThE' nagement measures are set forth in Section 9.1 of the Amendment. 

2. ReG U LATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS 

The benefits and costs of the proposed management measures are discussed in Section 9.2 of the Amend
ment. The Council has concluded that the benefits outweigh the costs. 

E.O. 12291 requires that the following three issues be considered: 

1. Will the Plan have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more. 

2. Will the Plan lead to an increase in the costs or prices for consumers, individual industries, Federal, 
State, or local government agencies or geographic regions. 

3. Will the Plan have significant adverse effects on competition, employment, investment, productivity, 
innovation, or on the ability of US based enterprises to compete with foreign based enterprises in do
mestic or export markets. 

The Amendment should not have an annual effect of $100 million or more since the total fishery had a value 
of only about $15 million in 1983 (Tables 11, 15, and 19). 

The Amendment should not change prices. Cost impacts are discussed in Section 9.2 of the Amendment. 

The Amendment should have positive effects on competition, employment, investment, productivity, innova
tion, and on the ability of US based enterprises to compete with foreign based enterprises in domestic or ex
port markets. 
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3. IMPACTS OF THE FMP RELATIVE TO THE REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT AND THE PAPERWORK REDUC

TION ACT OF 1980. 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) requires the examination of the impacts on small businesses, small organi
zations, and small jurisdictions. Most of the fishing boats and businesses affected by this action are small enti
ties for the purposes of the RFA. The summation of the direct costs of the regulations imposed by this FMP do 
not have a significant economic impact on the entities involved (section 9.2.2.2) and those public burden 
hours involved have already been approved by OMB. The imposition of a minimum butterfish count could 
have a financial effect on some small entities. However, due to the developing nature of the US harvesting 
fleet, the export market conditions, and the localized nature of the landings, the overall effect is expected to 
be neutral or positive (section 9.2.2.7). The impacts of the Amendment do not favor large businesses over 
small businesses. Both large and small businesses can benefit from the development of the fishery, from im
proved data collection, and from measures to protect the butterfish resource. 

The Paperwork Reduction Act concerns the collection of information. The intent of the Act is to minimize the 
Federal paperwork burden for individuals, small business, State and local governments, and other persons as 
well as to maximize the usefulness of information collected by the Federal government. This Amendment 
changes the FMP's permitting requirements (Section 9.1.2.1) because of a need to obtain improved informa
tion about the fisheries. The revisions are designed to keep the costs as low as possible (Section 9.2.2.1). The 
system should not be burdensome. It was developed in consultation with industry advisors in order to im
prove its acceptability. 
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APPENDIX 4. PUBLIC HEARINGS SUMMARIES 

24 July 1985, Norfolk, VA 

The hearing began at 7:29 pm. The moderator was MAFMC member Dr. William Hargis, Jr. Also present 
were Dr. Robert Lippson, NMFS, David R. Keifer, MAFMC staff, and six members of the public. 

Mr. Keifer reviewed the provisions of Amendment #2. 

Mr. James Ruhle indicated that the 500 count minimum size limit for butterfish might hurt the fishery in the 
southern part of the Mid-Atlantic and suggested that a 600 count might be better. He also recommended 
that the Polish mackerel research program continue since research as part of a directed fishing/joint venture 
project would be inadequate because of the need to accomplish the objectives of the JV and also because of 
the experience of the Poles. 

Mr. Charles Amory recommended improvements in JV arrangements so that foreign nations would not be 
able to complete their directed fishing operations prior to complying with other conditions (purchase of US 
processed fish or over the side purchases). 

The hearing ended at 8:24pm. 

25 July 1985, Cape May, NJ 

The hearing began at 7:29pm. The moderator was MAFMC member Capt. David H. Hart. Also present were 
Dr. Robert Lippson and Pat Heying, NMFS, Stu Tweed, Cape May County Extension, Gef Flimlin, Ocean County 
Agriculture Center, David R. Keifer, MAFMC staff, and eight members of the public. 

Mr. Keifer reviewed the provisions of Amendment #2. 

Michael Genovese opposed prohibiting mechanical sorters because they improve efficiency and recommend
ed the butterfish size limit be 600 to 700 count. 

Dan Axelsson opposed prohibiting mechanical sorters because they improve efficiency and recommended the 
butterfish size limit be 600 count. 

Lars Axelsson supported Amendment #2 except prohibiting mechanical sorters because they improve effi
ciency and the 500 count butterfish minimum size limit. 

Harry Axelsson opposed prohibiting mechanical sorters because they improve efficiency and recommended 
the butterfish size limit be 600-675 count. He also felt that it would be very difficult to maintain fishing ves
sel records on a daily basis. 

Gef Flimlin indicated that a strategy directed at developing export markets led to overcapitalization in US ag
riculture and questioned whether the export development strategy advocated by the objectives of the Atlan
tic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP might have similar negative impacts on the fishery. 

The hearing was closed at 8:25pm. 

29 July 1985, Fairhaven, MA 

The hearing began at 7:14pm. The moderator was MAFMC member Mr. Harry M. Keene. Also present were 
Mr. Edward Macleod, NMFS, Robert Smith, New England Council; David Borden, Rl Marine Fisheries; Ann 
Hochberg, NEFMC staff, David R. Keifer, MAFMC staff, and twenty members of the public. 

Mr. Keifer reviewed the provisions of Amendment #2.Paul Gorman (Attachment A) advocated the use .of 
mesh regulations rather than prohibiting sorters. He felt that the sorter prohibition would impact vessels that 
are being upgraded and would give onshore processors an advantage. 

Chuck Michand stated that offshore boats should not have sorting machines in order to conserve the stocks. 

Pat Young {Attachment B) proposed at 3" minimum mesh size rather than a butterfish size limit. He felt that 
sorting machines are necessary. If observers are necessary they should be paid by the government. Data is 
needed for management and a committee should be established to develop how data can be collected from 
the vessels. 

Geir Monsen {Attachment A) indicated that the change to the fishing year is satisfactory as is the change to 
the bycatch TALFF percentages, but felt that some of the currently "prohibited" species should be added to 
the bycatch TALFF list. The change to the mackerel regime might increase the foreign catch, thereby hurting 
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US development efforts. The change to the butterfish regime is satisfactory but it should be possible to in
crease the OY to greater than 16,000 mt because the basis of the 16,000 mt is weak. The butterfish minimum 
size limit will not be effective since the fish are dead when they come on deck; a 3" minimum mesh size 
would be better. Sorters are necessary and the observer requirement is unconstitutional. NMFS personnel 
feel the 3-Tier System is adequate for management. Any data system should be voluntary for all or manda
tory for all. 

Richard Goodwin (Attachment A) favored a mesh regulation in place of a butterfish size limit and prohibition 
of sorters. Sorters are needed most when 6 0-80% of the catch is larger fish in order to remove the small per
centage of small fish. 

Donald Follett indicated that foreign buyers demand a graded product. Observers would be needed at the 
docks on a 24 hour basis in order to assure that the sorter ban for the vessels would not negatively impact the 
vessels to the benefit of the onshore processors. 

Gerald Paquette (Attachment C) recommended that for joint ventures the US processed to directed foreign 
fishing ratio should improve every year beginning at 3:1. He stated a 3" mesh should be used in place of the 
500 count limit dnd that grading machines should be legal. Additionally, he felt that freezer trawlers should 
not be singled out in reporting. 

Peter Golten indicated that as long as buyers are willing to buy small fish they will be landed. He said small 
fish should be kept in the ocean. 

The hearing ended at 8:28pm. 

30 July 1985, Galilee, Rl 

The hearing began at 7:00pm. The moderator was MAFMC member Mr. Harry M. Keene. Also present were 
MAFMC member Barbara Stevenson, Robert Smith, New England Council; David Borden, Rl Marine Fisheries; 
Ann Hochberg, New England Council staff, Pat Kirkle, NMFS RO, Liz Casey, NOAA GCNE, David R. Keifer, 
MAFMC staff, and 45 members of the public. 

Mr. Keifer reviewed the provisions of Amendment #2. 

Paul Gorman questioned whether the Amendment would remove the sorting machines from foreign fishing 
vessels. He indicated that a mesh regulation would allow more immature fish to live. 

Brian Dorman (Attachment D) supported the use of grading machines and the 3" minimum mesh size for 
butterfish. 

Fred Bensen supported the use of sorters so the fishermen know the value of their catch before it is sold and 
to maintain a competitive position. 

Lucy Sloan (National Federation of Fishermen) indicated that vessel owners and operators would be liable for 
observers and this could create insurance problems. 

Jack Wescott said mechanical sorters were bad and allow fishermen to discard 90% of their catch. 

Guido Sambrini indicated that freezer/trawlers have a great potential for Rhode Island and could help make 
Davisville a major port. He expects Federal help in such development. Conservation is necessary. He support
ed a mesh regulation. 

Jim McCaully stated the board of directors of the Pt. Judith Coop opposed sorters, but indicated the Coop 
would not put forth an official position until the membership had been polled. 

Donald Follett questioned what enforcement would be like for the butterfish size limit. If sorters are prohib .. 
ited on the boats they should also be prohibited on shore. 

Capt. Lottes opposed the use of sorters. 

Gerald Paquette stated that prohibiting grading machines will lower the price that freezer/processors are 
able to pay the vessels they buy from. 

Thomas Faherty advocated the use of a mesh regulation in the butterfish fishery. 

Alvin Stettbacher, Jr. (Attachment E) preferred a 600-650 count and a 3" minimum mesh for butterfish and 
opposed the prohibition of sorting machmes. 
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The hearing ended at 7:50pm. 

31 July 1985, Riverhead, NY 

The hearing began at 7:15pm. The moderator was MAFMC member Mr. Harry M. Keene. Also present were 
MAFMC member Warren Hader, John Mason, NY DEC, Emerson Hasbrook, NMFS, David R. Keifer, MAFMC 
staff, and five members of the public 

Mr. Keifer reviewed the provisions of Amendment #2. 

Floyd Carrington (Shinnecock Marlin and Tuna Club) recommended that the personal use exemption in the 
regulations be changed to match the FMP, that there be no directed foreign fishing, and that care be used in 
setting squid OYs to assure there is no overfishing because squid is a food for other fish. 

Richard Miller (Long Island Fishermen's Assn.) stated that data needs should be met through the 3- Tier Sys
tem, not through mandatory logs and that the butterfish size limit is unenforceable and will not help the re
source or fishery. 

Alan Macnow (Japan Fisheries Assn. and Japan Deepsea Trawlers Assn.) said there was inadequate justifica
tion for the reduction of bycatch TALFFs and that lowering bycatch TALFFS would work against achieving ob
jective 3 since it would make it harder for foreign fishermen to catch their allocations and, hence, there 
would be less incentive for foreign nations to enter into joint ventures. 

The hearing was closed at 8:05pm. 
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APPENDIX 5. WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED ON AMENDMENT #2 

Three lettefs commenting on Amendment #2 to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP were re
ceived by the Council. One was from the State Street Bank and Trust Company of Boston, MA (Attachment 
A), another was from the Region I (Boston} office of the Environmental Protection Agency (Attachment B), 
and the third was from the New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) (Attachment C). 

STATE STREET BANK 

The State Street Bank recommended that mechanical sorters be allowed. The sorter regulation proposed in 
the public hearing draft of Amendment #2 has been deleted in the final version of the Amendment. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

The Environmental Protection Agency agreed with the Council's determination that Amendment #2 will not 
cause significant adverse impacts on the environment. 

NEW ENGLAND FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

The NEFMC commented on three issues relative to the Amendment: the reporting provisions, the regulation 
of mechanical sorters, and the wording of the butterfish size limit. 

The comment on the butterfish limit recommended that "size" be changed to "count" since the provision is 
technically a count rather than a size limit. This change was made in the final version of the Amendment. 

Concerning mechanical sorters, the regulatory provision was deleted in the final version of the Amendment. 
The Council did not introduce a requirement that fishermen accept NMFS observers to study the butterfish 
size discard problem. However, the Council has requested that NMFS study issues relating to butterfish size, 
including mesh selectivity. 

Concerning reporting, the Council did not materially change the data collection program from the hearing 
draft. The NEFMC comment appears to confuse the special butterfish study with the need for improved fish
ery data. The Council's view is that the butterfish study can be accomplished by the NEFC using the tradition
al tools available to it. 

A review of history may be useful in understanding the different opinions of the Council and the NEFMC on 
the reporting question. The original Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMPs and the regulations im
plementing them included mandatory logbooks. NMFS never implemented the logbook requirements al
though they included the requirements in the regulations, apparently because of problems associated with 
implementation of the mandatory logbook requirement in the original Groundfish FMP. The problems with 
the Groundfish FMP logbook led to a withdrawal of that logbook and the creation of a task force assigned 
to, among other things, solve the reporting problem. The task force developed what is known as the 
"Three-Tier System .. with tier one being the NMFS program of interviewing dealers and fishermen, tier two 
being a voluntary logbook system to gather data from areas where the tier one interview program did not or 
would not work, and tier three being special data collection, possibly including voluntary embarcation of 
NMFS observers on fishing vessels. 

Tier one was implemented to the extent that it was the pre-existing Weighout System, which was designed 
for the New England marketing system and apparently worked for New England because a network of port 
samplers had been developed over time since the mid-1960s. However, tier one implementation has been 
inadequate in the Mid-Atlantic because the marketing system on Long Island differs materially from the New 
England model (knowledge of Long Island vessels is critical in this FMP) and because of inadequate deploy
ment of port samplers south of Long Island. 

In theory, tier two logbooks should have been implemented to solve the Mid-Atlantic problems, but to date it 
is the Council's understanding that they have not been used in an organized program. When Amendment# 1 
to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP was being prepared, the Three Tier System was being fi
nalized. The Council debated whether to continue the mandatory logbook requirement or adopt the Three 
Tier System. Amendment #1 (adopted by the Council 15 September 1983) identified certain special data the 
Council felt it needed and stated that, additionally, " ... NMFS should collect all data required by the Act." 
Amendment #1 further provided .. No more specific data collection methods or procedures are suggested. It 
is anticipated that a uniform data collection system for the region will be in place prior to the expiration of 
this Amendment". 
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The Council has concluded that a reporting system with data available for analysis soon after it is reported is 
critical to the development of the fisheries subject to this FMP. The SSC also identified the urgent need for 
current, adequate data. This system is designed to furnish data heretofore not supplied from the Three-Tier 
System, even though Amendment #1 required the data. 
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APPENDIX 6. ATLANTIC MACKEREL, SQUID, AND BUTTERFISH FMP REGULATIONS 

Sec. 655.1 Purpose and scope. 
Sec. 655.2 Definitions. 
Sec. 655.3 Relation to other laws. 
Sec. 655.4 Vessel permits. 

Subpart A- General Provisions 

Sec. 655.5 Recordkeeping and reporting. (Reserved) 
Sec. 655.6 Vessel identification. 
Sec. 655.7 Prohibitions. 
Sec. 655.8 Enforcement. 
Sec. 655.9 Penalties. 

Subpart B- Management Measures 

Sec. 655.20 Fishing year. 
Sec. 655.21 Allowable levels of harvest. 
Sec. 655.22 Procedures for determining initial annual amounts and adjustments. 
Sec. 655.23 Closure of the fishery. 

AUTHORITY: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq. 

Subpart A· General Provisions 

§655.1 Purpose and scope. 

(a) The regulations in this part govern fishing for Atlantic mackerel, 11/ex, Loligo, and butterfish by fishing 
vessels of the United States in the EEZ off the coasts of the Atlantic States. 

(b) The regulations governing fishing for Atlantic mackerel, //lex, Loligo, and butterfish by vessels other 
than vessels of the United States are contained in 50 CFR Part 611. 

(c) This part implements the Fishery Management Plan for the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish 
Fisheries of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean. 

§655.2 Definitions. 

In addition to the definitions in the Magnuson Act and in §620.2 of this chapter, the terms used in this 
part have the following meanings: 

Atlantic butterfish or butterfish means the species Peprilus triacanthus. 

Atlantic mackerel or mackerel means the species Scomber scombrus. 

Charter or party boat means any vessel which carries passengers for hire to engage in fishing. 

Fishery management plan (FMP) means the Fishery Management Plans for the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, 
and Butterfish Fisheries of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean, as consolidated by amendment 3 and revised by 
subsequent amendments. 

Fishing trip or trip means a period of time during which fishing is conducted, beginning when the vessel 
leaves port and ending when the vessel returns to port. 

11/ex means the species 11/ex illecebrosus (short-finned or summer squid). 

Joint venture harvest means U.S. harvested Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish transferred to foreign 
vessels in the EEZ or in the internal waters of a State. Transfers to foreign vessels in the internal waters of a 
State are governed under section 306(c) of the Magnuson Act. 

Loligo means the species Loligo pealei (long-finned or bone squid). 

Metric ton (mt) means 1,000 kilograms or 2,204.6 pounds. 

Regional Director means the Regional Director, Northeast Region, National Marine Fisheries Service, 14 
Elm Street, Federal Building, Gloucester, MA, or a designee. 

Squid means Loligo pea lei and //lex illecebrosus. 

Vessel length means that length set forth in U.S. Coast Guard or State records. 
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§655.3 Relation to other laws. 

(a) The relation of this part to other laws is set forth in §620.3 of this chapter and paragraph (b) of this sec
tion. 

(b) Vessels fishing within the regulated mesh area defined at §651.20 of this chapter with cod end mesh 
size of less than 5.5 inches must apply to fish under the exempted fishery program as set forth in §651.22 of 
this chapter. 

§655.4 Vessel permits. 

(a) General. Any vessel of the United States which catches Atlantic mackerel, //lex and Lo/igo squid, or 
butterfish must have a permit issued under this section except vessels used by recreational fishermen taking 
Atlantic mackerel, 11/ex and Loligo squid, or butterfish for the personal use of such recreational fishermen. 

(b) Application. 

(1) Each applicant must submit a permit application signed by ythe owner or operator of the vessel on an 
appropriate form obtained from the Regional Director before November 1 of each year or at least 30 days be
fore the date on which the applicant desires to have the permit made effective. 

(2) Applicants shall provide all the following information (approved by the Office of Management and 
Budget under OMB control number 0648�0097): 

(i) The name, mailing address including zip code and telephone number of the owner of the vessel; 

(ii) The name of the vessel; 

(iii) The vessel's U.S. Coast Guard documentation number, or the vessel's State registration number for 
vessels not required to be documented under provisions of Title 46 of the U.S. Code; 

(iv) The home port or principal port of landing, gross tonnage, radio call sign, and length of the vessel; 

(v) The engine horsepower of the vessel and the year the vessel was built; 

(vi) The type of construction, type of propulsion, and the type of echo sounder of the vessel; 

(vii) The permit number of any current or previous Federal fishing permit issued to the vessel; 

(viii) The approximate fish hold capacity of the vessel; 

(ix) The type and quantity of fishing gear used by the vessel; 

(x) The average size of the crew, which may be stated in terms of a range; and 

(xi) The quantity of Loligo and 11/ex squid, Atlantic mackerel, and butterfish landed during the year prior 
to the year for which the permit is being applied; and 

(xii) Any other information concerning vessel characteristics requested by the Regional Director. 

(3) Any change in the information specified in paragraph (b)(2) of this section must be reported by the ap
plicant in writing to the Regional Director within 15 days of the change. 

(c) Issuance. The Regional Director will issue a permit to the applicant no later than 30 days from the re
ceipt of a completed application. 

(d) Expiration. A permit will expire upon any change in vessel ownership, registration, name, length, 
gross tonnage, fish hold capacity, home port, or the regulated fisheries in which the vessel is engaged or on 
December 31 of the year for which the permit was issued. 

(e) Duration. A permit is valid until it expires or is revoked, suspended, or modified pursuant to Subpart D 
of 15 CFR Part 904. 

(f) Alteration. Any permit which has been altered, erased, or mutilated is invalid. 

(g) Replacement. Replacement permits may be issued by the Regional Director when requested in writing 
by the owner or operator stating the need for replacement, the name of the vessel, and the fishing permit 
number assigned. An application for a replacement permit will not be considered a new application. 

(h) Transfer. Permits issued under this part are not transferable or assignable. A permit is valid only for 
the ftshmg vessel and owner for which it is issued. 

(i) Display. Any permit issued under this part must be carried on board the fishing vessel at all times. The 
operator of a fishing vessel shall present the permtt for inspection upon request by any Authorized Officer. 
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(j) Sanctions. Procedures governing permit sanctions and denials are found at Subpart D of 15 CFR Part 
904. 

(k) Fees. No fee is required for any permit issued under this part. 

§655.5 Recordkeeping and reporting. (Reserved) 

§655.6 Vessel identification. 

(a) Official number. Each fishing vessel subject to this part over 25 feet in length must display its official 
number on the port and starboard sides of the deckhouse or hull, and on an appropriate weather deck so as 
to be visible from above. 

(b) Numerals. The official number must contrast with the background and be in block Arabic numerals at 
least 18 inches in height for vessels equal to or over 65 feet, and at least 10 inches in height for all other ves
sels over 25 feet in length. 

(c) The official number must be permanently affixed to or painted on the vessel. However, charter or par
ty boats may use non-permanent markings to display the offiCial number whenever the vessel is fishing for 
Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish. 

(d) Duties of operator. The operator of each vessel subject to this part shall: 

(1) Keep the vessel name and official number clearly legible and in good repair; and 

(2) Ensure that no part of the vessel, its rigging, its fishing gear, or any other object obstructs the view of 
the official number from an enforcement vessel or aircraft. 

§655.7 General prohibitions. 

In addition to the general prohibitions specified in §620 7 of this chapter, it is unlawful for any person to 
do any of the following: 

(a) To fish commercially for Atlantic mackerel, squid, and butterfish without a permit issued pursuant to 
§655.4. 

(b) To use any vessel for taking, catching, harvesting, or landing of any Atlantic mackerel, squid, or but
terfish (except as provided in §655.4(a)) unless the vessel has on board a valid permit issued under §655.4. 

(c) To fail to report to the Regional Director within 15 days any change in the information contained in 
the permit application for a vessel, as specified in §655.4(b). 

(d) To falsify or fail to affix and maintain vessel markings as required by §655.6. 

(e) To take and retain, or land more Atlantic mackerel, squid, or butterfish than specified under a notice 
issued under §655.24. 

(f) To falsify the records and reports prescribed by these regulations. 

(g) Violate any other provision of this part, the Magnuson Act, any notice issued under Subpart B of this 
part, or any other regulation or permit promulgated under the Magnuson Act. 

(h) To make any false statement, written or oral, to an authorized officer, concerning the taking, catch
ing, landing, purchase, sale, or transfer of any mackerel, squid, or butterfish. 

(i) To interfere with, obstruct, delay, or prevent by any means the lawful investigation or search conduct
ed in the process of enforcing this part. 

§655.8 Facilitation of Enforcement. 

See §620.8 of this chapter. 

§655.9 Penalties. Any person or fishing vessel committing or used in the commission of a violation of this part 
is subject to the civil and criminal penalty provisions and civil forfeiture provisions of the Act and to 15 CFR 
Part 904 (Civil Procedures), and any other applicable laws. 

Subpart B- Management Measures 

§655.20 Fishing year. The fishing year is the 12-month period beginning on January 1 and ending on Decem
ber 31 
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§655.21 Allowable levels of harvest. 

(a) Maximum optimum yields. 

(1) The optimum yields (OYs) during a fishing year may not exceed the following amounts: 

//lex 30,000 mt 
Loligo 44,000 mt 
Butterfish 16,000 mt 

(2) For Atlantic mackerel, the maximum OY is determined in accordance with paragraph (b)(2)(ii} of this 
section. 

(b) Annual specifications. Total allowable biological catch (ABC), initial optimum yield (lOY), and 
amounts for domestic annual harvest (DAH), domestic annual processing (DAP), joint venture processing 
(JVPL and total allowable level of foreign fishing (TALFF) for each species will be determined annually by the 
Regional Director, in consultation with the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (Council), under the 
procedures specified in §655.22, consistent with the following: 

(1) Squid. 

(i) Total allowable biological catch (ABC) for any fishing year is either the maximum OY specified in para
graph (a)(1) of this section, or a lower amount determined by the Regional Director, in consultation with the 
Council, if stock assessments or other ecological data indicate that the potential yield is less than the maxi
mum OY level. 

(ii) The lOY consists of an initial DAH and initial TALFF and represents a modification of ABC, based on 
economic factors. These factors must include the following: 

(A) Total world export potential by squid-producing countries; 

(B) Total world import demand by squid-consuming countries; 

(C) U.S. export potential based on expected U.S. harvests, expected U.S. consumption, relative prices, ex-
change rates, and foreign trade barriers; 

(D) Increased or decreased revenues to the U.S. from foreign fishing fees; 

{E) Increased or decreased revenues to U.S. harvesters (with or without joint ventures); 

(F) Increased or decreased revenues to U.S. processors and exporters; 

(G) Increases or decreases in U.S. harvesting productivity due to decrease or increase in foreign harvest; 

(H) Increases or decreases in U.S. processing productivity; and 

(I) Potential impact of increased or decreased TALFF on foreign purchases of U.S. products and services 
and U.S.-caught fish, changes in trade barriers, technology transfer, and other considerations. 

(iii) The DAH, DAP, and JVP must be based on data from sources specified in §655.22(e) and other relevant 
data tncluding past domestic landings, the capacity and intent of U.S. processors to process U.S.-harvested 
squid, and projected amounts of squid necessary for joint ventures during the fishing year. 

(iv) lOY must be set at a level that will produce the greatest overall net benefit to the United States. In de
termining this amount, the Regional Director, in consultation with the Council, will provide for a TALFF of at 
least a minimum incidental catch in other directed fisheries. TALFF may be greater than an incidental catc.h 
level, if the lOY determined to produce the greatest overall benefit to the United States is sufficiently greater 
than DAH. 

(A) Lo/igo: The incidental catch level is 1.0 percent of the allocated portion of the //lex, 0.04 percent of 
the allocated portion of the mackerel (if a directed fishery is allowed), and 0.5 percent of the allocated por
tions of the silver and red hake TALFFs. 

(B) /1/ex: The incidental catch level is 10.0 percent of the allocated portion of the Loligo TALFF and 0.2 
percent of the allocated portions of the silver and red hake TALFFs. 

(v) The lOY may be adjusted by the Regional Director, in consultation with the Council, at any time during 
the fishing year, under §655.22(f). The basis for any adjustment may be that new information or changed cir
cumstances indicate that U.S. fishermen will exceed the mitial DAH, or that the lOY should be increased to 
produce maximum net benefits to the United States based upon an application of the factors above. The lOY 
may be increased by the amount that DAH or TALFF, or both, are increased, but lOY may not exceed ABC. An 
adjustment to lOY may not result in TALFF being reduced to a quant1ty less than that allocated to and accept-
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ed by foreign nations or to a quantity less than the incidental catch levels specified in paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

(2) Atlantic mackerel. For Atlantic mackerel the maximum OY may not exceed ABC. Mackerel amounts 
are derived using the following terms: 

C = Estimated mackerel catch in Canadian waters for the upcoming fishing year. 

US = Estimated U.S. mackerel catch for the upcoming year. 

S = Mackerel spawning-stock size in the year after the upcoming fishing year. 

Bycatch = 0.4 percent of the allocated portion of the silver hake and red hake TALFFs and 1 percent of 
the allocated portion of the Loligo and 0.1 percent of the allocated portion of the 11/ex 
TALFFs. 

ABC = Acceptable biological catch in U.S. waters for the upcoming fishing year. 

T = Total catch in all waters (U.S. and Canadian) for the upcoming fishing year. 

(i) ABC in U.S. waters for the upcoming fishing year is that quantity of mackerel that could be caught in 
U.S. and Canadian waters (T) minus the estimated catch in Canadian waters (C) and still maintain a spawning 
stock size (S) in the year following the year for which catch estimates and quotas are being prepared equal to 
or greater than 600,000 mt. 

(A) lOY represents a modification of ABC, based on biological and economic factors, intended to provide 
the greatest overall benefit to the nation by incorporating all relevant factors. 

(B) lOY will be specified so that the fishing mortality rate associated with T is less than or equal to Fo.1. If 
the Council determines that development of the U.S. fishery requires a fishing mortality rate greater than 
F0, but still less than or equal to ABC, lOY may be set at the higher level. Such modification will be for that 
fishing year only and revert to Fo.1 unless modified again in subsequent years. 

(ii) The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial TALFF. The Regional Director projects the DAH by re
viewing data concerning past domestic landmgs, projected amounts of mackerel necessary for domestic pro
cessmg and for joint ventures during the fishing year, and other data pertinent for such a projection. The re
creational fishery component of DAH is determtned by the equation Y = (0.0 1 )(X) - ( 166) where Y is the pre
dicted recreational catch and X is the mackerel spawning stock size in the upcoming fishing year, in metric 
tons. The JVP component of DAH is the port1on of DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not 
use. In addition, this specification of lOY is based on such criteria as contained in the Magnuson Act, specifi
cally section 201 (e), and the application of the following factors--

(A) Total world export potential by mackerel producing countries; 

(B) Total world import demand by mackerel consuming countries; 

(C) US. export potential based on expected U.S harvests, expected U.S. consumption, relative prices, ex-
change rates, and foreign trade barriers; 

(D) Increased/decreased revenues to the U S. from foreign fees; 

(E) Increased/decreased revenues to U _s harvesters (with/without joint ventures); 

(F) Increased/decreased revenues to U.S. processors and exporters; 

(G) Increases/decreases in U.S. harvesting productivity due to decreases/increases in foreign harvest; 

(H) Increases/decreases in U.S. processing productivity; and 

(I) Potential impact of increased/decreased TALFF on foreign purchases of U.S. products and services and 
U _s. caught fish, changes in trade barriers, technology transfer, and other considerations. 

(iii) The DAH, DAP, and JVP must be based on data from sources specified in §655.22(e) and other relevant 
data including past domestic landing�, the capacity and intent of U.S. processors to process U.S. harvested 
squid and projected amounts of squid necessary for joint ventures during the fishing year. 

(iv) lOY must be set at a level that will produce the greatest overall net benefit to the United States. In de
termining this amount. the Regional Director, in consultation with the Council, will provide for aT ALFF of at 
least a minimum incidental catch in other dtrected fisheries. TALFF may be greater than an incidental catch 
level, tf the lOY determined to produce the greatest overall benef1t to the U.S. is sufficiently greater than 
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DAH. The incidental level is 0.4 percent of the allocated portion of the silver and red hake, 1.0 percent of the 
allocated portion of the Loligo, and 0.1 percent of the allocated portion of the 11/ex TALFFs. 

(v) The lOY may be adjusted by the Regional Director, in consultation with the Council, at any time during 
the fishing year, under §655.22(f). The basis for any adjustment may be that new information or changed cir
cumstances indicate that U.S. fishermen will exceed the initial DAH, or that the lOY should be increased to 
produce maximum net benefits to the United States based upon an application df the factors above. The lOY 
may be increased by the amount that DAH or TALFF, or both, are increased, but JOY may not exceed ABC. An 
adjustment to lOY may not result in TALFF being reduced to a quantity less than that allocated to and accept
ed by foreign nations or to a quantity less than the incidental catch levels specified in paragraph (iv) of this 
section. 

(3) Butterfish. 

(i) The Regional Director will review yearly the most recent biological data, including data on discards, 
pertaining to the stock. If the Regional Director determines that the stock cannot support a level of harvest 
equal to the maximum OY, he will establish a lower ABC for the fishing year. This level represents essentially 
the modification of MSY to reflect changed biological circumstances. If the stock is able to support a harvest 
level equivalent to the maximum OY, the ABC is set at that level. 

(ii) From the ABC, the Regional Director, in consultation with the Council, will determine the lOY for the 
fishing year. The lOY represents a modification of ABC. The lOY is composed of an initial DAH and initial by
catch TALFF. The Regional Director will project the DAH by reviewing the data concerning past domestic 
landings, projected amounts of butterfish necessary for domestic processing and for joint ventures during the 
fishing year, and other data pertinent for such a projection. The JVP component of DAH is the portion of 
DAH which domestic processors either cannot or will not use. 

(iii) In assessing the level of lOY, the Regional Director will provide for a bycatch TALFF equal to 3.0 per
cent of the allocated portion of the Loligo TALFF and 0.5 percent of the allocated portion of the //lex, 0.08 
percent of the allocated portion of the Atlantic mackerel, and 0.1 percent of the allocated portion of the sil
ver and red hake TALFFs. 

(iv) The JOY may be adjusted by the Regional Director, in consultation with the Council, upward to the 
ABC at any time during the fishing year. An adjustment may be made to lOY to accommodate DAH needs. 
However, TALFF may not be adjusted to a quantity less than that needed for bycatch. Any adjustments to the 
lOY will be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER and may provide for a public comment period. 

(c) Allowable domestic harvest. Fish taken within State jurisdiction will be counted against the domestic 
harvests specified under this section. The allowable domestic harvest for each species is the OY (including OY 
as increased under paragraph (b)(1)(v) of this section) minus TALFF. 

§655.22 Procedures for determining initial annual amounts and adjustments. 

(a) On or about October 15 of each year, the Council will prepare and submit recommendations to the Re
gional Director of the initial annual amounts for the fishing year beginning January 1, based on information 
gathered from sources specified in paragraph (e) of this section. 

(b) On or about November 1 of each year, the Secretary will publish a notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER 
that specifies preliminary initial amounts of OY, DAH, DAP, JVP, TALFF, and reserve (if any) for each species. 
The amounts will be based on information submitted by the Council and from the sources specified in para
graph (e) of this section; in the absence of a Council report, the amounts will be based on information gath
ered from sources specified in paragraph (e) of this section and other information considered appropriate by 
the Regional Director. The FEDERAL REGISTER notice will provide for a 30-day comment period. 

(c) The Council's recommendation and the information listed in paragraph (e) of this section will be avail:. 
able in aggregate form for inspection at the office of the Regional Director during the public comment peri
od. 

(d) On or about December 15 of each year, the Secretary will make a final determination of the initial 
amounts for each species, considering all relevant data and any public comments, and will publish a notice of 
the final determination and response to public comments in the FEDERAL REGISTER. 

(e) Sources used to establish initial annual specifications include: 

(1) Results of a survey of domestic processors and joint venture operators of estimated processing capacity 
and intent to use that capacity (approved by the Office of Management and Budget under OMB control num· 
ber 0648-0114); 
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(2) Results of a survey of fishermen's trade associations of estimated fish harvesting capacity and intent to 
use that capacity (approved by the Office of Management and Budget under OMB control number 0648-
0114); 

(3) Landings and catch statistics; 

(4) Stock assessments; and 

(5) Relevant scientific information. 

(f) Any adjustments to the lOY for squid must be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER with the reasons for 
such adjustment. Any notice of adjustment may provide for a public comment period. 

§655.23 Closure of the fishery. 

(a) General. The Secretary shall close any domestic fishery in the EEZ for any species when U.S. fishermen 
have harvested 80 percent of the allowable domestic harvest (see §655.21 (c)), if such closure is necessary to 
prevent the allowable domestic harvest from being exceeded. The closure will be in effect for the remainder 
of the fishing year. 

(b) Notice. If the Secretary determines that a closure is necessary, he will: 

( 1) Notify in advance the Executive Directors of the Mid-Atlantic, New England, and South Atlantic Coun
cils; 

(2) Mail notifications of the closure to all holders of permits issued under §655.5 at least 72 hours before 
the effective date of the closure; 

(3) Provide for adequate notice of the closure to recreational fishermen in the fishery; and 

(4) Publish a notice of closure in the FEDERAL REGISTER. 

(c) Incidental catches:. During a period of closure, the trip limit for the species for which the fishery is 
closed is 10 percent by weight of the total amount of fish on board. 
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APPENDIX 7. ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Act (MFCMA) the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976, as amended, 16 USC 1801 
et seq. 

allocated portion- that portion of the TALFF actually distributed to foreign nations. 

Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) - the maximum allowable catch for a particular fishing year developed by 
reducing the maximum OY as necessary based on stock assessments. 

Amendment- Amendment #2 to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish FMP (FMP). 

Annual fishing Level- a foreign fishing allocation set pursuant to Section 201 (d)(3) of the Act. 

Atlantic mackerel (mackerel) -the species Scomber scombrus. 

butterfish -the species Peprilus tria canthus. 

CFR- Code of Federal Regulations. 

Council (MAFMC)- the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council. 

CPUE �catch per unit of effort. 

Domestic Annual Harvest (DAH)- the capacity of US fishermen, both commercial and recreational, to harvest 
and their intent to use that capacity. 

Domestic Annual Processing (DAP)- the capacity of US processors to process, including freezing, and their in
tent to use that capacity. 

f - instantaneous rate of fishing mortality (The proportion of the population caught in a small period of 
time.). This mortality occurs in the presence of mortality from other causes and is usually given as averages 
for a year. 

F0.1- the rate of fishing mortality for a given method of fishing at which the increase in yield per recruit for a 
small increase in fishing mortality results in only 10% increase in yield per recruit for the same increase in fish
ing mortality from a virgin fishery. 

FMP �fishery management plan. 

fishery Conservation Zone (FCZ) the zone contiguous to the territorial sea of the US, the inner boundary of 
which is a line coterminous with the seaward boundary of each of the coastal States and the outer boundary 
of which is a line drawn in such a manner that each point on it is 200 nautical miles from the baseline from 
which the territorial sea is measured. 

GIFA- Governing International Fishery Agreement. 

GRT- gross registered ton. 

ICNAF- International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (replaced by NAFO). 

Initial Optimum Yield (lOY)- the initial annual specification amounts as determined by the Northeast Region
al Director, in consultation with the Council, modifying the ABC on the basis of economic considerations. 

internal waters- marine waters landward of the territorial sea. 

joint venture- an arrangement through which US fishermen transfer their catch at sea to foreign vessels. 

metric tons (mt)- 2204.6 pounds. 

MSY- maximum sustainable yield. The largest average catch of yield that can continuously be taken from a 
stock under existing environmental conditions, while maintaining the stock size. 

NAFO- Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization. 

natural mortality- deaths from all causes except fishing, including predation, senility, epidemics, pollution, 
etc. 

NEFC- the Northeast Fisheries Center of the NMFS. 

NMFS- the National Marine Fisheries Service of NOAA. 
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NOAA- the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the US Dept. of Commerce. 

OY- Optimum Yield. 

Regional Director (RD)- the Regional Director, Northeast Region, NMFS. 

SA- Subarea or Statistical Area. 

SSC the Scient ific and Statistical Committee of the Council. 

Secretary- the Secretary of Commerce, or his designee. 

squid the species Loligo pea lei (Loligo or L. peale1) and //lex illecebrosus (//lex or/. illecebrosus). 

state waters- internal waters and the Territorial Sea . 

stock assessment- the NMFS yearly biological assessment of the status of the resources. This analysis provides 
the official estimates of stock size, spawning stock size, fishing mortalities, recruitment, and other parameters 
used in this Plan. The data from these assessments shall constitute the "best scientific information currently 
available" as required by the Act. 

Territorial Sea- marine waters from the shoreline to 3 miles seaward. 

Total Allowable Level of Foreign Fishing (TALFF)- that portion of the Optimum Yield made available for for
eign fishing . 

USDC- US Department of Commerce. 

year-class- the fish spawned or hatched in a given year. 

yield per recruit (YPR)- the expected yield in weight from a single recruit. 
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